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ABSTRACT 

The study is situated in the field of choreographic composition within the context of 

higher education in South Africa. It aims to design and qualitatively reflect on the 

perceived efficacy of decolonial teaching and learning strategies to facilitate 

movement creation in choreographic composition in a dance programme, at a higher 

education institute in South Africa. These teaching and learning strategies aim to use 

decolonial storying as method to access autobiographical, embodied memories that 

engage with, and contribute to, identity construction in the creation of solo and group 

choreographic work. In doing so, I aim to contribute to decolonial practices in higher 

education in South Africa.  

The call from South African students for quality, decolonised education and to critically 

engage with the context of decoloniality, provided the motivation for the research. 

Lecturing in a dance programme at a university in South Africa, my perception is that 

the dance curriculum is predominantly based on Western, Eurocentric approaches, 

pedagogy, and modes of thinking reflective of this specific locus of enunciation, and 

that furthers coloniality. Knowledge must be context-specific, reflect the socio-cultural 

context from where it emerges, as well as the students’ cultures, languages, and 

frames of reference to create epistemological diversity.  

Facilitating teaching and learning strategies for movement creation in choreographic 

composition, where students can draw from their subjective lived experiences, can 

potentially contribute to decolonising the choreographic compositional curriculum, in 

particular, when using memory in relation to identity construction. Designing teaching 

and learning strategies to access autobiographical memory, specifically embodied 

memories, acknowledges individual, subjective, lived experiences, socio-cultural 

contexts and ontological positions. Decoloniality, for me, is about shifting the locus of 

enunciation rooted in Western, Eurocentric modernity, through engaging in border 

thinking and epistemic disobedience to delink from the coloniality/modernity collusion. 

I activate this border thinking and delinking through accessing individuals’ subjective 

lived experiences and embodied memories through decolonial storying in teaching 

and learning strategies. Such teaching and learning strategies can significantly 

contribute to shifting the locus of enunciation of choreographic compositional curricula.  
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This study was located in a qualitative research paradigm, with embodied inquiry as 

the research methodology, conducted from a phenomenographical frame. Embodied 

inquiry is an on-going, multimodal process where attention is paid to subjectivity and 

an acknowledgement of the social construction of being-in-the-world. Embodied 

inquiry in this research process explored individuals, subjective lived experiences, 

where the body communicates in interaction with the other performers, a relationality 

through dancing individuals’ embodied memories.  

In order to understand how decolonial storying can be activated, I positioned it within 

the relevant field of study and engaged with the existing literature. I provided the 

theoretical underpinning of decolonisation, decoloniality, the bodyminded being, 

memory and specifically, embodied memory. I conceptualised choreographic 

composition as meshwork towards an emerging trans-ontology. This theoretical 

underpinning and framework throughout the research contributed to furthering my 

argument and creating the practical sessions in Chapter 6. 

This study then mapped the preparation towards the choreographic process from 

recalling to (re)moving. The theoretical underpinning, framework and preparation 

towards the choreographic process revealed the strategies for decolonisation. The 

collective decolonial strategies in the choreographic process facilitated 

epistemological disobedience and border thinking, allowing delinking and shifting the 

locus of enunciation, thereby creating my decolonial pedagogy. A decolonial 

pedagogy revealed strands that interweave, creating the conceptual nodes of this 

research: embodied memory as a conceptual node; decoloniality as a conceptual 

node; storying as a conceptual node; and identity as a construction as a conceptual 

node. These nodes cluster together to construct the particular methodology I used, 

and which foregrounded the central method of decolonial storying. The conceptual 

nodes created by a decolonial pedagogy moved my research towards a decolonial 

choreographic, compositional methodology. I provided the framework of how to re-

imagine, re-think and re-model a decolonial choreographic process that engaged 

multiplicity, diversity and reflexivity within the choreographic, compositional context.  

The choreographic process allowed the locus of enunciation to be shifted towards a 

loci of enunciation through multiplicity, an in-between space, a fluid space towards an 

emerging trans-ontology. Cultures collided and interwove with one another as the 
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moving stories stood testament to participants’ socio-cultural contexts. The 

choreographic process invited the participants to become the loci of enunciation, as 

part of the curriculum, which facilitated decolonial processes towards trans-ontology. 

This allowed an alternative understanding of themselves and their relational being-in-

the-world, within their specific, socio-cultural contexts. Facilitating choreographic 

pedagogy where participants ‘are’ the curriculum, might shift Eurocentric, Western 

ways of knowing, being-doing in higher education. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION  

1.1 Contextualisation  

This study is situated in the field of choreographic composition within the context of 

higher education in South Africa. It aims to design and qualitatively reflect on the 

perceived efficacy of decolonial teaching and learning strategies to facilitate 

movement creation in choreographic composition in a dance programme, at a higher 

education institute in South Africa. These teaching and learning strategies aim to use 

decolonial storying as method to access autobiographical, embodied memories that 

engage with, and contribute to, identity construction in the creation of solo and group 

choreographic work.  In doing so, I aim to potentially contribute to decolonial practices 

in higher education in South Africa.  

As a moving and embodied researcher, dancer, collaborator, facilitator, dance 

educator and choreographer in the South African context, my speciality and interests 

lie in choreographic compositional practices, as well as choreographic compositional 

pedagogy. I lecture full-time in a dance programme at a university in South Africa. 

Students enrolled in the dance programme come predominantly from historically 

marginalised groups1 and engage with their studies from specific socio-cultural 

paradigms reflective of this historical marginalisation. The student body, where I teach, 

comprises a majority of Black African students. However, there are other smaller racial 

groups in the class, such as Indian, Coloured2 and White3 students. It is important to 

acknowledge that South African higher education is complex in its diversity of racial 

 
1 The student body at a university is reflective of South Africa, as it consists of cultural and linguistic 

diversity where students come from various social and cultural backgrounds.  
2 I explain the racial groupings of the students that I teach to provide context within the research. I, 

however, do not mean to ‘pigeonhole’ individuals into racial classification and fix their identity. Race 
has been used to “create a dividing line between those who identify as (or are identified as) White and 
those who identify as (or as identified as) non-white and to determine who would and would not have 
political rights (and by extension political power)” (Walton & Caliendo, 2020:9). The term Coloured 
was, and is still used today by some, an Apartheid classification practice to denote individuals of 
‘mixed race’ (Reddy, 2001:75).  

3 In this research I intentionally capitalise ‘White’ and ‘Whiteness’ in support  of Mack and Palfrey’s 
(2020:s.p) argument where they state “we intentionally capitalise ‘White’ in part to invite people, and 
ourselves, to think deeply about the ways Whiteness survives-and is supported-both explicitly and 
implicitly”. However, if an author chose to use lowercase, I cite that in the text.   
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groupings and reveals various challenges and limitations such as “inequalities, 

inadequate resources and a complicated curriculum4” (Ajani & Gamede, 2021:121).  

The students that share the teaching and learning space with me often experience a 

sense of alienation and isolation or what Keet (2014:23) refers to as “epistemic 

‘othering’” due to the curriculum.  Epistemic ‘othering’ from the curriculum references 

what Fomunyam and Teferra (2017:199) suggest is a “cultural dissonance in the 

classroom” that reveals “epistemic contexts that are unfamiliar”. 

“Epistemic ‘othering’” and “cultural dissonance” suggest that the curriculum does not 

align with the “students’ needs” (Fomunyam, 2016:48); their frames of reference; 

socio-cultural backgrounds; and knowledge-systems, or as Lebeloane (2018:2) 

suggests, their “reasoning, sensing and views of life” within a South African context. 

As such, it does not speak to their being-in-the world, their identities and ontologies. 

Instead of the curriculum supporting an understanding of who students are in the world 

(their ontologies5) and navigating ways of knowing that are relevant to the South 

African context (their epistemologies6), the epistemological hegemony of the dance 

curriculum in the institution where I teach, fosters cultural dissonance and makes the 

curriculum content difficult to relate to. 

Letsekha (2013:5) refers to such a context as the “decontextualised state of curricula” 

in South African higher education that does not create spaces that are “relevant, 

effective and empowering” within a South African context. Decontextualised curricula 

and the ways in which they are taught could be the result of what Fomunyam (2016:46) 

calls “outdated teaching and learning approaches” within the South African context. 

Within South African higher educational teaching and learning contexts, there needs 

to be “appropriate contexts of relevance” (Letsekha, 2013:7) or “locally and regionally 

relevant curricula” (Le Grange, 2016:8) that allow epistemological diversity (Msila, 

2007:151) and inclusivity that supports students’ diverse processes of becoming(s). 

This sentiment is shared among academics calling for a humanising pedagogy that 

 
4 A curriculum is a plan that outlines what students will learn and how they will learn in a specific course 

of study. It includes the content, methods, resources and assessments used in facilitating learning.  
5 Ontology is the philosophy or study of being, with related concepts of existence, becoming and 

individual being-in-the-world (Aliyu & Adamu, 2015:3).  
6 Epistemology is the study and philosophy of knowledge and within this research ‘how’ we know.  
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transforms educational practices (Dube & Mudehwe-gonhovi, 2022:147; Kajee, 

2021:138; Latecka & Latecka, 2022:1; Moses & Lewis, 2020:385; Zembylas, 2018:1). 

Zembylas (2018:1) argues that decolonial theories need to “come into conversation” 

with “one’s full humanity”. 

The South African #FeesMustFall student protests of 2015 and 2016 saw students call 

for free, and decolonised education at tertiary level in an attempt to redress historical 

marginalisation and to advocate social justice in and through education (Prinsloo, 

2016:164). It is the call from South African students for decolonised education that 

prompted my research and to critically engage with the context of decoloniality that 

will enable decolonial teaching and learning strategies to be created within a higher 

education context. Loots (2018:3) argues that the act of decolonising is not a linear 

process, but rather, should be an on-going struggle for artists, academics, researchers 

and teachers within a South African context. This on-going struggle for the 

decolonising of university curricula is an attempt to make higher education relevant to 

the “material, historical and social realities of the communities in which the university 

operates” (Letsekha, 2013:4). 

Decolonisation and how it should manifest in South African higher education is a topic 

of critical debate (Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2017:1; Zembylas, 2018:1). There are various 

approaches to decolonisation and decoloniality within various contexts. One 

approach, for example, suggests decolonisation must completely exclude Western 

based knowledges – a form of de-Westernisation or rejection of the West (Fataar, 

2018:vii) and centralise an Afrocentric epistemology (Dei, 2014:292; Mallard, 

2021:s.p) only.  

Another approach suggests that decolonisation implies epistemological inclusivity and 

diversity, which strongly critiques the West and its knowledge systems, but includes 

it. Decolonisation is thus pluriversality and multiplicity (Mbembe, 2016:29). This 

approach views all knowledges and ways of being as valid and moves towards 

inclusivity (Moses & Lewis, 2020:385; Zembylas, 2018:4).  

I support an approach to decolonisation that implies epistemological inclusivity and 

diversity, where for me, decoloniality is about shifting the “locus of enunciation” as a 

mode of de-linking (Mignolo, 2007a:158). In Chapter 2 (specifically Section 2.4), I 
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explain how the locus of enunciation emerges as reflective of Western modernity and 

its related knowledges that are observable in the remnants of colonial education that 

still underpins many curricula in South Africa. Decoloniality, for me, is then about 

shifting this Western, Eurocentric locus of enunciation as a way to disrupt 

epistemological hegemony through delinking. Thus, I position myself within this 

research as a decolonial ally with an approach that works towards the inclusivity of all 

epistemologies and ways of being-in-the-world. I discuss my positionality and 

decolonial allyship in Section 1.1.3 of this chapter.  

Throughout this research, I refer to ‘individuals’ and cognisance needs to be taken that 

I do not reference Western Individualism7 but rather, use the term to imply an individual 

situated in a socio-cultural, embodied and intersubjective world. I argue that the dance 

programme where I teach needs to move towards these contexts of relevance, so that 

the students feel included8 and their epistemologies and ontologies are acknowledged 

in the teaching and learning space.  

In agreement with my stance, scholars across the South African academic landscape 

at various universities are dedicated to creating decolonial, inclusive, transformative9 

and context-specific curricula. Many universities across the country, including where I 

teach, are engaged in, and facilitating, decolonisation in a variety of areas and 

specifically around decolonising curricula and pedagogy,10 due to the call for free and 

decolonised education in South Africa. This is also the case for the decolonisation of 

choreographic composition in the dance programme, where I teach.   

Within dance education, academics have written extensively on how to decolonise 

dance practices, and the content of what is taught in the South African context, as well 

as their individual choreographic process and approaches (Boulle & Pather, 2019:1; 

Demerson, 2020:viii; Johnstone, 2022:1; Loots, 2017:1; Mabingo, 2019:47; 

 
7 Western Individualism is the philosophy that views people as autonomous, where they are self-reliant, 

pursuing individual goals, independent, and self-masterful (Cortina et al., 2017:1). It does not 
acknowledge the communal as part of individual being-in-the-world.  

8  Inclusive education suggests “increased access, presence, participation and success for all students 
in education” (Slee et al., 2019:5). 
9 Transformative education is “an experience — perhaps short-lived and intense, perhaps gradual yet 
substantive —that brings about a profound epistemic and personal shift” (Paul & Quiggin, 2020:561).  
10 Referenced authors include Loots (2017:1); Morreira, Luckett, Kumalo & Ramgotra (2020:1); Motala, 

Sayed & de Kock (2021:1002); Zembylas, Bozalek & Motala (2021:11), amongst many others.  
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Motsaathebe, 2019:44; Oliver & Oliver, 2017:81; Parker, 2020:1; Praeg, 2019:1; 

Samuel, 2017:90; Wilson, 2017a:146), amongst others. To allow for epistemological 

inclusivity, it is important to reveal, critique, rupture and intervene in Western, 

Eurocentric curricula and their locus of enunciation.   

1.1.1 Rationale of the study  

The ongoing Anglo-European hegemony in dance education, which is steeped 

in racial injustices and oppression of knowledge, people, and dance practices 

from communities on the margins, requires urgent intervention (Mabingo et al., 

2022:9). 

This call for urgent attention is equally applicable to dance pedagogy and 

choreographic composition pedagogy. The process of teaching and learning 

choreographic composition is a complex and multifaceted endeavour that needs to 

include new approaches and methods within the South African higher educational 

context (Nikolayeva, 2020:104) that resonate with decoloniality.  

In this research, Eurocentric refers to what Mignolo (2011b:45) suggests is “a 

hegemonic structure of knowledge and beliefs” that positions the Western world as 

being the foundation and location of knowledge production and the only validated ‘way 

of being’. The West, also known as the Western world, consists primarily of Anglo-

Europe, Australasia, and the Americas, where Western paradigms generally refer to 

a set of social norms, philosophies, politics, scientific, literary, and artistic practices 

(Duran & Duran, 1995:81; Kurth, 2003:5), which are largely rooted in historical 

Eurocentrism. The term ‘Western’ or ‘West’ in this context thus refers broadly to 

shared, and historically dominant, fundamental socio-political ideologies and cultural 

values (see Section 2.3.2). As such, this motivates my coupling of Western and 

Eurocentric, as well as the interchangeable use of the terms.  

In considering choreographic composition within the South African context, it is 

important to examine how the curricula are positioned. Heleta (2016:3) states that the 

South African humanities curricula, including the arts and dance at tertiary level, exist 

within Western epistemological frameworks. Western epistemological frameworks 

suggest that the curricula in South Africa are positioned where knowledge production 

or creation, and ways of being, are seen to emerge from a Western perspective or as 
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a result of coloniality (see Section 2.2.2). The history of colonialism and the Afrikaner 

Nationalist extension of colonialism, apartheid, has influenced the arts, dance and 

choreographic composition in South Africa (Friedman, 2012:1; Rani, 2018:315; 

Samuel, 2016:2), specifically the form and approach to dance.  

Samuel (2016:vii) suggests that there is an “epistemology of prejudice” inherent in 

dance in South Africa.  To understand this “epistemologically of prejudice” I provide a 

brief account of the lineage of dance in the South African context to highlight this 

prejudice. I do not offer a complete history of South African dance, contemporary 

dance, theatre dance and physical theatre with all their multiple complexities, as this 

falls outside the scope of this thesis. My argument aims to reveal the “epistemology of 

prejudice” of Western European approaches and modes of making, versus the 

devalued indigenous ways of making, being and knowing.  Colonialism and apartheid 

marginalised indigenous African cultures and knowledge systems, and created 

hierarchies of race, culture, knowledge and aesthetics that upheld values, perceptions, 

knowledge and practices privileging Whiteness (Rani, 2018:317). Whiteness then 

becomes a social construct associated with privilege (see discussion below).   

Dutch and British colonisation in South Africa occurred from 1652-1910 (see Section 

2.2.1) where in terms of dance European forms, such as ballet, and later American 

modern dance, such as the Graham technique (amongst others), were introduced in 

South Africa. Classical ballet dominated concert theatre performance from the 1800s 

in South Africa (Grut, 1981:1). Samuel (2016:21) suggests this hegemonic positioning 

of ballet in South Africa was for the “white minority to align itself with the notions of 

civilised Europe as entrenched by the colonial governments rather than uncouth 

Africa”. Ballet emerged as a prominent dance form that dominated dance and dance 

education in South Africa (Samuel, 2016:21).  

 

Thus, Western dance forms and in particular ballet, were historically seen as ‘high art’ 

– elevated over all forms of dance (Friedman, 2012:1). African dances were positioned 

as ‘primitive’ or quasi-theatrical (Molobye, 2022:123). Rani (2018:315) suggests that 

in the South African context, this created a “Black/White”11 binary. This Black/White 

 
11 South Africa includes indigenous nations such as the Zulu, Xhosa, Bapedi, South Ndebele, Basotho,   
Venda, Tsongo, Swazi, Khoe-Khoe, San, and BaTswana, amongst others (Demerson, 2020:5).  The 
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binary, positions the African dancing body as “vulgar, comic, uncontrolled, 

undisciplined, and most of all, promiscuous” (Gottschild, 1996:56). As its binary 

opposite, the White dancing body was positioned as civilised and graceful. This 

positioning also revealed what kind of dance was appropriate and relevant for a 

‘civilised’ society (Rani, 2018:315).  

 

The Apartheid government (1948-1994) furthered these colonial ideals in setting up 

national and later provincial art councils that promoted certain modes of ‘civilised’ 

dance and theatre. For example, the National Theatre Organisation (established in 

1947) promoted theatre in Afrikaans and English, later becoming the provincial 

Performing Arts Councils. The Performing Arts Councils (PACs) were established in 

1962 to promote arts and culture, thus furthering the ‘high art’ ideal for a ‘civilised 

society’. What this actually meant was “white arts and cultural practices”, such as 

classical ballet companies took the majority of the funding (Samuel, 2016:4).  A cultural 

hegemony emerged in “allowing some people to feel that they came from civilised and 

artistically rich cultures, and to regard others as barbaric or lacking in culture” (Maree, 

2005:241), which references culturecide (see Section 2.2.3).  

 

The Apartheid government (see Section 2.2.3) even though freed from the shackles 

of British colonialism, chose to position and fund colonial dance forms, such as ballet, 

as a high art form above all indigenous dance forms and styles (Friedman, 2012:1). 

Craighead (2006:22) supports Rani (2018) in stating that: 

 

Apartheid and its severe imposition of the notion of separateness meant that 

the Black/White dichotomy was fuelled by an ideological discourse that 

violently placed White on a pedestal and Black at its base… When one 

investigates the history of dance in this country, it emerges that the high 

art/low, popular art dichotomy is a reinvention of the abovementioned Black/ 

White dichotomy.  

 

 
term ‘Black’ is an incomplete descriptor for indigenous South Africans and the multiple cultures and 
hybrid cultural identities of the country.  
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The Black/White dichotomy created this “epistemology of prejudice” (Samuel, 

2016:vii). Sichel (2012:108) argues that in terms of Apartheid laws, “including the 

separate development policy (we could all practise our cultures – separately), [but] 

black South Africans (this included citizens who were classified as coloured and 

Indians) were prohibited from performing on certain stages, in Whites-only theatres 

and in certain venues”. Under Apartheid, only White artists received any subsidy from 

the state and only Western, European artistic approaches and texts were of value  

(Maree, 2005:241). 

 

After the end of the brutal Apartheid regime in 1994, with its discriminatory practices, 

dance in South Africa did not emerge with an indigenous vision, due to the long-

standing influence of European ballet and American modern dance (Demerson, 

2020:21). Rani (2018:317) argues that Black African dance has the difficult task of 

emerging into a space of freedom after being repressed for centuries. African- 

influenced dance and indigenous dance forms in South Africa are a vast and 

complicated area (Thomas, 2019:98). A prevailing colonial mentality in higher 

education dance spaces still exists as a result of a historical positioning of indigenous 

dance forms, where they are undervalued and positioned as ‘low’ art, furthering this 

“epistemology of prejudice” (Samuel, 2016:vii). 

The dance12 curriculum where I teach, in my opinion, is still dominantly based in 

Western, Eurocentric approaches and modes of thinking about dance, and 

choreographic composition reflective of the epistemological and aesthetic hegemony 

of this historical artistic and intellectual ‘centre’. Even though the new HEQSF13 

curriculum in the Performing Arts has been implemented as a move towards a 

multidisciplinary and decolonial education, there is still a need to engage with the 

historical locus of enunciation and to develop decolonial teaching and learning, 

strategies and methods.   

 
12Murray and Keefe (2016:66) define dance as “a set of codified movement patterns or sequences of a 

fixed duration for particular purposes (with or without music); a form of expression through either 
narrative or abstract movement which may engage the full range of human emotions and psychologies 
without using words”.  

13 The Higher Educational Qualifications Sub-Framework (HEQSF) proposed a curriculum 
reconceptualisation that was implemented in 2020, speaking to a decolonial approach where African 
Performance Studies is a core module in the Performing Arts curricula (Moses & Lewis, 2020).  
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“European-American ethnocentrism” still ‘speaks’ from the Western situated locus of 

enunciation rooted in Western modernity (see Section 2.2.2), that as a consequence, 

holds the belief that ballet is the base of all dance education (Mabingo, 2019:48). 

Mabingo’s (2019:48) idea of “European-American ethnocentrism” ties to modernity, 

colonialism and coloniality in that it is the idea that Western culture(s) is (are) seen as 

superior to other cultures and as the norm against which other cultures are judged 

(see Section 2.2.2). This ethnocentrism does not acknowledge individuals’ 

positionalities and being-in-the-world. Msila (2007:151) suggests that learning 

environments cannot be separated from the societies or cultures they emerge from; 

thus, the inseparability also holds true for dance training.  

Institutions that still uphold Western Eurocentric choreographic approaches, within the 

South African context, do not acknowledge the students’ backgrounds, lived 

experiences,14 histories, memories or stories and privilege Western modes of dance, 

dance training, and composition over Afrocentric modes. In the previous performing 

arts curricula where I teach,15 Western modes of dance were given more hours and 

prominence than African forms of knowledge and dance. In the new HEQSF curricula, 

which strives for decolonised curricula, African performance studies and African dance 

have been added to the curriculum, towards fostering epistemological and aesthetic 

diversity in the dance programme at the university where I lecture. Even though African 

dance16 and African-contemporary dance17 are indigenous forms of dance included18 

 
14 The idea of the lived experience acknowledges embodied experiences, perceptions, memories and 

a socio-cultural context.  
15 The previous arts curricula where I teach refer to the previous curricula that are being phased out. 

New HEQSF curricula were phased in, in 2020 and are still in their infancy, where the impacts and 
effects of the curricula are still to be analysed. This provides an avenue for further research.  

16 ‘African dance’ is a highly contested term and I use the term to include a plethora of indigenous dance 
forms within the South African context. It does not refer to a single dance form but to the many diverse 
and cultural dance practices within South Africa and those that have become a hybrid integration of 
dances from Africa, brought to the South African context (Samuel, 2016:3). When I use the term 
African dance, I am aware that there are multiple other forms and styles of dance and expressions of 
cultural identities that do not resonate with African Dance; for example, Bharatha Natyam, which is 
predominantly practised by Indian South Africans.  

17 The African-contemporary dance form of cross-cultural or fusion dance drenched in complex social, 
economic, political, and ethical considerations, questions the parameters and motivations of the 
cultural exchange that surfaces in expressions of this dance form.  

18 Decoloniality currently manifests in the dance programme by adding African dance to the range of 
dance forms/styles on offer in the curriculum, as a kind of afterthought or attempt at inclusivity. I think it 
should be about shifting the locus of enunciation of the curriculum, more than simply adding other dance 
forms.  
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in the curriculum, dance theory, pedagogy and approaches to choreographic 

composition19 remain epistemologically and aesthetically based in a Western, 

Eurocentric paradigm, and thus enhance the separation that Msila (2007:151) 

mentions. While engaging with content in dance can be seen as one of the means 

towards decolonisation, I argue that it is not sufficient. Epistemological hegemony 

resides in content, approach, and possibly in form, pedagogy, methodology, strategy, 

methods and vocabulary, which further coloniality and in my case, possibly Whiteness 

as well. I discuss coloniality in Chapter 2. Whiteness is a “complex, ever-changing, 

and adapting social construct” that causes racial inequality in dance (Davis, 

2018:121). The questions remain as to whether and how White bodies can decolonise. 

Coloniality and its ally, Whiteness, play a part in how dance programme curricula are 

constructed and taught in higher education, due to the historical centring of ballet and 

modern dance, as discussed earlier; it was a result of colonisation and its continuation 

in Apartheid. Owing to the centring of ballet, African dances were not only described 

as primitive and exotic activities (as explained earlier), but also as lacking academic 

rigour (Mabingo, 2019:48).  

In continuing to position African dances as ‘other’ or as a marginal inclusion in the 

curriculum, colonial thinking – where African dance and performance traditions are on 

the periphery – is perpetuated. Within the South African context, indigenous and 

contemporary expressions of African dance amongst other forms and styles of dance, 

should feature in the core modules offered in the dance curricula, where the integration 

of African dance styles and all other South African dance styles, forms and ways of 

knowing are incorporated. It is about finding ways to integrate what students bring to 

the curriculum, their socio-cultural context: an uncompromising inclusion.   

Davis (2018:120) examines Whiteness in dance education in American higher 

educational settings and provides strategies to move classrooms closer to inclusivity 

of marginalised black students. The purpose is to demonstrate how Whiteness affects 

Black bodies in the landscape of dance education. The notion of Whiteness is 

prevalent in curricula, as well as in the dominant teaching approaches in dance 

 
19 When I refer to general Western choreographic approaches, I am referring to generic choreographic 

approaches that are taught widely and applied to the structuring, forming and making of 
choreographies through movement.  
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education. Whiteness in practice, can be observed in such pedagogy as the teacher 

demonstrating ‘correct’ steps with the dancers copying as the teacher gives 

corrections. This places the teacher in a position of power, which references a 

colonialist way of instruction (see Section 2.2). This teaching approach is traditional 

dance education, where the teacher transfers knowledge onto the dancers and echoes 

Freire’s (2005:77) banking model of education. The banking model is a way that 

superimposes knowledge onto the learner and stifles creativity through control, re-

instating the coloniality of power, knowledge, and being (Freire, 2005:77). Stifling 

creativity through control is done in dance training through imposing ‘Western 

practitioners’ methods and prescriptive formulae for creating and working.  

Suggestions on how this traditional approach can move towards a more inclusive 

approach are that no single dance form or technique be more valued than another 

(Davis, 2018:123). Euro-American dance forms can be contextualised and 

decentralised, and each dance form must be understood from within its historical and 

socio-cultural context. However, it is more about shifting the locus of enunciation 

underpinning epistemology, practice and pedagogy across these dance forms. 

A university should be the site for cultural interweaves and exchanges as students 

navigate various dance styles and forms (Mabingo, 2019:47), where multiple races, 

ways of being and knowing co-exist. Fischer-Lichte (2014:11) refers to cultural 

interweave where “interweaving functions on several levels: many strands are plied 

into a thread; many such threads are then woven into a piece of cloth, which thus 

consists of diverse strands and threads”. This cultural interweave is a way of creating 

pluriversality, multiplicity and diversity, which needs to be the focus in choreographic 

composition. 

The compositional strategies explored within the higher education context where I 

teach are also Western-based, due to the focus on Western practitioners in terms of 

structuring, forming and making choreography. This could potentially alienate students 

and also confirm a hierarchy of ‘high’ and ‘low’ art, based on colonial parameters 

(Craighead, 2006:22) that I discussed earlier. It is for this reason that I aim to create 

fissures in this epistemological hegemony and facilitate processes that could shift 

pedagogy, methodology and methods.  
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This research explores possible ways in which an educator can facilitate decolonial 

choreographic composition curricula within a South African context. Garuba 

(2015:s.p.) suggests a curriculum is “simply a way of assigning value, a way of 

discriminating between what we think is important and valuable and what isn’t”. Within 

a South African choreographic compositional context, specifically where I teach, if a 

curriculum assigns unequal value to Western modes of making and creating, it 

undervalues ways of being, knowing and making relevant to the South African context. 

Therefore, dance education, within the context where I teach, still needs to work 

towards reflecting the context or culture/s which it serves. Moreover, consideration 

should be given to why and how value is ascribed to knowledges, practices, 

pedagogies and methodologies. 

1.1.2 Motivation  

In order to address the lack of epistemological diversity and in the interests of 

decoloniality, I aim to create inclusive decolonial teaching and learning strategies for 

movement creation, within a compositional context that celebrates students’ socio-

cultural paradigms. I aim to create decolonial teaching and learning strategies that 

could promote or produce alternative, relevant epistemologies that can shift the 

historical locus of enunciation and support students’ being-in-the-world.  

In order to develop the strategies, I draw on the idea that learning environments cannot 

be separated from the societies they reflect (Msila, 2007:151), as mentioned above. 

Thus, I aim to shift and activate the locus of enunciation that the student’s background 

speaks to, where embodied and indigenous knowledge for generating compositional 

strategies for movement creation emerge, and that are reflective of epistemological 

diversity. 

This might allow individuals’ processes of becoming, as they experience new ideas 

and reflections that contribute to their own life narratives. These life narratives or 

stories play a role in individuals’ identity and ontology. These unique stories, 

subjective, lived experiences and embodied memories might be used in a 

choreographic compositional context, to work towards decoloniality. Students’ 

autobiographical and embodied narratives reveal their lived experiences which are 

brought into the learning environment. Engaging with narratives and memories as part 
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of choreographic composition become a process towards performing their own 

identities.  

I aim to position each student as the locus of enunciation in their compositional 

impetus and the development of compositional strategies, where their subjective lived 

experiences become the knowledge in the choreographic context. This approach of 

placing the student as the locus of enunciation could contribute significantly to 

decolonising dance and composition movement creation in higher education in South 

Africa. Moreover, the approach will acknowledge, include, and celebrate the various 

identities and forms performed in the dance training. Through examining identities, the 

research specifically examines autobiographical and embodied memories.  

In articulating memories in the body and understanding the moment of remembering 

in and through the body, the embodied experience is navigated (see Chapter 4). A 

sense of ‘performing the self’ within the choreographic context includes identity and 

cognisance of the socio-cultural context of individual ontologies. Identity is formed over 

time and is developed through past experiences re-reflected in the present, as well as 

how individuals ‘story’ themselves in the world.20  

The individual might become “the locus of enunciation”21 by drawing from their 

subjective lived experiences, memories, and personal stories, revealing how they 

have constructed their identity. Identity and the lived, embodied experiences22 of 

students have led to their personal uniqueness23 and have influenced their personal 

identity (Hackney, 2003:48). The lived experiences of the students cannot be ignored 

in the learning environment, as mentioned previously. In examining personal 

uniqueness, the emphasis is placed on the students’ identity/s or how they define 

themselves in the world or within their community (Munro, 2018:5; Risner, 2002:5).  

 
20 This idea of humans ‘storying’ themselves in the world speaks to the concept of orality where, as Ong 

(2002:307) elucidates, “voice is always the voice of the present calling into the past, a past that he 
teases into reacting ebulliently and telling with present actuality in his readers’ minds”.  

21 The locus of enunciation is a phrase created by Walter Mignolo (2007:158) to refer to what Grosfoguel 
(2011:6) suggests is the “geo-political and body-political location of the subject that speaks”.  

22 The lived, embodied experience is pre-empted in the work of Merleau-Ponty (2005:431–432) where 
he rejected the mind-body dualism and positioned the centrality of the body and embodied 
experiences. 

23 Munro (2018:5) states that personal uniqueness takes into consideration that “each person 
experiences and engages with the learning process slightly differently due to unique perspectives”. 
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Through this research I am committed to creating decolonial teaching and learning 

strategies that draw from embodied memories for developing choreographic 

composition strategies for movement creation. These strategies allow students the 

space for their stories and memories to be expressed as the locus of enunciation. 

Navigating participants’ ‘stories’ and lived experiences in the world provides a source 

for choreographic composition and enables participants to reflect on their own 

choreographic works and positionality within a greater decolonial, social-cultural 

framework. 

1.1.3 Positionality  

In the context of this research, it is important to acknowledge my positionality, examine 

my identities, and understand my cultural framework. I am a White, first language 

English-speaking, South African, homosexual woman. My identity complexifies my 

engagement with students in the context where I teach. Navigating my own identity in 

a space where I am confronted with the ways in which historical power and privileges 

associated with my White skin shaped the being-in-the-world of my students and me, 

requires continual reflection and action. Shabangu (2010:60) states “[u]pon 

recognition of this Whiteness …action rather than inaction is indispensable”.  

Whiteness as a social construct is defined as “a set of practices that function to protect 

and maintain privilege, while others define whiteness simply as the experience of 

privilege” and the practices that uphold this privilege (Leek, 2013:214). However, 

“whiteness isn’t about skin colour” (Dankertsen & Kristiansen, 2021:1) and similarly, 

White skin does not necessarily equate to ‘Whiteness’ (Woodall, 2013:1). The 

question remains as to whether the two can be separated if a White body is, was, and 

continues to be steeped in privilege. Thus, my identity, within this research, emerges 

as a complex starting point, as I was brought up in a privileged White environment and 

educated within a colonial system; thus, I am White and privileged. The question that 

emerges is what does a researcher within this positionality know about ‘other’ 

experiences or life-worlds? It could be argued that within this research, I am now 

colonising in another way and reaffirming White superiority and dominance. To 

attempt to counter this, I employ continuous self-reflexivity in my research. Moreover, 

I am a woman and homosexual, and these identities allow for some experiences of 
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otherness due to the dominant heteronormative and logocentric worldview I 

encountered when growing up, and that I still experience in my daily life. However, 

while this might be the case there are limitations, for example, I cannot claim to 

understand racial othering, or the intersectional challenges faced by black, queer 

women.  

Coloniality and Whiteness that shaped the South African context, have impacted my 

being-in-the-world. I take responsibility and am continuously and actively reflecting on 

my views, biases, choices and preferences. It is important to recognise and 

acknowledge my Whiteness and its associated privileges in the South African context. 

I continuously question how my White skin can be mobilised in various ways to support 

the decolonial project, and how I can commit to decolonial allyship through reflection 

and awareness.  

An ally24 is an individual who acknowledges and takes responsibility for their “overt 

and covert complicity to oppression” and joins in solidarity with the oppressed group 

(Ohberg, 2016:17). Bishop (2015:103) argues that an ally is “not an identity, but an 

endless unfolding struggle for equity … one cannot be an ally, but are always 

becoming one”. Being a decolonial ally requires deep reflection and constant 

awareness of my privileges and relationships with others (Ohberg, 2016:20). In 

recognising my White skin and remnants of Whiteness, and how they manifest through 

my biases, being-in-the-world and teaching, I work to find ways of acknowledging and 

navigating my Whiteness. In addition, I must further find ways of existing in a space of 

negotiation, self-reflexivity, reconsideration, and exploration.  

The supposed neutrality of Whiteness, as an expression of coloniality, and similarly a 

colour-blind ideology does not acknowledge the experiences of people of colour, 

which uphold “white normativity, and ignores institutional racism” (Prichard, 2019:169). 

Colour blindness is founded on the belief that better outcomes will be achieved by 

ignoring race (Annamma et al., 2017:147; Prichard, 2019:168). The ‘neutrality’ of 

Whiteness denies the existence of White privilege and ends the discussion on racial 

 
24 The notion of a decolonial ally emerges from critical Whiteness and critical race theory (Ohberg, 

2016:20).  
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inequality and is part of the enduring colonial legacy, leading to coloniality25 (Fay & 

Hayden, 2017:20; Zarate & Mendoza, 2020:60). As such, I am compelled to continual 

self-reflexivity in thinking about my identity and positionality, and how I engage with 

students. 

Bhabha’s (1994:54–55) theories on identity inform my understanding of myself within 

this decolonial research. Bhabha (1994:54–55) argues that all identities are hybrid, 

fragmented and unstable. The notion of hybridity is that all identities are an 

amalgamation of different societies and lived experiences (see Section 2.6.2) (Fay & 

Hayden, 2017:16).  This is the idea that my identity is not ‘pure’ and exists as different 

traces that mix and interweave to create my sense of selves. Yet, I am steeped in 

privilege. 

My White body evokes complex issues regarding decolonising. White bodies evoke a 

specific problem for decoloniality as “white bodies incarnate coloniality” (Spatz, 

2019:19). However, Spatz (2019:19) argues that “white bodies are also bodies” and it 

is questionable whether any bodies are entirely White. This cross references Bhabha’s 

(1994:55) notion of hybridity, culture and identity as a fluid, intermixed interchange. 

Spatz (2019:18) suggests various levels and qualities of Whiteness, and the question 

he poses is “How to unearth the non-whiteness of bodies that were racialised as 

white?”. Whilst such an excavation falls outside of the scope of this research, my 

decolonial allyship might resonate with this question. 

There are no conclusions to these difficult questions, but there is a call and need to 

transform thinking around White practitioners through “examining their own 

racialisation”, working towards deconstructing the self and understanding their 

positionality (Spatz, 2019:18). Spatz (2019:22) concludes that “whatever whiteness is, 

if it is thickly interwoven with bodies, then it cannot simply be eradicated but must be 

unlearned, retrained, and transformed”. In the transformation process, the 

positionality, practices, methods and methodologies of White dance teachers and their 

relationship to dance curricula must be taken into consideration.  

 
25 Coloniality refers to “long-standing patterns of power” that define and articulate many areas (see 

Section 2.5) (Maldonado-Torres, 2007:243).  
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1.2 Mapping the terrain of choreographic composition and how it is positioned 

in this research   

To facilitate a decolonial choreographic practice, pedagogy and methodology, I as 

facilitator need a baseline from which to start facilitation that resonates with a 

decolonial frame (see Section 2.5.2). A multiplicity of perspectives, concepts and 

imaginings need to be considered. Part of this base line is my conceptualisation of 

choreographic composition, which I argue could facilitate a choreographic 

compositional, decolonial methodology.  

1.2.1 Defining choreographic composition in my research  

Choreography is a complex, changing, difficult and ever-evolving term to define, due 

to its various approaches and applications (Cvejić, 2015:7). In the Western tradition, 

the history of the art or act of dance making was located in codified techniques or 

prescribed movements of the body, such as Ballet, and structuring these prescribed 

movements into choreography in time and space (Hagood & Kahlich, 2007:517). 

Traditionally choreography was bodies “literally trained and arranged in space and in 

relation to each other to move in a harmonious way to reflect and instil order, 

manifested through notation of geometrical horizontal patterns and an expected 

emphasis on vertical posture” (Giersdorf & Morris, 2016:8). Choreography as a way to 

“instil order” positions it as a Western concept where the term was created by Raoul 

Auger Feuillet in the 1700s for the scoring of dances, showing the structure and layout 

of the dance (Giersdorf & Morris, 2016:7). 

Choreography is generally defined as the “act of creating and arranging dances”, 

where the origin of the word ‘choreography’ is from the Greek Khoreia (dance) and 

graphein (to write) (Dupuis & Leuven, 2020:92). Choreography literally translated is 

the act of writing dance and arranging it in time and space. This is the traditional 

approach to choreography which focuses on the idea of dance being “the use of 

energy in space and time” (Ellfeldt, 1974:14). Dance can be interpreted in multiple 

ways depending on the context and framing. My definition of dance for the purpose of 

this thesis is aligned with dance as an embodied expression, a connection between 

inner and outer, in which the dynamics of the form communicate meaning (Chappell, 

2008:160) through choreography.   
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The concept of choreography as ‘making’, rather than recording, emerged only in 

vocabulary in the 20th century (Butterworth & Wildschut, 2009:35; Muto, 2016:33). 

Klien (2007:1082) defines choreography as a writing and making, but takes the term 

further as a:  

creative act of setting the conditions for things to happen, the choreographer 

as the navigator, negotiator, and architect of a fluid environment of which they 

and their selves are a part.  

The choreographer as navigator, negotiator and architect, where they themselves are 

a part, frames choreography as a process that involves collaboration with various 

bodies. This is corroborated by McKechnie and Stevens (2009:115) who argue that 

the choreographer is many things: 

Conceiver, creative, thinker, teacher and learner; sometimes at the head of a    

centralised system in the role of initiator and arbiter of structures; sometimes 

as part of a more distributed system in which the thoughts and actions of 

individual artists contribute to a coherent and potent whole.  

The idea of dancers contributing and collaborating in the choreographic whole, 

positions the dancers as part of the act of choreography or composition, which 

resonates with a decolonial pedagogy (see Section 2.5.2). The choreographer 

emerges as a composer of sorts who composes the stories in/on and through the 

bodyminded being26 into the total composition of the work. Composition is defined as 

the total construction and shaping of all elements in the choreographic work, namely 

the visual, aural, spatial, and choreographic towards the final artistic product (Kim, 

2016:43). This positions composition as multimodal, where the focus is on the total 

integration of all the elements into a cohesive whole (Bourbonnais, 2016:4).  Gordon 

(in Finestone, 1997:61) views the compositional context as “a visual, aural, sensual, 

conceptual, and e-motional landscape that is created through the collaborative 

interplay of dance, movement…design, music, props and lighting”. Thus, composition 

 
26 Throughout this research, I refer to individuals as ‘bodyminded beings’ and Chapter 4 explores the 

idea fully.  
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refers to the various ways in which parts are put together or arranged in creating a 

choreography, a kaleidoscope and tapestry of overlapping elements.  

Cvejic (2015:11) suggests that to define ‘choreography’, the term needs to be 

expanded to include works that “aren’t enclosed within the composition of the body 

and/or movement exclusively but instead expand to include whatever expression 

arises in their making”. The expression that emerges in the making process then 

characterises the choreography. For Cvejic (2015:11) “choreography’s indeterminacy 

entails that its specification remain contingent on the procedure that each work 

constructs in response to the problem it poses”, and in doing that, focuses specifically 

on the process or way of making and doing (Cvejić, 2015:11).  

Choreography becomes a way of doing, a process, and an approach, as well as the 

specific practices in which it engages. This idea of choreography as process or 

practice links to Spatz’s (2020:243) definition of choreography as “embodied 

research”. Spatz (2017:10) asserts choreography as “ongoing negotiations with the 

materiality of embodiment…and is directed towards the discovery of new, previously 

unknown pathways in practice”, this is when choreography becomes research. 

Choreography, with unknown pathways in practice emerges as a process, an 

approach, a practice, an embodied research towards practices or a praxis of thinking 

where new ways of seeing, being, doing and knowing are acknowledged.  

Johnstone (2022:11) argues for the term “choreographic practice”, rather than 

choreography as she suggests this resonates with Barad’s (2003:802) 

“practices/doings/actions” and Spatz’s (2020:243) idea of embodied arts. Thus 

Johnstone’s (2022:11) “choreographic practice” attempts to focus choreography as a 

practice-based process, where the focus is on doing and the specific process it 

engages in. This questions the colonial practice of placing a choreography on the 

dancer’s body. Johnstone (2022:41) goes further to suggest “that a decolonial praxis 

of choreography and therefore decolonial techniques of the body, address questions 

of knowing and doing as well as ways of being in the world”. This corresponds with 

epistemological disobedience and delinking, through border thinking, which 
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challenges the coloniality of power, being and knowledge and offers a possible 

pathway towards trans-ontology27 (see Section 2.2.4).  

Johnstone (2022:41) defines a decolonial praxis of choreography as a space that 

“addresses the aesthetic,28 the ontology, and the ethos of making and moving”. 

Conceptualising choreography where the ethos of “making and moving” is 

characterised as the defining feature, positions the process of choreographic practice 

as a space, or more specifically, a third space of enunciation, where multiple loci of 

enunciation can coexist and from where stories can emerge (see Section 2.5). 

The act of choreography for Loots (2016:376) is telling stories with the body, or more 

specifically, to write and create with the body. Thus, choreography emerges as a 

creative act and process of writing and creating with the bodyminded being, where 

stories and memories emerge. Bourbonnais (2016:1) argues that conceptualising 

choreography as a critical term highlights the connection between the bodyminded 

being, writing, memory and performance. This suggests choreography as the process 

of the bodyminded being writing their memories into being. The choreographic framing 

has to include the whole individual, their thoughts, memories, identities, histories and 

lived experiences (Klein & Klien, 2007:1084). Thus, for the bodyminded being, the 

lived experience and memories are central to the choreographic process in its 

“ontology of becoming(s)” (Ellingson, 2017:25). This echoes Loots (2010:117) who 

argues that the role of the choreographer is: 

somebody who writes with the body and the body’s memories, especially in the 

South African context, is to harness a web of personal narratives from the 

dancers and artists involved in a performance. In this way, you act as historical 

medium, or linguistic conduit for meaning and its construction; an act which 

starts with my own self and the narratives that emerge in my own body.  

 
27 Trans-ontology has different meanings in different fields; for example, Dussel in philosophy (where 

he conceives metaphysics through a critique of ontology) and Fitz-James (2020:130) in gender 
studies, amongst others. In this research, I use it in the same way as in the approach of Maldonado-
Torres (2007:253) to decoloniality. Furthermore, trans-ontology, as Smyrnaios (2016:73) theorises it, 
namely as an extension of Transhumanism, is important. However, a discussion of that falls outside 
the scope of this research.  

28 The aesthetic of the choreographic process and final choreographic work is not investigated in this 
research and provides an opportunity for future research. 
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It is this harnessing,29 or rather ‘acknowledging’ of personal narratives 

within/on/through the bodyminded being, that I as choreographer and embodied 

researcher, attempt to explore within this research in a process of ‘writing’ into being 

the embodied memories and subjective, lived experiences of individuals. The process 

of bringing the past, lived experience into the present moment, could serve as an act 

of reflection and re-configuration for individuals’ lived experiences and their being-in-

the-world.  

The choreographic compositional context attempts to travel under, through and on the 

skin of each individual to navigate, explore, and re-experience the embodied 

memories that make individuals unique. I share Loots’s (2010:122) suggestion of 

taking up Merleau-Ponty’s (1962) notion that the body is the prime way of being in the 

world, and the best reference for understanding it. Thus, choreography engages the 

bodyminded being, in its ontology of becoming(s), with the focus on the motion of 

beings,30 in the act of storytelling and can be defined as “the performative imperative 

to tell stories as a way to reflect ourselves back to our world, reflect our world back to 

us, and to try to make sense of our physical, lived-in realities” (Loots, 2016:377). 

Individuals’ lived-in, socio-cultural realities are an intertwined, pluriversal, and on-

going meshwork.  

Muto (2016:32) opines that “choreography as meshwork”, is based on the idea of 

Ingold’s concept of “meshwork”. Ingold (2013:70) suggests that the concept of 

network, as a spatial construct, be replaced by meshwork as a “living, durational 

entanglement of lines”. Choreography as meshwork aims to avoid the choreographer 

as author, rather positioning the process as on-going and collaborative, where the 

focus is on the motion of beings and their interrelations (Muto, 2016:38). On-going and 

collaborative processes in meshwork reference fluid and collaborative strategies that 

facilitate a decolonial pedagogy (see Section 2.5.2).  

Ingold (2013:69–70) states that every individual is viewed as part of a moving, 

becoming world where they have their own “lived duration or a trail of movement of 

 
29 Harnessing implies a sense of controlling and making use of, which is not what I intend to do in this 

research; thus, I use the word acknowledge instead.  
30 I am suggesting that choreography denotes works where the unfolding of the story/stories happens 

through physicalised events or movement, rather than verbal narratives (Sánchez-Colberg, 2007:40).   
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growth”. This references the bodyminded being in the process of emerging and 

becoming, an ontology of becoming(s) (see Section 4.1).  Ingold  (2013:69–70) posits 

that individuals are composed of not a single but multiple lines, each of which is in a 

“process of development” (Ingold, 2013:70; Muto, 2016:38). Muto (2016:38) argues 

that this notion of multiple lines suggests individuals have temporary, flexible identities 

“consisting of an entanglement of multiple streams” and cross multiple lines of lives. 

This references the notion of hybridity (see Section 2.5.1) an in-betweenness or third 

space where cultures collude. Muto’s (2016:38) notion of “multiple lines” references 

pluriversality (see Section 2.5.1) which challenges the coloniality of knowledge and 

viewpoints from one position only (see Section 2.2.4).  

This multiplicity reconceptualises choreography, as it is not only the choreographer 

who lives a line but “multiple lines of lives weave a mesh in which the choreographer 

participates, bringing about events which have not been expected by anyone involved” 

(Muto, 2016:39). This multiplicity and pluriversality reference a trans-ontology (see 

Section 2.6), where a convergence of overlapping perspectives and positions (Boon 

et al., 2018:113) and multiple modes of being, resonate  with a “mosaic epistemology” 

(see Section 2.5) (Connell, 2018:404) of various components.  

Composition refers to the various ways in which parts are put together or arranged in 

creating a choreography, as mentioned above, a tapestry of overlapping elements.  

The composition of a work then refers to the “aesthetic glue” that holds the work 

together in the choreographic context. The “aesthetic glue” (Chappell, 2008:169) holds 

the construction and shaping of all elements in the choreographic work, the visual, 

aural, spatial, and choreographic (Kim, 2016:43), towards choreographic composition.  

In relation to the above discussion, choreographic composition, in this research, is 

defined as the creative act, approach and process of writing and creating, making and 

moving with the bodyminded being: their thoughts, embodied memories, histories and 

lived experience, that are storied into movement and facilitate and confirm multiple 

and hybrid identity construction. Choreographic composition then includes the 

bodyminded being in a trans-ontology of becoming(s), with the focus on the motion of 

beings, in the act of decolonial storying of embodied memories and how all the 

elements in the choreographic work are then put together into a whole.  
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Choreographic composition is multimodal, a practice, and process, and specifically a 

meshwork where the bodyminded being, memories, stories, identity, embodiment and 

movement co-exist, in a process of continual becoming. This conceptualisation of 

choreographic composition lays the foundation for the “unknown pathways in practice” 

to unfold through the choreographic process (Spatz, 2017:10). These unknown 

pathways in practice, link to decoloniality and a decolonial pedagogy through a 

“rethinking of thinking” (Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2017:61) and a pedagogy that could rupture 

the locus of enunciation as it pertains to choreographic composition curricula. 

Unknown pathways in practice through the choreographic process emerge as a 

“resistant tactic” (see Section 2.5) where individuals acknowledge their own ecology 

of knowledges towards new ways of thinking, being and knowing (Sugiharto, 2022:1), 

stimulating a possible trans-ontology in the choreographic process.  

Choreographic processes and the practice-based products it often creates are 

considered as a form of knowledge, as a “knowing, thinking, being and interpreting” 

space of enquiry and reflection (Butterworth & Wildschut, 2009:41). Enquiry and 

reflection resonate with an embodied inquiry as methodology (see Section 1.6.3). 

Choreography and choreographic processes emerge as a form of bodily knowledge 

and as research, worthy of further exploration (Pakes, 2009:43; Spatz, 2017:10). 

Bodily knowledge or embodied knowing emerges as part of a decolonial pedagogy as 

it ‘unmakes’ binary thinking (see Section 2.5.2). To think of choreography, 

choreographic processes and choreographic research as embodied knowing towards 

unmaking hegemony (Pakes, 2009:70) I argue, shifts hegemonic paradigms of 

knowledge production and positions dance making as epistemologically valuable, 

thereby challenging the coloniality of knowledge (see Section 2.2.4). 

Positioning knowledge in the act of doing or in the choreographic process, values the 

knowledge in the practice itself (Pakes, 2009:56). Various academics consider the 

knowledge in the practice itself and have provided models for facilitating and teaching 

choreographic practice. Within choreographic practice there is no general artistic rule 

to state what should or should not be done in the process. Choreographers use 

multiple and diverse strategies, modes and models in the choreographic process and 

its phases, towards generating a choreographic work. Various strategies, models and 

methods are described by various scholars, such as Butterworth (2004:45); Predock-
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Linnel (2001:195); Smith-Autard (2010:1); Olsen (2014:1); Burrows (2010:1); Reeve 

(2018:75), and Joy (2014:1) amongst others, revealing insight into a multiplicity of 

choreographic endeavours and processes. Multiplicity is one of the catalysts for 

counter hegemonic thought: a praxis of thinking, a decolonial option (see Section 3.2).  

There is no set formula for the choreographic process, as it emerges as a highly 

personal, inventive, collaborative, context-specific and an intention driven process.  

The choreographic process emerges as in flux, an ever-evolving process that is not 

linear, and is collaborative. Each choreographic process is “complex, idiosyncratic, 

and highly diverse, where the process is influenced by the choreographers’ implicit 

knowledge, socio-cultural context, lived experience, intentions, personal movement 

preferences, values, beliefs and specific lenses” (Felice et al., 2017:2). The 

choreographic process is a “spiralling, circular, fluid progression, preceding backwards 

and forwards, an ever-evolving cycling” process (Minton, 2018:4). This ever-evolving, 

circular choreographic process, with multiple pathways allows for reflection and re-

evaluation. The specific nature, approach and facilitation of the choreographic process 

is also dependant on how the choreographer sees themselves as part of the process. 

The choreographic process in flux, ever-evolving, open, and fluid with multiple 

pathways, shares intersections with a decolonial pedagogy (see Section 2.5.2). The 

choreographer immersed in the choreographic process moves from a position of 

power to a collaborator with the dancers. 

1.2.2  Shifting role of the choreographer in the 20th and 21st centuries 

From around the 17th and 18th century till about the 1960s, the Western 

choreographer was seen as the only individual responsible for the creation of the 

choreographic work. This Western individualism references the locus of enunciation 

of modernity. The dancers served as tools to bring the work into being (Roche, 

2015:ix). This ‘traditional’ approach is still prevalent today in various contexts.  Foster 

(2010:52) argues the choreography: 

as the outcome of the creative process, was seen as the property of an 

individual artist, not as an arrangement of steps that were shared amongst a 

community of practitioners…but rather as a creation of both the movement and 

its development through time. 
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Thus, the ‘writing’ of the choreographic work defines the identity of the work and its 

copyright (Muto, 2016:33). This traditional approach to the choreographer positions 

the dancers as “malleable material” of the choreographer, where the dancers’ job is to 

subjugate their bodies to the service of the choreography (Rowell et al., 2019:291). 

This way of thinking could be referred to as resonating colonial endeavours, where 

one person maintains control over another. Roche (2015:ix) states that dancers are 

reduced to “passive receptacles of the movement, puppets in the process, whose 

bodies are given over to the demands of the choreography”. A clear hierarchical power 

structure is enforced within the traditional conceptualisation of a choreographer and 

reiterates a Western Eurocentric approach to choreography that furthers Western 

individualism.   

The role of the choreographer began to shift in the 1960s31 where Merce Cunningham, 

and John Cage, amongst many others, created new methods and approaches to 

remove the ‘dancer-choreographer’ hierarchy through collaboration (Muto, 2016:34). 

Foster (2010:66) posits that the role of the choreographer shifted from the “visionary 

originator of a dance” or the “embodied mind of the work” towards the choreographer 

as the facilitator of the choreographic work (Roche, 2015:viii). Over a long period of 

time the idea of what dance is, and the idea of what the role of the choreographer is, 

shifted. This notion of the choreographer as facilitator allows space for performers to 

generate movement material and play a pivotal role in the choreographic process.  

However, Muto (2016:32) argues that the idea of the choreographer or facilitator is still 

problematic in the context of “multiculturalism in the globalised contemporary dance 

arena”, due to reinstating the power of “the modern subject as author”. Multiculturalism 

links to hybridity, as various cultures are fluid and emerge as a mixedness with multiple 

perspectives. Thus, positioning an author as authoritative, works to deny a pluriversal 

 
31 The process to question the role of the choreographer started to shift pre-1960 with Rudolf Laban 

and others, but the 1960s brought a more dominant and more visible shift with Merce Cunningham, 
The Judson Dance Theatre, Trisha Brown, and Twyla Tharp amongst others. As Morgenroth (2004:5–
6) states “the ‘art of making dances’ was on the verge of a revolution” in the 1960s. 
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way of thinking, being and doing and creates a “single authoritativeness”- furthering 

the cultural logic of colonialism (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018a:1). 

Muto (2016:45) argues for choreography as meshwork, as mentioned above, which is 

not the result of an individual’s intent but rather, the providing of a space for a collective 

negotiation. A space is created where “people are able to follow respective lines of 

life…moving as a line or a bundle of lines along with other lines…where multiple 

dancers are alive together… and their lines emerge as lines of becoming” (Muto, 

2016:45). This multiplicity of various lines of becoming, speaks to a decolonial 

pedagogy – a trans-ontology. This positions the choreographer as collaborator within 

the choreographic process, rather than facilitator, and the dancers as co-owners of 

the choreographic work. This ruptures the power structures of Western hegemonic 

ways of thinking inherent in choreographic practice, emerging as a decolonial option 

in the decolonial teaching and learning strategies.  

1.2.3 Choreographer as collaborator- dancer as co-owner  

In the unmaking of Western hegemonies and hierarchies, the role of the 

choreographer shifted. Murray and Keefe (2007:33) maintain that strategies emerged 

in the 20th century of devising where the dancer becomes creator in the choreographic 

process, leading to collective authorship of the work. Within this research, it is 

important to acknowledge that the choreographer’s role is as a collaborator, with the 

dancers emerging as co-owners of the choreographic product, (co)produced. This 

challenges the traditional hegemony of the choreographer as sole author, and in doing 

so, does not focus on the activities of one individual; rather, it consists of a collective 

that interacts through the choreographic process and through various processes 

structured by the choreographer (Haskins, 2015:2). This is important to this research 

as the role of the choreographer is as a collaborator, who writes with the body’s 

memories, in the South African context, thus exploring personal autobiographical 

memories that form part of multiple identities (Loots, 2010:117).  

The collaboration is a shared research period where individuals create and have time 

for reflection and discussion within the choreographic process. In many African 

societies, including Black South African groupings, dance is learnt by ‘osmosis’ and 

participation in cultural practices; thus, community emerges as ‘teacher’ or as Udoka 
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(2016:s.p.) says, “dances were shared knowledge between the community and the 

individual”. Therefore, in a sense, dance is a communally created and choreographed 

practice. This communal dimension resonates with ideas of the choreographer as 

collaborator and dancers as co-creators – a key node for a decolonial pedagogy (see 

Section 2.5.2). 

The choreographic process is a shared, collaborative and devising process where all 

involved contribute to concept, content, style, movement vocabulary, performance 

language, form etc. This sharing or mutuality and relationality, I posit, might be 

catalysts for counter hegemonic thought: a praxis of doing-thinking, a decolonial option 

as part of the strategies for decolonisation (see Section 3.2). The individuals involved 

in the choreographic process generate movement material, embody expressions and 

feelings, bring personal reflections, memories and experiences to the process and 

negotiate and navigate the process as an ensemble. The choreographer and dancers 

engage in the choreographic process collaboratively, that is, one of “sorting, sifting, 

editing, forming, making, and remaking; it’s essentially an act of discovery” (Cancienne 

& Snowber, 2003:237). An act of discovery allows for “new strategies of actions” 

(Mignolo & Walsh, 2018a:27) a decolonial praxis of action and reflection.   

This act of discovery, depending on how it is facilitated, could allow for reflexive 

thinking and navigating around individual autobiographical memories and the 

decolonial storying of the selves through movement. This practice of ‘restorying’ 

autobiographical memories and thus, individuals’ lived experiences, perspectives, and 

lenses, validates individuals as a source of being, thinking and knowing in the world 

(Zavala, 2016:3). The choreographer as collaborator and dancer, as co-owner and co-

creator, creates my entry point to the research and a starting point for pluriversality, a 

decolonial choreographic practice, pedagogy and methodology. 

1.3 Thesis statement  

Facilitating32 teaching and learning strategies for movement creation in choreographic 

composition, where students can draw from their subjective lived experiences, can 

 
32 I use the term ‘facilitator’ to refer to how the various processes will be unfolded over the 8 days. I 
facilitate the choreographic process but am situated within it as a collaborator (Muto, 2016:32).  
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potentially contribute to decolonising the choreographic compositional curriculum; in 

particular, when using memory in relation to identity construction. Designing teaching 

and learning strategies to access autobiographical memory, specifically embodied 

memories, acknowledges individual, subjective, lived experiences, socio-cultural 

contexts and ontological positions. Such teaching and learning strategies can 

significantly contribute to shifting the locus of enunciation of choreographic 

composition curricula.  

1.4 Main investigative questions 

How can autobiographical, embodied memories that are voluntarily accessed, provide 

a means to develop decolonial teaching and learning strategies for movement creation 

in choreographic composition? 

1.4.1 Sub-questions 

In order to answer my main investigative question, I will answer my sub-questions: 

• What is voluntary, episodic memory or long-term autobiographical memory? 

• How can embodied memories be accessed in the choreographic compositional 

context for movement creation? 

• How can decolonial teaching and learning strategies be implemented in the 

teaching and learning of choreographic composition, through facilitating 

decolonial storying? 

1.5 Research aims 

1.5.1 Main aim  

The main research aim is to explore how autobiographical, embodied memories, that 

are voluntarily accessed, may provide a means to develop decolonial teaching and 

learning strategies for movement creation, towards a decolonial choreographic 

compositional curricula. 

1.5.2 Sub-aims  

1. To provide a theoretical underpinning and framework that engages with 

decolonisation and decoloniality. 
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2. To identify specific strategies for decolonisation.  

3. To provide a delineation of decolonial storying as method.  

4. To do a review of scholarship on the bodyminded being as the basis for 

memory.   

5. To do a review of scholarship on memory, specifically voluntary 

autobiographical or embodied memory.  

6. To determine how individual, lived experiences have constructed a sense 

of ‘self’, ‘selves’ or life narratives for the participants. 

7. To facilitate a choreographic process where their autobiographical, 

embodied memories are used in the creation of a five-minute solo 

choreographic work. 

8. To then allow the participants to perform their choreography and journal 

about their experiences of the process. They will critically reflect on this 

process and if it has influenced their perceptions of their individual stories 

and multiple identities.  

9. To then create a full-length choreographic work based on the above, using 

the individual choreographies as a creative impetus to choreograph a piece 

with the participants, in which they creatively engage with their own stories.  

 

1.6 Research approach  

I use a qualitative paradigm in this research, through a phenomenographic approach 

to create a decolonial teaching and learning strategy to access autobiographical 

embodied memories as a source for movement creation in choreographic 

composition. My specific research methodology is embodied inquiry, which is 

facilitated though the method of decolonial storying. The method of decolonial storying 

is the approach within the overall framework of embodied inquiry as methodology, 

drawn from the key nodes of decolonial pedagogy in Chapter 2. This research uses 

qualitative research and specifically embodied inquiry as the research methodology, 

infused with phenomenography.  
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1.6.1 Qualitative research paradigm 

A qualitative approach to research explores how individuals make meaning or 

understand their social worlds (Hesse-Biber, 2010:455). Qualitative research seeks to 

“understand and explore rather than to explain and manipulate variables”, where it is 

“contextualised and interpretive, emphasising the process or patterns of development 

rather than the product or outcome of the research” (Nassaji, 2020:427). Effective 

qualitative research is determined by “whether the research participants’ subjective 

meanings, actions and social contexts, as understood by them, are illuminated” 

(Fossey et al., 2002:717). This research reveals individuals’ subjective lived 

experiences danced in and through their embodied memories. Qualitative research is 

based on lived experience where individuals try to understand their identity and being 

in the world (Roger et al., 2018:541). A defining feature of qualitative research is that 

it depends on subjectivity and reflexivity (Olmos-Vega et al., 2022:1). Researchers 

using qualitative research can elucidate on notions and questions located in the 

paradigm of interpretation located in phenomenology (Ospina, 2004:2). In this study, 

I draw on qualitative research, and use a phenomenographic approach.  

 

1.6.2 Phenomenography 

Phenomenography, with the suffix -graph, denotes a research approach aiming 

at describing the different ways a group of people understand a phenomenon. 

Phenomenology, with the suffix -logos, on the other hand, aims to clarify the 

structure and meaning of a phenomenon (Larsson & Holmström, 2007:55).  

Phenomenology is defined as the “study of human experience” and how individuals 

understand in and through their experiences (Burnett, 2017:10; Sokolowski, 2000:2). 

This “first-person point of view” defines phenomenology as a way of seeing and 

embodied knowing, rather than a specific theory (Gallagher, 2012:8). Embodied 

knowing is the whole bodyminded being or “body-selves as making sense of the world 

and producing knowledge” (Ellingson, 2017:16). Phenomenology gives an account of 

the way things appear in individual experiences, in and through an embodied knowing 

(Burnett, 2017:10; Gallagher, 2012:8).  
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Embodied knowing and phenomenology is associated with Edmund Husserl (1997:1) 

who explored the core essence or the nature of an experience. Phenomenology is 

furthered by considering Martin Heidegger33 (2008:1) who saw individual being-in-the-

world and the self/selves in relation to other individuals as “an intersubjective being” 

(Leigh & Brown, 2021:26). Individual embodied experiences are “intermingled, 

reciprocal and enmeshed”, and thus intersubjective34 (Ellingson, 2017:21). This 

relationality was developed by Merleau-Ponty (2005:239) who emphasised holistic 

individuals in the world, through a view of body-subjects or embodied agents 

ontologically in the world (Rudd, 2019:139).  

Phenomenography emerges from phenomenology as a valid research approach to 

developing conceptual understanding within an educational framework (Entwistle, 

1997:129; Larsson & Holmström, 2007:55). Through phenomenography, the 

participants are encouraged to reflect on their own experiences and within this 

research, to reflect on their sense of identities, being-in-the-world and embodied 

memories (Entwistle, 1997:129). Richardson (1999:53) states that phenomenographic 

research relies on individuals’ accounts of their experiences and explores various 

ways in which they “experience, conceptualise, perceive, and understand various 

kinds of phenomena”. In the context of phenomenography, teaching and learning 

strategies and how knowledge is acquired is important.  

Through a qualitative, phenomenographic approach, I aim to answer how accessing 

embodied memory relates to identity/s construction through creative choreographies, 

using embodied inquiry.  

1.6.3 Methodology: embodied inquiry  

Embodied inquiry is a research approach which seeks to “collect and analyse 

embodied, lived experiences”, with a continual emphasis on reflexivity (Leigh & Brown, 

2021:1). Reflexivity is defined as a “set of continuous, collaborative, and multifaceted 

practices through which researchers self-consciously critique, appraise, and evaluate 

how their subjectivity and context influence the research processes” (Olmos-Vega et 

 
33 Martin Heidegger and his work Being and Time (1927) explores the “metaphysical question of what 

it means to be “being”” (Kleinman, 2013:213).  
34 Merleau- Ponty (1968:69) describes intersubjectivity as being “each body/subject participates with 

other body/subjects, comingling and interpreting each other”.  
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al., 2022:2). Reflexivity through embodied inquiry is an on-going, multimodal process, 

where critical attention is paid to subjectivity and an acknowledgement of the social 

construction of being-in-the-world. Embodied inquiry allows for an “embodied 

intersubjective relationship” between the researcher and participants, which creates 

the space for the research to unfold (Finlay, 2005:271).  

 

Research that explores the participants’ lived experiences is a primary example of 

embodied inquiry. Embodied inquiry aims to “get close to, understand and to an extent 

recreate the participants’ lived experience” (Leigh & Brown, 2021:23). This research 

through embodied inquiry recreates the participants lived experience, through their 

embodied memories in and through dancing their worlds. The bodyminded being, the 

lived experience, and embodiment are central and integral to the research. As this 

research explores embodied memories, embodied inquiry is thus, a suitable 

methodological approach. 

Embodied inquiry is based on multimodality35 grounded in the theoretical foundations 

of phenomenology (based in the lived experience) and hermeneutics (reflective 

interpretations of that experience) (Friesen et al., 2012:1). Through discovering 

multiple ways of making meaning a pluriversal seeing, being and knowing is facilitated, 

where experience and meaning are explored. Phenomenology as an approach to 

study experience, and hermeneutics as the theory and philosophy of interpretation of 

meaning (Bleicher, 2017:1), create the characteristics of embodied inquiry.  

Leigh and Brown (2021:2) identify three principles of embodied inquiry: 

1. The ‘What?’ of embodied inquiry. This is the idea that embodied inquiry is an 

ongoing focus on self, where reflexivity, exploration, attention to and awareness 

of self and awareness of others’ experiences is acknowledged. 

2. The ‘Why?’ of embodied inquiry. The bodyminded being is the initial base of 

inquiry; “by accessing the information, data and stories that bodies store, hold and 

tell, it is possible to reach deeper, emotional and authentic truths about lived 

experience than are accessed by more conventional research techniques”. This 

 
35 Multimodality refers to “multiple means of making meaning” (Leigh & Brown, 2021:30).  
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second principle is crucial to the research process as it is the stories of the 

bodyminded being that emerge through decolonial storying and the lived 

experience on which this research is based.  

3. The ‘How?’ is the way of working in the research. Embodied Inquiry does not 

follow a specific formula but rather, each research process will look different. The 

‘how’ of this research is discussed in Chapter 3.    

The three principles of embodied inquiry, the ‘what’, the ‘why’ and the ‘how’ are 

explored in this research through decolonial storying of embodied memories, where 

the bodyminded being communicates and dances individuals’ subjective, lived 

experiences. Ellingson (2017:76). discusses four kinds of research foci that are 

suitable for embodied inquiry: 

1. The lived experience 

2. The researcher’s body in the field  

3. The body as a communicator  

4. The body in interaction  

This research explores lived experiences where the body communicates in interaction 

with the other performers; a relationality through dancing individuals’ embodied 

memories. The researcher’s body, my body, is in the field and part of the 

choreographic process as collaborator and prepared to “experience and live what is 

new, and unexplored” with the other participants: an intersubjective space (Leigh & 

Brown, 2021:23). An intersubjective space might challenge Western Eurocentric 

universality through allowing a variety of subjectivities to interplay. Various 

subjectivities emerge, intertwine and co-exist, making each research design in 

embodied inquiry, unique. 

The design for embodied inquiry depends on the research focus and the specific 

research question and thesis statement (Burnett, 2017:40). Embodied inquiry does 

not prescribe a particular way to conduct research but rather, remains open and 

flexible in its methods and approaches. Leigh and Brown (2021:32) suggest embodied 

inquiry is effective when the research is conscious and transparent about what is 

considered as “knowledge and reality” and how they can be accessed. Epistemology 

and what is considered as legitimate knowledge is pivotal to this research, as 
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decolonial practices are navigated towards epistemic disobedience and a “mosaic 

epistemology” (see Section 2.5).  

Using embodied inquiry could possibly challenge oppressive, Western, Eurocentric 

structures and create a space for marginalised individuals’ lived experiences to 

become the locus of enunciation. Embodied Inquiry does not “automatically or 

naturally engage bodies that are marginalised and side-lined, but with its critical-

reflexive focus it offers an opportunity to reconsider positions of power, hierarchy and 

control and to see who is absent from a discourse” (Leigh & Brown, 2021:33).  

1.6.4 Quality in embodied inquiry  

There are three interconnected strands to ensure good quality, qualitative research 

with specific reference to embodied inquiry: transparency, criticality and reflexivity 

(Leigh & Brown, 2021:73). These strands are intertwined elements of the qualitative 

research process. Transparency refers to making the information that underpins the 

research meaningful and accessible “elucidating how that information was collected 

or generated; and describing how the information was interpreted and/or analysed” 

(Kapiszewski & Karcher, 2021:285). Criticality in qualitative research assists  

researchers to engage, place in context, and make meaning of the intricacies of 

individuals’ subjective lived experiences within the socio-cultural context that shapes 

them (Ravitch, 2020:12). As embodied inquiry is contextual, reflexivity “clearly 

describes the contextual intersecting relationships between the participants and 

themselves (reflexivity), it not only increases the creditability of the findings but also 

deepens our understanding of the work” (Dodgson, 2019:220). In this study, I use 

transparency, criticality and reflexivity throughout the process and in all the phases of 

the research process. 

 

1.6.5 Phases in my research process 

• Phase 1: involves drawing from the critical literature and relevant scholarship to 

fulfil sub-aims 1 to 5: developing strategies to access autobiographical, embodied 

memories in order to facilitate the process of accessing embodied memories, and 

how these memories stand testimony to individual, subjective, lived experiences.  

• Phase 2 is the choreographic process:  
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- Phase 2(a): The choreographic process is where participants are taken through 

a series of processes to create their own choreographies through accessing 

embodied, autobiographical memories. 

- Phase 2(b): As a collective, these individual choreographies will be integrated 

into a full-length work with the participants, in which they creatively engage with 

their own stories and memories.  

- Phase 3(c): Critical reflection and engagement is facilitated with the students 

on their individual and group choreography.  

This qualitative, phenomenographic, embodied inquiry approach will have people 

volunteer for the audition process and through a selection process (see Section 1.6.6) 

participants will be selected from the university where I teach. The facilitation of the 

choreographic process is over eight intense days, towards creating individual 

choreographic work, using autobiographical memories as source material. The 

participants will devise their own movement language in their solo choreographies, to 

tell their stories. Participants will then take part in a group choreographic work 

integrating their individual choreographic work, for performance.  

The choreographic process will aim to investigate how to access autobiographical 

memories as a starting point for the choreographic composition. The research will 

invite the students to participate as co-creators, allowing them to provide ‘identity 

narratives’ or autobiographical memories that are significant to them. This qualitative 

phenomenographic, embodied inquiry approach (Entwistle, 1997:129) accesses 

autobiographical memories that the students feel comfortable with as the starting point 

or inspiration for their own choreographic composition. The participants will each 

create a five-minute solo choreographic presentation to devise their own movement 

language that tells their stories, and that reflects their sense of self or how they want 

to ‘perform’ themselves. 

Individual participants will work from their own lived experiences, in a collective 

framework where the participants engage with one another to create communal 

responses to the tasks.  
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1.6.6 Participant selection  

All students from the dance programme where I work, from first years through post-

graduate level, were invited to participate in the audition process. The audition and 

workshop process did not interfere in their ‘everyday’ training, as this was an extra-

curricular project. No marks were given for participating in this research project.  

 

After students volunteered for the audition process, participants were selected. I 

selected thirteen participants based on the following criteria: willingness to participate, 

commitment to the project, choreographic capability, technical proficiency, movement 

invention capability, and availability. The thirteen participants included five post-

graduate students, one advanced student, one third year student and six second year 

students.  

The choreographic process with the participants facilitated the process of creating 

their individual choreographies based on their autobiographical memories. During the 

eight-day choreographic process, the individuals engaged in various processes (see 

Chapter 6) of moving from memory to movement, to create their individual 

choreographies. I facilitated and guided the participants through each choreographic 

task. Their personal responses and individual movement language emerged as a 

response to the choreographic tasks. Participants then took part in integrating their 

individual choreographic solos into a group choreographic work, for performance. The 

movement material the participants generated was their own creation and I did not 

give them movement notes or guide their composition. In the creation of 

Memoryscapes I functioned as co-collaborator with the participants (see Chapter 7 for 

detailed discussion). As co-collaborator in the choreographic process my role included 

creative input towards the final choreographic work, with the participants. The 

participants also worked with one another on their choreographic solos, where they 

gave each other their reflections and ideas on their composition.  

1.6.7 Journal 

The participants journaled about the choreographic process of moving from their own 

autobiographical memories in the creation of their choreographic works. Journaling is 

linked to metacognition as it “slows the pace of learning, increases the sense of 
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ownership of learning…and is described as a bridge across which learners can move 

from the specific to the general, while developing a habit of reflection” (Cowan, 

2014:54). After each workshop on moving from memories to choreographic 

composition, they created journal entries to document the process. They documented 

the aim and intention for their choreographic composition. After watching the 

performance of their ‘storied’ experiences, they journaled and reflected on the 

experience. Through the choreographic work, the participants re-reflected on their own 

narratives and how their stories were altered within the greater choreographic process. 

Through this reflexivity of narrating and choreographing their own life stories and 

observing their stories through their own choreographies, the participants became 

instrumental in the re-creation of their life stories.  

During the process of the creation of the full-length work, the participants kept a 

detailed choreographic journal of the creation process. Journaling allowed for clear 

documentation and reflection of the choreographic composition when accessing 

memories for the final work. As a research tool, journaling allows for inner decision 

making, choices, and assumptions about the participants’ choreographic process to 

be articulated. As researcher, the journal entries steered me when concretising the 

ideas regarding the choices made in the choreographic process. Most importantly, the 

journal entries provided a record of the process and a trajectory in the choreographic 

process. The journal entries of each of the participants was analysed and interpreted.  

1.6.8 Full-length work  

Through a detailed choreographic process, in which I functioned as co-collaborator 

with the participants, we conceptualised a full-length work that navigated personal 

autobiographical memories as the inspiration. The various participants’ stories 

interconnected and weaved together to create a collage or memoryscape of personal 

memories, that spoke to each participant’s experience. The participants were actively 

involved in the content, forming, and shaping of the work. After the choreographic 

process, they journaled about their experiences of the creation of the full-length work.  

Through the choreographic work, I hypothesised that the students will re-reflect on 

their own narratives and how their stories will alter within the greater choreographic 

process. This re-reflection is important as it allows multiple perspectives of individuals’ 
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lived experiences and their identity construction. Through this reflexivity of narrating 

and choreographing their own life stories and observing the stories through their own 

choreographies, they re-create their lived experiences, and re-reflect and re-explore 

their life stories.  

1.6.9 Lines of enquiry  

Video footage was filmed for documentation purposes of the participants’ 

compositional process, choreographic performance, and group compositional work. 

The video footage supported and allowed for in-process, post-process, and post-

production critical reflection regarding the various artistic choices that led to the 

specific teaching and learning strategy.  

The specific reflections by the participants on each workshop process, serve as a line 

of interpretation. Within embodied inquiry the researcher is a ‘data traveller’ along with 

the participants to make sense of embodied lived experiences, where data collection 

is rather an “organic, dynamic, fluid process” of creating data (Leigh & Brown, 

2021:42).  

1.6.10 Ethical considerations  

As the research explores personal autobiographical, embodied memories, the 

participants need to be comfortable while engaging healthily and productively with 

these memories. Thus, I put in place the following measures: 

• The work or choreographic composition done for the purposes of the research was 

not assessed in their choreographic composition course or any component of their 

dance courses; and 

• An information leaflet and letter of informed consent was provided. I shared all 

relevant information with potential participants, in a written format. The potential 

participants had time to ask questions or raise concerns before signing the letter 

of informed consent.   

• The details of participants’ involvement and participants’ rights were outlined in the 

letter of informed consent.  

• Ethical clearance was obtained from the University of Pretoria on 23 June 2021 

with reference number: (HUM006/0720).  Ethical clearance was obtained at the 
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university where I work on 8 March 2021 with reference number: 

(REC/2021/02/007). Even though I do have permission to use the institution’s 

name where I work, I prefer not to do so. 

• Psychologist, Stephan Potgieter was available to assist any of the students should 

a memory emerge that may require professional help. The registration details with 

the Health Professions Council of South Africa are as follows: HPCSA registration 

number: PS0101265. Practice Number: 0328170.  

1.7 COVID-19 precautions  

When ethical clearance for this proposal was obtained there were broad guidelines 

that had to be followed during the COVID-19 pandemic. By the time the choreographic 

process occurred, these guidelines had been relaxed. The choreographic process 

would have gone ahead only if the country was at alert level 1 or at no alert level. All 

official COVID-19 precautions would have been put in place to protect the students 

and researcher. If any student felt unsafe due to COVID-19, they could decide to 

withdraw from the research.  

1.8 Chapter divisions and descriptions  

In Chapter 2 a theoretical framework is developed to create a teaching and learning 

strategy, grounded in decolonial thought, through engaging with and framing 

decolonisation and decoloniality. Furthermore, it explores how these constructs can 

be used to uncover ways in which dance curriculum, specifically choreographic 

composition, in a South African context can possibly be decolonised.  It critically 

explores how these constructs can be used to examine specific ways to decolonise 

university curricula, through a decolonial pedagogy. Such a pedagogy requires overt 

decolonial strategies in choreographic composition that might reveal and subvert the 

locus of enunciation, as it pertains to the curricula. This chapter suggests in the 

process of decoloniality, border thinking, epistemic rupture and de-linking emerge as 

broad strategies towards a decolonial pedagogy.  

Chapter 3 explores how decolonial storying as a method can be mobilised, as an 

option in choreographic composition. When accessing autobiographical, embodied 

memories and subjective lived experiences as the source for movement creation in 
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choreographic composition, stories emerge. Decolonial storying is not the only method 

used in this research and to link Chapter 2 and 3, strategies for decolonisation and 

delinking towards border thinking is considered in Chapter 3. This provides a net of 

strategies towards the teaching and learning strategy, where decolonial storying 

through using embodied memories facilitates movement creation. The chapter 

explores Laenui’s (2000:152) five phases in the process of decolonisation and how 

these frame the decolonial strategies. Decolonial education emerges as individuals 

engage in various strategies and phases, such as rediscovery and recovery; 

communication; dialogue; reflection; counter/storytelling; healing reclaiming (Zavala, 

2016:3); problem-posing; conscientisation and praxis (Freire, 2005:87). Decolonial 

strategies act as catalysts for transformation, rupturing and re-inventing educational 

practices (Wane & Todd, 2018:4).  

Chapter 4 provides a detailed conceptualisation of the bodyminded being to create 

one of the foundations of the teaching and learning strategy. In Chapter 4, I 

conceptualise individuals as navigating the world through the sensorimotor system. I 

validate the bodyminded being as the loci of enunciation, where embodied memories 

emerge as a strategy for a decolonial choreographic practice. The chapter explores 

how, through decolonial storying, the individual dances their subjectivity; multiple 

identities; perceptions; embodied memories; subjective lived experiences, and 

bodyminded being. Chapter 4 suggests that knowledge, thinking, being-doing is an 

ever evolving, interconnected relationship in/through/with the bodyminded being. I 

draw everything together from Chapter 4 to present the case for a monist position, 

rather than a dualist position. This monist ontology in its multiplicity, relationality, 

interdependency and pluriversality, moves towards a trans-ontology.   

Chapter 5 provides a detailed understanding of memory to create one of the 

foundations of the teaching and learning strategy. I argue that memory is subjective, 

constructed, subject-centred, and a multimodal process. I discuss theories on memory 

and how a conceptual shift has occurred from memory as a fixed entity, towards 

various components and processes.  I identify and critically engage with various kinds 

of memory, specifically body memory, habitual body memory and habitual patterning 

that are part of individuals’ multiple identities and thus influence remembering. I 

discuss how the process of remembering reveals that individuals are constantly 
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transforming their recollections as they produce them, in a sense a creative process. 

The chapter explores how remembering is an imaginative reconstruction of all 

individual past reactions and experiences. I discuss embodied memories as the totality 

of individuals’ senses, experiences, perceptions, socio-cultural context, cultural 

context, body memory, mental models, habitual patterning, and bodyminded being in 

revealing the past in the present. I identify characteristics of embodied memory that I 

use to facilitate such a teaching and learning strategy.  

Chapter 6 maps the preparation towards the choreographic process from recalling to 

(re)moving. The fluid and weaving path towards the choreographic process reveals 

the strategies for decolonisation, as unpacked in Chapter 3. These decolonial 

strategies facilitated a decolonial pedagogy. A decolonial pedagogy revealed strands 

that interweave, that create the conceptual nodes of this research: embodied memory 

as a conceptual node; decoloniality as a conceptual node; storying as a conceptual 

node; and identity as a construction as a conceptual node. These nodes cluster 

together to give the particular methodology and also the method of decolonial storying. 

The methods in the choreographic process allowed for a decolonial choreographic 

methodology which facilitates a trans-ontology. The conceptual nodes that the 

decolonial pedagogy is based on moves my research towards a decolonial, 

choreographic, compositional methodology. Chapter 6 provides the framework of how 

to re-imagine, re-think and re-model a decolonial choreographic process, that engages 

multiplicity, diversity and reflexivity within the choreographic, compositional context. It 

maps my choreographic process and the specific processes in which the participants 

engage.  

Chapter 7 provides the reflection on the choreographic process and choreographic 

work: Memoryscapes. The chapter provides a mosaic, meshwork of writings, 

paintings, and images that reveal reflections on/in and through the choreographic 

process. The choreographic process provides the invitation for the individuals to 

access autobiographical, embodied memories to narrate their past or personal 

histories into the present, a recalling to (re)moving.  

Chapter 8 provides, from my perspective, the narrative that emerges in the production, 

Memoryscapes from my position as a subjective observer. The chapter further 

provides a tapestry of participants and my affective reflections on the production 
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Memoryscapes, a meshwork that interweaves. This chapter allows the reader to follow 

the journey through the work. 

Chapter 9 provides the interpretation of the main components of the research to 

provide a response to my research question and provide an understanding of my main 

findings. It is important to acknowledge that within a decolonial practice there is 

continuous reconsidering and rethinking. The chapter emerges as a series of musings, 

as a thinking, reflective rumination process on the research. I move towards 

conclusions with no definite finality, an ongoing shaping of the various concepts 

through time and space. 

In this chapter, I contextualised and motivated the study. In essence, I need to 

navigate an approach or decolonial pedagogy that can subvert or rupture the locus of 

enunciation in relation to the curriculum. The study aims to design and qualitatively 

reflect on the perceived efficacy of decolonial teaching and learning strategies, to 

facilitate movement creation in choreographic composition in a dance programme at 

a higher education institution in South Africa. Specifically, the aim is to use decolonial 

storying as method to access autobiographical, embodied memories that contribute to 

exploring identity construction in the creation of solo and group choreographic work. 

To do so, I introduced nodes of my theoretical framework that are grounded in 

decolonial thought. I explained my research approach and presented the central 

questions around which this research is structured. In Chapter 2, I engage with the 

key theoretical concept underpinning my study, namely decoloniality, as well as the 

historical and theoretical constructs that relationally shape it.  
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CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK  

Decolonisation of knowledge is crucial to rewrite histories, reassert the dignity 

of the oppressed and refocus the knowledge production and worldviews for the 

sake of the present and the future of the country and its people and the rest of 

the African continent. (Heleta, 2018:47) 

As discussed in Chapter 1, this research is prompted by students’ call for the 

decolonisation of higher education in South Africa. Decolonising higher education 

curricula remains critical in South Africa, and this chapter aims to critically engage with 

the context of decoloniality that could possibly enable decolonial teaching and learning 

strategies in the university context (Albertus, 2019:4). To understand what 

decolonising the university curricula, content and pedagogies means, I explore the key 

concepts framing decolonising higher education to help clarify its intention.  

The purpose of this chapter is to provide the theoretical underpinning and framework 

for creating a teaching and learning strategy grounded in decolonial thought. In order 

to contextualise the use of decolonial storying through embodied memories when 

facilitating choreographic composition, it is necessary to critically engage with 

decolonisation and decoloniality. Furthermore, I explore how these constructs can be 

used to uncover ways in which university dance curricula, specifically choreographic 

composition, in a South African context can possibly be decolonised. A decolonial 

teaching and learning strategy attempts to use key concepts in decolonial thought as 

a way of decentring the dominant Eurocentric epistemic landscape of South African 

academia.  

This chapter argues that a decolonial pedagogy should be rooted in epistemic 

disobedience and border thinking as it pertains to curricula, towards delinking from 

modernity/coloniality. Such a pedagogy requires overt decolonial strategies in 

choreographic composition that might reveal and subvert the locus of enunciation as 

it pertains to the curricula. The location from which “thinking, speaking and writing” 

takes place cannot be ignored in the “process of knowledge production” (Mabhena, 

2019:s.p). Exposing the locus of enunciation in curricula could contribute to shifting 

the “universality of White Eurocentric knowledge”, fracturing epistemic systems and 

decolonising scholarly knowledge (Figueiredo & Martinez, 2021:355). In this research, 
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I validate the bodyminded being36 as the locus of enunciation; the place from which to 

‘think’ and speak, where embodied memories emerge as a strategy for a decolonial 

choreographic practice. I unpack these concepts further in the chapter. 

It is important to acknowledge that decolonial discourse is an ever-evolving field and 

is in a constant state of “fluidity, which makes it a challenging, complex and ever 

growing praxis to navigate” (Wane & Todd, 2018:2). This is also the case for the 

differentiation between postcolonialism and decoloniality. In negotiating alternative 

histories, postcolonialism, as an academic discourse shares similarities and 

differences with decoloniality and emerges as a theoretical approach that examines 

the enduring influence and impact of colonial rule. Postcolonialism developed as an 

academic discourse around the work of Edward Said, Homi Bhabha, and Gayatri 

Chakravorty Spivak37 (Bhambra, 2014:115). Postcolonialism is viewed as “the study 

of ideas and legacies of colonial rule on both the coloniser and the colonised” (Fay & 

Hayden, 2017:20).  

Postcolonialism emerges as a specific theoretical orientation and “critical theory 

analysis of the history, culture, and discourse of European imperial power and colonial 

legacy” (Young, 2016:58). It is concerned with uncovering and criticising the cultural, 

political, and social legacies of colonial rule by examining how individuals are 

constructed and revealed through the colonial power to which they are subject (Fay & 

Hayden, 2017:20). Postcolonialism refers mainly to the 19th and 20th centuries, 

whereas decoloniality looks at an earlier period from the 15th century onwards.  

There are differences between postcolonialism and decoloniality, where Tlostanova 

(2020:165) argues that postcolonialism can be seen as a condition, “a certain human 

existential situation which we often have no power of choosing”, whereas decoloniality 

is an option and an action. As an option and an action, decoloniality is chosen as a 

“political, ethical, and epistemic positionality and an entry point into agency” 

(Tlostanova, 2020:165). The postcolonial condition emerges as a given or a situation 

of people from former colonies. In contrast, the decolonial stance includes a choice of 

 
36 The term ‘bodymind’ takes a non-dualistic perspective on body and mind which suggests body is 

minded and mind is embodied, as discussed in Chapter 4 (Hawksley, 2012:14).  
37 Edward Said, Homi Bhabha and Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak explore and define postcolonial theory, 

“its roots, development, critics, principles, issues” and its various forms (Sawant, 2011:1). These three 
major critics are often taken as the ‘Holy Trinity’ of postcolonial theory (Moore-Gilbert, 2007:451).  
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how to perceive reality and in the sense of being-in-the-world (see Section 2.5) 

(Tlostanova, 2020:165).  

Bhambra (2014:115) examines the traditions of thought affiliated with postcolonial and 

decolonial arguments and how the traditions converge in “reconstituting standard 

processes of knowledge production” and as such, are a re-thinking of how knowledge 

is produced. Through “bearing witness to different pasts”, new dialogues and new 

histories are brought into being (Bhambra, 2014:116). This process of acknowledging 

different pasts includes the ‘other’ into conceptualising modernity to reveal the 

embeddedness of coloniality therein and vice versa. In this way, the colonial matrix of 

power is revealed and can be contested and disrupted.  

Both postcolonial and decolonial arguments share a denunciation of the “insularity of 

historical narratives” that drive the conceptualisation of modernity (Bhambra, 

2014:115). Tlostanova (2020:165) argues that the decolonial stance is “one step 

further” than the postcolonial condition as the decolonial stance “involves a conscious 

choice of how to interpret reality…an active and conscious ethical, political, and 

epistemic position whose goal is to decolonise thinking, being, perception, gender, 

and memory”. In Bhambra’s (2014:115) argument, she suggests working with the 

convergences between postcoloniality and decoloniality towards a new perspective 

called “connected sociologies” or the idea of connected histories in relation to re-

conceptualising the Eurocentric notion of modernity.  

Within this research, I choose to work with the conceptual overlaps between 

Postcolonialism and decoloniality as one step further, and decolonial de-linking 

through border thinking, towards a decolonial pedagogy. Decolonial de-linking 

acknowledges coloniality in choreographic educational practices to navigate ways to 

reinvestigate coloniality’s power and influence and navigate a way towards 

decoloniality as an option, through various decolonial strategies. Decolonial strategies 

in choreographic composition can help with epistemic disobedience towards delinking 

and border thinking, thus revealing and subverting the locus of enunciation as it 

pertains to the curricula.  

Tlostanova (2020:165) posits that “decolonial thinkers are quite often postcolonial 

people and the postcolonial scholars in their majority share the decolonial agenda”. 
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Postcolonialism and decoloniality might differ in terms of “local history”, context, 

“conceptual tools”, and “modes of thinking and being in the world”, but they are all 

brought in relation to one another by “overlaps” (Tlostanova, 2020:165–166). As such, 

I engage with postcolonial and decolonial scholars in my discussion.  

Understanding decoloniality and identifying specific decolonial strategies may make it 

possible to explore decolonial dance practices and education in the domain of 

choreographic composition. In examining decolonisation and decoloniality, I will 

contextualise key concepts that frame decolonisation and decoloniality: modernity, 

colonialism, imperialism and the colonial matrix of power, and coloniality. Framing 

decoloniality through these key concepts allows for an understanding of the aims and 

objectives of decolonisation and decoloniality, and how it can function within the South 

African context.  

I start the discussion with a broad historical framing of modernity. Modernity can be 

seen as a cultural model, a historical and an epistemic frame within which to position 

the historical development and identity38 of Europe that spread over the world by 

means of amongst others, colonialism. European modernity is how the Western world 

came into being and which histories are acknowledged in its conception.39  

2.1 Framing: Renaissance and Enlightenment thinking in relation to 

modernity  

Renaissance and Enlightenment thinking emerge as the precursors to modernity. 

Although the shift towards dominant thinking in these eras germinated earlier, both 

Renaissance and Enlightenment thinking ‘birthed’ modernity with its aim of 

development and progress. Rutherford (2017:3) argues that the Renaissance and the 

Age of Enlightenment, which subsequently lead to the Industrial Revolution, created 

the ‘modern’ Western world, or a Western logic, as an expression of modernity (see 

Section 2.2.2.).  

 
38 The ‘identity of Europe’ refers to one of Ybema’s (2020:55) 5p’s of identity (identity as positioning, 

performance, (co)production, process, and as an effect of power) specifically in this context identity 
as an act of power, discussed in Chapter 3.  

39 European modernity is not the only mode of modernity and scholarship now recognises a plurality of 
modernities, rather than a single model of modernity. Such a discussion, however, falls outside the 
scope of the thesis.  
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The Renaissance began in the 14th century and lasted until the beginning of the 17th 

century, whereas The Age of Enlightenment, following the Renaissance period, lasted 

between the 17th and 18th centuries (Conrad, 2012:999). Both the Renaissance and 

Enlightenment periods originated in Europe (Porter, 2001:1). The main difference 

between the Renaissance period and the Age of Enlightenment is their specific 

worldviews: the Renaissance period was the time of awakening and radical change in 

the fields of art and philosophy, whereas the Age of Enlightenment focused on 

scientific thought and reasoning (Dhyani, 2022:s.p.).  

The term ‘renaissance’ means rebirth and refers to a time in European history following 

the Mediaeval era (Brotton, 2006:9). The idea of progress from the supposed (and 

arguable) lack of scientific and cultural development in the Mediaeval era is 

inextricably interwoven with modernity (Mouzakitis, 2017:1). The Renaissance is 

accepted as having begun in Italy in the latter half of the 14th century and to have 

spread across the rest of Europe through the 15th and 16th centuries (Murray, 

1972:144). Its manifestation in different European contexts was not homogenous, as 

it found expression differently in different countries. However, there are commonalities 

in the central tenets of thought across the various European contexts. The 

Renaissance is described as a rebirth, where there was a transformation of culture, 

politics, art and society and a general idea of “cultural renewal” (Brotton, 2006:9). The 

Renaissance saw the resurgence of an interest in classical antiquity. During this period 

there was a reawakening and an excitement regarding art forms, such as painting, 

sculpture, music and literature, and a curiosity to discover within fields, such as 

science, philosophy, and geography (Murray, 1972:143). The Renaissance spurred 

an age of voyage, exploration, and discovery where imperial dominance began across 

the globe (Brotton, 2006:10). The Renaissance resonates with modernity and 

colonialism through its advancement of geographical exploration, scientific inquiry, 

economic prosperity, the idea of humanism, and new forms of literacy. The timeframe 

of the Renaissance overlaps with the Elizabethan, Restoration and Early Modern 

periods and was a precursor to the Enlightenment.  

The Enlightenment, also known as the ‘Age of Reason’, was a period of philosophical, 

intellectual and cultural movements where Enlightenment thinking or the intellectual 

current of the 18th century was based on “scientific investigation, deductive reason 
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and the rule of law” (Fay & Hayden, 2017:23). Enlightenment thinking questioned 

religious beliefs and faith and moved towards scientific, rational thought as the source 

of knowledge (Dhyani, 2022:s.p.). Enlightenment philosophers, such as Kant, Voltaire 

and Rousseau, amongst others, proposed a society based on reason, rather than on 

the Catholic church.  

Immanuel Kant, a German philosopher, introduced theories regarding reason through 

his essay ‘What is Enlightenment’  (Kant, 1784). Kant (1784:1) argues for individuals 

to have the courage to use their own understanding and think for themselves, to 

remove what he refers to as “nonage” or an intellectual immaturity, towards 

enlightenment. Kant’s theories were based upon the rationalist, Renaissance 

philosophers, such as René Descartes and Gottfried Leibniz (Vanzo, 2013:63). Their 

philosophies40 speak to reason, science, humanism41 and progress as the ultimate 

method for gaining insight and knowledge (Pinker, 2018:29). Leibniz’s theories in 

Monadology42 were based upon the idea that knowledge can be gained through 

rational reflection alone (Strickland, 2014:12). Descartes opined the theory of innate 

knowledge, where individuals are born with ideas, knowledge and beliefs and coined 

the phrase “cognito ergo sum”, I think therefore I am (Descartes, 1637:19; Monette, 

2018:1). These philosophies are credited,43 by some scholars, to have made a clear 

distinction between body and mind,44 a Cartesian duality, in conceptions of self and 

being-in-the-world that would resonate for centuries to come. I examine Kant, Leibniz 

 
40 There are sources that suggest that Descartes was interpreted incorrectly. Descartes (1596-1650) is 

recognised as the ‘Father’ of modern philosophy. He is considered to have introduced a dualistic 
ontological system – Cartesian dualism. Baker and Morris (1997:6) aver that Descartes was not a 
proponent of dualism and present a counter argument of the ways in which his work has been 
interpreted. Such a discussion, however, falls outside the scope of the thesis.  

41 Copson (2015:5) defines humanism as a rationalist way of thinking or system of thought that places 
importance on the human rather than on divine or supernatural matters. 

42 Monadology is Gottfried Leibniz’s philosophy on monads (a simple substance). He posits that the 
universe is made of monads and every monad is a substance with a mental life, a “thinking substance” 
(such as a human). A monad is a unified whole (without parts), an atomic mental substance that never 
interacts with anything else (Savile, 2012:24–25). 

43 This could be seen as a general reading of these philosophies; however, the clear distinction between 
body and mind, whether it emerged from these specific philosophers, is a distinction that has since 
resonated.  

44 I discuss Cartesian dualism in Chapter 4. 
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and Descartes specifically as their philosophies foreground key ideas that fed through 

to colonialism, namely the ideas of reason, individualism, and universalism.45  

Kant’s ideas of individuals thinking freely for themselves46 and the idea of “freedom to 

make public use of one’s reason” captures the crux of Enlightenment thinking and 

principles (Kant, 1784:1). According to Porter (2001:1), Kant viewed the Enlightenment 

period as the coming of age for human intelligence, leaving behind ignorance and 

advancing human knowledge and understanding nature. Kant borrowed a saying from 

the Greek poet Horace: sapre aude or ‘dare to know’ or ‘dare to understand’, which 

compacts Kant’s philosophy on the Enlightenment (Kant, 1784:1; Pinker, 2018:27). 

The Enlightenment was regarded as the age of reason, as mentioned above, and 

reason alone was believed to explain and unveil knowledge of humankind, society, 

nature, and the cosmos (Pinker, 2018:26). This new-found knowledge, based on 

positivism, would question the foundations of politics and religion towards a ‘modern’ 

world (Porter, 2001:2). 

Positivism, in Western philosophy founded by French philosopher Auguste Comte, 

suggests that all knowledge is based on the ‘positive’ data of experience, universal 

laws or true by definition, logic and reason (Brown, 1994:127; Comte, 2009:2). This 

suggests that other ways of knowing, such as indigenous ways of knowing,47 

metaphysics or intuition are considered meaningless. Positivism suggests that 

objective knowledge, reason, scientific fact and logic can further human knowing, 

through science (Park et al., 2020:690). 

 
45 The reason I chose to speak about these philosophers specifically and not any of the other many 

philosophers, is that their philosophies speak to reason, logic and science specifically. This is in 
contrast to intuitive, somatic and embodied ways of being that I use in my decolonial teaching and 
learning strategy. Enlightenment thinking that generated Western ways of knowing and being in the 
world is what I challenge and attempt to decolonise in my teaching and learning strategy.  

46 Kant (1784) argues “Enlightenment is man’s emergence from his self-imposed nonage”. He defines 
nonage as “the inability to use one’s own understanding without another’s guidance”. What he refers 
to by “another’s guidance” is the institutional structures and authorities that dictate how individuals 
should behave.  

47 Indigenous ways of knowing, indigenous knowledge or local knowledge is “unique to a given culture” 
or society (Oladimeji, 2018:95).  
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Enlightenment thinking which emphasised scientific progress, reason over faith, 

individualism, progress, empiricism,48 freedom and humanism resonates with 

modernity and colonialism’s drive for progress, economic growth and the claiming and 

exploiting of foreign territories. The idea of progress, that human society can be made 

better by conscious effort, developed the controlling idea of the Western world, as a 

“monoculture of superiority” (Heraclides & Dialla, 2015:31). The idea of progress 

motivated discovering new worlds, the division of races, genders and cultures 

(Mouzakitis, 2017:5). 

The early modern European world saw a number of related developments that had a 

lasting and almost global impact, as a result of the idea of progress. These were: 

maritime explorations that established global sea passages, enabling European 

exploration and mapping; long distance trade that connected economies and 

facilitated the gradual rise of a global world economy; nation-state formations; rapid 

growth of the world population; the intensified use of foreign land that went hand in 

hand with displacing or destroying indigenous populations and societal structures; and 

the circulation of new technological inventions (Richards, 1997:198–199). 

The maritime explorations were in part, facilitated by the invention of the compass in 

the 13th century and the geographic mapping exercises of European rulers (Turnbull, 

1996:5). This facilitated long-distance commerce, supported by the development of 

increasingly complex “monetary systems”, that connected economies (Richards, 

1997:199). As different parts of the world became interconnected, the distribution of 

new technologies was made possible. With an increase in trade and economic welfare, 

came the need for not only goods, but land on which to expand production (and to 

house a growing population). The need for cheap labour to ensure optimal economic 

gain also increased (Richards, 1997:200–201). The late 18th and early 19th centuries 

saw a crystallisation of these developments and related narratives as nation-states 

solidified and shaped new political relations and social orders that facilitated the 

 
48 Empiricism in philosophy is “the view that all concepts originate in experience, that all concepts are 

about or applicable to things that can be experienced, or that all rationally acceptable beliefs or 
propositions are justifiable or knowable only through experience” (Quinton & Quinton, 2020:s.p).  
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increased mobilising of resources towards expansion, resonating with modernity 

(Turnbull, 1996:5–6). 

Modernity is both a historical period (the modern era) and a collective of socio-cultural 

norms, attitudes and practices, as well as thinking about social order that arose in the 

wake of the Renaissance and the Enlightenment. Modernity, as a historical period, 

was characterised by important social changes, such as “massive movements of 

populations, a high division of labour, high commodification and use of rational 

markets, the widespread use of bureaucracy, and large-scale integration through 

national identities”, as a result of the Industrial Revolution (Allan, 2010:4).  

The Industrial Revolution was caused by the emergence of “capitalism, European 

imperialism, efforts to mine coal, and the effects of the Agricultural Revolution” (Pollard 

& Jones, 2017:5–10). The Industrial Revolution saw massive changes in the 

production of goods, with its main aim of productivity. Modernity fuelled the Industrial 

Revolution with its idea of progress and development. The Industrial Revolution (1750-

1850) caused a dramatic shift in economic growth and economic development through 

industrialisation (More, 2002:3). The Industrial Revolution was a process of change 

from an agrarian economy to one characterised by industry and machine 

manufacturing (Wilson, 2013:1). The invention of the steam engine, amongst other 

machines, facilitated the change from a “farming and feudal society to an industrial 

and capitalist society” (Prisecaru, 2016:57). These important social, economic and 

cultural changes resulted in the defining institutions of modernity as “nation-states49 

and mass democracy, capitalism, science, and mass media” (Allan, 2010:4). These 

social changes, as mentioned earlier, were the result of the historical periods of the 

Renaissance and Enlightenment, due to its thinking around progress, individualism, 

scientific progress, and geographical expansion, but also the discovery of the 

Americas50 and the Industrial Revolution (Wagner, 2012:3).  

However, modernity is more than a historical period and emerges as a “way of 

knowing”, a Western logic, that is based in Enlightenment thinking and more 

 
49 The nation state is a “system of organisation in which people with a common identity live inside a 

country with strong borders and a single government” (Anderson, 2006:75). 
50 In 1492, Christopher Columbus’s colonial expedition arrived in the “New World” (Smith et al., 2009:2). 

The Spanish, and later Portuguese, English, French and Dutch colonial expeditions arrived in the 
Americas conquering and colonising the discovered lands (Smith et al., 2009:39). 
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specifically, positivism (Allan, 2010:4). This positivistic thinking furthered the 

Enlightenment thinking and modernity through its central ideas of “progress, 

empiricism, and freedom” (Allan, 2010:4). Wagner (2012:28) asserts that modernity 

“has always been associated with progress” and development, as “belief in endless 

progress”.  

This driving force for progress and development situates the Enlightenment or Age of 

Reason, and its precursor, the Renaissance, as an expression or as reflective of 

Western modernity and maintains a prominent place in the narratives of ‘world’ 

(meaning European) history51 where a ‘master narrative’ was developed (Conrad, 

2012:999). The West52 constructed a master-narrative that promoted their own “self-

image in the service of Western history” and positioned Western nations as the 

superior and supposedly civilised nations of the world (Peters, 2019:886).  

This thinking that supported modernity generated a “cultural and moral superiority” 

(Peters, 2019:886). The idea of superiority places the West as epitome of civilisation. 

This idea of superiority gained force in the 19th century where “countries and peoples 

were distinguished as either ‘civilised’ or ‘uncivilised’53 (Heraclides & Dialla, 2015:31). 

What constituted ‘civilised’ was based on the (male) European as the standard, and 

allowed Europeans to control non-European societies “to condemn their ‘barbarism’ 

or ‘lack of advancement’” and human development (Linklater, 2016:s.p.). Knowledge 

production, ways of being-in-the-world, and indigenous knowledge from non-

European regions and specifically Africa, are seen as inferior (Demeter, 2019:79). This 

‘standard’ of civilisation, coupled with modernity’s main aim of development and 

progress, emerges as an overarching epistemic frame, justifying the invasion of 

territories, the subjugation of indigenous populations and the claiming of resources to 

enhance economic and imperialist expansion. This found concrete expression in 

colonialism.  

 
51 The Age of Discovery in which modern colonialism began started in the 15th century. Portugal was 

interested in discovering new trade routes. In 1415, the port Ceuta in Africa was conquered, beginning 
an empire that would continue until 1999 (Blakemore, 2019:s.p).  

52 The West, also known as the Western world, refers to various regions, states and nations that consist 
of most of Europe, the Americas, and Australasia (Kurth, 2003). 

53 Buzan (2014:576) suggests “the ‘standard of civilisation’ has its roots in the culturally widespread 
trope of ‘civilised’ versus ‘barbarian’. It took its specific modern form in the 19th century, primarily as 
a European legal term. No specific set of criteria for the ‘standard of civilisation’ was ever codified”.  
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2.2 Colonialism 

Colonialism is the policy and practice of claiming and exploiting “foreign territories – 

an action that brings with it cultural, political, and social consequences for the colony’s 

original inhabitants” as part of the ideology of imperialism (Fay & Hayden, 2017:15). 

In order to frame colonialism, it is important to discuss imperialism,54 as colonialism is 

the acting out of an imperialistic ideology: colonialism as practice and imperialism as 

the idea driving the practice (Young, 2016:17). The link between modernity and 

imperialism is that modernity with its aims of development and progress created an 

imperialistic ideology. Thus, imperialism is the overarching ideology and theory, and 

colonialism the practice and concretisation of imperialism.  

Colonialism and imperialism are referred to by Gilmartin (2009:115) as “twin 

processes” that shaped world history in the goal of achieving modernity. The driving 

force of modernity enabled an Imperialistic ideology, where power and domination 

were extended over foreign territories and can be conceptualised as a generalised 

way to include a range of perspectives on the nature of Western hegemony (Bush, 

2014:3). Hegemony refers to the dominance of a particular set of ideas and beliefs 

and the tendency for the ideas to be positioned as normative and naturalised as 

universal. Western hegemony or the central axis around which colonial thinking turns 

is the notion that Europe and thus the West, is the centre and the foundation of 

‘civilisation’. Centring Europe and the West generated a “West and the Rest” binary, 

where other areas were seen as inferior (Hall, 2020:185).  

Edward Said55 (1994:9) uses the term imperialism to describe any system of 

discrimination situated in an imperial core or centre and a periphery or margin. He 

distinguishes between colonialism and imperialism by stating: "imperialism involved 

the theory, and the attitudes of a ‘dominating metropolitan centre ruling a distant 

territory’, while colonialism refers to the ‘implanting of settlements on a distant 

territory’” (Said, 1994:9). Imperialist policies were based on expropriation, exploitation, 

underdevelopment, constructed inequalities, and the ‘de-culturisation’ of African 

territories, among others (Okon & Ojakorotu, 2018:228–233). Thus, colonialism and 

 
54 In historical terms imperialism takes two major forms: the Roman, Ottoman, and Spanish imperial 

model and the 19th century Europe form (Young, 2016:17).  
55Said is a postcolonial scholar.  
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resulting colonisation refers to the act or process of setting up or establishing a colony 

and control over the indigenous people of the land (Young, 2016:15). Control, 

economic wealth, and power, through colonialism centred the West as the pinnacle of 

civilisation.  

As noted previously, it is important to look at the idea of economics, resources, and 

wealth in the context of colonisation. Ocheni and Nwankwo (2012:48) argue that an 

objective of colonisation is to exploit the economic resources of an area to benefit the 

colonising nation, suggesting that economics was the first diving force. Colonisation 

of Africa by European powers was facilitated by the Industrial Revolution which 

created a need for raw materials. Colonialism and imperialism resulted in profitability 

for Europe and the West through the “appropriation of resources such as silver and 

gold from the Americas, the sale and use of slaves, trade in spices and opium, and 

taxes on colonial subjects” (Gilmartin, 2009:116). In Africa, European colonisation 

allowed for the appropriation of raw materials as well as Africa being positioned as a 

“consumer nation for European manufactured goods”, thus economic gain was initially 

the driving force (Ocheni & Nwankwo, 2012:48). 

In terms of economic gain, in relation to colonisation, Bhambra (2014:208) argues that 

integral to colonialism’s logic is capitalism. Capitalism is an “economic system 

characterised by private ownership of the means of production for profit” (Jahan & 

Mahmud, 2015:44). The transition to capitalism, within Europe, was facilitated by the 

driving force of development, progress and profit through colonialism’s global 

expansion (Rothkrug & Anderson, 1976:419). Through colonialism, Europeans 

rationalised an economic system through which “European capital exploits non-

European labour”, where capitalism emerged as one of the defining features of 

modernity, situating the West as advanced and civilised (Allan, 2010:4; Blaut, 

1989:261).  

Economic gain is not the only way in which the West situated itself as the pinnacle of 

civilisation. The idea of the ‘universal’ emerges where European thought became 

“human heritage rather than a thought from one geographical centre” (Ndlovu-

Gatsheni, 2020:117). Camaroff and Camaroff (2012:1) argue that “Western 

enlightenment thought … positioned itself as the wellspring of universal learning” and 

the ‘non-West’ became the location of “antiquarian traditions", of exotic ways and 
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means. Through positioning the ‘non-West’ as exotic, a form of White supremacy was 

created. The term ‘non-West’ is indicative of the centre-margin relation where the West 

is the norm and centre, and the ‘rest’ marginal to the norm. White supremacy was 

created as a result of colonialism and imperialism (De Sousa Santos, 2016:19). Thus, 

White supremacy facilitated the re-invention of Africa “as the site of ‘darkness’ bereft 

of any knowledge beyond superstitions” (Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2020:20). This thinking 

allowed Africa to become the site of indoctrination of “Western Knowledge, values, 

ways of knowing and world views that are taught as universal values and scientific 

knowledge”, based on a specific Western logic (Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2020:16). This 

Western logic unfolds as an oppressive way-of-being in the world that creates an 

energy of discontent for those reacting to it. Mignolo (2011b:3) calls the energy of 

discontent of the non-West as “constitutive of modernity”.  

Said (2003:23) examines the Eurocentric prejudice of the West towards the East and 

argues that the West firmly positions itself hierarchically as cultured, civilised, modern, 

industrious and orientated towards progress, through the act of colonisation. Said 

(1994:9) uses the term Orientalism56 to describe a way of perceiving and 

understanding the ‘Orient’, where the Western imperialist gaze objectifies and frames 

the Oriental ‘other’ in a racial hierarchy and in accordance with dominant Western 

imaginings of the Oriental other.57 Said’s work has been made applicable to a broader 

context, for example cultural and political relations (Ashcroft & Ahluwalia, 1999:137) 

and knowledge and power (Quayson, 2000:6) which also resonate with my research. 

In creating a racial hierarchy, colonial racism or race is a term that is constructed to 

create a separation between the colonialist and the colonised. Biological ethnical 

 
56 Said (1994:9) traced the “invention of the Orient” back to the Western quest and appetite for the 

‘other’ (Mazrui, 2005:68) and identified the Western perspective in and of colonial writings and visual 
depictions from an assumed position of racial and cultural superiority of the peoples of Africa and the 
Near and Far East, among others (Quinn, 2017:17–20). Orientalists commonly wrote or perceived 
from the viewpoint of othering, where they observed through a lens of supposed objective distance 
that frames the one being looked at as an object or as exotic. Orientalism positioned itself as an 
indicator of the power the West holds over the Orient, rather than about the Orient itself. This notion 
of Orientalism helped define the West’s self-image.  

57 Although Said’s notion of orientalism was formulated with West/East tension in mind, it has been 
applicable to other geographical spaces in terms of universalising Western ideology (see for example, 
Larsen and Jensen (2020:1), the imagined Africa of the West). 
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difference is used as a justification to maintain power and the social immobility of the 

colonised (Moeke-Pickering, 2010:27). Racism appears then: 

not as an incidental detail, but as a consubstantial part of colonialism. It is the 

highest expression of the colonial system and one of the most significant 

features of the colonialist. Not only does it establish a fundamental 

discrimination between coloniser and colonised, a sine qua non of colonial life, 

but it also lays the foundation for the immutability of this life (Memmi et al., 

2013:74). 

Racism as part of colonialism, with roots in enlightenment thinking, links to the 

discussion in 2.2.3 concerning Apartheid as a continuation or mode of colonialism. 

Racism is part of Western particularism. Thus, one of the legacies of colonialism is its 

“ability to universalise Western particularism” (Ndlovu-Gatsheni & Chimbati, 2013:39). 

This Western particularism is a Western form of thinking, knowledge, identity, and a 

way of being that is seen as the ‘norm’ and that is naturalised (Murove, 2018:159). 

Western particularisation advances the supposed universality of Western constructs 

(Meyerhoff, 2018:5), creating a monoculture in which the West controls structures of 

knowledge production and is seen as universal and the centre of knowledge creation 

(Demeter, 2019:92). 

Colonialism emerges, as discussed further in 2.2.2, as the “cultural logic” of modernity, 

where colonialism facilitates ideological premises that are revealed through coloniality 

(Zavala, 2016:2). Western modernity is a very complex system, ideology or “set of 

phenomena”, which is designed to perpetuate a “capitalist-colonial enterprise” (De 

Sousa Santos, 2016:x–2). Western modernity perpetuates ideas of supposedly 

universal Western thinking or Western particularism, through hegemonic globalisation 

(De Sousa Santos, 2016:60).Thus, modernity is the overarching justification for and 

guise under which colonialism, capitalism, patriarchy, hetronormativity, rationality, 

economic injustices, and the supposed neutrality of Eurocentrism and Whiteness58 all 

hide. Whiteness, as discussed in Chapter 1, or what Remi (2019:1–2) refers to as the 

 
58 In Critical Race Theory Whiteness, with a capital W is used as Nguyễn Pendleton (2020:s.p) argues 

that it is “important to call attention to White as a race as a way to understand and give voice to how 
Whiteness functions in our social and political institutions and our communities”. Critical Race Theory 
suggests that “rascism is so deeply embedded in social structures that it is normalised and invisibilsed” 
(Remi, 2019:2). 
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“web of Whiteness”, emerges in discussions around colonialism, as there is the 

“ensnaring of Black bodies in the web of Whiteness”.  

Kinouani (2022:s.p.) maintains that the Black59 body60 can be conceptualised and 

emerges as a space for a “White or foreign conscience” to inhabit. This refers to the 

White, Western ways of thinking, being and becoming that ‘infiltrate’ the Black body 

through coloniality. The long-term impact of colonialism, including power relations, 

results in “policing the Black body, ascribing it to designated territories and subservient 

roles” (Kinouani, 2022:s.p.). The Black body emerges as something that has to be 

“policed and kept under surveillance” (Settler & Engh, 2015). The colonial labour 

market and slavery situated the Black body as something to be controlled and 

regulated (Johnson, 2013:20). Comaroff (1993:306) avers that the Black body is 

associated with “degradation, disease and contagion” due to a colonial legacy. Thus, 

the exploitation of the Black body has “been the backbone of the creation of Western 

civilisation” (Merzenich, 2021:s.p.). The colonised Black body was alienated from itself 

as a source and producer of knowledge (Thiongʼo, 2012:s.p.). Ngugi wa Thiongo 

(2012:s.p.) argues that “Africa has to reclaim the Black body with all its 

blackness…and reclaim the sense of the sacred in the Black body”. This research 

positions the colonised Black body as an embodied source and producer of knowledge 

through acknowledging individuals’ lived experiences and embodied memories “of 

looking into the embodied self as a site of memory and thus negotiating alternative 

histories” (Loots, 2021:185).  

In negotiating alternative histories, it is important to examine the monoculture that puts 

other regions, such as Africa and Eastern countries on the periphery. Africa on the 

periphery was a result of colonialism, where the world was divided in two: the centre, 

occupied by Europeans, and the periphery, occupied by non-Europeans (Lephakga, 

 
59I choose to capitalise Black to acknowledge it as a proper noun, as I share Tharp’s (2014:s.p) 

sentiment that “Black with a capital B refers to people of the African diaspora, lowercase black is 
simply a colour”. Black with a capital B acknowledges that Black refers to more than a colour but 
rather signifies a history, an identity. Mack and Palfrey (2020:s.p) further state that “Blackness and 
many other cultural identities are labels bestowed upon us and carried from birth. It is an indicator of 
personhood, culture, and history. The lower case “b” fails to honour the weight of this identity 
appropriately”. 

60 I am not trying to homogenise Black bodies but use the term 'the Black body' to broadly indicate a 
category of historical oppression and subjugation.  
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2017:1). This marginalisation of non-Europeans positions Africa, through the colonial 

lens, as “backwards, barbaric, and incapable of development” until it came into contact 

with supposed superior races that brought African development and civilisation 

through the process of colonisation (Poncian, 2015:72).  

2.2.1 A broad contextual and historical overview of colonisation and 

decolonisation in Africa 

Gilmartin (2009:115) suggests three consecutive waves of European colonial and 

imperial expansion targeting first the Americas, then Asia, and then Africa; thus, 

colonialism is fundamentally about the invasion of territories. The main powers 

involved in the colonisation of Africa are Britain, France, Belgium, Germany, Portugal, 

Spain, and Italy, spanning the period between 1800-1960s (Ocheni & Nwankwo, 

2012:48). Africa came into contact with Europe in two ways, through colonisation and 

through slavery. Old imperialism took place between “1500 and 1800 when European 

powers established trading posts and colonies along the coastal areas” of the African 

continent (Young, 2016:16). In 1415, the first European settlement in Africa was a 

Portuguese landmark at Ceuta on the Moroccan coast (Brotton, 2006:81). It was an 

end point of the trans-Saharan gold trade and a strategic military position for Portugal. 

The first slaves were taken from the port of Lagos in 1444 by Portuguese traders. The 

trans-Atlantic slave trade and the exploitation of labour are rooted here (Blakemore, 

2019:s.p.).  

In Africa, most countries were colonised by European world powers, which is part of 

the third wave of colonisation and referred to as ‘New Imperialism’ from the 1800s 

onwards (Oliver & Oliver, 2017:1). The Berlin Conference, also called the Congo 

Conference or West African Conference, was initiated and requested by Portugal and 

organised by German chancellor, Otto von Bismarck (Oliver & Oliver, 2017:1). The 

many representatives of the Western powers at the Berlin Conference (1884–1895) 

made decisions about the control of Africa without any representation from the African 

people. This conference generated competition between all the powers for territory in 

Africa, and each of the African countries was grabbed by imperial European powers 

(Oliver & Oliver, 2017:1). The Berlin Conference legitimised colonisation as a policy 

for constructing massive empires “with heterogeneous nationalities subjugated under 
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a highly centralised political structure” (Okon & Ojakorotu, 2018:229). This control of 

Africa became known as the Scramble for Africa, or more colloquially as the Rape of 

Africa (Pakenham, 1991:xxi). Within half a century, Europe conquered and colonised 

almost the whole African continent, subjugating its indigenous peoples and draining 

the resources of the continent for economic gain (Oliver & Oliver, 2017:1).  

The period of colonisation in South Africa, which occurred from 1652–1910, can be 

broadly divided as follows: “the Dutch East India Company (DEIC) rule (1652–1795); 

the British occupation of the Cape Colony (1795–1803); the Dutch occupation under 

the rule of the Batavian Republic (1803–1806); and British rule (1807–1910)” (Seroto, 

2018:6). South Africa61 was officially colonised by the Dutch in 1652, where the first 

European settlement was established by Jan van Riebeeck and the Dutch East India 

Company in Table Bay (Cape Town) (Oliver & Oliver, 2017:4). A trading station was 

created for passing ships to get fresh produce and supplies between Holland and their 

southeast Asian colonies (Shackleton & Gwedla, 2021:2). The settler colony grew as 

Dutch farmers settled to grow crops. The Dutch’s control over the “spatially small 

colony” was removed by the British, who took control in 1806 (Shackleton & Gwedla, 

2021:2). The first British Settlers, known as the 1820 Settlers, arrived in South Africa 

and settled in the south-eastern part, in an area around Makhanda and Port Alfred. 

These settlers were allocated land that African people occupied and British colonialism 

“ushered in powerful and devastating” effects on South Africa. Cook and Wells 

(2020:s.p.) argue the arrival of British settlers 200 years ago continues to “cast a 

shadow over South Africa”. This was the start of a century-and-a-half of British 

domination up until 1961 when South Africa became an independent Republic (Oliver 

& Oliver, 2017:7). Internal colonisation started from 1961 onwards, by the White 

Afrikaners through the policy of Apartheid, discussed in 2.2.3, which was a brutal and 

devastating system to further colonialism in South Africa (Oliver & Oliver, 2017:7). In 

1994 South African became a democracy, after legalised racial segregation, with the 

ANC’s Nelson Mandela as the first democratically elected president. The history of 

 
61 The colonisation of South Africa started unofficially with the Age of Discovery by the Portuguese and 

Spanish in search of new trade routes, where they discovered the Western side of Africa (Suveren, 
2019:6). After that in “1488, Portuguese sailor, Bartolomeu Dias reached the southern part of Africa 
and named the land as “Cape of Good Hope”. Even though the Portuguese were the first western 
people to discover South Africa, they did not colonize the land because their priority was to secure 
the coastline of Africa in order to assure the safety of their trading routes to India” (Suveren, 2019:6).  
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colonisation in South Africa is fraught with inequality, rascism, exploitation, 

subjugation, poverty, oppression, and the belief that indigenous people are “exotic” 

with no history (Comaroff & Camaroff, 2012:1). 

The reasons for African colonisation were economic, political, religious and the limited 

European perception of Africa, especially sub-Saharan Africa (including South Africa), 

that it had “no history” (Parker & Rathbone, 2007:3). African societies were regarded 

as ‘primitive’ and underdeveloped due to the Europeans’ perception that many African 

societies lacked literacy and a written tradition. Africa was seen through the monolithic 

Eurocentric worldview, referred to by Mudimbe (1994:xii) as a “paradigm of 

difference”. A ‘paradigm of difference’ refers to the way Europeans looked at Africans 

as ‘other’. Steyn and Mpofu (2021:2) suggest the “enslavement and colonisation of 

Africans was based on their removal from the category of the human”. Africans who 

were to be enslaved and colonised lost their “human equality” and were characterised 

as inferior and “incomplete beings”, as discussed further in 2.2.4 (Steyn & Mpofu, 

2021:2). The work in Africa, towards decoloniality, discussed in 2.5, then becomes a 

“search for completeness through the recovery, restoration and recognition of the 

equal belonging of Black African people to the world” (Steyn & Mpofu, 2021:2). In 

working towards decoloniality, the process had to begin with the decolonisation of 

African countries.  

This decolonisation as an actual event, took place in the mid-1950s to 1975 

(Rothermund, 2006:1). South Africa followed only in 1994. Radical changes occurred 

on the continent as colonial governments made the transition to independent states. 

The sequence of the First World War, the Great Depression and the Second World 

War “broke the back of European Imperialism” and facilitated the process of 

decolonisation in Africa (Rothermund, 2006:15). The 1960s were known as the period 

of decolonisation of Africa, where 17 former African colonies became independent 

members of the United Nations (Birmingham, 1995:1). Decolonisation primarily is the 

transfer of power from colonial powers back to the colonised, whereby colonial powers 

formally and informally withdraw (forced or otherwise), from a colony or colonised 

territory and the colonised, with self-determination and self-governance, become 

independent (Gopal, 2021:881). However, relevant to this research is that colonisation 

does not stop with the formal transfer of power (Rothermund, 2006:2). Decolonisation, 
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and the move towards decoloniality as a way of thinking, is about knowledge, power 

and being and “the assumptions, and values that underpin its conception, construction 

and transmission”; it is about challenging “societies’ institutional structures” that 

perpetuate coloniality (Essop, 2016:9).  

2.2.2 Modernity and coloniality  

As an academic domain, the notion of coloniality developed from the work of 

decolonial scholars such as Anibal Quijano (2000), María Lugones (2007) and Walter 

Mignolo (2007), among others. Coloniality refers to “long-standing patterns of power 

that emerged as a result of colonialism, but that define culture, labour, intersubjective62 

relations, and knowledge production beyond colonial administrations” (Maldonado-

Torres, 2007:243). Coloniality is connected to “world-systems theory”63 and to the 

“development and underdevelopment theory and the Frankfurt School critical social 

theory tradition” (Bhambra, 2014:115). Grosfoguel (2011:4) describes coloniality as 

“the continuity of colonial forms of domination after the end of colonial administrations 

produced by colonial cultures and structures in the modern/colonial/capitalist world-

system”. Coloniality is thus the insidious outcome of the historical phenomenon of 

colonialism or the living legacy of colonialism, where the West is positioned as superior 

(Tlostanova, 2020:166). 

The West is in a position of superiority due to modernity and colonialism, and positions 

Africa as the marginal continent in terms of world affairs, knowledge production, and 

development (Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2015:16). This paradigm of difference, as discussed 

above, is the central feature of coloniality, where Africa emerges as an alien and 

unknowable space (Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2015:16). 

 
62 Intersubjectivity refers to a shared perception of reality between two or more individuals (Munroe, 

2019:s.p). 
63 Immanuel Wallerstein, a sociologist, developed World Systems Theory, where countries were placed 

in hierarchies: core, semi-peripheral and peripheral. The core countries are dominant capitalist 
countries that exploit peripheral countries for labour and raw materials; the peripheral countries are 
reliant on core countries for capital and their industry is underdeveloped; the semi-peripheral countries 
share elements of both core and peripheral countries (Strikwerda, 2000:334–335). This system links 
to modernity’s way of ‘seeing’ the world, or its Eurocentric framing of world history.  
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Furthermore, coloniality maintains the West in a position of superiority and more 

specifically “in the imaginations of the coloniser and colonised”64 (Lombardi, 2012:6). 

This does not mean that coloniality is an imaginary idea, but rather that it became 

internalised not only on an epistemological level, but also on an ontological level: in 

the colonised bodyminded being and how the colonised navigates being-in-the-

world.65 This position of superiority facilitated through coloniality refers to enduring 

patterns of power that result from colonialism: thus, “coloniality survives colonialism” 

(Maldonado-Torres, 2007:243). In coloniality that survives colonialism, an oppressive 

and powerful Western logic is maintained and reinforced, through systemic practices. 

This Western logic presupposes the West as “the moderns of humanity and its history” 

and thus the driving force of modernity (Quijano, 2000:542). Mitchel (2000:1) argues 

that modernity became a synonym for the West, where those on the periphery should 

adopt a Western way of thinking, doing and being-in-the-world, considered ‘universal’ 

by the West. Different from colonialism, coloniality is considered as being complicit 

with modernity; thus modernity/coloniality (discussed below), creates (continued) 

patterns of power (Maldonado-Torres, 2007:243).  

In constituting modernity Mignolo (2011b:3) refers to modernity as revealing only “the 

rhetoric of salvation and progress”, which re-instates coloniality. In essence, Mignolo 

(2011b:2) contends that coloniality is the darker side of Western modernity and that 

modernity promises salvation by conversion and civilisation. Thus modernity and 

coloniality are two sides of the same coin, where modernity and coloniality emerge as 

“analytical categories of the colonial matrix of power” (Mignolo, 2011b:139). Modernity, 

as mentioned earlier, is how the modern world came into being and determined which 

histories are acknowledged in its conception. Modernity emerges as the overarching 

ideology, resulting in colonisations’ enduring patterns of power that causes coloniality. 

Thus, Mignolo (2011b:3) describes modernity as a narrative fiction or a story told by 

those who control history and how those individuals understand the world. In other 

 
64 The binary of coloniser/colonised is used in many decolonial scholarly articles and is problematic, as 

it simplifies the very complex relationship between coloniser and colonised, into colonial ways of 
categorisation. In doing this, it does not acknowledge the fluid, hybrid, and multiple ways identities are 
formed.  

65 This is further supported by Wane and Todd (2018:139)who suggest that “colonisation as a process 
seeps into an individual and becomes part of you without you realising that it is a foreign entity within 
you. It is when the spirit comes in and shakes the foreign entity within the individual that the 
internalised decolonising journey begins because there is the realisation that an alien malignancy 
lives within you causing dis-ease and illness”.  
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words, it is a “rhetoric of modernity” that creates patterns of power (Mignolo, 2011b:3). 

This art of persuasion or rhetoric of modernity hides the dislogic of coloniality.  

In hiding the dislogic of coloniality, modernity organises the world into separate 

categories and binary thinking (us,them,West,rest,centre,margin) or dichotomies with 

a categorical logic (Lugones, 2007:186). Europe’s identity emerged via processes that 

affirmed its supposed superiority, as a result of modernity, by differentiating it from 

other cultures. This affirmation of superiority eliminates the other from the 

development of modernity, where history is seen as a product of the Western world 

(Bhambra, 2014:116). History as a product of the Western world and belonging to the 

West is one of the legacies of coloniality, and Western history; thus, the 

conceptualisation of modernity.  

One of the tools of modernity/coloniality to maintain power structures is managing 

knowledge and subjectivity (Tlostanova, 2020:167). This management of knowledge 

and ontology positions Western scientific, objective thought (as part of Enlightenment 

thinking), “as the only valid form of producing knowledge, and Europe acquires an 

epistemological hegemony over all other cultures of the world” (Castro-Gómez, 

2007:433). This hegemony over other cultures through modernity/coloniality is part of 

colonialism’s control. 

2.2.3 Colonialism’s control  

Colonialism’s “control” refers to the process of political domination that facilitates the 

exploitation of labour and ensures wealth for the coloniser (Lombardi, 2012:4). As 

mentioned in 2.2, the colonisers imposed religion, education, modes of knowledge 

production, values and ideas of what being human constitutes, on colonised 

populations. Thus, colonialism’s objective is to control wealth by dictating “what people 

produced, how they produced it, and how it was distributed; to control, in other words, 

the entire realm of the language of real life” (Wa Thiong’o, 2011:16). Moreover, this 

suggests how knowledge was produced and by whom, as well as dictating what 

knowledge was worth knowing, what history constituted, and who had history. This 

control is imposed through force or coercion, or both. Colonialism’s control often 

manifested as a political and economic dictatorship; however, colonialism’s “most 

important area of domination was the mental universe of the colonised, the control 
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through culture of how people perceived themselves and their relationship to the 

world” (Wa Thiong’o, 2011:16). This control manifests in knowledge, power and being, 

which I discuss in 2.2.4.  

Through colonisation and the invasion of territories, some regions on the periphery 

became “victims of eradication” (Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2018:16). This power structure and 

control of colonialism emerges as an ongoing ‘metaphysical process’ invading the 

psyche of a people and committing ‘crimes’, such as “epistemicide (extermination and 

displacement of pre-existing knowledges), linguicide (killing and displacing the 

languages of people and imposing one’s own), and culturecide (where one kills or 

replaces the culture of people)” (Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2020:s.p.). This eradication of 

fundamental elements of knowledge, language and culture, that make individuals who 

they are, or their sense of being, reveals how colonialism and resulting coloniality, 

becomes internalised and causes individuals to doubt their sense of worth in the world; 

thus, being positioned as ‘other’:  

Colonialism is not satisfied merely with holding a people in its grip and emptying 

the native’s brain of all form and content. By a kind of perverted logic, it turns 

to the past of the people and distorts, disfigures, and destroys it (Fanon, 

1963:210–211).  

Fanon’s (1963:210–211) statement suggests the greed and dehumanising features of 

the colonisers, where they had the power to degrade individuals by destroying their 

pasts or memories, and essentially their cultures. In turning to the past of a people, 

colonialism obliterates the histories, epistemologies, and ontologies of the colonised. 

In obliterating the history of the colonised, as “cultural subjugation was necessary”, 

colonialism dominated by creating a culturecide to gain economic and political control 

(Wa Thiong’o, 2011:8–9). The main aim of cultural subjugations is to destroy 

individuals’ “belief in their names, in their language, in their environment, in their 

heritage of struggle, in their unity, in their capacities and ultimately in themselves” (Wa 

Thiong’o, 2011:3). In controlling the domain of the colonised ‘self’, colonisers 

“controlled culture, destroying the foundation of ‘who’ people are, their self-definition” 

(Wa Thiong’o, 2011:16). Colonialism’s control is insidious, and the harmful effects 

were under the guise of developing ‘civilisation’.  
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This insidious process of colonisation and its effects are unpacked by Aimé Césaire 

where he offers a non-Eurocentric reading of European history. Césaire’s (1972:1) 

essay Discourse on Colonialism reveals a strong argument against, or denunciation 

of, European Western colonial ‘civilisation’. Césaire’s (1972:31)66 argument is that the 

profound moral hypocrisy of Western Europe is in claiming to be saviours of the world, 

using the process of civilisation, through colonialism’s control. In order to place his 

argument in context, cognisance is taken of Europe spending centuries separating the 

world into various colonies for economic power, political power, and wealth (Rohan, 

2020:s.p.).  

The fault line in the Western belief system is that they brought ‘freedom and civilisation’ 

through colonisation (Rohan, 2020:s.p.). Césaire (1972:34) suggests this notion of 

civilisation is an excuse or a lie to justify Europe’s actions of exploitation and control 

of the rest of the world’s labour and resources. A part of the coloniser’s lie about 

civilisation is the added dimension of religion: “Christianity = civilisation, paganism = 

savagery”, resulting in “abominable colonialist and racial consequences” (Césaire, 

1972:33–34). This mode of being-in-the-world reiterates and expands on “the standard 

of civilisation” that emerged from the Age of Reason or Enlightenment period that 

justified colonisation (Heraclides & Dialla, 2015:31). 

Césaire’s (1972:39) argument is that “no one colonises innocently”, and thus a 

civilisation that legitimises colonisation is a sick civilisation, morally ill, and barbaric. 

Colonisation dehumanises the coloniser and colonised. The dehumanised coloniser 

then justifies barbaric actions in the name of salvation and civilisation, all driven by the 

pursuit of power (Césaire, 1972:41). As discussed earlier, through modernity, and the 

resulting dehumanising process of colonisation, a particular Western-centredness is 

perpetuated; of the West being the centre of civilisation, knowledge, culture, and moral 

superiority. This was all under the guise of modernity, positioning other cultures as 

inferior or ‘other’, as mentioned above. This inferiority and lack of acknowledgement 

of supposedly peripheral regions result from colonisation and impact on the present 

as long-lasting coloniality. Owing to coloniality, perpetuated through colonialism’s 

control, colonisers can still be held accountable because of ongoing colonial power 

 
66 I am aware this source is old, but Cesaire (1972:34) is a seminal source in terms of colonisation and 

this argument.  
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and how this power continues (coloniality as systemic) to oppress, marginalise, and 

eradicate indigenous people with epistemic and ontological violence by framing the 

indigenous people as ‘other’ or ‘barbaric’ (Paradies, 2020:438). 

The idea of indigenous people as ‘other’, ‘barbaric’ and marginalised provides a link 

that needs to be made between colonialism and Apartheid in the South African 

context. Apartheid literally means “apartness” or separation in the Afrikaans language 

(Peteet, 2016:248). From my perspective, Apartheid was a response to Dutch and 

British colonialism in South Africa and an extension of colonialism and the colonial 

mind-set. This also resonated in all spheres of life, such as in educational practices. 

Apartheid was a policy, introduced by the National Party government, of separating 

people by race, more specifically, a system of institutionalised racial oppression that 

occurred in South Africa from 1948 to 1994 (Clark & Worger, 2013:3). In South Africa, 

the White minority imposed legal restrictions on Blacks, Indians and Coloureds, that 

“denied civil and political rights and spatially separated” South Africa into Black 

Bantustans and townships, Coloured areas and specifically White areas (Peteet, 

2016:250). Black mobility was policed and controlled through the pass system and 

Blacks were subjected to forced removals, violence, relocations, brutality, cheap 

labour, and Bantu education,67 amongst various other atrocities (Peteet, 2016:251). 

This said, racial discrimination did not begin in 1948 with Apartheid, but can be traced 

back to the Dutch colonisation of the Cape of Good Hope in 1652 and the creation of 

an economy based on the slave trade from Africa, that was mentioned in 2.2.1 of this 

chapter (Clark & Worger, 2013:3). Ideas of racial and cultural superiority, human 

development and racial discrimination “continued in myriad forms as European 

settlement expanded, the British government conquered South Africa, and imperialist 

and settlers alike spoke of the ‘civilising mission’ of White rule and favoured, almost 

without exception, the segregation of Black from White” (Shackleton & Gwedla, 

2021:2). Thus, Apartheid within the South African context emerges as a mode of 

colonialism, where domination, power, separation, and exploitation were facilitated 

through cultural, social and political areas (Shackleton & Gwedla, 2021:2). Apartheid 

and colonialism, through marginalisation, positioned the indigenous people of South 

 
67 The Bantu Education Act 1953 (later called Black Education Act) was an inferior education designed 

for Black students to be educated in low income positions or more specifically, as labourers (Kurebwa 
& Dodo, 2019:22).  
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Africa as ‘other’. In positioning indigenous people as ‘other’, through colonisation, a 

form of power is created where one nation, culture or ethnic group is superior to 

another, as mentioned above (Young, 2016:58), justifying subjugation, land invasion 

and the control of resources, the economy, education, politics, etc. The axis around 

which this model of power operates is a “specific rationality: Eurocentrism” ,68 furthered 

through modernity (Quijano, 2000:533). This hegemonic model of power implies 

coloniality and became “the first identity of modernity”, through the colonial matrix of 

power (Quijano, 2000:533).  

2.2.4 Colonial matrix of power  

As coined by Quijano (2007:169), the colonial matrix of power or coloniality of power 

is a concept of connecting the practices of European colonialism in social orders and 

forms of knowledge. The colonial matrix of power interlinks racial and epistemological 

hierarchies with structural hierarchies and thus becomes operative in all spheres of 

life, from political administration and worldview to economic production and social 

relations (including race and gender relations) (Mothoagae, 2021:2). Coloniality of 

power involves the domination and exploitation of countries by European countries in 

a range of areas (Grosfoguel, 2006:173). The global “coloniality of power (being, of 

perception, of gender, of knowledge, of memory) is always manifested in particular 

local forms and conditions” (Tlostanova, 2020:166). The three modes of coloniality are 

coloniality of knowledge, coloniality of power, and the coloniality of being. 

This colonial matrix of power unearths and describes the legacy of colonialism in giving 

value to certain individuals while marginalising others through the coloniality of power, 

the coloniality of knowledge, and the coloniality of being, such as gender, race, 

sexuality, and culture, among other things (Mignolo & Escobar, 2013:9; Quijano, 

2000:533). This delineation of coloniality exposes the profound ways it organises, 

structures, and expresses modernity through what is considered legitimate knowledge 

 
68 Mignolo (2011b:5) defines Eurocentrism as a “hegemonic structure of knowledge and beliefs” that 

positions the Western world as being the foundation and location of knowledge and the only valid ‘way 
of being’. 
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by the colonisers. In examining the coloniality of knowledge and what is considered 

legitimate knowledge, it is important to consider that knowledge is a mode of power.69 

This idea of legitimate knowledge has implications for the ways of knowing and how 

knowledge is constructed. Western knowledge is seen or imposed as the monolithic 

worldview or the only way of knowing that is objective and universal, and therefore of 

value (Akena, 2012:600). This hegemonic way of thinking delegitimises other ways of 

knowing, being, and sensing in the world (Akena, 2012:600). Western-centred 

modernity denied the validity of other knowledges in order to control ways of the 

knowing and being of the “colonial subalterns” (Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2018:96). The 

coloniality of knowledge has to do with the “impact of colonisation on the various areas 

of knowledge production” (Maldonado-Torres, 2007:242). Ndlovu (2018:95) argues 

that “a people without their own ways of knowing are a people without both a history 

and a future of their own making”. Without a way of knowing and through the 

colonisation of the imagination, the colonised embodies European ways of being and 

knowing (Lombardi, 2012:16). European ways of knowing continue what has 

happened historically and reinforce the colonial matrix of power.  

In Quijano (2000:216) and Mignolo’s (2007b:155) view, the colonial matrix of power 

has interrelated areas, discussed below: 

• Control of subjectivity and knowledge 

• Control of the economy 

• Exploitation of labour 

• Control of natural resources 

• Control of authority 

• Control of gender and sexuality 

These interrelated areas mentioned above link to Ndlovu-Gatsheni’s (2012:2) ideas 

around the coloniality of power in an African context. Ndlovu-Gatsheni (2012:2) 

discusses how the colonial matrix of power manifested through land appropriation, the 

exploitation of labour, and the control of African natural resources, and thus the control 

of the economy. He further argues that authorities’ control was facilitated by upholding 

 
69 Knowledge as a mode of power references Raven’s (1990:500) forms of power, specifically expert 

power. Expert power is power that comes from expertise and experience in a given field.  
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military superiority and “monopolisation of the means of violence” (Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 

2012:2). The colonial matrix of power is manifested in South Africa through Western-

centred education, epistemicides, linguicides and culturecides that replaced 

indigenous knowledges, languages and cultures, which positioned the African 

subjectivity as inferior and lacking worth. This inferiority and control of subjectivity and 

knowledge highlights the coloniality of power.  

Quijano’s (2000:216) concept of the coloniality of power suggests that conscious 

awareness of racial, political, and social hierarchies is enforced through colonialism. 

Del Arco (2017:63) suggests that the coloniality of power allows an understanding of 

“how people live in a system of inequality and asymmetry traversed through the 

enactment of a modern/colonial power”. One of the structures maintaining the colonial 

matrix of power is ‘race’,70 which is a fictitious and mental construct that enforces 

colonial experience (Quijano, 2000:215). Race, as mentioned in 2.2.3, positions 

individuals as having biological and structural differences, enabling a hierarchy 

between the dominant and the dominated (Quijano, 2000:215). Thus, race is a 

criterion to classify individuals that results in clear power structures and justifies the 

domination of one group over another, which references the concept of the ‘coloniality 

of being’.  

The concept of the ‘coloniality of being’ emerged from Mignolo in discussions around 

coloniality, decolonisation, and the coloniality of power (Maldonado-Torres, 2007:240). 

The coloniality of being refers to the lived experience of the colonised and the concept 

that “colonial relations of power left profound marks not only in the areas of authority, 

sexuality, knowledge and the economy but on the general understanding of being as 

well” (Maldonado-Torres, 2007:240). This references the previously mentioned lived 

experience of the colonised and this experience impacts language as “languages are 

not something human beings have but rather something of what human beings are” 

(Mignolo, 2003:669). This cross references linguicides where the killing and displacing 

of the languages of people impact their lived experience.  

This ontological notion or nature of being references Descartes philosophical idea “I 

think, therefore I am” (Descartes, 1637:3). Maldonado-Torres (2007:252) argues that 

 
70 Hochman (2017:s.p.) argues that race does not exist, only groups that have been misunderstood as 

races; however, rascism is real and has resulted in heinous crimes.  
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‘I think, therefore I am’ develops the idea of “I think (others do not think, or do not think 

properly), therefore I am (others are-not, lack being, should not exist or are 

dispensable)”. The idea that ‘others-are-not’ refers to this notion of the coloniality of 

being where some beings (colonised individuals) are not allowed to have a notion of 

themselves as beings, and thus are not validated as social beings of value. The 

colonised Black body emerges ontologically in what Fanon (1963:6) refers to as the 

“zone of non-being” or ‘other’ (see Section 2.3.5). The colonised Black body does not 

have a validated space to ‘speak’, or as Sugiharto (2022:1) suggests, a specific “geo-

political and body-political positionality- a locus of enunciation”.  

Sithole (2015:1), from a decolonial school of thought, argues that in Africa there is the 

contemporary presence of the coloniality of being, where the African bodyminded 

being is “questioned, doubted, and reduced to the indomitable lack”. On the African 

continent, the colonial matrix of power and coloniality of being influences “the complex 

history of the African postcolonial present” (Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2013:x). According to 

Ndlovu-Gatsheni (2013:133), from a decolonial school of thought “the concept of 

coloniality of being is important as it captures not only the depersonali[s]ation of black 

people and the black body under colonialism but the constitution of Africans as 

raciali[s]ed subjects with next to no value placed on their lives”. This coloniality of being 

positions itself as a power structure manifested through the colonial matrix of power, 

which is a result of colonialism’s ideological premises, and modernity.  

 

Thus far, I have contextualised key concepts that frame decolonisation and 

decoloniality: modernity, colonialism, imperialism and the colonial matrix of power, and 

coloniality. In order to understand decolonisation and decoloniality, towards 

negotiating alternative histories, I move towards decoloniality.  

2.3 Moving towards decoloniality  

Decolonial de-linking is needed as a form of “epistemic disobedience” against 

coloniality, the coloniality of power, the coloniality of being, and epistemicide (Mignolo, 

2011c:45). Epistemic disobedience is a decolonial option that examines the effects of 

coloniality and the coloniality of knowledge in an attempt to decolonise knowledge and 

ways of being. Mignolo (2007a:450) contends that de-linking, disruption, and 
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contesting are needed as there is no alternative to the coloniality of Western 

categories of thought.  

As such, decoloniality is an active struggle comprising “epistemic and existence-based 

response and practice – most especially by colonised and racialised subjects – against 

the colonial matrix of power in all of its dimensions, and for the possibilities of an 

otherwise” (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018b:17). The vision of decoloniality is thus forward 

looking, which asks the question: what does de-link really mean? Why delink rather 

than undo? One idea is that de-linking implies changing the terms of, and not just the 

content of, the conversation (Mignolo, 2007a:514) The coloniality of power will 

collapse only if the colonised and coloniser disrupt Western hegemonies by building 

new knowledges and ways of being, through decolonisation, and further decoloniality 

as an option towards epistemic disobedience (Lombardi, 2012:48). Delinking from 

Western modernity means to “forget what we were taught, to break free from the 

thinking programmes imposed on us by education, culture, and social environment, 

always marked by the Western imperial reason” (Tlostanova & Mignolo, 2012:7). 

It is important to acknowledge that decoloniality is not decolonisation. Decoloniality is 

a way of thinking, a process, a perspective, an approach, a standpoint, a practice and 

more specifically a “praxis of thinking” (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018b:4–5). Decoloniality is 

an epistemological project of unlearning and a praxis of “undoing and redoing” 

(Mignolo & Walsh, 2018b:120). Whereas decoloniality, as a verb, implies action and 

is an epistemological project, decolonisation, as a noun, is at first a political project 

where former colonies achieve self-governance, as mentioned earlier. Decolonisation 

as a concept is a process of “deconstructing colonial ideologies of the superiority and 

privilege of Western thought and approaches” (Cull et al., 2017:7). Decolonisation 

deconstructs colonial influence and decoloniality is the act or practice of “undoing and 

redoing”, towards a process of unlearning.  

2.4 Decolonisation  

In its most basic form, decolonisation is the transfer of power from colonial powers 

back to the colonised. It is a process whereby colonial powers formally and informally 

withdraw (forced or otherwise) from a colony or colonised territory and the colonised, 

with self-determination and self-governance, become independent (Gopal, 2021:881). 
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Decolonisation is first the event of removing colonial power to gain independence and 

self-regulation as a former colony or colonised country.  

However, defining decolonisation as a concept in the 21st century is a complex process 

due to its embedded nature in the individual lived experience and communities and its 

dependence on a specific context (Sium et al., 2012:xi). It is important to consider that 

decolonisation is a multi-layered concept and has a variety of meanings among 

various people in different contexts (Adefila et al., 2021:1). Decolonisation and the 

indigenous knowledges that sustain it oppose colonial ways of thinking (Sium et al., 

2012:1). In the context of language and literature, Ngugi Wa Thiong’o (2004:88) 

suggests that decolonisation is about rejecting the centrality of Westernisation in 

Africa’s identity of itself and Africa: “It is about ‘re-centring’ ourselves, intellectually and 

culturally, by redefining what the centre is – Africa”; a process of re-conceptualising or 

remaking and re-thinking. This idea of remaking or re-thinking resonates with 

decoloniality (Prinsloo, 2016:165).  

In redefining what the centre is, it reveals the idea of the “locus of enunciation” 

(Grosfoguel, 2007:213). Figueiredo and Martinez (2021:355) assert that the revelation 

of the locus of enunciation localises and situates knowledge as global and universal 

(see the discussion under 2.2), and thus as Western knowledge. Thus, the locus of 

enunciation emerges as Western-situated knowledge and in revealing this locus, helps 

to create awareness of this construct and its hegemonic hold through coloniality. 

Therefore, through this locus revelation process, a place opens up for the enunciation 

and “expression of non-Western knowledges and the expression of different cultural, 

political and social memories” (Mignolo, 2012:15). Sugiharto (2022:1) takes the notion 

of the locus of enunciation further by suggesting that it is a “resistant tactic”,71 where 

individuals “perform their specific geo-political and body-political positionalities to 

resist” Eurocentric epistemology and “legitimate their own ecology of knowledges”. I 

argue that as this locus of enunciation (expressions of non-Western knowledges, ways 

of being and doing) allows an ecology of knowledges and ontologies, it can be referred 

to as loci (the plural) of enunciation as it moves into plurality, multiplicity and 

pluriversalities. This localises the claims from the West and can shift the “universality 

 
71 A “resistant tactic” is a “collective, concerted, and coordinated set of actions” (Kumaravadivelu, 

2016:66). 
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of White Eurocentric knowledge”, and in so doing, re-conceptualises what the centre 

is (Figueiredo & Martinez, 2021:355)  

The idea to consider here, is whether decolonisation is really about creating another 

centre, or about swopping historical centre-margin relations, or unmaking the centre-

margin binary as a way towards delinking. I argue, following Walsh and Mignolo 

(2018b:4–5) that decolonisation is about unmaking the centre-margin binary for 

pluriversal72 knowledge creation, where decolonial strategies in choreographic 

composition can help with epistemic disobedience towards delinking and border 

thinking, and to reveal and subvert this locus of enunciation (Western-situated 

knowledge) as it pertains to the curricula. Exposing the locus of enunciation in curricula 

could contribute to fracturing epistemic systems and decolonising scholarly knowledge 

(Figueiredo & Martinez, 2021:355). In this research, I validate the bodyminded being 

as the loci of enunciation from which embodied memories emerge as a strategy for a 

decolonial choreographic practice, towards pluriversalities. 

The concept of decolonisation has implications in political, economic, cultural, and 

epistemic dimensions. Decolonisation reveals an awareness of colonial pasts and 

takes cognisance of present colonial influences, where decolonisation attempts a way 

forward unshackled by colonial influence73 (Paradies, 2020:441). In moving forward 

unshackled by colonial influence and specifically the coloniality of power and being, 

alternative ways are considered towards decolonisation.  

In the South African context, higher education institutions are in the process of re-

curricularisation towards a decolonised approach to tertiary education.74 This 

approach is where local knowledge systems are the locus of knowledge and where a 

 
72 Pluriversal suggests that “reality is constituted by many worlds, many ontologies, and many ways of 

being” (Querejazu, 2016:3).  
73 This does not imply erasing all influences from other countries but rather, disrupting and collapsing 

the implied power present in these influences. If we read and practise the extreme here, we will have 
to get rid of all technology, for example. That is not what is implied; it is about equal sharing of 
knowledges. 

74 The two universities with which I am involved, are in a continual process of re-curricularisation 
towards centring indigenous educational practices and decolonial approaches within a higher 
educational context. Various authors, such as Johnstone (2022:1), Ammon (2019:1), Nyoni (2019:1), 
Joseph (2014:1), and Ndlovu-Gathsheni (2017:1) amongst others, are committed to contributing to 
the decolonial educational context within South African higher education. Decolonial educational 
processes are an ever-evolving field and there are constant changes within higher educational 
contexts.  
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decolonial body of thought is at the foundation of thinking, based on decoloniality. It is 

based on decoloniality, which implies a “praxis of thinking”, a doing, a process towards 

an undoing and unlearning (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018b:4–5). 

2.5 Decoloniality  

Decoloniality, as mentioned in 2.3, or a decolonial epistemic shift, thus practising 

epistemic disobedience, is a way of “thinking, knowing, and doing” where engaging in 

“practices of decoloniality” unsettles a “singular authoritativeness” (Mignolo & Walsh, 

2018b:1). Decolonial thought reveals that which is concealed by modernity, namely 

the cultural logic of colonialism – the locus of enunciation (Zavala, 2016:2).  

Decoloniality has its official historical origin at the Bandung Conference of 1955, where 

countries from Asia and Africa congregated with the main aim of discovering a future 

that was neither capitalist nor communist: “that way was decolonisation” (Mignolo, 

2011c:274). A further conference in Belgrade in 1961 of the countries in the Non-

Aligned Movement75 further developed and laid the foundations of decoloniality 

(Mignolo, 2011c:274). Decoloniality emerged as an option, rather than a new universal 

that opened up alternative ways of thinking, resulting in a pluriverse. The alternative 

ways of thinking position thinking on the margins, away from the centre and Western 

Eurocentric rationality.  

The idea of pluriversality is a concept emerging from decolonial theory, that “provides 

a counternarrative to assumptions of the universal” (Perry, 2021:296) or what Escobar 

(2018:4) refers to as the “hegemony of modernity’s one-world ontology”. Modernity’s 

“one-world ontology” suggests a universal Eurocentric way of being-in-the-world (see 

Section 2.2.2) (Perry, 2021:296). Mignolo (2018a:x) argues that pluriversality is about 

changing the “beliefs and understanding of the world” which would lead to “changing 

our praxis of living in the world”. A pluriversal framework acknowledges various forms 

of “meaning making, experience and knowledge”, where many worlds co-exist (Perry, 

2021:296). Pluriversality allows for what Connell (2018:404) calls a “mosaic 

 
75 The Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) is a forum of 120 countries that represents the interests of 

developing countries. NAM emerged after WWII with the aim of joining developing countries with the 
aim of joining together against colonialism and imperialism (Munro, 2020:s.p).  
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epistemology”, where various knowledge systems co-exist with one another in a fluid 

interchange that is part of decolonial thinking.  

Decolonial thinking or decoloniality is a “long-standing political and epistemological 

movement” that focuses on the liberation of colonised humans (Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 

2015:484). Decoloniality is a way of approaching human life that is not reliant on the 

“forced imposition of one ideal of society” over the other (Mignolo, 2007b:449). A 

decolonial body of thought, the decolonial option, decolonial thinking, and decoloniality 

are ways to describe useful practices to de-link from the modern and colonial 

worldview with its Eurocentric categories of thought (Gordon, 2015:16). Decolonial 

perspectives emphasise the extent to which coloniality76 influences and persists 

through the coloniality of power, knowledge and being, and continuing modernity. 

Thus, decoloniality is the energy that questions the operation of the coloniality as a 

narrative fiction (Mignolo, 2011b:135). 

Actioning decoloniality means acknowledging and intervening in “the hierarchical 

structures of race, gender, heteropatriarchy, and class that continue to control life, 

knowledge, spirituality, and thought”, all of which are “constitutive of global capitalism 

and Western modernity” (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018b:17). Decoloniality is an active 

struggle comprising “epistemic and existence-based response and practice – most 

especially by colonised and racialised subjects – against the colonial matrix of power 

in all of its dimensions, and for the possibilities of an otherwise” (Mignolo & Walsh, 

2018b:17). Decolonial thinking attempts to engage in “epistemic disobedience to re-

envision knowledge production, power, and a way of being”, towards this otherwise 

(Mignolo, 2011a:135).  

The burgeoning decolonial body of thought emerging from Latin America is evident in 

the work of scholars, such as Quijano (2007:168), Lugones (2011:935), Mignolo 

(Mignolo, 2011c:274), Escobar (2018:4) and Sousa de Santos (2016:236), among 

others. These scholars challenge what is seen as the centre where the universality of 

Western knowledge and the superiority of Western cultures reside. Mignolo 

 
76 Grosfoguel (2007:219) supports this observation when he states “one of the most powerful myths of 

the 20th century was the notion that the elimination of colonial administrations amounted to the 
decolonisation of the world. 
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(2011b:130) states that epistemology “has to be geographical in its historicity”. Thus, 

a decolonial concept or a decolonial way of thinking and a signature of decoloniality is 

an option (Mignolo, 2011b:130). Decoloniality originates from the periphery to de-link 

from Western narratives of modernity (Mignolo, 2011b:130). Moreover, it is an option 

that opens up a way of thinking in a different direction from coloniality/modernity, thus 

de-linking through epistemic disobedience and border thinking. 

For Mignolo (2011c:132), “border thinking, sensing, or doing” and decoloniality are 

connected. Mignolo (2012:6) based border thinking on the idea of ‘African gnosis’. The 

word gingko, in Spanish, means to know or recognise versus epsitemai meaning to 

know or be acquainted with, and reveals a different conceptualisation of knowing 

(Mignolo, 2012:9). The word gignosko suggests knowledge guided by common sense 

and epsitemai, as indicated in the previous sentence, guided by logical rules. Thus, 

Mignolo (2012:11) develops border gnosis as knowledge from a subaltern perspective 

or the borders of the modern/colonial system. This border gnosis develops into border 

thinking, which Mignolo (2012:12) defines it as “a powerful and emergent gnoseology, 

absorbing and displacing hegemonic forms of knowledge into the perspective of 

subaltern”. 

This way of thinking is concerned with global equality and economic justice. This 

epistemic disobedience through de-linking promotes the communal through border 

thinking, as more diverse, pluriversal perspectives are included (Mignolo, 2011c:131). 

Border thinking then becomes a form of epistemic disobedience through de-linking. 

Decoloniality emerges as “de-linking… from the perspective of the spaces that were 

silenced, repressed, demonised, devaluated by the triumphant chant of self-promoting 

modern epistemology, politics and economy and its internal dissensions” (Mignolo & 

Escobar, 2013:2).  

Border knowledges are knowledges that emerge from the colonial encounter and are 

located on “the fault-lines of Western hegemony” (thus both inside and outside at the 

same time), offering a doubled positionality (Alcoff, 2007:94). This doubled 

positionality may allow one to think from both traditions and neither of them (Alcoff, 

2007:94). In turn, doubled positionality means one can critique both the inside and 

outside of the hegemony.	The places of origination and routes of dispersion are crucial 
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to “trace geopolitics of knowing, sensing, or believing” by de-linking from hegemonic 

Western ways of being (Mignolo, 2011c:2). 

Mignolo (2011c:133) states that by de-linking, for example, individuals cannot visit the 

“reservoirs of modernity” (such as ancient Greece and Rome to which the 

Renaissance and the Enlightenment also looked) because by doing that, they remain 

locked into the idea that there is no other way of thinking, doing, and being. The 

process and praxis of decoloniality is facilitated in and through various strategies, 

discussed in Chapter 3, that enable de-linking, and thus border thinking. A strategy is 

not a fixed solution or a certain way of doing and being but rather, a possibility, an 

alternative, a trans-ontology77 (Maldonado-Torres, 2007:253). 

A trans-ontology can occur when delinking happens and offers an alternative thinking, 

doing and being, where a convergence of overlapping perspectives and positions 

occurs (Boon et al., 2018:113). Richardson (2012:550) avers that a “decolonial trans-

ontology is an emergent form of being stemming from a border thinking and 

bilanguaging where European ontologies lose something of their habitability”. This 

decolonial trans-ontology, moves away from an ontology based in Western ways of 

being, and can allow a “plurality of ontologies” creating an educational space for new 

forms of thought (Bang, 2017:117). Firmino Castillo (2016:69) defines a trans-ontology 

as a “way of thinking and being that explodes the rigid dichotomies (nature/culture and 

object/subject) that mark Western modernity’s ontological tendencies”. A trans-

ontology generates knowledge and a way of being “that is itself, ‘between’; a 

knowledge that is between mind and body, space and event…an altered way of being” 

(Sara & Sara, 2015:77). This trans-ontology can perhaps help to shift the locus of 

enunciation through navigating the rigid dichotomies mentioned above. Trans-

ontology emerges as a result of delinking, epistemic disobedience and border thinking, 

where ways of being in the world are multiple, fluid, pluriversal and a “mosaic 

epistemology” is created in the educational context (Connell, 2018:404). A Trans-

ontology is important for higher education, especially in a multicultural context, where 

multiple ways of being, various cultural perspectives and a fluid exchange of thinking, 

being and knowing are acknowledged. Decolonial higher education offers this 

 
77 Trans-ontological difference is defined as the difference between “being and what is beyond being” 

thus, being and exteriority (Maldonado-Torres, 2007:253). 
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possibility, a trans-ontology, that undermines the coloniality of being, an otherwise, 

and an alternative to Western modes of thinking, being and knowing.  

The visual framework below suggests how I view the key concepts discussed thus far, 

and their interrelation with one another.  
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Figure 2.1: Framing decolonisation and decoloniality   
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The visual framework above provides the lens of how to look at a decolonial 

pedagogical positioning discussed further, and a move towards methodology and 

strategies later on. 

2.5.1 Towards decolonial higher education  

There is a controversial and multi-layered debate among academics around 

decolonisation within the higher educational context (Adefila et al., 2021:1). As 

mentioned in 2.3, decolonisation deconstructs colonial influence and decoloniality is 

the act or practice of “undoing and redoing” an approach towards a process of 

unlearning. Decolonised higher education is the start of the process towards a 

decolonial higher educational context. The higher education context positions itself as 

a significant area for the debate on decolonisation and the practice of decolonial 

education due to the intersection of higher education and political, social, economic, 

and cultural areas (Adefila et al., 2021:2). Higher education institutions are central 

sites of knowledge and hold an important position in society, as education leads to 

agency (Motsaathebe, 2019:1).  

Coloniality within the higher education context has multiple complex threads and is 

revealed in many disciplines in teaching and learning spaces (Adefila et al., 2021:1; 

Mathebula, 2019:7). Apartheid education actively encouraged coloniality in education, 

as well as educational segregation (Christian national education78 and Bantu 

education). One of these threads is that higher education institutions are criticised for 

their role in epistemic injustice (Khoo et al., 2020:54). Scholars advance 

decolonisation of the university and knowledge production due to the “Westernised 

Eurocentrism of African universities” (Dreyer, 2017:3; Simukungwe, 2019:69). 

Universities in South Africa serve as hegemonic structures upholding coloniality, as 

they are replicas of Western institutes (Motsaathebe, 2019:37–38), serving the same 

epistemic project and upholding its locus of enunciation. Within the South African 

 
78 Christian National Education was an education system based on a particular “Afrikaner form of 

Calvinistic principles”. It not only “cemented the relationship between the state and the church, by 
propagating all schooling as church schooling, but also defined a learner’s potential in terms of race 
and ethnicity” (Davids, 2020:47).  
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context, higher education can be seen as a manifestation of the coloniality of 

knowledge. South African universities continue to reinforce the coloniality of power 

and being through centring Western ideologies, approaches, pedagogy, languages, 

curricula, which “marginalises African knowledge systems, students’ linguistic and 

cultural identities” (Angu, 2018:9).  

The necessary process of decolonising the curricula is due to the academic knowledge 

system using this Western model or basis at universities across the country, which 

then upholds and by implication re-instates the apartheid regime and history of South 

Africa (Dreyer, 2017:3; Le Grange, 2016:1). Angu (2018:1–2) argues that “colonial and 

apartheid matrices of power, culture, and knowledge” converge with pedagogies to 

instil Western epistemologies in South African universities. During apartheid, higher 

education was “designed to reinforce power and privilege for the ruling White minority”, 

where education was divided along racial and ethnic lines (Bunting, 2006:35). White 

English- and Afrikaans-speaking students had access to all universities, whereas 

people of colour79 were segregated to, Fort Hare, University of Zululand, and Durban 

Westville University predominately (Davies, 1996:321). Apartheid education was 

modelled on colonial education, as it had the same locus of enunciation, and added 

an Afrikaner Nationalist ideology. As discussed in 2.2.3, Apartheid was a continuation 

of Dutch and British colonialism and most prominently, an expression of modernity 

that resulted in criminal acts against Blacks, Indians and Coloured people. Thus, 

higher education in South Africa emerged as a form or mode of power that is political.  

Brazilian pedagogue, Paulo Freire (2005:96) states that education is political and that 

educators do not stand outside politics or the hegemonic coloniality of knowledge. 

Many educational institutions use their ‘power’ to keep the privileged on top and the 

underprivileged at the bottom.80 This hierarchy includes who is in charge of what is 

learnt and what the outcomes of learning are. The basis of Western colonial 

knowledge is ‘validated’, rational, and scientific knowledge. This scientific knowledge 

 
79 There were minimal Black students that attended other White universities, such as the Witwatersrand, 

but the majority of Blacks were segregated to Black universities.  
80 In educational institutions using their ‘power’ refers to Raven’s (1990:502) legitimate power which 

comes from power that exists due to holding a formal position of authority.  
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is produced by the people in positions of power who dominate oppressed peoples. 

According to Freire (2005:34) in the Pedagogy of the Oppressed: 

Education either functions as an instrument which is used to facilitate the 

integration of the younger generation into the logic of the present system and 

bring about conformity, or becomes the practice of freedom, the means by 

which men and women deal critically and creatively with reality and discover 

how to participate in the transformation of their world. 

Decolonial higher education aims to position education as a “practice of freedom” (ibid) 

where individuals engage critically with epistemology, ontology, and culture. Within 

this research, education as a “practice of freedom” is through inviting and embracing 

each individual’s ‘right to be’, through validating their lived experience and embodied 

memories as valid knowledge generation and valid loci of enunciation. Zavala (2016:1) 

defines education as “a site of struggle and rupture: [education] comes into being as 

individuals engage in dialogue and response to the coloniality of power”. Through 

acknowledging and responding to the coloniality of power and knowledge, a dialogical 

pedagogy is navigated that also redresses the coloniality of being.  

In the South African context, education has a fraught history where practices of 

discrimination and forced education practices were imposed through the Apartheid 

regime (Dreyer, 2017:1). The Apartheid regime legitimised racially segregated 

education through specific legislative Acts, such as the Indians Act of 1969, the 

Education for Coloured People's Act of 1965, the Christian National Education Act of 

1962 for White South Africans, and the Bantu Education Act of 1953 (later to become 

the Education and Training Act of 1978) (Carrim, 2006:178). The Acts ensured racial 

segregation and denied an interaction between races in a space where the White 

people were educated towards managerial positions that controlled wealth and the 

economy. In contrast, Black people were educated to have positions of low economic 

wealth or manual labour (Christie & Collins, 1982:60). The democratic transition in 

1994 brought marginal changes and saw the integration or incorporation of many 

former ‘Black’ universities with universities that were formerly mainly White. However, 

there are still vast inequalities in education standards, resources, and curricula that 

reflect South Africa’s racially divided history. South Africa has to completely delink 

from the locus of enunciation of colonial and apartheid education, reconstruct curricula 
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and teaching methods and universities in their current form (Heleta, 2016:2). Colonial 

curricula are Eurocentric and still reinforce “White and Western domination and 

privilege” (Heleta, 2016:1; Motsaathebe, 2019:38). South African colonial university 

curricula must be examined and reconsidered to determine if the curricula can 

contribute towards decolonisation. This process of reconsideration of pedagogical 

operations is a complex process, with no simple answers.  

The question that arises is which potential possibilities might emerge from 

decolonising universities and pedagogical operations (Meyerhoff, 2018:2). 

Decolonising encompasses a range of interpretations, aims, and strategies, although 

there are two central components (Meyerhoff, 2018:2). The first component is a form 

of thinking that considers colonialism as the dominant force in the contemporary world, 

where its influence has been purposefully hidden (Dreyer, 2017:2). The second 

component is that decolonisation proposes alternative ways of thinking about the 

world where reflexivity, positionality, plurality, and difference are considered 

(Meyerhoff, 2018:2; Simukungwe, 2019:71). 

This second component links to the idea of pluriversality that positions itself as an 

alternative to universality, and in so doing challenges the coloniality of knowledge and 

viewpoints from one position (Perry, 2021:296). This pluriversality is applicable to 

dance education in the South African educational context, where many modes of 

knowledge production, epistemologies, and perspectives should be acknowledged 

and a collaborative, embodied, and participatory practice must emerge. Decolonising 

does not merely deconstruct colonial notions. Instead, decolonising aims to de-link: 

transforming colonial notions of Western rational, objective, knowledge systems 

through amongst other things, a multiplicity of perspectives, collaboration, and 

perceptions that engage pluriversality, epistemic disobedience and border thinking, 

towards an unlearning, an option, and an otherwise.  

Mathebula (2019:7) postulates that through the process of transformation, 

decolonisation within the South African higher education context finds itself in a 

dichotomy between the “indigenous knowledge” and “strict knowledge” beliefs. From 

what Mathebula (2019:7) terms “the indigenous perspective”, decolonisation suggests 

an Africanisation of knowledge, which centres the pluriversal African world views and 

various indigenous knowledges (Jansen, 2017:163). From an indigenous knowledge 
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or theoretical perspective, the decolonisation of education suggests the decentring or 

“provincialising" of European knowledge (Jansen, 2017:169). This decentring creates 

a space where African knowledges are a way of knowing with an inclusive and 

reflective perspective within a unity of knowledge (Mathebula, 2019:10). In considering 

this dichotomy between the ‘indigenous knowledge’ and ‘strict knowledge’ beliefs, the 

question emerges as to the function of a university.81  

In discussing the decolonisation of education within the higher education context, it is 

important to examine the function of the university as an extension of colonial 

educational models. The primary function or role of a university is to advance scholarly 

knowledge or knowledge conception (Kotzee & Martin, 2013:628). Universities are 

where research, teaching, and critical debate occur, and academic knowledge is 

produced and disseminated (Khoo et al., 2020:55). The role of universities is to 

prepare students as experts and specialists in their given fields who then “carry out 

intellectual and creative work” to benefit the country’s needs (Simukungwe, 2019:83). 

Universities have the power to acknowledge which history, pedagogy, knowledge, or 

intellectual endeavours are for dissemination and further investigation (Gebrial, 

2018:19). A university should enable individuals to have a sense of agency in 

knowledge production where they think, reason, and act within the world, developing 

their sense of metacognition (Mathebula, 2019:11). This notion of agency enables 

students in higher education to generate further knowledge systems into creative, 

problem-solving solutions and skills beyond their current knowledge (Simukungwe, 

2019:83). It is in this regard that epistemological hegemony that furthers coloniality 

comes into question. 

The question regarding decolonisation within the South African context for Mathebula 

(2019:13), is a question around a knowledge project situated in African philosophy. 

He argues that decolonisation is connected to endogeneity (knowledge of the people, 

by the people and for the people) within the South African context. Mathebula (2019:3) 

opines that a knowledge democracy is a viable solution to the “concept of education 

for decolonisation philosophically, epistemologically, and politically”. Knowledge 

democracy within an educational context can be a further strategy to employ in the 

 
81 This question falls outside the scope of this study, but an introductory discussion of the question 

contributes to this argument. 
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process of decolonisation (De Sousa Santos, 2016:236). Sousa de Santos (2016:236) 

contends that the aim of decolonising the curriculum is to create an ecology of 

knowledges, an incompleteness, a pluriversality to create different ways of knowing. 

Academic decolonial scholars prioritise the marginalised perspectives and histories to 

the centre of a scholarly investigation so as to obtain epistemic justice (Dreyer, 2017:3; 

Gebrial, 2018:19; De Sousa Santos, 2016:236). 

This knowledge democracy calls for undoing colonising practices and re-centring 

indigenous knowledge systems (Simukungwe, 2019:71). The purpose behind 

decolonising curricula is not to provide a set of solutions but rather, to “open up ways 

of (re)thinking the university curricula” (Le Grange, 2016:1). This re-thinking of 

curricula calls for an increasingly holistic, inclusive, democratic, and collaborative 

environment where processes of knowledge production are reformed towards 

knowledge democracy (Mathebula, 2019:3).  

This process towards the decolonisation of university curricula requires various 

strategies that are not prescriptive but rather, an approach to moving in a different 

direction, thus de-linking by practising epistemic disobedience and border thinking 

through engaging with decolonial strategies. These strategies are applicable to dance 

education as decolonial strategies allow for a re-thinking of the locus of enunciation in 

curricula towards an epistemologically diverse environment where the re-thinking of 

pedagogy and classroom practice is facilitated, towards a decolonial pedagogy. 

2.5.2 The decolonial pedagogical positioning  

Decolonial education has some roots in amongst others, Freire’s (2005:87) notion of 

liberatory education or education as a practice of freedom, praxis (action/reflection) 

and conscientisation, which links to South African scholars who recommend the 

undoing of epistemological hegemony, such as Heleta (2018:47), Shay (2016:1) and 

Nwadeyi (2016:s.p), amongst others. However, decolonisation “is not an event but a 

process” that may be difficult to achieve, and there are no simple solutions (Le Grange, 

2016:5–6). Mbembe (2016:6) highlights one of the processes towards decolonisation 

and calls for classrooms without walls and forms of intelligence, where everyone is a 

co-student, a dialogical education. The idea of a dialogical education resonates with 
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the work of Freire (2005:89), where he suggests that dialogue is central to learning, 

and that dialogue is based on respect and the co-production of knowledge.82	 

Mbembe (2016:6) refers to a thinking, teaching, and knowing strategy, that challenges 

the coloniality of knowledge, power and being; that acknowledges difference and 

multiplicity. This notion of multiplicity furthers Freire’s (2005:54) contention that 

learning is founded on collective development, conscientisation and ‘humanising’, 

where individuals play a role in their liberation and are active co-creators of knowledge. 

Critical conscientisation is a process of developing critical awareness and thinking,83 

or an in-depth awareness of individuals’ social reality through reflection and action 

(Dawson & Avoseh, 2018:121). Freire (2005:72) argues that “knowledge emerges only 

through invention and re-invention, through the restless, impatient, continuing, hopeful 

inquiry human beings pursue in the world, with the world, and with each other”. These 

spaces of re-invention, inclusivity, and reflexivity are the central concern in 

decolonised curricula. In creating spaces of co-learning, the learning environment 

must be democratic and allow for debate and critical reflection (Heleta, 2016:7). 

Dialogical communication, reflectivity, and embodied engagement towards praxis 

become the central foci of democratic and decolonial learning spaces towards 

transformation.  

In the University of Pretoria’s framework document on transformation and 

decolonisation, the university offers four drivers of curricular transformation: 

• responsiveness to social context; 

• epistemological diversity; 

• institutional culture of openness and critical reflection; and 

• renewal of pedagogy and classroom practice. 

The first driver, responsiveness to social context, is important in my research as it 

frames the decolonial project, where the socio-cultural South African context is 

acknowledged and positioned as the space for a decolonised curricula. The second 

driver, epistemological diversity, is central to my research, as without epistemological 

 
82 A co-production of knowledge is crucial to decolonisation as it removes the power structures between 

‘teacher’ and learner.  
83 Freire (2005:92) suggests that critical thinking is “thinking which perceives of reality as process, as 

transformation”.  
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shifts, decolonisation cannot happen in the educational context. Epistemological 

diversity cross references Connell’s (2018:404) “mosaic epistemology” mentioned 

earlier, where knowledges blend and infuse with one another. Epistemological 

diversity links to Sousa de Santos’s (2016:x) work criticising dominant or “Northern”84 

epistemologies and suggests her own epistemological proposal of “epistemologies of 

the South”. Sousa de Santos (2016:x) describes them as “a set of inquiries into the 

construction and validation of knowledge born in struggle, of ways of knowing 

developed by social groups as part of their resistance against the systemic injustices 

and oppressions caused by capitalism, colonialism, and patriarchy”. The construction 

and validation of knowledges outside modern Western thinking creates a space for 

epistemological diversity, which is key to the process of decolonisation.  

The fourth driver, renewal of pedagogy and classroom practice, is specific to this 

research, where new ways of facilitating choreographic composition are fostered and 

explored. The University of Pretoria’s framework document states that a new way of 

teaching is required to transform curricula for a learning environment that provides 

spaces for critical thinking and debate where differences are embraced. Zavala 

(2016:2) argues for decolonial methodologies and strategies to rethink classroom 

practice (see Section 3.2.3). Bacquet (2021:16) postulates decolonial classroom 

practices that favour inclusiveness, collective inter-being,85 critical thinking and 

collaboration where the power balance is shifted towards the learners, making them 

of value and promoting feelings of being valued. Education for decolonisation is where 

there is a knowledge democracy with an inclusive, transformed space of reflective and 

communicative practice (Mathebula, 2019:21).  

This idea of reflective practice in transforming the classroom and re-thinking the 

approach to learning processes is at the centre of transforming and decolonising the 

curricula through transforming the way students acquire knowledge. This also 

resonates with Freire’s notion of developing critical consciousness. In the Tshwane 

 
84 The concept of the Global North and Global South is not a geographical description, but rather refers 

to the idea of ‘developed’ versus ‘under-developed’ countries. It refers to two economic worlds, where 
the Global North represents “economically developed societies of Europe, North America, Australia” 
amongst others, and the Global South representing under-developed countries of “Africa, India, Brazil, 
Mexico” amongst others (Odeh, 2010:338). The Western World includes Europe, the Americas and 
in general any other country whose origins can be traced back to Europe (McNeill, 1997:513). 

85 The concept of interbeing, coined by Thich Nhat Hanh, is a concept around the “interconnected 
relationship of everything in the world” (Lim, 2018:1). 
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University of Technology framework document, Van Staden (2017:1) calls for students 

to be the central focus and individuality fostered as a process of decolonisation. 

Students need to be positioned as thinkers and producers of knowledge, where 

research is done with the students and not for them (Bacquet, 2021:20). Through 

fostering individuality and enabling agency for the students, learning paradigms within 

the South African context must (re)focus on indigenous knowledge.86  

Within learning paradigms in an African context, indigenous knowledge is 

marginalised. Ntseane (2011:311) therefore suggests a need for an Afrocentric 

paradigm that complements transformative learning. An Afrocentric paradigm 

investigates “African identity from the point of view of African people” where 

“Afrocentricity as a theory of change intends to relocate the African person as a 

subject” rather than being seen as ‘other’ (Asante, 2009:1). This re-location of the 

African subject positions African lived experiences and ways of knowing at the centre 

of the learning experience. In this relocated space, the European voice is one among 

many forms of knowledge, which challenges the coloniality of power and knowledge 

(Mazama, 2001:388). In acknowledging the African lived experience, it is important to 

ensure that an Afrocentric epistemology emerges. 

Within an Afrocentric87 epistemology, three core African values must be considered: 

the collective worldview, spirituality,88 and a shared orientation (Ntseane, 2011:313). 

This Afrocentric epistemology is interlinked with ontology in a world, which challenges 

the coloniality of being and allows pluriversalities in loci of enunciation. African 

people’s core values focus on the interconnectedness of life. Afrocentric methods 

generate knowledge that liberates people, or as Mazama (2001:399) argues, 

“knowledge that will open the heart”. This embodied or holistic approach sees 

individuals as part of the totality of life with an interconnection as a bodyminded being.  

 
86 The reason for the focus on indigenous knowledge, as mentioned earlier, is that indigenous 

knowledge has been “uprooted, criminalized, exterminated, pilfered from, rendered obsolete, 
dehumanized, and very firmly relegated to the margins” (Oladimeji, 2018:94). 

87 Asante (2009:32) defines Afrocentricity as a way of thinking and action where African interests, values 
and perspectives are centralised.  

88 The idea of African spirituality links to the Philosophy of Ntu (Peter, 2014:3), which is discussed in 
Section 3.6.  
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Combining an Afrocentric paradigm with transformational learning where African 

cultural values are incorporated and acknowledged creates a more culturally sensitive 

and relevant approach (Ntseane, 2011:313). This incorporation of the Afrocentric 

paradigm acknowledges various other ways of knowing and knowledge production 

where all areas of life are included in education, using a holistic and global worldview 

(Ntseane, 2011:316–321). This does not mean erasing Western knowledge 

completely but rather, removing the authority and centrality linked to it.  

The question remains as to how to reimagine a university in Africa and how to collapse 

the colonial concept and practice of university. This growing conception is a central 

premise of transformation within the context of South African universities (Van Staden, 

2017:12). Motsaathebe (2019:61) asserts that a remodelled African university must:  

• integrate indigenous knowledge in the curricula; 

• be the embodiment of African culture and heritage; 

• deal with African problems; 

• examine the needs of the local communities and find ways to offer solutions; 

• produce graduates that acknowledge themselves as Africans; 

• uphold African intellectual rigour through research, pedagogy and scholarship;  

• support institutions to develop African Renaissance and other indigenous 

projects;  

• create alternative frameworks for research and teaching that acknowledge the 

African lived experience; and  

• advance knowledge based on African thought and cosmology.  

These characteristics of a remodelled African university link to the previously 

mentioned University of Pretoria’s markers for decolonisation as they share the 

acknowledgement of an African social context, ideas around epistemological diversity, 

critical reflection, and renewed pedagogy. Similar principles are shared by Ndlovu-

Gatsheni (2017:61) who argues that an African university must create new 

philosophies of higher education based on African histories, cultures, ideas and a 

“rethinking of thinking” towards epistemological decolonisation.  

A reimagined or a “rethinking of thinking” towards an African university could allow for 

what post-colonial theorist and critic, Homi Bhabha (1994:35) refers to as the collision 
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of cultures, a third space of enunciation, a hybrid space or a new positionality where 

communication is centralised. A third space of enunciation is a liminal space, an in-

between space, a fluid space or what Pratt (2008:7) calls “the contact zone”, where 

“disparate cultures meet, clash and grapple with each other”. These in-between 

spaces allow “the terrain for elaborating strategies of selfhood – singular or communal 

– that initiate new signs of identity and innovative sites of collaboration, and 

contestation” (Bhabha, 1994:2). This ambivalent space, or the third space of 

enunciation, where strategies emerge that redefine how individuals see themselves in 

the world “offers a space for articulation in order to voice multiple and diverse 

narratives” (Sattar et al., 2020:307). The locus of enunciation from this hybrid, in-

between space where multiple voices and narratives emerge, allows for a cultural 

hybridity.  

Bhabha (1994:111) opines that hybridity is the result of colonisation which results in 

cultural collisions. Bhabha (1994:33) proposes the idea of cultural hybridity, where 

culture is not a static entity in time and space but rather, fluid and in motion. Culture 

emerges as “several disparate elements which are regularly being added and which 

are regularly transforming cultural identities” (Chatterjee, 2018:17). Thus, all culture is 

characterised by a mixedness, a hybridity. This hybrid third space is indeterminate or 

not known and aims to resituate knowledge from the alternative perspectives (Bhabha, 

1994:36). Bhabha (1994:38–39) views the third space as a place for agency and 

intervention, suggesting that the third space is the “in-between space”. In situating 

individuals within this third space, it is possible to “elude the politics of polarity” and 

thus binary notions (Bhabha, 1994:38–39), towards a trans-ontology (as mentioned 

earlier). A third space, a re-imagined locus of enunciation and a trans-ontology are 

linked in their alternative perspectives, their in-betweenness, their fluidity and multiple 

and diverse epistemologies and ontologies.  

The transformation of curricula and knowledge production in higher education in South 

Africa is a complex, sensitive, and contested space where questions are at the 

forefront around what constitutes decolonial curricula and what methods are engaged 

to facilitate the decolonial process and a decolonial pedagogy. Decolonising dance 

education in South Africa raises questions around which methods or approaches to 

learning must be considered and how to decolonise dance education, specifically. 
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When considering decolonised dance education in relation to higher education, it is 

important to examine practices that may re-instate the coloniality of power, knowledge, 

and being. In dance, this decolonial standpoint forces educators and students to 

critically examine the frameworks created by colonial hegemonies (and associated 

dance vocabularies) (Wilson, 2017b:146). Within dance education in South Africa, 

Western and Eurocentric teaching and learning pedagogies are evident through 

various standards and norms that do not include metacognition in the learning 

environment (Ziady & Lewis, 2019:34). The idea of thinking about one’s own thinking 

and learning processes, through having agency in the learning process, is vital for 

furthering a decolonial strategy in dance training in the South African context.  

Through forging an inclusive dance education context, I look to Freire (2005:93) who 

advocates a dialogical, problem-solving system of learning in which the students look 

to the self as the point of investigation and draw on their lived experiences, histories 

and cultural knowledge systems toward praxis. This self-focused investigation 

references Smith’s (1999:142) strategies for decolonisation through deconstruction 

and reconstruction where students question their ontology in the world (see Section 

3.2). Problem-solving89 learning in this research speaks to a decolonial approach to 

dance education in which students draw on “their own localised knowledge and 

understanding of the world” (Loots, 2017:9). Loots (2017:9) envisages how Freire’s 

problem-solving learning approach can be applied to a dance education context where 

problem-solving is centralised. Higher education pedagogical spaces then emerge 

where education concerns “becoming more fully human” (Freire, 2005:44).  

When decolonisation is examined in relation to dance education in a higher education 

context in South Africa, it becomes important to consider which strategies or learning 

processes allow for a decolonial approach and a decolonial pedagogy within various 

movement vocabularies and dance styles. To create a decolonial pedagogy, higher 

education institutions must develop curricula that position the students as constructive, 

critical thinking agents in the teaching and learning environment (Mabingo, 2019:50). 

This suggests that students are part of the process of learning, have agency in 

learning, and reflect on various cultures in the process of learning (Bacquet, 2021:20). 

 
89 Freire (2005:80–81) speaks about problem-posing education in a different context of presenting 

disorientating dilemmas.  
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In students having agency, they are able to take action or make a decision based on 

their experiences. Through the students’ lived experiences and positioning them as 

having agency in their own knowledge creation, they navigate curricula that allow for 

diversity and inclusion, towards a decolonial pedagogy. 

The visual framework below illustrates how I view the interrelation of the key nodes 

of what makes a pedagogy decolonial: 
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Figure 2.2: Framing decolonial pedagogy 
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Decolonial pedagogy acknowledges “lived experiences, histories, and ancestries” of 

individuals and becomes a pedagogy that ruptures the “colonial oppressive norms of 

education” (Wane & Todd, 2018:4–5). I argue that decolonial strategies in 

choreographic composition can assist with epistemic disobedience towards delinking 

and border thinking, and to reveal and subvert the locus of enunciation as it pertains 

to the curricula. Exposing the locus of enunciation in curricula, could contribute to 

reformulating and reconfiguring colonial structures, fracturing epistemic systems, 

creating decolonial resistance, resurgence and renewal, as well as decolonising 

scholarly knowledge (Wane & Todd, 2018:2). As seen in this chapter, in the process 

of decoloniality, epistemic rupture, border thinking and de-linking emerge as broad 

strategies towards decolonial pedagogy. Decolonial education emerges as individuals 

engage in various strategies, such as communication, dialogue, reflection, 

counter/storytelling, healing reclaiming (Zavala, 2016:3), problem-posing, 

conscientisation and praxis (Freire, 2005:87). Decolonial strategies act as catalysts 

for transformation, rupturing “epistemic colonial barriers” and educational practices 

(Wane & Todd, 2018:4). 

Chapter 3 uses the theoretical framework in Chapter 2 to discuss specific decolonial 

strategies in detail and provides a net of strategies that resonates with the pedagogical 

approach discussed in Chapter 2, to facilitate a decolonial teaching and learning 

context for choreographic composition. In this way, I explore possibilities for decolonial 

ruptures and transformations, towards a decolonial pedagogy.  
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CHAPTER 3: DECOLONIAL STORYING AS METHOD 

Undoing is doing something; delinking presupposes relinking for something 

else… consequently, decoloniality is undoing and redoing; it is praxis. (Mignolo 

& Walsh, 2018b:12)  

In the previous chapter, I discussed the process of decolonisation including epistemic 

rupture, border thinking, and de-linking towards decoloniality and a decolonial 

pedagogy. A decolonial pedagogy emerges as a broad strategy, an option, or a plan 

to finding an alternative way of engaging with the world. Drawing on the concepts 

explored in Chapter 2, this chapter explores how decolonial storying can be activated 

and mobilised, from the decolonial strategies discussed, as the method for movement 

creation in choreographic composition.  

I argue that such stories emerge, for individuals in the choreographic process, when 

using embodied, autobiographical memories and individuals’ lived experiences as the 

source for movement creation in choreographic composition. The lived experience 

offers stories that stand testimony to individual socio-cultural perspectives and 

interpretations of being-in-the-world. I argue that interpretations of being-in-the-world, 

including their environments and their relational engagement with others, might be 

revealed through decolonial storying.  

Storying, the lived experience and being-in-the-world, might influence individuals’ 

(multiple) identities and foster understanding of their positionality90 in the world.91 

Storying the lived experience is important for individuals to self-reflect on how they 

understand their experiences in relation to their identity construction, so as to consider 

possible alternative or expanded understandings of these experiences. Possible 

alternative and expanded understandings of their lived experience could lead to a 

“plurality of ontologies” facilitating a trans-ontology (Bang, 2017:117).  

 
90 Positionality refers to the social, cultural and political context that creates your identities in terms of 

race, class, gender, sexuality, and nationality (Holmes, 2020:1), etc.  
91 Hogg et al. (2021:15–16) refers to, in pedagogies of with-ness, the idea of “student voice”, which is 

the youths’ consciousness about the world or “to voice what it is I am” or which of my selves am I. The 
concept is students-with-teachers in a critical pedagogy- a pedagogy of with-ness (Hogg et al., 
2021:15–16). 
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Pluriversal ontologies with the prefix ‘pluri’ refers to many ontologies and a trans-

ontology with the prefix ‘trans’ refers to extending across and through ontologies or 

being-in-the-world. Through pluriversal ontologies, the decolonial ideal of trans-

ontology might be facilitated. 

As seen in Chapter 5, individuals’ embodied, autobiographical memories reflect their 

lived experiences and as this chapter demonstrates, it is intertwined with their multiple 

identities revealed through storying (decolonial storying). As discussed in Chapter 2, 

decoloniality as a praxis allows for “innovations and ruptures that outline new 

strategies of action” (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018b:17). New strategies of action refer to 

how the strategy or plan of action is implemented, in other words, the method. Method 

is the way/‘how’ or the processes that enable the aims of the strategy to be achieved 

(Callaos, 2014:6). However, a decolonial strategy is not achieved once-off; it is an on-

going, process-driven, and multi-directional process. New strategies of action allow for 

what Chawla (2018:116) refers to as an “Other(wise) sensibility” where the previously 

marginalised emerges as familiar, known and comfortable and “more importantly, 

human”.  

Decolonial storying is the main method, specifically the approach or technique used 

in the research. The method of decolonial storying is the approach within the overall 

framework of embodied inquiry as methodology, drawn from the key nodes of 

decolonial pedagogy in Chapter 2. Embodied Inquiry as methodology also provides 

tools to activate the method92 of decolonial storying. To link key topics in Chapter 2, I 

consider strategies for decolonisation and delinking towards border thinking, and 

epistemological disobedience in Chapter 3. Based on the strategies for decolonisation, 

decoloniality, delinking, border thinking towards a trans-ontology that I explored in 

Chapter 2, I develop a net of practical strategies towards my method in the teaching 

and learning process. I will facilitate movement creation in choreographic composition 

by mobilising embodied memories in decolonial storying. In exploring decolonial 

storying, it is necessary to unpack key concepts, such as phases in the process of 

decolonisation, specific strategies for decolonisation, stories, identity, ontological 

 
92 Embodied inquiry is the research methodology in this research, infused with phenomenography as 

discussed in Chapter 1. Embodied inquiry is also the methodology for the teaching and learning 
through decolonial storying as the method of exploring the individual’s lived experiences and being-
in-the world that is central to the educational context.  
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narratives, narrative identity, and storying which facilitate the process towards a 

delineation of decolonial storying. 

Decolonial storying reveals the intermingling of individuals’ lived experiences, 

identities, stories, embodied memories and their ontological positioning in the world 

through the various phases in the process of decolonisation. I discuss five phases in 

the process of decolonisation. I primarily draw on the work of Laenui (2000:152) as 

the five phases provide a frame that creates an overarching view of the processes of 

decolonisation that is applicable to my research context. The phases of decolonisation 

provide a delineation of catalysts for counter-hegemonic or border thinking and 

epistemological disobedience, a praxis of doing-thinking (see Section 3.1). In the 

context of embodied memory and ontological positioning within decolonial storying, 

the catalysts for decolonisation together might facilitate trans-ontology. The frame of 

the five phases towards decolonisation, provides an organising structure for engaging 

with decolonial storying.  

Furthermore, I delineate specific strategies for decolonisation that can be used to 

facilitate the various phases I employ in the practical choreographic process towards 

decolonial storying. I primarily draw on the work of Smith (1999:142), Chilisa 

(2012:144), Le Grange (2018:8), Hogg et al. (2021:15), Zavala (2016:2), Chawla 

(2018:116) and Gallien (2020:43) to provide the net of strategies that contribute to the 

teaching and learning strategy (see Section 3.2). After a delineation of various 

decolonial strategies, I explore Archibald’s (2008:5) idea of indigenous storywork, 

which provides a strategy that brings decolonial practices and the idea of story 

together (see Section 3.2.6). I create a delineation of the concept of identity towards 

multiple, hybrid, constructed, subjective, narrative identities to position my view on 

identity. I explore the concept of stories towards the process of storying to in turn, 

conceptualise storying within a decolonial frame (decolonial storying).  

3.1 Phases in the process of decolonisation  

Laenui (2000:152) suggests five phases in the process of decolonisation, namely 

rediscovery and recovery; mourning; dreaming; commitment, and action. These 

phases in the process of decolonisation do not progress in a linear way and the phases 

can occur concurrently, and not necessarily in a specific order. Kadhila and Nyambe 
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(2022:38) corroborate Laenui’s phases and suggest mourning the loss of African 

knowledges and the discovery and rediscovery of African histories, lived experiences 

and identities as phases in the process towards decolonisation. Mahabeer (2018:3) 

suggests that the phases in the process of decolonisation relate to past, present and 

future, where the past aids in being critically conscious and reflective about the present 

to transform future possibilities.  

The phases, mentioned above, in the process of decolonisation overlap, blend and 

emerge as multi-directional and intertwined. I use Laenui’s (2000:152) phases in the 

choreographic process, that resonate with other scholars, in the process of 

decolonisation that forms a part of my decolonial framework and decolonial pedagogy. 

The rediscovery and recovery phase is of interest in this study because individuals 

enraptured within the colonial matrix of power, knowledge and being can revisit their 

multiple identities through using personal or autobiographical memories as source 

material for choreographic composition. In the rediscovery and recovery, individuals 

can rediscover their own history, culture, language, and identity93 and thus, their own 

lived experience is validated (Chilisa, 2012:15; Kadhila & Nyambe, 2022:38). The 

rediscovery and recovery is a practice of epistemological disobedience or unlearning 

towards border thinking, where individuals “legitimate their own ecology of 

knowledges” (see Section 2.5) (Sugiharto, 2022:1) and epistemologies that arguably 

impact on personal ontologies. This process enables individuals to define, in their own 

way, what is meaningful to them. Thus, individuals create their own frameworks 

regarding what can be recovered and how what is recovered is articulated through 

their own frame of reference (Bacquet, 2021:16). 

Through this rediscovery, individuals progress to a phase of mourning. The phase of 

mourning is the process of considering the brutal effects of coloniality due to identity 

constructs that support the coloniality of being (Chilisa, 2012:15; Laenui, 2000:153). 

Through considering the effects of coloniality on individual being-in-the-world, a praxis 

of doing and thinking is navigated as individuals engage in border thinking and 

epistemological disobedience (Mignolo, 2011a:132). This process of mourning is a 

part of the healing and facilitates the process of dreaming.  

 
93 When referring to identity, I am not referring to a ‘core’ or stable identity. 
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In the process of dreaming, the colonised other delves deeper into their own culture, 

history, mental models, individual lenses and indigenous knowledge systems to re-

imagine other ways of seeing, being and doing (Le Grange, 2018:8). Other ways of 

seeing, being and doing are practices of epistemological disobedience and border 

thinking that might foster trans-ontology. Because of a pluriversal framework many 

knowledges co-exist, thus creating epistemological diversity or a “mosaic 

epistemology” (Connell, 2018:404). A mosaic epistemology allows for this trans-

ontology through validating multiple and relational ways of seeing, being, doing, 

knowing and understanding. Chilisa (2012:16) describes the dreaming thus: 

To dream is to invoke indigenous knowledge systems, literatures, languages, 

worldviews, and collective experiences of the colonised other to theorise and 

facilitate a process that gives voice and is indigenous. 

The dreaming phase evokes memories and invites voicing to the colonised ‘other’ and 

positions the dreaming as crucial for decolonisation (Ajani & Gamede, 2021:123). 

Laenui (2000:154) describes the dreaming phase as a “full panorama of possibilities” 

and compares it to a foetus growing in the womb. This process takes time and full 

commitment to imagine various possibilities and pathways in a different direction 

(border thinking) towards delinking and a trans-ontology.  

Commitment follows from dreaming, where commitment to allowing the voices of the 

colonised ‘other’ is facilitated (Van Vuuren, 2019:134). The voices of the colonised 

‘other’ allows indigenous knowledge systems a space for articulation (Vawda, 

2019:73). Commitment to indigenous knowledge systems fosters epistemological 

diversity and is a practice of epistemic disobedience and border thinking.  

The final phase is action, where dreams and commitment are transformed into specific 

strategies for transformation (Chilisa, 2012:17). Action in and through specific 

strategies for transformation constitutes epistemic disobedience through de-linking as 

pluriversal and holistic perspectives are included (Mignolo, 2011a:131). Holism 

suggests a unifying of intellectual, emotional, and spiritual selves towards new 

understandings through stories, where knowledge and ideas are interrelated and 

result in a synergy with others. Holistic strategies of decolonial action, dreams and 

commitment are created and promote inclusivity (Laenui, 2000:154). 
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In terms of inclusivity, decolonial scholars often foreground collaborative, 

communicative, embodied, participatory, reflective and social-change oriented ways 

to engage with social challenges and activism, within specific strategies. Inclusivity is 

the practice of providing equal access and opportunities to resources that embrace 

difference and is in opposition to marginalisation (Berlach & Chambers, 2011:53). 

Through this, the notions of mutuality, relationality, multiplicity, holism, and 

interdependency are centralised as catalysts for counter hegemonic thought: a praxis 

of thinking, a decolonial option. Specific strategies for decolonisation allow a praxis of 

doing-thinking towards epistemic disobedience, border thinking and a trans-ontology.  

3.2 Strategies for decolonisation and delinking, towards border thinking 

Strategies for decolonisation are options to finding alternative ways of engaging with 

the world, ontologically, epistemologically, culturally and philosophically. Strategies for 

decolonisation require constant reflection, re-evaluation, and imagination, within a 

specific context. I use the word strategy as it is a plan, an option or a direction in which 

to move, to ‘achieve’ an alternative way of engaging with the world, towards a 

decolonial pedagogy. Hoque (2016:3) defines a strategy in the context of teaching and 

learning as “a long term plan of action designed to achieve a particular goal”. A 

teaching and learning strategy is a “generalised plan” which includes structure, 

objectives and an outline of planned aims towards implementing the strategy (Issac, 

2010:6). A strategy does not follow a single track but rather changes, adapts, and 

shifts according to the teaching and learning situation (Issac, 2010:7). A method falls 

under the strategy as an approach or technique, as it is a “micro approach” or the tool, 

where a strategy is the “macro approach” (Issac, 2010:9). The method allows the 

overall strategy to be implemented and ‘achieved’ through decolonial storying as a 

method.  

Decolonial practice is an ongoing process where there are no definitive answers or 

ways of engaging in the world but rather, a commitment to a process or perhaps a 

praxis of thinking (Kruger, 2020:1; Mignolo & Walsh, 2018b:4; Smith, 2012:xii), a 

thinking and process towards equality, inclusion, social justice and acknowledging 

everyone’s ‘right to be’. This way of thinking, as explained in Chapter 2, supports 

border thinking, which positions itself as a form of epistemic disobedience, rather than 

providing a prescriptive formula (Mignolo, 2009:159). This delinking, through border 
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thinking, challenges the coloniality of power, being and knowledge, as alternative ways 

of being and knowing are navigated towards epistemic justice (Khoo et al., 2020:55). 

Walsh and Mignolo (2018b:48–49) suggest decolonial pedagogies, facilitated through 

specific decolonial strategies (the macro approach) allow specific “methods and 

processes of struggle of, practice, and praxis that are embodied”. Embodied strategies 

for decolonisation may provide a catalyst for “counter-hegemonic thought and 

mobilisations” towards delinking through border thinking (Teasley & Butler, 2020:2). 

Various strategies for decolonisation are navigated to provide a ‘net’ or tapestry of 

strategies that can contribute to the process of developing a choreographic teaching 

and learning strategy for movement creation that resonates with decolonial thinking. 

3.2.1 Smith’s strategies for decolonisation  

Smith (1999:142) suggests the following strategies for decolonisation: 

• unravelling and reconstruction;  

• self-determination and social justice;  

• ethics;  

• language;  

• internationalisation of indigenous experiences;  

• history; and  

• critique.  

Unravelling and reconstruction include removing perspectives or writings that 
marginalise or belittle the colonised other (Chilisa, 2012:17; Le Grange, 2018:8). 

Unravelling and reconstruction corresponds to Laenui’s (2000:152) phase in the 

process of decolonisation, namely rediscovery and recovery, where unravelling, 

reconstruction, rediscovery and recovery are practices of epistemological 

disobedience and facilitate other ways of seeing, being and knowing. In the phase of 

rediscovery and recovery, individuals unravel and reconstruct their perceptions, lived 

experiences, socio-cultural context, and their being-in-the-world. Questioning 

perspectives that marginalise the colonised other, facilitates the process towards self-

determination and social justice. In the decolonised teaching and learning strategy, 

individuals go through a process of unravelling and reconstructing as they reflect on 

their identity, lived experiences, autobiographical embodied memories and thus, their 
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ontology in the world. Through the process of unravelling and reconstructing, 

individuals might question and reform their ontology in the world and in this process 

recentre themselves. In the process of recentring themselves in the present moment, 

their past experiences and perceptions of their autobiographical memories co-exist in 

and through movement (Rowlands, 2017:12). The process of unravelling and 

reconstruction could facilitate agency in their world through recentring themselves 

through a process of self-determination.  

The process of self-determination that might facilitate social justice includes the 

struggle of the colonised ‘other’ against Western hegemony. In working towards social 

justice, it facilitates a way into examining inequalities that exist due to coloniality. The 

process aims to create new knowledge based on the lived experience of indigenous 

and previously marginalised individuals, and in so doing, challenges the coloniality of 

power and the knowledge systems of Eurocentric rationality (Chilisa, 2012:17). In my 

teaching and learning strategy, the lived experience and autobiographical, embodied 

memories of the individuals become the loci of enunciation. This allows a space for 

new knowledge and understandings to emerge where the notion of ethics is 

foregrounded to protect indigenous knowledge systems (Le Grange, 2018:8). Ethics, 

within this context, examines and positions the colonised ‘other’ as pivotal in the 

process, and considers their indigenous knowledge as a valid source. Human ethics 

around indigenous knowledge include principles of respect, empathy, collaboration, 

reciprocity, appreciation, empowerment, safety and the awareness of various cultures 

and multiple languages (Lovo et al., 2021:1). These inclusive principles allow for the 

acknowledgement of indigenous knowledges and all forms of knowledge within the 

choreographic context, as valid and important, towards pluriversal knowledge 

creation. Pluriversality facilitates a “mosaic epistemology”, where a fluid interchange 

between knowledges occurs (see Section 2.5) (Connell, 2018:404). 

A mosaic epistemology links to Smith’s (1999:142) strategies for decolonisation, which 

is also about acknowledging indigenous languages, histories, memories, knowledges, 

and ways of being as a way of decentring Western paradigms (Chilisa, 2012:8). In 

acknowledging indigenous languages, the history of linguicides that occurred as a 

result of colonialism, is considered. Through sharing experiences, the indigenous 

history and languages are re-visited and re-articulated. In a teaching and learning 
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strategy that resonates with Smith’s (1999:142–161) strategies, individuals’ 

languages, cultures, and lived experiences are shared through reinvestigating their 

past or history. The idea of history as a decolonial strategy relates to re-examining the 

past to unearth the lost or marginalised history and culture of the colonised94 and use 

it to inform the present (Chilisa, 2012:19). 

The past is re-examined and critiqued to inform the present. Smith’s (1999:149) idea 

of critique is about examining the modes of being that denied colonised individuals the 

space to speak from their own lived experiences and frames of reference (Le Grange, 

2018:19). Critique is a way of unearthing and critiquing spaces and practices where 

coloniality hides. Thus, critiquing allows for a re-articulation of the individual’s lived 

experience, where they engage in border thinking and de-linking, towards a trans-

ontology. These strategies Smith (1999:142) provides, facilitate further strategies 

towards a decolonial pedagogical process by accessing individuals’ perspectives on 

and from their own frames of reference.  

For my teaching and learning strategy, I use Smith’s (1999:142) strategies for 

decolonisation as part of my decolonial strategies, to create opportunities for 

individuals to examine their cultural and historical perspectives and lived experiences, 

revealing their worldviews. Through accessing individuals’ epistemology and ontology, 

with specific reference to their particular worldviews and lenses, various perspectives 

on the lived experience can be excavated and navigated. The individuals’ lived 

experience is viewed through their unique perspective and allows a variety of 

interpretations of their embodied memories, and past experiences. There should be 

opportunities for the reflection and reimagining of individuals’ lived experiences and 

autobiographical memories, creating a process whereby individuals can speak or 

dance from their personal frames of reference (Bacquet, 2021:16). Communicating 

from one’s own frame of reference highlights the validity of individuals’ lived 

experiences, and challenges the coloniality of being, through acknowledging that all 

individuals are validated as social beings of value, experience and knowledge 

(Maldonado-Torres, 2007:252). Such communication allows for interactions, 

 
94 The binary of coloniser/colonised is used in many decolonial scholarly articles and is problematic, as 

it simplifies the very complex relationship between coloniser and colonised, into colonial ways of 
categorisation. In doing this, it does not acknowledge the fluid, hybrid, and multiple ways identities are 
formed.  
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mutuality, and relationality between individuals and validates their being-in-the-world, 

which facilitates authenticity through behaviour and actions. These loci of enunciation 

or a shared space that is created through processes of connectedness and mutuality, 

may allow for a reimagined, reshaped and rearticulated space from which to speak. 

This could provide possibilities for authentic ways of being and knowing, as well as 

acknowledging a variety of perspectives. In acknowledging various perspectives, 

conversations and collaborations are created, which result in conviviality amongst 

individuals.  

3.2.2 Conviviality as a strategy for decolonisation  

As part of a net of decolonial strategies towards an inclusive epistemology could be 

conviviality. Conviviality in knowledge production includes conversations and 

collaborations around various disciplines, which can result in integrated 

epistemologies (Nyamnjoh, 2015:13). Conviviality acknowledges the idea of living 

together with difference, where divergent histories within a multi-cultural context co-

exist (Hemer et al., 2020:2). The term conviviality was introduced by Ivan Illich (1973) 

in Tools for conviviality where he refers to a society where autonomy and creativity 

should be dominate. Illich’s (1973:12) writings aimed at a re-thinking of a modern 

industrial society, towards using tools for conviviality as a way to reimagine a “post-

industrial and convivial word” (O’Donovan, 2016:146). Wise and Noble (2016:425) 

argue that conviviality or more specifically "convivencia” (based on the Spanish idea), 

refers to a “shared life, includes an emphasis on practice, effort, negotiation and 

achievement”. This “shared life between individuals” creates a sense of relationality in 

the world, through mutuality and the sharing of feelings and perceptions, which could 

create a feeling of belonging. The notion of belonging as practice emerges and 

Boisvert (2010:63) suggests a convivialist epistemology is about “adding layers of 

with-ness”. 

The idea of “with-ness” is a “way of knowing, being, and acting” or as the “art of being 

with” (Hogg et al., 2021:15), Hogg et al. (2021:15–16), suggest pedagogies of with-

ness allow students’ voices to be heard, where they share their knowledge as experts 

of their own experiences. The space where students’ voices are heard in the teaching 

and learning environment, allows for critical consciousness that compels action (Hogg 
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et al., 2021:10). This solidarity of students-with-teachers, engaging in critical 

pedagogy is a pedagogy of with-ness. As strategies, conviviality and with-ness link to 

decoloniality as they encourage conversations, collaborations, integrations, 

autonomy, creativity, action and the sharing of lived experiences (Boisvert, 2010:63). 

Conviviality and with-ness correspond to Laenui’s (2000:152) phase of dreaming in 

the process of decolonisation as other ways of seeing, being and doing are navigated. 

Conviviality and with-ness provide an invitation for ‘all’ to be included thus challenging 

the coloniality of being through validating individuals’ lived experience through sharing 

the social world with other bodies and beings.  

Through sharing a social world with other bodies, the focus is on “the cultural 

elaboration” (Csordas, 1994:139) of perceptual, bodily and sensory engagements, a 

mode of being-in-the-world that Csordas (1994:139) terms a “somatic mode of 

attention”. He suggests feeling our bodies is also feeling the world, an intersubjectivity. 

Cultural elaboration refers to embodiment understood as the existential (thinking, 

feeling and acting) condition of cultural life. Somatic modes of attention refer to 

culturally patterned bodily experiences or culturally elaborated ways (culturally 

constructed ways) of understanding a situation through the body; bodily attending with 

and to the embodied presences of others and the ways in which meaning is constituted 

through these experiences and understandings (Csordas, 1994:138–141). Thus, 

embodied experience, or more specifically, the lived embodied experience is the 

“starting point for analysing human participation in a cultural world” (Csordas, 

1994:135). A strategy towards decolonisation can thus be facilitated through 

analysing, rediscovering, and recovering embodied lived experiences and the stories 

that emerge. This reinvestigating and ruminating on the lived experience links to 

Laenui’s (2000:152) rediscovery and recovery phase of decolonisation.  

3.2.3 Zavala’s strategies for decolonisation  

Interlinking with the above strategies that facilitate these practices is Zavala (2016:2) 

who suggests three strategies for decolonial educational practice including 

counter/storytelling, healing and reclaiming. These strategies interweave and oscillate 

in a dynamic relationship. The process of counter/storytelling is linked to the process 

of healing which is part of reclaiming and shares commonalities and overlaps with 
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Smith’s (1999:142) various strategies (Zavala, 2016:2). The strategies are defined by 

specific practices where counter/storytelling includes the process of naming and 

remembering.  

The process of naming, through remembering, involves naming or defining social and 

cultural worlds, through dialogue. The idea of dialogue links with the notions of 

conviviality and with-ness, discussed above. This dialogue recovers and brings stories 

to life that emphasise the lived experience and how meaning is given to experiences 

(De Quadros et al., 2021:85). Bringing stories to life or counter/storytelling involves 

naming and remembering where individuals engage in the practice of “restorying” their 

lived experience (Zavala, 2016:3). Restorying the lived experience corresponds to 

Laenui’s (2000:152) phase of rediscovery and recovery as individual lived experience 

is rediscovered.  

In the context of the teaching and learning strategy I wish to develop, the individuals 

could restory their past experiences through embodied movement. In restorying their 

lived experience, their perspectives and lenses are validated as a source of being, 

knowing, and becoming. Remembering and naming is a process towards reclaiming 

“languages, spaces, and identities” and serves as a decolonial strategy to position 

individuals within their worlds (Zavala, 2016:4). Remembering, naming, and moving 

their stories is restorative, as the individual engages in the process of validating their 

unique lived experience and perceptions as valid knowledge. This remembering and 

naming facilitates the process of healing. 

Healing involves two main processes: social/collective and spiritual/psychological 

healing, while reclaiming involves practices, identities, and spaces (Zavala, 2016:2). 

This individual healing paves the way towards a process of reconnectedness with 

community and positions the individual within their world (Villanueva, 2013:24). 

Potentially embracing or celebrating their being in the world enables reclaiming or 

recovering individuals’ multiple identities in the world. Reclaiming multiple identities 

references the idea of hybridity as multiple identities intertwine and collude.  
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3.2.4 Chawla’s strategy for decolonisation  

Chawla (2018:116) provides a strategy of action to enter decoloniality where a 

decolonised classroom practice needs to acknowledge that all identities are “racially, 

culturally, and ethnically hybrid, intersectional, and interstitial; questioning dominant 

representations and narratives; and understanding agency and resistance”. This 

acknowledgement allows multiple stories and reflections to emerge that could 

contribute to, or lead to, possible disruptions, and so delink. It is important in the multi-

cultural South African higher educational context, similar to the one in which I teach, 

that all identities are seen as “racially, culturally and ethnically hybrid” (Chawla, 

2018:116). This conceptualisation of identity allows everyone to be included in the 

teaching and learning environment, so that no one is excluded. This holistic and 

inclusive practice corresponds to Laenui’s (2000:152) phases of commitment and 

action, where everyone is acknowledged and multiple embodied identities are 

accepted.  

3.2.5 Gallien’s strategy for decolonisation 

A strategy to include in the learning environment is Gallien’s (2020:43) decolonial 

strategy of redefining knowledge from an embodied perspective. An embodied 

perspective on knowledge supports decoloniality as it challenges positivist, scientific, 

objective and cognitive based knowledge, where an embodied perspective rejects 

binaries of mind/body that “form the heart of Western hegemonic thought” and which 

perpetuate Eurocentric notions” (Ureña, 2019:1652). An embodied perspective 

corresponds to all Laenui’s (2000:152) processes of decolonisation as rediscovery 

and recovery, mourning, dreaming, commitment and action are an embodied practice. 

Centralising an embodied perspective on knowledge recognises subjective, 

embedded and body-based knowledge as legitimate forms of “narratives of 

experience” and a pluriversal epistemology (Ureña, 2019:1642). This references the 

idea of “with-ness”, mentioned earlier, where narratives are heard and a sharing of 

knowledges is facilitated and positions individuals as experts of their own experiences 

(Hogg et al., 2021:15). In investigating stories towards a decolonial practice, 

importance of the lived experience in the learning process can be foregrounded 

(Coetzee et al., 2004:140). Merleau-Ponty suggests the primacy of the lived and 
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embodied experience in the construction of knowing and knowledge (Merleau-Ponty, 

1962:137). As dance and movement are forms of expression in the choreographic 

process, an embodied perspective95 could be negotiated, as the lived experience of 

the bodyminded being, is the source of storying. As discussed in Chapter 4, the idea 

of embodied knowledge is that the bodyminded being is the knowing subject (Merleau-

Ponty, 1962:144; Tanaka, 2011:149). The bodyminded being as the knowing subject 

positions embodied knowledge as the correspondence between the bodyminded 

being and the world (Tanaka, 2011:153). For further discussions see Chapter 4.1 on 

embodiment. 

Above, I discussed Smith’s (1999:142) strategies for decolonisation towards delinking 

and border thinking: unravelling and reconstruction, self-determination and social 

justice, ethics, languages, internalisation of indigenous experiences, history, and 

critique. Chilisa’s (2012:14) strategy for decolonisation suggests individuals can speak 

or dance from their own personal frames of reference (the lived experience). The 

strategy of conviviality and with-ness provides an invitation for all to be included. 

Zavala’s (2016:2) strategies of counter/storytelling are healing, and reclaiming; 

Chawla’s (2018:116) strategy is one of decolonisation where all identities are racially, 

culturally and ethically hybrid; and Gallien’s (2020:43) strategy is of redefining 

knowledge from an embodied perspective. These strategies for decolonisation provide 

options and opportunities to finding alternative ways of engaging with the world, 

ontologically, epistemologically, culturally and philosophically and require constant 

reflection, re-evaluation, and imagination, within a specific context and with an ethos 

of conviviality. In this research, the decolonial strategies facilitate the storying of 

individual lived experiences, where decolonial strategies and storying co-exist.  

3.2.6 A strategy to link decolonial practices to storying 

A strategy to include in the teaching and learning environment that is decolonial and 

embraces storying is Archibald’s (2008:5) notion of “Indigenous storywork”. 

Indigenous storywork was a result of her research with the indigenous Coast Salish 

 
95 If something is action-based or practical, it does not mean that it is automatically an embodied 

practice. It is the approach or way in which the process is facilitated that allows an embodied 
approach. 
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Elders or cultural knowledge holders in Canada (Archibald et al., 2019:13). The idea 

of indigenous storywork comes from a cultural gathering context, where attention is 

paid to stories, or how to work with or make meaning of indigenous stories (Ashworth, 

2021:430). The term indigenous storywork suggests that storytellers, listeners, 

learners, researchers and educators can be attentive to and engage with/in/through 

indigenous stories, education and research (Archibald et al., 2019:13). The aims of 

indigenous storywork are multidimensional and it attempts to look at “humanness” or 

how to become a whole, healthy human being, who can develop healthy relationships 

with others and the environment in which individuals are embedded (Kerr & Adamov 

Ferguson, 2021:707). Archibald (2019:13–14) develops a decolonial framework or 

what she refers to as seven principles and aims of indigenous storywork:  

• respect; 

• responsibility; 

• reverence; 

• reciprocity; 

• holism; 

• interrelatedness; and 

• synergy.  

These seven principles resonate with conviviality as a space of social encounter and 

integration, where unresolved dialectical tension co-exists in a generative and 

restorative creative practice (Hemer et al., 2020:2). Respect for and of indigenous 

storywork includes being open to listening and learning through an empathetic 

approach or respectful listening, where individuals are given the space to speak from 

their cultural points of view and frames of reference (Barkaskas & Gladwin, 2021:22). 

Responsibility includes developing relationships between various stories and that 

stories are being reignited as “personal knowledge landscapes”, a place where the 

knowledge within stories is acknowledged (Schaefer & Clandinin, 2019:54). 

Responsibility includes taking responsibility for the stories that emerge and the 

knowledge generated within them. Reverence is aligned with respecting and 

acknowledging knowledge in the story and its relationship to the environment, where 

individuals are connected to others and the earth (Mikraszewicz & Richmond, 2019:2). 

Reciprocity is about sharing the stories and knowledge with others; a “pattern of social 
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interactions” that creates community (Eng et al., 2019:348). Holism suggests a 

unifying of intellectual, emotional and spiritual selves towards new understandings 

through stories, where knowledge and ideas are interrelated and result in a synergy 

with others (Mallik, 2022:459). The decolonial pedagogical framework suggested by 

Archibald (2019:13–14), can act as a guide in the teaching and learning strategy and 

provide a means for acknowledging the stories that emerge.  

A decolonial pedagogy to employ in the process of decolonisation contributes to 

alternative methods, or options and ways of border thinking that influence indigenous 

knowledge (Chilisa, 2012:122). Indigenous knowledge provides the foundation from 

which new concepts, theories, and forms of analysis are created and used (Chilisa, 

2012:124; Smith, 1999:142). Indigenous knowledge systems should be the focus, and 

specifically centred in higher education to provide a decolonial approach.  

The visual pedagogical framework below shows the relationality of the various 

strategies mentioned thus far: 
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Figure 3.1: Framework of strategies for decolonisation   
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In order to clarify the decolonial strategies drawing from the diagram above, the focus 

now shifts to stories, storying and identity to explicate how they can intertwine with the 

above-mentioned decolonial strategies towards delineating decolonial storying as 

method. Smith (1999:145) suggests that an important part of decolonising knowledge 

is inviting the voicing or to tell stories from individuals perspectives. Through focusing 

on ontological narratives or the kinds of stories individuals tell to make sense of their 

lives, their lived experience is navigated in the choreographic context  (Somers, 

1994:605). A story or stories, generated from individual autobiographical, and 

embodied memories of lived experiences speak to culturally patterned bodily 

experiences and culturally constructed ways of understanding a situation (Csordas, 

1994:139). Lived experiences offer stories that stand testimony to individual socio-

cultural perspectives, culturally constructed ways, and interpretations of being-in-the-

world, through decolonial storying. 

3.3 Stories  

Humans are storytelling beings and lead “storied lives” (Clandinin & Connelly, 1990:2). 

To study stories is a way of understanding individuals’ lived experiences or the ways 

in which humans experience the world. As individuals experience the world, there is 

an ‘ongoingness’ where they are both living their stories as an experiential text, and 

retelling their stories as they reflect back on their experiences and explain themselves 

to others (Bietti et al., 2019:710). Thus, the individual is “simultaneously engaged in 

living, telling, retelling and reliving stories” (Clandinin & Connelly, 1990:4). Stories 

emerge as a fundamental part of human existence, as individuals’ ‘story’ their worlds 

and as stories narrate people into the world. Stories constitute the self and the world.  

The etymology of the word ‘story’ originates in the 13th century with roots in French 

and Latin and denotes an account of various incidents or events (Snyman & Tobin, 

2004:34). The English word ‘story’ with related words ‘narrate’ and ‘narrative’ 

originates from Latin and Greek for the words for knowing and knowledge (Snyman & 

Tobin, 2004:35). Academics have used the words ‘story’ and ‘narrative’ 

interchangeably. Hinchman and Hinchman (1997:xvii) suggest:  
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Narratives (stories)… should be defined provisionally as discourses… that 

connect events in a meaningful way… and thus offer insights about the world 

and/or people’s experiences in it. 

Individuals’ experiences in the world emerge in/with and through stories, in a narrated 

event. However, there is a distinction between narrative and story, where a story is 

what happens in a narrative (Kim, 2020:9). A story describes the overall arc of various 

scenes put together for significance, whereas a narrative is defined as the “flow of 

events used to relate a certain theme” (Kroll, 2017:s.p.). A story can be defined as a 

“detailed organisation of narrative events arranged in a (story) structure based on time 

although the events are not necessarily in chronological order” (Kim, 2016:8). A story 

is defined by Rimmon-Kenan (2003:3) as narrated events or a succession of events. 

These events are then retold by the individual through stories of their experience. A 

story is both a “making and a doing” as through telling stories “we create selves, 

cultural understandings, and a world” (Chawla, 2014:10). Stories position individuals 

ontologically, culturally and epistemologically, revealing how they perceive the world.  

It is important to acknowledge that each individual has a unique interpretation and 

perception of any given event due to previous experiences and their specific socio-

cultural framework. Stories emerge not as a detailed, objective description of an event 

but rather as a unique, subjective, and constructed interpretation of the individuals 

lived experience, mental modes, and ways of narrating themselves into the world to 

gain cultural legibility. Stories are distinguished from other discourses due to the 

teller’s “selection, organisation, and representation of happenings from the continuous 

flow of life experiences” (Rice & Mündel, 2018:220). 

Western approaches to story-based research argue for story in theory, where it forms 

a mode of organising and sharing experiences that can be theorised (Rice & Mündel, 

2018:220). Rice and Mundel (2018:220) suggest that many indigenous perspectives 

differ in that “story itself is theory” and from this viewpoint as theory, stories encompass 

individuals’ worldviews and reveal their unique beliefs about how the world works. 

Stories emerge as contextualising individuals’ being-in-the-world, their knowledge and 

values. King (2003:3) suggests “the truth about stories is that that’s all we are”. This 

suggests stories are reflective of individuals’ perceptions and lived experiences. 
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In relation to this research, a story is more precisely referred to as a reconstructed 

world and therefore is an abstract construct (Rimmon-Kenan, 2003:6). A story as an 

abstract construct or construction highlights the role of an individual’s perception and 

subjective lived experience. Stories are conceptualised as constructed through 

personal and cultural interpretation and socio-cultural-embodied experience of and 

through the world. Narrative researchers agree that stories are essential for 

understanding individuals’ experiences within the world and for providing access to 

the individuals’ socio-cultural lenses (Sinclair, 2002:208).  

For individuals to understand the self in the world, time experienced or past 

experiences are expressed through stories. Individuals have no other way of 

expressing and describing lived time, other than in the form of a narrative (Bruner, 

2004:692). Personal and past experiences are lived time expressed and stored in 

memory through stories told and re-told (Randall, 2016:142). The stories individuals 

tell of their own lives are reflexive because the narrator and main character in the story 

are the same (Bruner, 2004:692). 

Thus, the stories individuals tell about their lives reveal personal pasts and 

experiences of being in the world and are not necessarily reflections of events. Stories 

are constructions or perceptions of our experiences and are constantly being 

interpreted, re-interpreted and re-configured into narrative (Bruner, 2004:692). Stories 

are then fundamental to how individuals construct or create their reality, as it is through 

the narrative that individuals learn about themselves and prepare for the future (Hunte 

et al., 2014:73). The retelling of stories shapes memory, and vice versa, and this alters 

the actual event. The stories that are retold influence and shape individuals’ perception 

and their being-in-the-world.  

It is important to consider how Western stories shaped the world through the master 

narrative of modernity and coloniality (see Section 2.2.2). The West created stories 

about the histories, societies, cultural practices and identities of the ‘Other’, that 

justified an imperialist ideology and colonial practice, thus assisting in positioning the 

West as centre and positioning stories about the ‘Other’ and perspectives reflected in 

the stories as “universal truths” (Hampton & DeMartini, 2017:250). Indigenous 

narratives from colonised (and Apartheid) territories are positioned as “fantasies, 

superstitions, and lies of naïve, unsophisticated and uncivilised less-than-humans” 
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(Hampton & DeMartini, 2017:250). These modes of storying link back to being, 

knowledge and power where Western stories represent “historically and culturally 

specific ideas, desires, socio-political and economic interests”, under the guise of 

modernity’s “discovery” and “civilisation” (see Section 2.2.2) (Hampton & DeMartini, 

2017:251). The stories told have a hegemonic hold on everyone – whether European 

or ‘Other’, and this is still in operation through coloniality. This hegemonic hold shapes 

individual stories as the grand narrative of Western modernity, thus having an 

ontological impact on individuals’ being-in-the-world. As mentioned in 3.2.1, Smith’s 

(1999:142) strategy for the decolonisation of critique is a way of unearthing and 

critiquing spaces and stories where coloniality hides. Through critiquing individual 

stories and self-narratives, the hegemonic hold of Western narratives on individuals’ 

being-in-the-world could be explored. The critiquing of or examining self-narratives or 

stories that form a part of individual identities is important to position their lived 

experience of being-in-the-world.  

Self-narratives are unique to each individual and shaped by society and culture. In the 

process of telling these stories, individuals create a sense of ‘self’ or ‘selves’ (Fivush, 

2017:243). This ‘storying’ into the world is how individuals come to share, present, and 

understand their identities and make sense of experiences. Individuals’ ‘storied selves’ 

allows a way in order to understand their position in the world and their relationships 

to others – their positionality: 

The self becomes a reflexive project, an ongoing narrative project … that 

requires a modality close to social history, social geography, and social theory-

modes, which capture the self in time and space, or a social cartography of the 

self. (Goodson, 1995:4)  

This social cartography of the self, or mapping oneself into the world through storying, 

shows how and why individual stories form a part of multiple identities. This 

cartography emphasises a communal dimension of storying, which is important in the 

African context. Individuals are shaped by the telling of their narratives and narratives 

told about them, that create their perception and organise their memory into ‘events’ 

in their lives’ narrative (Bruner, 2004:694). Akpa-Inyang and Chima (2021:2) suggest 

within the African context that the ‘community’ supersedes the individual but where 
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the individual is seen as inextricably integrated into the community96 and communal. 

They acknowledge the problematics with the seeming homogenisation in a phrase, 

such as “the African worldview”, as it acknowledges a paradigm of thinking-being-

doing that suggests a shared sense of wholeness that emerges through individuals’ 

relationships and connectedness with other people in their community (Akpa-Inyang 

& Chima, 2021:2). Perhaps Goodson’s (1995:4) social cartography of the self, within 

the African context could be rephrased to the social cartography of the ‘self with 

others’. A ‘self’ with others acknowledges multiple identities within a socio-cultural 

context, in which the individual is embedded, which may be revealed through 

decolonial storying. 

3.4 Identity  

Scholars use the term ‘identity’, in general, to suggest how individuals think about 

themselves or position themselves in relation to being-in-the-world (Brenner et al., 

2021:1). There is a variety of ways, across disciplines, in which identity97 is 

conceptualised due to a lack of agreement on the exact meaning of the term and a 

clear understanding of how it operates within the self, others and in situations 

(Ghaempanah & Khapova, 2012:685). Identity has a range of meanings, such as 

referring to social categories or roles and identity markers, as well as basic information 

about the self (Fukuyama, 2018:27). Identity, from a sociological perspective, is the 

self-image individuals deduce from family, gender, culture, and ethnic groups (Brenner 

et al., 2021:1; Leary & Tangney, 2003:3).  

Scholars within the humanities position identity as a “self-referential description” that 

provides answers to the question “Who am I”? or in a postmodern framework, whom 

of my selves am I and in which context? (Ghaempanah & Khapova, 2012:685). In 

understanding “who” an individual is or a “continuity of the self” reveals a sense of 

personal identity (Hermans, 2003:97). Being able to construct an identity or a sense 

 
96 Tarus and Lowery (2017:305) define community as “the existence of people in a complex environment 

that includes their physical settings, past and future, and their spirituality”.  
97 Various scholars debate the idea of identity; for example, Kelchtermans (2009:261) uses the term 

‘self-understanding’ rather than ‘identity’ to include the knowledge of ‘self’. This ‘self’ knowledge 
considers understanding in the world to be an ongoing subjective process of making sense of 
experiences and how they impact the ‘self’ (Kelchtermans, 2009:261). In using the term ‘self-
understanding’, the intersubjective nature of storying experiences and understanding the ‘self’ is 
highlighted. 
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of continuity through time is an important psychosocial development for an individual 

that enables a sense of being and belonging in the world (McLean, 2016:2). In relation 

to being-in-the-world, the verb often used to describe identity is something an 

individual “is”, which suggests an “integral, hard wired, or stable characteristic” or 

something one “has”, “a possession to be owned, held, and kept” (Brenner et al., 

2021:2). This conceptualisation of identity is that there is an essentialist, single, 

objective identity. This view of identity falls under the paradigm98 of critical realism in 

the social sciences, which adheres to the main points of positivism99 (Schwarz & 

Williams, 2020:4). Critical realism follows principles of logic, and aims to create 

objective “approximations of truth” (Fox, 2008:661). 

In opposition to critical realism, in the social sciences, is social constructionism, where 

there is “no single, absolute, or verifiable ‘truth’” (Schwarz & Williams, 2020:5). From 

a social constructivist perspective, personal identity is created by the perception of self 

in relation to communicative interactions between individuals’ personal life-worlds and 

the social world (Ybema, 2020:51). Williams (2013:105) defines identity from a social 

constructionist perspective as “a fluid set of cultural ideals that people in different 

situations and groups construct through interaction”. Identity emerges as an interplay 

between inner and outer, the self and other, subjectivity, objectivity and 

intersubjectivity (Elliott, 2019:3).  

Identity as an interplay between subjectivity, objectivity and intersubjectivity depends 

on the “definitions of the self, definitions that we acquire through reflexive100 exchange 

with other people, various cultures, and ourselves” (Elliott, 2019:1). For an individual 

to have a sense of identity requires subjective thoughts, assumptions, and beliefs 

about ‘who’ they are becoming and their relationships with others (Elliott, 2019:xxi). 

Individuals’ relationships with others resonate with Csordas (1994:138) somatic 

modes of attention as culturally elaborated ways (culturally constructed ways) of 

 
98 A paradigm is defined as “a set of beliefs…it represents a worldview that defines, for its holder, the 

nature of the world, the individual’s place in it, and the range of possible relationships to that world” 
(Schwarz & Williams, 2020:4). 

99 Positivism, as discussed in 2.2, is the “furtherance of scientific knowledge; theory often comes before 
observation; falsifying hypotheses whenever possible is seen to improve subsequent hypotheses, 
which ideally leads to more comprehensive theories of and generalizable claims about the social 
world” (Schwarz & Williams, 2020:4). This links back to the Enlightenment thinking discussed in 2.1. 

100 Reflexivity means that which takes account or cognisance of itself (Elliott, 2019:100).  
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understanding a situation through the body and attending with and to the embodied 

presences of others. Subjective identity is defined as “the way an individual defines 

themselves in a given situation” (Thatcher et al., 2003:54). Intersubjective identity is 

shaped in and through shared interactions, engagements, and conversations within 

socio-cultural contexts (Forster, 2010:s.p.). Intersubjectivity is the “sharing of 

experiential content”, such as feelings, perceptions, thoughts and meaning among 

individuals (Zlatev et al., 2008:2). Thus identity, through a social constructivist view, 

emerges as a fluid, subjective, intersubjective process that is constructed through 

interaction, engagement with others, and is co-produced (Dei, 2018:117; Zeleza, 

2006:114)  

Ybema (2020:60) discusses the implications of this social constructivist perspective of 

identity, and suggests the five 5 p’s of identity: 

• identity as positioning 

• identity as performance  

• identity as (co)production  

• identity as process 

• identity as an act or effect of power 

Individuals make sense of themselves, and are made sense of by others, developing 

their multiple identities, as discussed above (Maake et al., 2021:6). Identity as 

performance, refers to how individuals project their identities by engaging in 

“language, such as stories, behaviours, ceremonial actions, social practices, and the 

deployment or display of objects-office badges, business cards, bodies, car, clothes, 

tattoos, and other artifacts” (Ybema, 2020:55–60). Identities are created and spoken 

and ‘acted’ into being. Identity as (co)production refers to identity as a social 

construction, where identity formation is not static but rather, an ongoing process- 

identity as process (Magaqa & Makombe, 2021:25).  

Identity as an act or effect of power acknowledges that constructing identities is 

political. Identity emerges as an effective tool to exert power and influence (see 

Section 2.2.3), where through colonisation, there was an invasion of the psyche and 

an identity of a people (Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2020:s.p.). This eradication of fundamental 

elements of knowledge, language and culture, that make individuals who they are, or 
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their sense of identity, reveals how colonialism and the resulting coloniality, causes 

individuals to doubt their sense of worth in the world, their identity. Identity as an act 

of power, also references the identity of the West as discussed in Chapter 2 that 

spread throughout the world by means of amongst others, colonialism. These 

conceptualisations of identity must find concrete expression in the world somehow, 

and that is through the performative.  

Judith Butler (1988:520), a post-structuralist gender scholar, questions the idea of a 

core identity and foregrounds Ybema’s (2020:55) identity as performance. She 

suggests it is the very act of performing gender identity that constitutes who individuals 

are. Butler (1988:520) argues that identity itself is an illusion, created by repeated 

individual performances “in opposition to theatrical or phenomenological models which 

take the gendered self to be prior to its acts, I will understand constituting acts not only 

as constituting the identity of the actor, but as constituting that identity as a compelling 

illusion, an object of belief”. She positions gender differences not as indicative of a 

core identity, but as social constructions. Although Butler refers to gender identity, her 

ideas have been made applicable to domains outside of gender studies, for example 

educational leadership spaces (Niesche & Gowlett, 2019); race and education 

(Chadderton, 2018); narrating trauma (Borg, 2019); rethinking counselling 

(Schuhmann, 2021), and rethinking radical democracy, amongst other things 

(Cavarero, 2021). This indicates that my use of her work on racial and gender identity 

can also be made applicable to the context of my research.  

Resonating with Butler (1988:520) and Ybema (2020:55), Lawler (2014:2) reiterates 

that identities are socially produced, rather than seeing identity as something situated 

‘within’ the individual. This self-image or influence of gender, culture, and ethnic 

grouping plays a role in personal identity formation. Identity and self-image of the 

individual is linked to the communal and socio-cultural context as part of a collective 

(Ndubisi, 2013:224) personal identity or ‘narrative identity’;101 the characteristics of a 

particular person that forms their self-concept (DeGrazia, 2005:ix). Together, multiple 

 
101 Narrative identity emerges from storytelling (McAdams, 2019:2). Narrative identity is “the internalised 

and evolving story an individual invents to explain how he or she become the individual he or she is 
becoming” (McAdams, 2019:1). Individuals reconstruct past events with an imagined future to provide 
a narrative identity. This narrative identity provides individuals with a sense of purpose and coherence 
of being-in-the-world, their identity. 
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identities, in various contexts, make up a self-concept (Oyserman et al., 2018:69). A 

self-concept provides individuals with a ‘meaning-making lens’ that focuses attention 

on the world and helps individuals make sense of their relationship within the world 

and with others (Oyserman et al., 2018:69). In an African communitarian context, the 

personhood of an African is created through communal reality, which acknowledges 

that the self is intertwined with others (Maqoma, 2020:2). It is this “subjective process 

of sense-making” that also enables individuals to understand who they are, through 

reconstructing personal past experiences (McLean & Syed, 2016:3). Through a 

subjective process of sense-making, reconstruction, and a recovery process, a 

decolonial perspective is navigated.  

Gallien (2020:31) argues from a decolonial perspective and is against any 

“homogeneous” understanding of identity. He positions identity as hybrid, multiple and 

constantly in process. Individuals are constantly becoming, complex beings and are 

not ‘an’ identity or have a single identity but rather, individuals maintain and enact 

many identities (Brenner et al., 2021:2). The idea of identity as multiple and hybrid has 

been theorised (amongst other things) in the seminal work of Indian English 

postcolonial scholar Homi Bhabha. 

Bhabha (1994:54–55) argues that all identities (individual or national) are hybrid, 

fragmented and unstable. The notion of hybridity is that all identities are an 

amalgamation of different societies and lived experiences, and are constantly in the 

process of becoming (Fay & Hayden, 2017:16). Through colonialism and globalisation 

a “cultural contact and interaction” occurred which created a hybrid third space 

(Bhandari, 2022:172). Bhabha (1994:54–55) problematises the binary between 

colonised and coloniser, and goes further to show how these categories blend, and 

discusses the discursive limits of the possible representation of a binary opposition. 

Lazarus (2005:4) avers that this third space interrogates the idea of the essentialist 

cultural identity, where an interstitial cultural space emerges, a cultural third space. 

Bhabha (1994:10) refers to this as “being in the beyond”. This suggests it is not about 

being in one space or another but rather, an interplay between the two spaces, a 
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meshwork102 (Muto, 2016:37). This “liminal in-between space” subverts identities and 

binary opposites (Bhandari, 2022:174). 

Furthermore, Bhabha (1994:140) opines that nations and cultures must be understood 

as “narrative” constructions that are caused from the "hybrid" interaction of national 

and cultural elements. Bhabha (1994:140) suggests “the ‘nation’ as a narrative 

strategy”. A narrative strategy creates a structure for communication, relationship and 

is a form of storytelling (Cancialosi, 2015:s.p.). Evers (2014:18) argues that Bhabha 

sees the “identity of a nation as narrated and subsequently constructed by those 

narrations”. National identities and cultural identities are constantly changing and 

shifting and this links to the construction of individual narrative identity. Narrative 

identity formation is how the self is constructed through the reconstruction of 

individuals’ past experiences and stories (McLean & Pasupathi, 2012:11). Bhabha 

(1994:140) is primarily concerned with stories as they shape nations and individual 

hybrid identities.103  

Thus, individuals often adopt multiple, fluid, shifting identities that define who they are 

within and across different situations, that are constantly evolving (Brenner et al., 

2021:56). Resonating with Bhabha (1994:140) and Butler (1988:520), Beckerman 

(2009:80) views identities as “fluid, changing, negotiated definitions that recognise 

individuals as co-participants in complex sociohistorical political contexts” (Bekerman, 

2009:80). Identity is thus navigated in everyday interactions and related to the 

interaction between socio-cultural and political structures and the individual’s sense of 

self and agency (McLean, 2016:99). Identity is subjective, intersubjective, hybrid, 

multiple, an ongoing process, socially produced and constructed through narrative.  

3.4.1 Narrative ecology of selves  

McLean (2016:99) postulates that identity is constructed through narrative/narration, 

thus storying, and it is the personal stories that form the fabric of individual identity. 

 
102 A meshwork is defined by Muto (2016:37) as “living, durational entanglement of lines”.  
103 Bhabha’s hybrid identities can be applied outside of the context of nationhood towards various 

applications such as higher education (Crozier et al., 2019:922), and various film analysis (Tallapessy 
et al., 2020:1), which suggest it can be applicable to this research.  
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These personal past experiences, and the stories individuals construct from them,  

shape individual identity and what emerges is a “narrative ecology of self”, or ‘selves’ 

(McLean, 2016:5). Thus, individuals construct the self through acts of reflection and 

imagination, where autobiographical narratives, memories and personal stories 

enable individuals to develop an understanding of themselves within the world through 

time – a multiple identity (Maake et al., 2021:6). The narrative approach to identity 

formation is the notion that selves are constructed through the reconstruction of 

individuals’ past experiences (McLean & Pasupathi, 2012:11). 

Various scholars argue, from a narrative approach, that an individual is shaped by an 

“ecology of stories” within a “narrative ecology of self” (Breen, 2014:10; McLean, 

2016:5). This narrative ecology consists of individuals’ personal stories or self-defining 

memories and turning points that form the tapestry of individuals’ identities. Central to 

constructing the story of the past, for an individual, is the idea of autobiographical 

reasoning, which is defined as “the individuals’ active reflection on their personal past 

to make explicit connections between their past and current selves” (McLean & 

Pasupathi, 2012:12). This becomes clear when individuals reflect back on past 

experiences, related to their present selves, and articulate how the experience has 

shifted, shaped or influenced their choices, beliefs and changes within themselves, 

developing their identities or a narrative ecology of selves (McLean & Pasupathi, 

2012:12). Exploring individual identities or a narrative ecology of selves relates to 

Smith’s (1999:142) decolonial strategy of history, by re-visiting the past to unearth the 

lost history and culture of the colonised or marginalised, and use it to inform the 

present. Through critique the individual recentres their past in the present, thus 

developing their identities or a narrative ecology of selves. A narrative ecology of 

selves relates to Bhabha’s (1994:54) conceptualisation of hybrid identities, as 

discussed above; a combination of different societies and lived experiences, as well 

as Butler’s (1988:520) identity as performance, where a narrative ecology of selves, 

and socio-political and cultural contexts interweave and are performed.  

An important consideration is that a narrative ecology of selves not only consists of 

personal past experiences and stories but also includes and is influenced by stories 

of friends, partners, teachers, cultural stories and family stories (McLean, 2016:5). The 

individual is influenced by the socio-cultural context in which they are situated. This 
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places individuals within the communal, which speaks to the African context. As 

discussed in 3.3., the premise of an African worldview is that “to be fully human; one 

must be in a close relationship with others in the community” (Akpa-Inyang & Chima, 

2021:2). Individual existence is dependent on the equal existence of others, “we exist 

because of others, and they are because we are” (Akpa-Inyang & Chima, 2021:2). 

The idea of communality is opposed to Western individualism that was enforced on 

many Black African people through colonialism and remaining coloniality, which 

affects individuals’ identities (Igboin, 2011:100). 

Thus, identity is not the work of “a sole-author, but a collaboration: the co-authored 

self” (McLean, 2016:5). The individual is influenced, shaped and constructed through 

various experiences and stories told, or untold, by others about themselves and in 

relation to themselves. Individuals define who they are, their identities, through 

individual, familial, and collective practices, traditions, or narratives from the past and 

into the present (Ratnam, 2018:1). The various experiences and narratives from the 

past, by various stories from a variety of people, is embodied in the individual’s 

bodyminded being within their personality, mental models, procedural body memory, 

habitual patterning, habitual body memory, and specifically, their multiple identities.  

Identity emerges as an ongoing process of becoming that encompasses supposed 

continuity, past experiences (autobiographical memories), and agency, combining 

somatic, cognitive, and sensory information (Pass Erickson, 2020:2). There is a 

concrete connection between autobiographical memories and the concept of identity, 

subjectivity, lived experience, and intersubjectivity. Shaw (2016:xi) suggests that 

embodied and autobiographical memories construct the base of human identity or a 

narrative identity as they include all the bodyminded being’s, experiential and storied 

experiences. This narrative identity allows individuals to use narratives to develop and 

maintain a sense of personal agency in the world across various experiences (Singer, 

2004:437). Within the teaching and learning strategy, individuals remember to write 

their own narrative with self-knowledge and identities emerging in their movements. 

To understand identity formation in individuals is to know how individuals create 

narratives from experiences and how these stories are applied to knowledge of the 

self (Singer, 2004:437). These narratives of the selves provide ways in which 
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individuals tell stories to others and position themselves relationally, as well as in the 

world. Narratives of selves are directly related to memory.  

3.4.2 Memory in relation to identity  

Skowronski and Walker (2004:557) discuss how relevant research on memory, and 

specifically autobiographical memory, explores the narratives or stories that 

individuals use to explain their lives to others. This research centres on the meaning 

that is “derived from described life events and how that meaning can be used to 

construct or modify the self” (Skowronski & Walker, 2004:557). How individuals story 

themselves into the world affects who they are (their identities). Singer and Bluck 

(2001:91) articulate that “individual lives are indeed a story where they are a character, 

albeit the main character, in that story”. Baerger and McAdams (1999:478) speak 

about how the life story individuals tell gives a sense of identity, where the life story is 

“a narrative coherence that integrates our past experiences with our present concerns 

and future goals” (Singer & Bluck, 2001:91). This narrative coherence creates 

individual identities.  

Autobiographical memory is central to identity as it plays a part in self-knowledge and 

self-narratives, where self-knowledge is “abstract, conceptual information about the 

self, including self-identifications and self-perceptions, such as traits, personal scripts, 

and schemas” (Addis & Tippett, 2008:4). In contrast, self-narratives are stories about 

experiences that link past and present (Addis & Tippett, 2008:4). Both self-knowledge 

and self-narratives are interrelated, as they facilitate and contribute to the content of 

identities.  

When an individual remembers, they position themselves within the memory and this 

is referred to as “the presence of self” in memory (Rowlands, 2017:3). This is 

discussed in Chapter 5 and specifically Section 5.1.5.4 in and through 

autobiographical memory. Self-presence in memory relates to mental models, life-

worlds, and lived experience, thereby facilitating agency for the individual. All these 

experiences (beliefs, desires, sensations, and emotions) are attached and are part of 

individual identities (Ratnam, 2018:1; Rowlands, 2017:4). The offering of Rowlands 

(2017:4) aligns with the memory theory of personal identity, where an individual’s 

remembering of various experiences makes them who they are (see Section 5.1.4.3) 
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(Rowlands, 2017:9). The experiences that individuals have, and their thoughts, 

feelings, desires, mental models, habitual patterns, and life-worlds, are retained 

through various memory systems and interlink to construct their identities (Rowlands, 

2017:9). Thus, identity is a result of embodiment in the world.  

3.4.3 Embodied identity  

Schultze (2014:84) argues embodied identity is “who we are as a result of our 

interactions with the world around us, with and through our bodies”. Owing to 

embodiment, Pass Erickson (2020:1) suggests identity development through the 

somatic lens and proposes an embodied identity development model situated in 

interoception, developmental movement,104 and the sensorimotor loop.105 Pass 

Erickson (2020:1) argues that identity is a “bodily phenomenon” and illustrates how 

individuals gain a sense of identity via the body in present embodied lived experiences. 

Body identity is “enacted by the body” through “explicit and implicit relationships to 

sensation, movement, and physiological processes” and is changeable, multi-modal, 

and situational (Caldwell, 2016:228). The embodied identity model starts with 

embodied self-awareness through interoception, where the “internal felt senses 

interact with cognition and conceptual self-awareness and are interpreted into a 

hypothesis about one’s identity, including desires and values” and are a key to 

bodymindedness (Pass Erickson, 2020:7). This hypothesis is then played out via the 

sensorimotor loop that changes inner sensations into outward action, discussed 

further in Section 4.1 (Pass Erickson, 2020:7). Inner sensations into outward action 

are related to embodiment and being-in-the-world. Identities are constantly developed 

in an ongoing process of overlapping cycles of sensing, moving and becoming, 

creating ontological narratives. Identity is created through individual embodiment in 

 
104 Developmental movement refers to the ways in which individuals move in the first years of life. These 

basic developmental movement patterns are a result of specific neurological and muscular 
developments that an individual undergoes during the initial stages of human development 
(Fernandes, 2015:93). These developmental movements are fundamental to how an individual 
develops and forms the building blocks for more complex movement.  

105 The Sensory motor system and integration refers to the link between the nerves (sensory system) 
and the muscles (motor skills) and how they are related. The function of the sensory motor system is 
to process and receive information through our senses, interpret it, and organise it. This process relies 
to the synergy of the sensory system and muscles, and is referred to as the sensorimotor (Edwards 
et al., 2019:1).  
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the world, where embodiment facilitates stories of the lived experience. There is a link 

between stories, embodiment, and identity, as stories result from embodiment which 

creates multiple narrative identities. These ontological narratives link to the coloniality 

of being, as discussed in Section 2.2.4, as individuals embody the stories told about 

their lives by themselves or others.  

3.4.4 Ontological narratives and narrative identity  

Ontological narratives are defined as life histories that provide information about the 

individual’s being in the world. Ontological narratives reveal how individual narrators 

have come to make sense of the world and “articulate our social reality” (Harling 

Stalker, 2009:219). Somers (1994:68) discusses the idea of ontological narratives as 

stories that humans use to “make sense of – indeed, to act in – their lives”, as 

mentioned above. These ontological narratives are a way for humans to understand 

themselves and their lives in narrative form (Somers, 1994:618). Resonating with the 

theories of stories and on identity that I discussed in the previous section, ontological 

narratives (such as identity) are not stable entities, as they are constantly in the 

process of being re-interpreted or re-imagined and re-reflected on.  

Somers and Gibson (1994:79) discuss the idea of becoming as they argue that 

ontological narratives allow the individual “identities…which endow the previously 

marginalised with a powerful new sense of subjectivity”. This new sense of subjectivity, 

for the previously marginalised, occurs as they re-examine the master narrative of 

coloniality, where they reposition themselves rather than the ‘other’ towards their 

sense of self in the world. This subjectivity allows individuals the access to process 

their own worldviews and lived experiences and provides them with agency as they 

express their perceptions and experiences through narratives or storying themselves. 

Intersubjectivity is important when considering how an individual stories themselves 

into the world. Individuals are connected in their subjectivity through the sharing of 

experiences, and these experiences are through embodied interactions in the world. 

These embodied interactions in the world create memories, stories, or individual 

autobiographies. Memories, stories, ontological narratives, and ontological positioning 

might facilitate trans-ontology through pluriversality.  
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Autobiographies are constructed subjectively rather than an objective record of actual 

past events narrative (Bruner, 2004:691). Events or experiences are constantly re-

interpreted and re-conceptualised to make sense of the self in a specific context. The 

stories individuals tell themselves and construct around their experiences are who 

they become, their identities or self-understandings. In this process of becoming, 

individuals define who they are in time and space. As mentioned previously, 

individuals become the narrators of their existence by storying life experiences and 

constructing their personal identities (Fivush, 2017:243). In being narrators of their 

experience or memory of that experience, individuals story themselves into the world, 

subject to the influence of memory, affect, perception, others, etc. Storying is 

connected to how and what individuals remember from their perspective, interpretation 

and their lived experience. As mentioned earlier, individuals’ autobiographical 

narratives, based on autobiographical memories, provide presentations of their lived 

experiences in the learning environment, and the narratives become a process 

towards performing their own identities. The individuals’ identities are performed 

through their chosen movement language, where the individual repositions their self 

towards their sense of being in the world, through storying.  

The visual framework below articulates my lens through which I approach identity from 

the theories discussed so far and their interrelation. After this conceptualisation of 

identity, I move to delineate stories towards storying, towards decolonial storying.  
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Figure 3.2: Framework of identity  
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From the above diagram, I now focus on stories towards storying to explicate how they 

can tie or intertwine towards a delineation of decolonial storying as method. Stories or 

more specifically, within this research, storying is a strategy that can assist in a 

process towards decoloniality. The process of storying and how it can assist 

decoloniality is rarely explained (Samuel & Ortiz, 2021:1). In order to hold myself 

accountable, it is necessary to explain what it means to ‘decolonise’ through storying. 

3.5 Stories towards storying  

Stories are also memories of injustice … an avalanche of voices crying out in 

hundreds of countries across innumerable dreamings. (Rintoul, 1993:8)  

Stories, memories, injustices, identities, and dreaming co-exist in a meshwork of 

interrelation and become positioned as a part of an individual’s existence. Stories are 

a vital part of life for the colonised ‘other’ as it serves an important role in collecting, 

storing, and passing down information (Chilisa, 2012:138). Stories serve to reflect the 

norms and values of a society and provide knowledge about society, family, values, 

and social interaction (Chilisa, 2012:139). These stories, towards storying, become 

part of the individual’s lived experience and facilitate their relationship with the world.  

I consider the concept of storying as diverse and complex, drawing from various 

interpretations in my discussion of the term. Storying is a subjective, situated, 

embodied and collaborative practice and process (Rice & Mündel, 2018:220). Storying 

can be an effective decolonial strategy as it is a culturally appropriate method of 

representing the “diversities of truth”, where the teller rather than the choreographer/ 

researcher maintains control (Bishop, 1996:24).  

Storying is central to individuals’ being-in-the-world and how storying manifests their 

self-identity (Coetzee, 2009:96). Mackay (2017:46–47) highlights the awareness of 

self-identity: 

Storying requires an awareness of self as a spiritual being that is in relationship 

to others and to happenings. The storytelling is a metaphysical relationship, 

bringing conscious awareness to being and becoming, and affirming what is, 

and establishing and sharing the firm foundation of knowledge.  
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The ontological nature of being is revealed through storying as it facilitates a process 

towards awareness, being, and becoming. Chawla (2018:116–117) refers to “self-

storying” as a strategy, where autobiographical storying is used as a process to reveal 

new knowledges of the self and a reflection of individual, hybrid identities. New 

knowledges of the self and reflective understandings of individual, hybrid identity allow 

ontology (being-in-the-world) to become trans-ontology. This decolonial trans-

ontology shifts ontology based in Western ways of being and facilitates pluriversal – 

or trans-ontologies, a space for new forms of thought (see Section 2.5) (Bang, 

2017:117), new modes of being and new social contracts. This “self-storying” allows 

for many conversations and shared stories within the educational context, where 

stories of difference emerge and become the access point that generates ‘Other’ 

stories (Chawla, 2018:116–117). 

Storying “decenters simple notions of identity” and allows the acknowledgment of the 

“complex and multiple ways in which people can be and are located in structures of 

identification and modes of belonging” (Grossberg, 2002:369). Storying allows multiple 

ways of identification and belonging, which acknowledges multiple identities in a 

variety of contexts. Individual storying as a strategy could possibly disrupt hegemonic 

narratives and allow individuals to “witness that the Other is in Us”, even if it is not 

possible to understand another person’s experience (Chawla, 2018:116).Thus, 

storying of the self and individual identities are simultaneously hybrid, subjective and 

unfold from complex sources (Chawla, 2018:118). 

Similar to “self-storying”, McCormack (2004:220) refers to “storying of stories”. What 

she means by this process is how individuals navigate their understandings of their 

lived experiences, situated within their social and cultural context. Storying of stories 

is a multidisciplinary approach that values individuals’ lived experiences and uses 

them to re-valuate and re-reflect individuals’ views and practices (Ford, 2020:237). 

Thus, storying is part of the process of establishing new knowledges and 

understandings, positioning it as a practice of delinking and thus decoloniality. The 

question then is, how can storying assist and facilitate decolonial practices? 

Decolonisation is a process that starts “with opening spaces from which the colonised 

can speak, thus allowing the inclusion of counter narratives that are written, spoken, 

performed…otherwise created by subaltern, colonised, or oppressed groups of 
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people” (Chawla, 2018:119). Through storying, the space opens up for a variety of 

perceptions, perspectives, identities and dialogue, fostering a holistic and culturally, 

hybrid, fluid space towards decoloniality.  

3.6 Decolonial storying  

There is huge potential in storying, as mentioned above, due to its ability to transform, 

affirm, provide agency and change lives (Donelson, 2018:65). Storying may build 

relationships and community through revealing individual’s embodied experiences or 

memories of life experience stories (Archibald et al., 2019:13; Donelson, 2018:65). 

Storying has benefits for the storyteller and listener as it can “empower, encourage 

personal growth and build resilience” within the self and community (Drumm, 

2013:s.p.). Storying allows a deeper understanding of the lived experience as 

individuals make sense of their past, present, and future towards a narrative identity, 

where they understand their positionality in the world (McAdams, 2008:241).  

Decolonial storying operates as the “resurgence and insurgence” of indigenous 

knowledge production: “stories in indigenous epistemologies are disruptive, 

sustaining, knowledge-producing, and theory-in-action … stories are decolonisation 

theory” (Sium & Ritskes, 2013:1). Storying positions individuals’ lived experiences or 

memories as of value, acknowledging individuals as capable of producing knowledge 

and various perspectives of their experience, thus challenging the coloniality of being. 

Decolonial storying provides the space to “re-cognise, re-create, re-present and re-

search back” individuals’ lived experience in the world (Archibald et al., 2019:17).  

Decolonial storying facilitates individuals’ processes of becoming because it is 

“subjective and emotional and embodied” (Donelson, 2018:73). The characteristics of 

subjectivity, emotion and embodiment are linked to storying, and what makes storying 

decolonial in this context, is the decolonial practice of how everyone’s ‘right to be’ is 

acknowledged and invited into the process of storying. Storying is embodied as the 

story emerges and communicates through, in, and with the bodyminded being and 

space is available for these storyings to be heard and acknowledged. Decolonial 

storying as a method is a form of activism against coloniality; the coloniality of being 

and the colonial matrix of power (Donelson, 2018:74). As a form of activism, with the 

characteristics of bringing awareness and attention to, as well as disrupting, decolonial 
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storying rejects colonialist ideas that the storying is less, or not rigorous work, and 

positions storying as a valuable, decolonial effort (Samuel & Ortiz, 2021:5). 

Within an African and specifically South African context, storying serves as a crucial 

indigenous knowledge system and personal history within various communities 

(1999:144–145). Storying invites a decolonial approach, as it provides a totality of the 

lived, socio-cultural and embodied experience (Chilisa, 2012:139). Individuals’ stories 

are powerful, unique, and reveal how individuals perceive themselves within the world 

and in relationship with others (Smith, 1999:144–145). The communal is central to 

African cultures, as well as a sense of self-identity within African cultures. This is 

facilitated in and through self-praise stories (Chilisa, 2012:144). A self-praise story tells 

the history and family tree of individuals, positioning individuals in relation to the 

environment, animals, and birds. Within an African context, these self-praise stories 

define individuals’ position in the world, with others in the community, and shapes their 

self-identity (Chilisa, 2012:144). Within an African context, the self cannot be 

separated from others, the ancestors, and the environment, thereby offering a holistic, 

mutual worldview. The African philosophy of Ntu suggests a harmony between the 

physical world and the spiritual world (Peter, 2014:3). Ntu, is from the African 

language, specifically from the Nguni languages, which means a “human being” and 

it suggests a “spirit of oneness” and harmony between individuals and nature (Peter, 

2014:4; Tarus & Lowery, 2017:306). This harmony within and through social and 

cultural embodied experience in the world is articulated through storying.  

Decolonial storying is a ‘practice of decoloniality’ where decolonial storying becomes 

the specific method through which personal interpretation and socio-cultural-

embodied experience in the world is articulated (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018b:1). This 

subjective interpretation of the world places importance on various perspectives and 

provides new knowledge production, thus challenging the coloniality of knowledge. 

Subjectivity and intersubjectivity is valued rather than objectivity, which challenges the 

colonial order, as discussed in Chapter 2, through decolonial storying.  

Chilisa (2012:140) discusses how storying can assist decoloniality:  

• Stories are tools of data collection, analysis, and interpretation that provide 

another perspective to theorising about the ‘other’ and give space for the 
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formerly colonised and historically oppressed to provide their lived experience 

from their perspective.  

• Stories allow individuals and communities to incorporate post-colonial 

indigenous values and belief systems with other sources of knowledge. 

• Storying provides the opportunity for individuals and communities to speak 

openly about their lived experiences and includes the role of spirituality in their 

life. 

• Stories serve as episodes that bring memories to life. 

• Storying allows both listeners and tellers to gain understanding and provides a 

space for self-analysis. This reflective process enables new pathways and 

ways of seeing, being and navigating the world.  

The process of storying creates a method to “cocoon individuals in a state of protective 

and strengthening sustainability” (Chen, 2020:5). This is facilitated through placing 

importance on the individual’s lived experience and acknowledging knowledge as 

created by and for the individual, thus challenging the coloniality of knowledge. 

Decolonial storying allows individuals’ lived experiences, autobiographical memories, 

perceptions, multiple identities and being-in-the-world to be valid knowledge 

construction and provides a mosaic epistemology challenging the coloniality of 

knowledge.  

Within this research, it is important to acknowledge and critically reflect on the 

consequences of coloniality on how individuals’ ‘story’ and are ‘storied’ into the world. 

In South Africa, colonialism’s purpose was to devalue indigenous people’s identity, 

culture, mind, and imagination, and therefore their stories, as discussed in Chapter 2 

(Seroto, 2018:1). Indigenous people’s stories, identities and their process of storying 

were not acknowledged as viable and of value epistemologically or ontologically. 

Through coloniality, indigenous people are storied into the world as ‘other’ and 

dehumanised, where their way of being is seen as inferior. Indigenous storying was 

not acknowledged as crucial knowledge, reflective of other ways of being and 

indigenous knowledge. Decolonial storying as a method validates and hears a plurality 

of perspectives, encouraging pluriversality, creating a reflective and reflexive space 

for becoming. Positioning storying and giving value to individuals’ lived experiences 
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and individuals’ multiple cultural identities creates a space for a decolonial practice, 

more specifically decolonial storying.  

Decolonial storying, in this research, is the notion of individuals re-telling, re-looking, 

re-examining and re-interpreting their personal life stories and embodied memories, 

through their own choreographic composition within a decolonised education context. 

Thus, decolonial storying is about the relation between the world and the individual 

and how the individual shapes the world and how the world shapes them. A space 

emerges for multiple stories and identities that could possibly create disruptions 

through opening up to various stories, reflections, and autobiographical perspectives. 

The individuals’ stories of their specific life events or embodied memories become the 

indigenous personal knowledge from where the inspiration comes to create a 

choreographic composition (Prinsloo, 2016:165). I will construct a teaching and 

learning strategy for choreographic composition based on the intersection of storying, 

embodiment, multiple identities, episodic, autobiographical, procedural, and body 

memory that allows the embodiment of the lived experience a space to emerge, in the 

form of decolonial storying. 

Through decolonial storying the individual writes or more specifically moves their 

subjectivity, multiple identities, perceptions, embodied memories, lived experiences 

and bodyminded being in time and space. They compose and move the interpretation 

of their inner world in and through the bodyminded being, with movement as the 

medium of expression. As they move, their interpretation of their past experiences and 

embodied memories, the past and present are brought into being to co-exist in a 

fleeting moment. A space emerges for reflection and re-interpretation that decolonial 

storying allows. Decolonial storying invites individuals through a process which allows 

access to autobiographical memory to narrate the past or experiential history into the 

present moment as valid knowledge (Orr et al., 2010:22).  

Decolonial storying positions individuals at the centre of the process, challenging the 

colonial order; articulating their worlds; understanding their knowledge systems; 

naming their experiences, and identifying themselves in relation to being in the world 

(Archibald et al., 2019:14). In summary, decolonial storying is an alternative method 

or decolonial option because it denies objectivity and positions the teller inside the 

subjective action, where it disrupts dominant notions of “intellectual rigor and 
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legitimacy” and redefines scholarship as a process that begins and emerges from the 

self or selves (Sium & Ritskes, 2013:1). Through decolonial storying as a method, a 

dynamic process of autobiographical subjectivity, memory, experience, identities, 

space, embodiment, and agency unfold. As authors of individual actions and 

consequences (a sense of agency), a recognition of the feeling of ownership and 

embodiment in the world is facilitated as the bodyminded being is the vehicle of actions 

(Caspar et al., 2015:226). Decolonial storying as a method could possibly aid in the 

transformation of methodological and pedagogical practices.  

Within South African higher education, academics have committed to the 

transformation of pedagogical practice and education towards a more just educational 

practice that engages with decolonial strategies (Teasley & Butler, 2020:2). Within this 

research, I commit to engaging with decolonial strategies, specifically decolonial 

storying as method, as a way of transforming pedagogical practices within a 

choreographic compositional context. In Chapter 4, I conceptualise and frame the 

ingrained perception regarding body, brain and mind, and position individuals as 

bodyminded beings in the world. This ingrained perception within body, mind, and 

brain is the foundation for individual embodied memories that will be addressed in 

Chapter 5.  
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CHAPTER 4: BODYMINDED BEING 

In the previous chapter I explore how decolonial storying as method for choreographic 

composition can be activated in phases and mobilised from the decolonial strategies 

that inform my pedagogical approach that I discussed in Chapter 2. As discussed in 

Chapter 3, decolonial storying is the main method in this research, through embodied 

inquiry as the research methodology. In Chapter 3, I provide a net of practical 

strategies towards decolonial storying in the teaching and learning process. To 

facilitate movement creation in choreographic composition, through decolonial 

storying, I use embodied memories as the source for movement (see Chapter 5). In 

this research, I validate the bodyminded being as the locus of enunciation; the place 

from which to ‘think’, speak and move, where embodied memories emerge as a 

strategy for decolonial choreography.  

Validating the multimodal bodyminded being as the locus of enunciation is a form of 

epistemological disobedience as it challenges mind/body duality, through a monist 

view. Mind/body duality has had a hegemonic hold and has dominated thinking on 

bodymind for centuries. This duality has had an impact on education and specifically 

on dance and performer training (Anderson, 2021:1). Leach (2018:113–114) refers to 

this duality in dance as the “dominant hegemonic ontology”, where individuals are 

seen as “divided beings” that pervades current practices in education and dance. This 

hegemonic ontology does not acknowledge individual subjective experiences of being, 

knowing, and sense making. Thus, this dualist thinking and hegemonic ontology need 

to be decolonised within the educational context in which I work, with the focus shifting 

to mosaic epistemologies rooted in bodymindedness, pluriversality and ontologies, 

towards a trans-ontology (Ortiz, 2022:1). Embodied memories in/through/with the 

bodyminded being could provide possibilities for alternative ways of knowing, being 

and doing.  

In conceptualising embodied memories, the purpose of this chapter is to relationally 

position historical thought regarding the body, brain, and mind in relation to 

contemporary thinking that resonates with decoloniality. This is important, as the 

ingrained perception within body, mind, and brain is the base or foundation that 
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facilitates individual embodied memories. The processes of body, brain106 and mind 

are “reciprocal: environments shape bodies, brains, and minds; minds change body 

behaviours that shape the external environment” (Pretty et al., 2017:1). Munro 

(2018:7) suggests individuals are non-hierarchical beings and can be perceived as “a 

mindful body and a body of mind”. There is an interconnected, reciprocal multimodal 

relationship, or a dialogue between body, mind and brain, where the “brain is because 

of the body” (Munro, 2018:6). The brain is an essential part of the body and is essential 

for consciousness or the mind107 (Shen et al., 2016:3).  

Mind is defined as that which is responsible for “one’s thoughts and feelings… or the 

aspect of intellect and consciousness experienced as combinations of thought, 

perception, memory, emotion, will and imagination, including all unconscious cognitive 

processes” (Pandya, 2011:131). The complex mind allows insights, reflections, 

beliefs, intentions, and consciousness. Consciousness refers to the “knowing of any 

object or action attributed to the self” or selves (Damasio, 1999:27). A conscious 

individual has subjective experiences of being-in-the-world and its own bodymind 

(Birch et al., 2020:789). The mind works through/with the brain in relation to the 

bodyminded being in the world, where “the mind uses the brain, and the brain 

responds to the mind” (Leaf, 2021:s.p.). The mind is energy and creates energy 

through thinking, feeling and deciding in relation to the brain (Cucu & Pitts, 2019:97). 

The brain, as part of the bodyminded being, functions to ensure survival in the world 

(Van der Kolk, 2016:55). Van der Kolk (2016:55) suggests the brain’s role is to: 

Generate internal signals that register what our bodies need; create a map of 

the world to point us where to go to satisfy those needs; generate the necessary 

energy and actions to get us there; warn us of dangers and opportunities along 

the way; and adjust our actions based on the requirements of the moment. 

In the brain adjusting individual actions, there is a continuous cycle of body, brain, and 

mind, within the environment, in a continuous integrated perceptive feedback loop. 

 
106 The brain is an extremely complicated organ with a multitude of research that is ongoing in the field 

of neuroscience. In this chapter, I do discuss the brain, but a detailed and complete analysis is outside 
the scope of this research.  

107 Consciousness and mind can be distinguished: “consciousness is the part of the mind concerned 
with the apparent sense of self/selves and knowing. There is more to mind than just consciousness 
and there can be ‘mind’ without consciousness” (Damasio, 1999:27). However, in this research the 
mind is associated with consciousness. 
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The brain, body, and mind are an integrated, interlinked meshwork as consciousness, 

feeling, sensing and being is a totality of body/mind and brain that facilitates being-in-

the-world for the bodyminded being.  

In this chapter, I conceptualise individuals as bodyminded beings in the environment, 

navigating the world through their sensorimotor systems.108 Through sensorimotor 

processes, individuals make meaning and understand the world (Johnson, 2007:xii). 

The meaning making process suggests that as bodyminded beings, individuals are 

constantly in the process of becoming and emerging, constantly shifting (Totton, 

2010:21). The becoming and emerging of bodyminded beings is the overarching 

perspective, but in conceptualising the bodyminded being, it is necessary to discuss 

body.  

I place the term body in italics in this chapter to acknowledge that it cannot be 

separated from the mind, brain and the totality of being. I do not use italics when the 

body is conceptualised in a dualist way. Chapters 4 and 5 inform and interlink with 

each other as the bodymind and brain form the foundation for memory (memory is 

discussed in Chapter 5). The purpose of this chapter is to provide an exploration of 

the bodyminded being that requires a conceptualisation of body, mind/body, the 

ingrained perception of body/mind and brain, body experiences, body representations, 

body schema, body image, embodiment, sensing and perceiving, body/brain plasticity 

and embodied cognition, as these provide the foundation that facilitates embodied 

memories. The chapter starts with an overview and discussion of the body towards 

positioning individuals as bodyminded beings.  

4.1 The body  

Fraser and Greco (2005:4) suggest the concept of the body can be understood in three 

ways: the body as something individuals have (the body as object); as something 

individuals are (the body as subject); and as something individuals become (the body 

as process and performative). These three approaches or perspectives of the body 

connect to being in the world (ontology), where all three modes “are informed by one, 

 
108 The sensorimotor system includes all of the “sensory, motor, and central integration and processing 

components” that assist individuals in navigating the world (Riemann & Lephart, 2002:77).  
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or a combination of these perspectives” (Fraser & Greco, 2005:4). The body cannot 

be thought of as a stable and “unified entity” as it is continuously shifting, changing 

and “ever-emerging” (Suchet, 2009:114).  

To examine the body as a physical ‘thing’ or Fraser and Greco’s (2005:4) 

consideration of the body as something individuals have, or more specifically as an 

object,109 suggests a Cartesian dualism where the body is viewed as a physical entity 

through which experiences and actions are contained and controlled by the mind 

(Cancienne & Snowber, 2003:238; Slatman & Widdershoven, 2015:88). The 

conceptualisation of the body as a physical and material object with anatomical 

properties under the control of the mind was prevalent in the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries (Zarrilli, 2004:653), and resonated well into the 20th, if not the 21st 

centuries (Dempsey, 2017). This logic motivated mind-body dualism and positioned 

the body as an object.  

A consideration of the body as something individuals are, the body as subject (Fraser 

& Greco, 2005:4), reveals the paradigm shift in the early 20th century where the body 

was seen not as a fixed state. Instead, the consideration of the body involves the body-

mind-brain engagement that is “in a perpetual interactive dance” (Damasio, 2012:96). 

The notion of being ‘in’ the body facilitates an understanding of the body as the 

integration of biological, psychological, psychosocial, and environmental approaches 

(Allegranti, 2013:395).  Merleau-Ponty110 (2002:292) is a leading figure in the shift of 

conceptualisations of the body and facilitated questions regarding the interweave of 

the body as object and the body as subject, a pre reflexively ‘lived’ or subject body 

embodied in the world (Purser, 2018:319). 

The body is something an individual ‘has’ and yet at the same time, is more complex 

(Riva, 2018:242). A distinction has to be made between the idea of objectifying the 

body and the idea of having a body. This distinction is the body (simultaneously), as 

subject and object where individuals “experience our body not only as an object, but 

 
109 The body as object is not always interpreted through Cartesian dualism, as the body can be 

perceived as a “corporeal structure capturing the manifestations and embodied experiences of an 
individual”, or as an object and subject (Steyn & Munro, 2015:7).  

110 Edmund Husserl inspired Merleau-Ponty’s conceptualisation of the body (Carman, 1999:205). 
Husserl’s phenomenological explorations centred on the ‘lived body’ as the centre of experience. 
Many of Husserl’s ideas where further adapted by Merleau-Ponty, who adapted them with an 
ontological interpretation (Carman, 1999:206).  
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also as something different than an object, something that can be seen as the 

condition of possibility for the experiences of objects and could therefore be called a 

subject” (Slatman & Widdershoven, 2015:90). The body as subject acknowledges its 

role in perceiving, sensing and moving into action (Merleau-Ponty, 1945:146). It is not 

through thinking but rather being (and moving) that the body and the world becomes 

meaningful, where Merleau-Ponty (1945:137) suggests the Cartesian “I think” 

becomes “I can”. The body as subject is directly related to the body an individual has, 

the body as object (Slatman & Widdershoven, 2015:90). 

The experience of having a body is necessary and intrinsic to human interaction, 

reflection, thinking, and memory through and with the body (Totton, 2010:22). A 

conceptual shift to this notion of having a body, not through objectification, is that it is 

part of the continuing process of becoming a body (Fraser & Greco, 2005:5). Having 

a body allows individuals the capacity to reflect on their lived experiences and 

memories. A more apt expression of this process of having a body is awareness of 

how the body operates in the world and is a reflection on past experiences. An 

individual simultaneously has, is, and becomes a body in a multimodal process of 

sensing, perceiving, moving, and always in-process, through embodiment.  

Embodiment, as discussed further in 4.7, as a concept is applied across various 

contexts, paradigms, and disciplines which has popularised the concept but also 

played a role in making its meaning unclear (Coetzee, 2018:1). St Pierre (2015:138) 

opines her “ongoing troubles with embodiment” as embodiment is understood in 

relation “to what is not embodied”. For example, speaking about reconnecting the body 

and mind or “the body is embodied; the mind is not”, which is dualistic in itself (St. 

Pierre, 2015:1) and suggests there is a binary to collapse (Coetzee, 2018:1). This 

reflects dualism and binary thinking that resonates with the Renaissance and 

Enlightenment traditions of thought that I discussed in Chapter 2. As mentioned earlier, 

Cartesian dualism has had a significant impact on Western thought about the body 

and mind for centuries (Dempsey, 2017). This impact is also notable in much Western 

dance and performer training, where training aims to connect the different substances 

of body and mind (Munro & Coetzee, 2007:92). Below, I discuss how the mind and 

body have been viewed historically to further conceptualise individuals’ 

bodymindedness.  
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4.2 Mind/body 

The mind/body duality has a long history in Western civilisation that crystallised in the 

Renaissance and Enlightenment periods through its anchoring in science and 

philosophy. Conceptualisations of dualism have evolved over the centuries, but the 

impact of Cartesian dualism, as mentioned earlier, has been greatly influential 

(Dempsey, 2017). In a Cartesian dualist tradition,111 the philosophical debate around 

the mind/body, Westphal (2016:1) argues, is based on four propositions: 

1. The mind is a nonphysical thing 

2. The body is a physical thing 

3. The mind and the body interact  

4. Physical and nonphysical things cannot interact 

This mind/body dualism, mentioned earlier, is associated with the seventeenth-century 

philosopher René Descartes (1596–1650) who argued that rationality was the main 

proponent of human existence: “I think therefore I am” (Blackman, 2008:4). This view 

sees the mind as the central location of thought, logic, and rationality, and the body as 

a fixed set of physiological processes steered by the mind. This Cartesian duality and 

objectification of the body suggest the body adheres to scientific principles and 

positions the body as a bounded and material entity (Böhme, 2010:225; Csordas, 

1994:1; McCormack et al., 1987:20). Dualism, as mentioned above, links to 

discussions in 2.2 where it was historically inherited from Europe and supports binary 

thinking that informs ideas about being-in-the-world, culture, knowledge, politics, 

religion, race (Porter, 2001:2) and gender. In terms of race, enduring dualism 

perpetuated a Black/White dichotomy (Rani, 2018:317), around Black being 

associated with nature/body and White with culture/reason/mind (see Section 1.1). 

This binary also ‘translates to gender’, where women were associated with 

nature/body/emotion and men with culture/reason/mind. These racial and gender 

binaries were constructed within a heteronormative framework. The emphasis of the 

Cartesian school of thought is on the superiority of the mind over the body (matter) 

 
111 Dualism developed, most notably, from substance dualism (mind and body are composed of different 

substances) to property dualism (material substance has physical and mental properties that are 
inherently different from each other) (Dempsey, 2017). A discussion of this development falls outside 
the scope of this thesis. Cartesian dualism has been largely interpreted as substance dualism, 
although scholars have critiqued this interpretation (Dempsey, 2017).  
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and reason over emotion, as well as objectivity over subjectivity (Lončarić, 2017:45).  

It thus perpetuates coloniality through positioning Black as inferior to White. The body 

is objectified as something that is controlled by the brain and mind, thus perpetuating 

a White superiority over Black persons, male superiority over women. The body as 

seen as a “bounded entity” that is a fixed, objective, and material entity resonates with 

Descartes (McCormack et al., 1987:20).  

Descartes’s position stems from the idea that there are two kinds of “fundamental 

substances existing separately from each other: nonphysical substances (the 

mind/self/soul), whose essence is thought, and physical substances (the body), whose 

essence is spatial extension” (Gaudemard, 2021:1). According to Descartes, matter 

(the body) is spatial and things in space have a position (length, depth, height), 

whereas mental entities do not share these characteristics (Westphal, 2016:13). 

Mental entities are not characterised spatially (Gaudemard, 2021:2). Westphal 

(2016:14) suggests that Descartes claims what a characteristic of the mind is, that it 

is conscious rather than spatial, which suggests that “our bodies are certainly in space, 

and our minds are not”. 

However, Descartes (1649) adapted his final philosophical proposal in The Passions 

of the Soul to suggest the body and mind do interact through the pineal gland,112 which 

is, he writes “the principal seat of the soul”. Descartes (AT XI 351-53, CSM I 340) 

argues: 

My view is that this [pineal] gland is the principal seat of the soul, and the place 

in which all our thoughts are formed. The reason I believe this is that I cannot 

find any part of the brain, except this, which is not double… Now it is impossible 

to find any such place in the whole head except this gland; moreover it is 

situated in the most suitable possible place for this purpose, in the middle of all 

the concavities; and it is supported and surrounded by the little branches of the 

carotid arteries which bring the spirits into the brain. 

Descartes’ justification for choosing this organ was that “the pineal gland is small, 

light, not bilaterally doubled, and centrally located” (Westphal, 2016:9). However, 

 
112 The pineal gland is described as “a little cone-shaped bulb of nervous tissues” within the brain 

(Bassiri, 2012:245).  
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Descartes’s idea is problematic as the pineal gland is a physical part of the brain 

similar to any other part of the body. Thus, Westphal (2016:9) argues “if there is a 

problem about how the mind can act on the body, the same problem will exist about 

how the mind can act on the pineal gland”. 

Even though historically the mind-body problem is credited to Descartes, the problem 

and not his solution is emphasised (Westphal, 2016:20). This dualist idea of mind-

body impacted being in the world and perceptions of the body into the 21st century. 

Gwaravanda and Ndofirepi (2021:1), among others, argue that dualist thinking 

impacted and still impacts thinking and being in the world and critique this duality as 

Western and Eurocentric. Even though conceptions of dualism have changed and 

developed, these systemically still seem to conceptualise mind and body in varied 

relationships to each other.  

Cartesian dualism also emphasises individuals as rational, stable observers within the 

world who are capable of understanding the unstable world (Lauwrens, 2012:29).  The 

perception perpetuated through Cartesian dualism, is that individuals seek out 

knowledge through rational inquiry, through the mind, using a reliable mathematical 

method (Veissière et al., 2019:3). This scientific worldview is centred on how 

individuals perceive objects and that viewing objects from an objective distance 

supposedly results in reason, logic, and objectivity (Lauwrens, 2012:29).  As such, the 

interconnected relationship of the bodyminded being within the environment as a 

multimodal and multi-sensory integrated system is not taken into account. African and 

Afrocentric philosophies suggest a more holistic and integrated view of being-in-the-

world where individuals “see his /her world as being made up of two interdependent, 

interpenetrating and complementary planes: the visible and the invisible or the 

material and the spiritual planes” (Nwoye, 2017:46).  African philosophies suggest the 

integration and dynamic relation between mind and body, where “the general 

conception of man (sic) as a unit and a life-force in vital relationship with other life-

forces in the universe” (Mbaegbu, 2016:15).  Thus, there is a diversity of ways in which 

the body manifests itself as a complex, sentient and somatic being within the 

environment, and as such, there cannot be one concept of the body (Böhme, 

2010:224), which supports Fraser and Greco’s (2005:4) earlier statement that the 

body cannot be seen as an undifferentiated presence any longer. 
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The body is a complex, multi-sensory and multi-modal life force in the world, and it 

requires the integration and processing of various bodily signals (Riva, 2018:242). The 

body is the means through which individuals interact and communicate as it connects 

individuals and conveys vital information, such as personal identities and 

characteristics, such as age, gender, intentions, feelings, and attitudes (Brownell et 

al., 2012:37) and is a mode of knowing and knowledge-creation. An individual’s body 

enables and facilitates interaction within the environment through its experiences.  

4.3 The experience of the body  

There is extensive and diverse research surrounding the notion of the body, and a 

range of approaches in phenomenology, sociology, psychology, anthropology, etc. 

which exist of how the body and bodily experiences are conceptualised. The various 

conceptualisations and changing terminology of the body reveal its complexities: the 

body as performative, political, the absent body, the corporeal body, the 

phenomenological body, the signified body, the habitual body, the sensing body, the 

cultured body, the remembered body, the socially constructed body, the somatically 

felt body, the dis-eased body, the networked body, and the sentient body to list a few 

(Blackman, 2008:4; Cancienne & Snowber, 2003:238). The body is revealed as more 

than corporeal materiality and because of this, it is fundamental to understand the 

experience of the body to ‘understand’ the bodyminded being.  

As mentioned previously, individuals experience the body through sensory and 

perceptual information, which is processed internal information that is reshaped 

through an individual’s body representations/body memory. Perception is how 

individuals organise, identify, and interpret sensory information to understand the 

environment in which they are situated (see Section 4.8) (De Kock et al., 2021:950). 

Stelter (2000:63) refers to body experiences as the “pre-reflective113 mode of 

information” or the “pre-conceptual understanding” of the situations in which the body 

finds itself. This experiential or “felt sense” of the situation plays a role in individual 

behaviour, decision and actions (Gendlin, 1997:23). Body experiences are created 

from multimodal sensations within and through the body and the environment (Stelter, 

2000:66). For the body to have an experience, the body is in dialogue with the 

 
113 Fuchs (2010:270) defines pre-reflexivity as an embodied, subliminal and situational concept. 
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environment, mind and brain: sensing, perceiving, and experiencing. Fundamentally, 

body experience is based on a form of intentionality that reveals the tacit dimensions 

of individual actions in relation to the context in which it is situated (Stelter, 2000:66). 

Each individual’s experience of the body is unique and interrelated with personal 

meanings, the environment, their socio-cultural context, their own tacit knowledge, and 

lived experiences. 

Johnson (2007:4) argues that an individual’s lived experience itself creates an illusion 

of a dualistic view of mind and body, as an individual’s body hides itself in its acts of 

making meaning and experience possible. This references the earlier problem with 

embodiment and suggests that language is not the only way this duality emerges. 

Johnson (2007:4) propounds that this occurs as individual acts of perception are 

directed to, or at what is being experienced, and not towards the body doing the 

perceiving. He provides the example of the act of seeing, that is concentrated on what 

individuals see, rather than on the “mechanisms of individuals’ vision”. He asserts that 

“we are aware of what we see, but not of our seeing … the bodily processes hide, to 

make possible our fluid, automatic experiencing of the world” (Johnson, 2007:4). This 

allows individuals to navigate the world without consciously being aware of the 

process. This “outside-the-body” awareness reveals the idea that perception through 

the sensory modalities is not “explicit from the perceptual field it reveals” (Johnson, 

2007:5). The perceptual field is the total environment that an individual perceives at a 

particular time (Zimmer, 2001:263). As Leder (1990:14) articulates, individuals do not 

hear the ear or smell the nasal passage and he refers to this as “focal disappearance 

of the bodily process of perception”. In a bodily experience, the processes of doing the 

perceiving is not in conscious awareness.  

Furthermore, the skin as a visual surface can be seen and smelt, as well as being a 

surface to be felt; thus it is intersensory (Howes, 2018:226). Howes (2018:226) opines 

that “the skin may be seen as social rather than individual, as porous instead of an 

envelope, and as knowledgeable or sentient in its own right rather than subservient to 

the eye of the brain (i.e., cognition)”. These contrasting views reference the idea of 

haptic visuality, which is in opposition to Western traditional notions of the senses. 

Haptic visuality is “the way vision itself can be tactile”, an embodied way of seeing 

(Marks et al., 2016:258). Haptic visuality as a visuality that operates like a sense of 
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touch, “the eyes themselves function like organs of touch” (Marks et al., 2016:162). 

This serves to illustrate that the senses are interrelated and that the ‘boundaries’ 

between the senses might be porous.  

Thus, the experience of the body is multimodal, bodyminded and unique. The 

experience of the body is interrelated and as Riva (2018:242) suggests, the 

experience of the body is: 

• mediated by perceptual information;  

• affected by internal information: interoception (the experience of the 

physiological condition of the body), proprioception (the sense of the position 

of the body and body parts), and vestibular information (the sense of motion of 

the body); and 

• recalibrated through stored implicit and explicit body representation (body 

memory).  

Riva’s (2018:242) ideas on the experience of the body references Csordas’s 

(1994:139) cultural elaboration of perceptual, bodily and sensory engagements in 

sharing a social world with other bodies (see Section 3.2.2). Riva’s (2018:242) ideas 

illustrate that the body is experienced through sensory inputs and from various 

modalities. The sensory information from interoception, proprioception, and the 

movement of the body is then processed through body memory. Individuals’ whole 

being in the world are in and through body memory where their senses provide a felt 

and tacit114 known recollection (Laster, 2012:214). I discuss body memory in detail in 

5.6. Various sensory modalities that allow sensing and perception are reshaped 

through body representations (body memory) (Azanõn et al., 2016:17).  

The origin of body representations contributes to individuals’ sense of identity and 

selves. Body representations are cognitive structures (in the brain) that work to 

measure the state of the body, in collaboration with the brain, and encode the relevant 

information (De Vignemont, 2017:83). Riva (2018:241) argues that individuals’ 

experiences of the body are constructed from “early development through the 

continuous integration of sensory and cultural information” from six representations of 

 
114 Sensory cues in the bodymind evoke mental images from earlier experiences and these images are 

the “essence of the concept of tacit knowing” (Philipson & Kjellström, 2020:69) 
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the body. These representations of the body facilitate the development of individuals’ 

sense of selves. The six representations of the body are the “sentient body (minimal 

selfhood), the spatial body (self-location), the active body (agency), the personal body 

(whole body ownership-me), the objectified body (objectified self-mine), and the social 

body (body satisfaction–ideal me)” (Riva, 2018:241). I discuss these in more detail in 

4.5. These six representations are combined in a “supramodal representation” known 

as the “body matrix” (Medina & Coslett, 2016:1; Riva, 2018:241).  The body matrix is 

a multisensory and predictive body representation that functions to maintain 

homeostasis115 for individuals in the environment, contributing to the bodymindedness 

of being116 and the living body (Riva, 2018:241). 

The ‘lived’ and living body is the central locus where life regulation is the driving factor 

(Damasio, 2012:107). Merleau-Ponty (2002:277) develops an understanding of 

individuals as rooted in subjectivity of the bodily being (Purser, 2018:319). He 

expanded the concept of the body to allow the body to both think and perceive, coining 

the term ‘the lived body’. The lived body is a “sentient body living, sensing and moving 

as an experiencing subject” (Blackman, 2008:12). Individuals are “enmeshed and 

intertwined in our world, which simultaneously is enmeshed and intertwined in us” 

(Seamon, 2017:3). Merleau-Ponty (1962:58) argues that this immersion in the world 

is perception, which he connects to the lived body that continuously experiences, 

senses, acts, and responds and where the body becomes a site of knowing and 

engaging. 

The senses are the process that connects the inner and outer of the bodyminded 

being, where the felt body is never singular or bounded; the distinction between inner 

and outer is continuous. Individuals’ ability to “sense, move, and act in the world arises 

from a dense network of flexible body maps distributed throughout the brain” 

(Blakeslee & Blakeslee, 2008:5). The body becomes the content of the mind through 

body mapping, where the brain makes explicit maps and images of the structures of 

the body (Damasio, 2012:89). The body is mapped in the mind and never loses contact 

 
115 The theory of homeostasis is a state of health and well-being where four principles, biochemical, 

physiological, psychological, and social aspects combine to facilitate the individual in the environment 
(Piko & Brassai, 2016:1).  

116 Environmental contributions to bodymindedness link to Chapter 3, where the individual is conceived 
as a bodyminded being in the process of becoming and emerging.  
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with the mapping brain; thus, there is a constant bodyminded connection in both 

directions (Damasio, 2012:89). This bodyminded connection suggests the ingrained 

perception regarding body, brain and mind.  

4.4 Ingrained perception regarding body, brain and mind 

A fluid systemic interrelationship exists between the brain/mind system, as mentioned 

in the framing of the chapter, as the “organ of mind is the brain” (Jerison, 2018:20). 

The brain is one of the systems within the body, where the mind is a result of and from 

all of the systems of the body. The brain is a large information processing system or 

the ‘hardware’ that allows individuals to experience various mental states, through 

various sensory information, in the mind. Jerison (2018:20) postulates: 

The phenomenon of mind is manifested as the ‘real’ world constructed by the 

brain; the quotation marks about ‘real’ are to distinguish this created world from 

the external world that we know exists, but which is translated into experienced 

reality by sensorimotor systems and by the brain.  

This intricate arrangement and ingrained perception of brain, mind and body presents 

the idea that the representation of the world outside of the body comes into the brain 

via the body itself (Damasio, 2012:91). Damasio (2012:91) posits:  

The body and the surrounding environment interact with each other, and the 

changes caused in the body by that interaction are mapped in the brain...it is 

certainly true that the mind learns of the outside world via the brain, but it is 

equally true that the brain can be informed only via the body. 

Interaction within the environment suggests a ‘bodily intelligence’ where the source of 

information is via the lived and experiencing body as subject. The body as subject can 

be defined as a “pre-cognitive, bodily intelligence, and intentionality manifested 

through action and intertwining” in the world (Seamon, 2017:5). The bodymind is 

constantly moving, interacting, and in the process of sensing, which reveals the 

bodymind in the “process of becoming ” (Blackman, 2008:13). 
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The body in the process of becoming acknowledges that body-brain117 communication 

goes both ways. This two-way communication is where body-to-brain neural and 

chemical signals exist and allow the brain to construct a “multimedia documentary on 

the body” (Damasio, 2012:95). The body informs the brain about important changes 

in the environment. The communication process between body-brain is continuous 

and the “configuration of the body in space” changes constantly (Damasio, 2012:95). 

Thus, the maps in the body represented in the brain change accordingly; a constant 

body in the process of becoming affording the bodyminded being (Damasio, 2012:95). 

A consideration of the body as something individuals become (Fraser & Greco, 

2005:4) or as ‘events’ reveals the ‘body as performative’. The performative body 

moves through time and space as it performs within a social matrix (Meloncon, 

2018:102). The performative body is “entrenched in social practices where the body” 

becomes something humans actively do, where the body is always in a process of 

becoming (Shilling, 1993:5). The performative body “is attention, perception, and 

thought set in motion in such a way as to kindle or ignite, the space for change” (Kozel, 

2007:71). This space for change allows the notion of subjectivity, which at a base level 

requires some kind of bodily performativity (Wehrle, 2020a:365). 

Individual embodied experiences and actions can be seen as performative (Wehrle, 

2020a:120). It is important to delineate a ‘performance’ as a deliberate act, versus 

‘performativity’, which are daily ‘acts’ that bodies ‘perform’ from Butler’s (1988:521) 

perspective (see Section 3.4). These everyday actions are not planned as a 

performance but rather, happen subconsciously or unconsciously. The body becomes 

performative within a social matrix due to societal and cultural forces with the 

designation of individuals to ‘perform’ in a certain way (Butler, 1988:522). The 

performance is the act of ‘displaying’ the body, gender, and the self through pre-

existing norms that dictate how individuals should behave (Wehrle, 2020a:129). The 

signs individuals use in performativity and repeatedly use to present themselves in the 

world create these acts. In this performativity, these acts become ‘naturalised’ and 

internalised as the way in which the bodymind should behave. These repetitive acts 

or the performativity of the body allows some individuals to ‘fit in’ to societal norms and 

 
117 No hierarchy is implied by the term ‘body-brain’ as the brain is one of, and equal to other systems 

within the body.  
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others to be excluded, thus referencing the coloniality of being (see Section 2.2.4). 

This performativity of the body links to intersubjectivity, ontology and the cultural 

elaboration of embodiment, due to the interplay between inner and outer that is shaped 

over time, through interactions with others. Thus, social norms “work upon bodies” and 

bodies “work on” these norms repeating and reiterating these norms (Wehrle, 

2020a:120). 

The performative body allows for attention towards the body itself  (Kozel, 2007:71). 

This idea of attention towards the body reveals the idea that individuals are aware of 

their own bodies. In considering embodiment and the body there has to be cognisance 

of individuals being aware of their own bodies within this research. Individuals perceive 

their bodies from the inside and the outside (De Vignemont, 2020:3). De Vignemont’s 

argument is further articulated by Husserl (1989:167): 

The same body which serves me as means for all my perceptions obstructs me 

in the perception of itself and is a remarkably imperfectly construed thing.  

This quotation identifies the two-fold structure of embodiment in that the body is what 

allows individuals to perceive the subject of perception, while simultaneously the body 

is imperfectly perceived by individuals.118 The body is both the subject and the object, 

as mentioned earlier, of “intentionality: it experiences worldly things and is 

experienced as something individuals ‘have’” (Wehrle, 2020b:499). The idea that 

individuals “are a body and have a body” creates a double aspect of embodiment 

(Wehrle, 2020b:499). Anthropologically having a ‘body’ – what occurs as a break to 

embodiment – allows for the experience of a stable and object-like time (Wehrle, 

2020b:499). This thematic experience of having a body allows both the experience of 

a “past which is remembered and a future that is planned”, and thus is episodic 

memory (see Section 5.1.4.3). Individuals’ experience of ‘having’ a body is intrinsic to 

individual experience and an important part of ‘becoming’ a body (Fraser & Greco, 

2005:4; Totton, 2010:21).  

 
118 How the individual perceives their body is related to individual mental models. The individual filters 

selects and frames experiences in and of the body resulting in specific lenses and frames (Werhane 
et al., 2010:67). Thus, their mental models are constructed through subjective perspectives of the 
lived experience (Bernal Velásquez, 2011:33).  
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The belief that the body must be reinserted or be connected to the mind assumes it 

was ‘missing’ in the first place (St. Pierre, 2015:159). From a monist ontology, the body 

has never been ‘missing’ and I take cognisance of the fact that it is not possible to 

separate ‘body’ and ‘mind’ as they are not monolithic (Bergen, 2019:11). The 

body/mind distinction is not only conceptual but is also perpetuated by language. As 

St Pierre (2015:142) states, “if we had not invented the concept mind and set it in 

opposition to the body, our language would be different”. The separation of body and 

mind is ‘languaged’ into being, rather than a reflection of being-in-the-world. 

Ontologically, ‘body’, ‘mind’ and thus brain are interwoven threads of one organic 

process, of being and of becoming, through which individual meaning, perception, 

thought, emotion, feeling, memory, and experiences emerge from embodied activity 

(Bergen, 2019:11; Johnson, 2007:12).  

In conceptualising the body, it is thus fundamental to understand that individuals 

simultaneously have a body, are a body, and become a body. Thus, this pluralistic 

view on the body suggests the body is in constant relationship to the environment, 

where a multi-sensory and multimodal relationship occurs between body mind and 

brain. This multimodal relationship between body/mind and brain interacting in the 

world facilitates individuals lived experiences and being-in-the-world. The body and 

the lived experience of the body are an interwoven living, feeling, sensing, inscribed 

palimpsest of past experiences written and re-written, as individuals engage with the 

environment in time and space in an ongoing process of becoming and manifesting 

bodyminded selves. As individuals engage with the environment through and with the 

bodyminded selves, individuals process information that is reshaped through body 

representations.  

4.5 Body representations  

When individuals are born, the body becomes the focus of individual attention through 

its experiences of sensory information (Damasio, 1999:136–138). Thus, Riva 

(2018:245) suggests that individuals exist within a “sentient body”. This sentient body 

is a “long-term representation of the general spatial structure of the body” that is 

mapped in the brain (Riva, 2018:245). Newborns have a proprioceptive sense of their 

own body in relation to the environment or body schema, discussed in 4.6  (Brownell 

et al., 2012:38). This sentient body allows infants to separate themselves from the 
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environment and allows for the most basic self-experience referred to as “minimal 

phenomenal selfhood” (Riva, 2018:245). 

During the first six months of life, individuals develop a new body map of the “spatial 

body” (Riva, 2018:245). The spatial body is an integration of the sentient body and 

provides the infant with a sense of being located within space or the experience of 

where individuals are in space (Riva, 2018:246). From 6–12 months, individual agency 

is developed where individuals have an experience of controlling their own bodily 

actions and a third body map – the “active body” develops. The active body map 

integrates previous body maps, proprioception, and perceptual information is 

generated. From 24–48 months, two new body representations develop the “personal 

body” (the first-person experience of the body) and the “objective body” (the third-

person experience of the body) (Riva, 2018:246). 

This reflective or third-person perspective of the body is the beginning of a more 

advanced self or the autobiographical self (Damasio, 1999:17). This autobiographical 

self allows individuals to integrate past experiences with the representational body 

maps where autobiographical memories can begin to emerge (Riva, 2018:247). All of 

the body representations discussed above are integrated into what Riva (2018:247) 

labels a “body matrix”, as discussed above, which allows for a body schema and body 

image.  

4.6 Body schema and body image 

Corporeal awareness or being aware of the body, as discussed previously, is a 

complex concept and incorporates perception, knowledge, and the evaluation and 

reflection of the body (Berlucchi & Aglioti, 2010:25). Interoception, exteroception, and 

proprioception play key roles for an individual to be aware of their body. Individuals 

perceive their bodies from the outside and from the inside (De Vignemont, 2014:989). 

De Vignemont (2014:989) argues that to experience an individual’s body is: 

• as a whole in a specific location in the external space, which constitutes the 

centre of one’s visuo-spatial perspective on the world; 

• from the inside, the presence of parts of one’s body; 

• the body parts as one’s own, as part of oneself; 
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• the shape and size of body parts; 

• the location of the body parts; and 

• the limbs available, to carry any movement one may intend to perform.  

This multimodal conception of bodily awareness suggests two key concepts, namely 

the body schema and body image. Merleau-Ponty (2002) embeds individuals in the 

world through the links with the world and uses the concept of corporeal schema or 

body schema to explore this practical grasp individuals have of the environment 

(Purser, 2018:320). The world is sensed through the body schema or the pre-reflective 

‘I can’ (Purser, 2018:320). The body schema develops due to physical interaction in 

the environment, as individuals interact with objects related to proprioception. This 

links to Csordas’s (1994:139) “somatic modes of attention” or embodied lived 

experience of the bodymind interacting with others and within the environment (see 

Section 3.2.2). Individuals’ relationship to the environment and the ways individuals 

think about the environment is developed through the body schema (Burkitt, 1999:74). 

The body schema is linked to postural, kinaesthetic, and tactile information (Berlucchi 

& Aglioti, 2010:27). 

The body schema is a system of sensorimotor capacities, including all the non-

conscious aspects of motor control “including subcortical, premotor, and motor 

processes in the brain, as well as the information systems” required for these 

processes to function optimally (Gallagher, 2005:129). Essentially, the body schema 

is a “sensorimotor map of the body in space” (Gallagher, 2005:129). ‘Body schema’ is 

a term used to refer to individuals’ awareness of their body, including their location, 

orientation of various parts, and relative motion in time and space. When individuals 

reach to pick up a cup of tea, a whole process of sensorimotor adjustments occur that 

enables this activity (Johnson, 2007:5). 

For the body to move through space, the brain must constantly “monitor the position 

and movement of the body in relation to nearby objects” (Holmes & Spence, 2004:94).  

For the effective co-ordination of individuals’ movements and to manipulate objects or 

avoid them requires an “integrated neural representation of the body (the body 
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schema) and the space around the body” (the peripersonal space119) in the brain 

(Holmes & Spence, 2004:95).  Thus, the body schema is an unconscious system of 

sensorimotor capacities that operates without perceptual monitoring by individuals 

(Gallagher, 2005:24).  The body schema allows individuals to perceive and coordinate 

body movements, achieving a sense of kinaesthetic awareness120 (Johnson, 2007:5). 

The body schema is generally used for unconscious action, whereas the body image 

is generally used for perception and conscious action (Berlucchi & Aglioti, 2010:27). 

The body schema generates the construction of the body image and reveals that the 

body schema and body image are interrelated (Pitron et al., 2018:357). The body 

image relates to individuals’ perceptions, feelings, and thoughts about their body 

(Grogan, 2006:524). The body image is the conscious idea or mental representation 

of an individual’s body. It consists of an intricate set of perceptions, representations, 

beliefs, and attitudes about an individual’s body (Gallagher & Cole, 1995:359; 

Johnson, 2007:5).  

The body is perceived by individuals, and thus it involves “reflective intentionality: 

individuals’ perceptual experience, conceptual understanding, and emotional attitude 

to the body” (Gallagher & Cole, 1995:359). Bodily perceptions determine and shape 

the body image for individuals. In contrast to the “reflective intentionality of the body 

image”, is the body schema that incorporates sensorimotor capabilities, abilities, and 

more specifically, habits and habitual patterning. Habits and habitual patterning form 

a part of habitual body memory where past experiences in the body inform present 

body actions (Casey, 1984:149). Habitual body memory is discussed in 5.4. Body 

schema and body image are interrelated and created through embodied being-in-the-

world.  

 
119 Peripersonal space is defined “as the space surrounding the body where we can not only reach and 

manipulate objects by movement, but we can also be reached by external elements, including other 
individuals” (Rabellino et al., 2020:1). 

120 Kinaesthetic awareness refers to “the direct focus on some specific sensory aspects of the body to 
detect the outer or inner environment to keep the body’s position and movement” (Battesha et al., 
2022:1).  
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4.7 Embodiment through the lived body, shapes the bodymind  

Embodiment situates the individual in the world because of, in and through the lived 

body, which shapes the bodymind. There is extensive research on the relationship 

between the ‘body’ and the ‘mind’ that disputes a dualist separation between mind and 

body in acknowledging a monist ontology: that humans are bodyminded beings, as 

discussed previously (Bergen, 2019:11). A significant amount of research examines 

the importance of embodiment and embeddedness as fundamental in the humanities 

and social science fields  (Featherstone & Turner, 1995:2). Embodiment views the 

bodymind as embodied in a socially situated process in a dynamic environment with 

a network of connections. Embeddedness refers to the bodymind’s dynamic 

relationship to the environment or what Ward and Stapleton (2012:99) refer to as 

‘embedding environment’. The embodied bodymind is embedded in the environment 

and perceives, interacts and is formed through the physical and social environment 

(Brown, 2017:864).  

Krieger (2005:251) defines embodiment as “a multilevel phenomenon, as it 

necessarily entails the interplay between bodies, components of bodies, and the 

world(s) in which the bodies live”, positioning individuals with agency in the world. 

Furthermore, embodiment situates the body as a ‘lived experience’ that exists in a 

network of connections whereby sociality, history, culture, and corporeality inform and 

mediate one another (Munro & Coetzee, 2007:103).  

Embodiment means different things to different researchers and how it is used has 

changed over time (Bergen, 2019:11). Bergen (2019:12) argues that at a base level 

embodiment is best understood as a bodyminded interplay after embodiment, 

resulting in the aforementioned bodymindedness and how the two are inextricably 

interwoven in conceptualising embodiment. Embodiment does not describe a fixed 

state but is rather an “ongoing process of embodying” (Totton, 2010:23). Carrol 

(2011a:255) discusses how embodiment has been referred to as a process rather than 

a state.  

This process of embodiment occurs through communication in the bodymind where 

there is constant interaction with the environment in which individuals are embedded 

(Blakeslee & Blakeslee, 2008:3; Damasio, 2012:70). Standal and Engelsrud 
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(2013:154) suggest that the term ‘embodiment’ overcomes the problems of mind-body 

dualism. Thus, the notion of embodiment is the constant intersection between the 

bodymind and the environment. The term ‘bodymind’ takes a non-dualistic perspective 

on bodymind which suggests body is minded and mind is embodied (Hawksley, 

2012:14).  

In discussing embodiment, Burkitt (1999:1) states that individuals are “bodies of 

thought”.121 He argues for a multifaceted approach to the body and individuals as 

embodied symbolic and material beings. This multifaceted approach suggests that 

embodied individuals are not merely constructs. Individuals are “productive bodies” 

with minds that are capable of agency in the world in which they are embedded 

(Burkitt, 1999:2). Thus, the notion of thinking bodies in time and space in the socio-

cultural environment takes cognisance of the multi-dimensional nature of individual 

experience where the multimodal bodymind navigates the environment through their 

sensorimotor system with a sense of agency (Burkitt, 1999:21). 

The sensorimotor system (or sensorimotor skills specifically) is the foundation for 

learning. Activities and experiences individuals encounter as infants help prepare the 

bodyminded being to learn. Sensory skills, such as vision, hearing, touch, smell, taste, 

vestibular, among others, are responsible for receiving information. Motor skills relate 

to muscles and movements, such as crawling, walking, running, talking, and writing. 

These motor skills give expression to the information individual senses receive and 

process. Johnson-Glenberg et al. (2016:1) argue that embodiment suggests that 

knowing and being are situated in sensorimotor systems through embeddedness. 

Block and Kissel (2001:8) assert that “embodiment means embeddedness” and that 

individuals are embedded in the world in society, culture, and language and 

understand the world through their sensorimotor systems, as mentioned above. 

Through this embeddedness, individuals exist in the world, navigating individual 

experiences through their sensorimotor systems where the senses, physical, kinetic, 

 
121 Burkitt’s (1999:1) theory is argued from a contemporary social theory perspective, where he draws 

on social theories of the body and feminist perspectives. His main argument is around thought and 
how a sense of being a person cannot be separated from bodily practices in social relations. The idea 
of bodies of thought could contradict the idea of embodiment, as ‘thought’ gives superiority to the mind 
and cognition.  
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spatial, and temporality co-exist (Block & Kissell, 2001:8; Johnson-Glenberg et al., 

2016:1).  

This integration of bodyminded individuals in the environment, navigating the world 

through the sensorimotor system, pertains to one of the arguments of this chapter, 

that bodyminded beings are constantly in the process of becoming and emerging, 

constantly in motion (Totton, 2010:21). Thus, bodymind beings’ ‘lived experience’ is in 

and through the environment and links directly to memory, subjectivity, 

intersubjectivity, multiple identities, and specifically perception (Cancienne & 

Snowber, 2003:238).  

Hornecker et al. (2017:1) suggest that theories of embodiment concentrate on how 

individuals’ bodies and active experiences influence how they ‘perceive, feel, and 

think’. How individuals perceive, feel, and think is related to whom of their many selves 

they are in which context, and how they perceive through the lived body. Fuchs 

(2020:2) argues that the lived body is transparent to the self, as it mediates individual 

activity in the world or the place from which individuals ‘see, act, and live’. Thus, 

embodiment is conceptualised as the interweaving of the “physical, biological, 

phenomenological, and experiential, where thinking, being, doing, and interacting” are 

simultaneously present in the bodymind (Munro, 2018:2). As such, the process of 

embodiment and the subjective experience of the lived body are intersectional, 

continuously influencing, shifting, and shaping the process of becoming of the 

bodymind in action. 

The lived body is immersed and interwoven with a history of embodied mental models, 

resulting from individual lived experiences. Bernal Velázquez (2011:39) avers that 

mental models are primarily constructed through subjective perspectives of the lived 

experience. Individual mental models are constructed through the way individuals 

interact with experiences and how they filter, select, and frame experiences, resulting 

in specific individual lenses and frames (Werhane et al., 2010:67). The presence of 

mental models frames individual perspectives and enables subjective, lived 

experiences through the senses and perception (Haarhoff, 2020:84).  
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4.8 Sensing and perception 

A multimodal bodyminded being has an individual fundamental knowledge and 

experiential base constructed through the sensorimotor system and stored in the 

bodyminded being, as conceptualised previously (Dumouchel, 2019:1). Individuals 

understand information within their environment from multiple sources and with 

various kinds of content through the bodyminded capacity to sense (Marlin-Bennett, 

2013:601). Thus, sensation is stored about the physical world, the emotional 

landscape, and other stimuli received by the body’s sensory receptors. Individuals’ 

senses are the physiological basis of perception. Individuals perceive the world 

subjectively through their senses, and that information is interpreted as their 

perception of the world.  

Perception, as mentioned earlier, is the organisation, identification, and interpretation 

of sensory information that allows individuals to understand the environment in which 

they are situated (Zhang, 2019:3). Marlin-Benett (2013:601) refers to the “knowing 

body”122 that interprets, senses, and understands the environment or world within 

which the bodyminded being is situated. Bodies are physical containers for the mind 

and are “lively, material, agentic, and informational” (Marlin-Bennett, 2013:602). Thus, 

bodies are the means or process through which information becomes sensed and 

perceived.  

Perception is not a passive process of receiving various sensory modalities. Instead, 

perception is influenced and shaped by individuals’ memory, attention, socio-cultural 

context, learning, and lived experience (Zhang, 2019:3). Perception can be divided 

into two processes: first, a processing of sensory input (for example, extracting the 

shape of the object to recognise it), and second, a processing level (connected with 

individuals’ mental models and knowledge, expectations, and attention) (Zhang, 

2019:4). Perception is subjective and in motion, as the multimodal bodyminded being 

forms perceptions and opinions from their lived experience and socio-cultural context. 

The information perceived through individual senses is in constant motion, as the 

multimodal bodymind works to maintain homeostasis within the environment (Daboo, 

 
122 The “knowing body” references Burkitt’s (1999:1) “bodies of thought” discussed in 4.4.  
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2013:183; Marlin-Bennett, 2013:610). The bodymind constantly communicates with 

and within itself in a continuous flow of sensing, perceiving, feeling, memorising, and 

responding (Damasio, 2012:86). The multimodal bodymind is embodied information 

in motion, a ‘knowing body’ where individuals continuously emerge and become. This 

‘knowing body’ is facilitated through body/brain plasticity (Marlin-Bennett, 2013:621; 

Munro, 2018:1).  

4.9 Body/brain plasticity  

Munro (2018:2) argues that the brain is part of, and because of the body where it is 

the organ of “cognitive perception, interpretation, and response to information being 

received through the body from the environment but also from the body’s internal 

activities and responses to itself and to the environment”. The brain is fundamentally 

flexible or ‘plastic’ and a “vulnerable organ of the body” (McEwen, 2016:2). The brain 

shows “structural and functional plasticity” as individuals negotiate and adapt to new 

conditions (McEwen, 2016:2).  

This brain plasticity is also known in the neuroscientific context as ‘neuroplasticity’ and 

can be defined as “the ability of the nervous system to change its activity in response 

to intrinsic or extrinsic stimuli by reorganising its structure, functions, or connections” 

(Mateos-Aparicio & Rodríguez-Moreno, 2019:1). Neuroplastic mechanisms are 

activated by environmental, behavioural, or neural changes (Kloos et al., 2020:19). 

Thus, neuroplasticity is the ability of the brain to re-wire or re-route its connections or 

circuits, which allows for the adaptability and development of the bodyminded being.123  

Neuroplasticity describes how experiences reorganise neural pathways in the brain 

(McEwen, 2016:2). Structural and functional changes occur when individuals learn 

something new or memorise information. Neuroplastic changes are influenced by 

experiences and the context in which experiences occur (Carey et al., 2019:1). Carey 

et al. (2019:1) argues that the main determinate of neuroplastic change is “meaningful 

behaviour” that holds meaning or is significant to individuals, due to their lived 

experience, socio-cultural context, beliefs, preferences, and mental models.  

 
123 Neuroplasticity can result in negative changes in function due to disease. This neuroplasticity is 

referred to as maladaptive neuroplasticity and falls outside the scope of this research (Kloos et al., 
2020:119). 
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Neuroplasticity is due to neurons in the brain that make new connections with other 

neurons (Carey et al., 2019:2). The main property of neurons is their ability to change 

and strengthen synaptic transmission124 through a variety of “activity-dependent 

mechanisms” referred to as synaptic plasticity125 (Mateos-Aparicio & Rodríguez-

Moreno, 2019:1). Wan et al. (2020:4) argue that the synapse is the origin point for 

learning and memory, and it is where the ability to memorise depends on synaptic 

plasticity. In memorising events, the synaptic connections change and strengthen. 

This synaptic plasticity facilitates learning, memory, homeostasis, re-patterning and 

brain development for the multimodal bodyminded being. 

Neuroplasticity allows for re-patterning, suggesting that the bodymind is constantly 

changing its neurological pathways as a way of adaptation (Blakeslee & Blakeslee, 

2008:11). Munro (2018:1) suggests that re-patterning takes place through and 

because of the body due to body plasticity, where the bodyminded being is 

continuously becoming. Human beings constantly adapt as these patterns are 

changed through conscious and sub-conscious choice and specifically through 

repetition and habit (Munro, 2018:7). This conscious re-patterning is referred to by 

Woodruff (1992:46) as “neuromuscular re-education” and involves the re-training of 

the bodyminded being, the muscles, and the nerves.  

Re-patterning and change are a fundamental process of the bodyminded being, in the 

process of becoming. Through the re-patterning and change process, individuals are 

constantly emerging and becoming, through their perception of their experiences and 

environment. Mansvelder et al. (2019:186) argues that synaptic plasticity and 

brain/body plasticity, is the basis for memory in the bodyminded being. This idea of 

individuals continuously ‘becoming’ (where the bodymind emerges as a site for 

storytelling), is made possible through memory or more specifically, memory of lived 

 
124 Synaptic transmission “involves communication between two or more cells. However, synaptic 

communication is triggered by electrical activity within neurons and involves the movement of 
electrical charges carried by ions. Electrical signalling within a single neuron, often 
termed cellular neurophysiology, is the foundation upon which synaptic transmission is built” (Meriney 
& Fanselow, 2019:19). 

125 Synaptic plasticity refers “to the activity-dependent modification of the strength or efficacy of synaptic 
transmission at pre-existing synapses, and for over a century has been proposed to play a central 
role in the capacity of the brain to incorporate transient experiences into persistent memory traces” 
(Citri & Malenka, 2008:18).  
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experiences. Individual memory is shaped by what is perceived subjectively and is 

made possible through body/brain plasticity. Plasticity is a defining feature of all forms 

of memory, and it is this body/brain plasticity that allows memories to be recalled, 

processed, stored, and reconstructed (Kirmayer, 2020:217). Body/brain plasticity is 

facilitated through individual embodiment in the world, in a continuous becoming of 

bodymindedness. Bodymindedness in the world suggests embodied cognition, where 

the bodyminded being is intertwined with cognitive abilities.  

4.10 Embodied cognition  

Human cognition is not the grasping of an independent, outside world by a 

separate mind or self, but instead the bringing forth or enacting126 of a 

dependant world of relevance in and through embodied action. (Thompson, 

2016:xviii)  

Traditional cognitive science argues a “conception of mind wedded to 

computationalism: mental processes are computational processes; the brain, qua 

computer, is the seat of cognition” (Shapiro, 2021:s.p). Embodied cognition is in 

opposition to cognitivism and computational methods that remove mental performance 

from the “full functioning of the body in its environment” (Varela, Thompson, Rosch, et 

al., 2016:xivii). Embodied cognition is against the mind as a sole product of the brain, 

suggesting that movements of the body and interactions in the environment affect 

cognition, through embodied action (Shapiro & Stolz, 2019:20).  Maturana and Varela 

(1998:26) opine that “all doing is knowing, and all knowing is doing”. This notion 

suggests that bodies are “both as physical structures and as lived, experiential 

structures – in short, as both “outer” and “inner”, biological and phenomenological” 

(Varela, Thompson & Rosch, 2016:lxii). The “outer” and “inner” in a continuous 

relationship with one another suggests individual embodiment in the world where 

cognition and in this research, memory is an embodied process.  

In the last twenty years, there has been a shift in understanding and defining memory, 

perceiving it as more of an embodied process, rather than as storage. Stevenson 

(2014:355) argues that memory is an “emplaced, embodied, multisensory” 

 
126 The idea of enaction is that “the living body is a self-organising system” (Rosch, 2016:xxxviii). 
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phenomenon, as opposed to an “internal archive”. Memories are seen as practices 

where remembering is a function of individuals’ interaction in the world and how 

individuals maintain homeostasis (Stevenson, 2014:356). Caldwell and Koch 

(2013:242) suggest that memory and the storage of experiences occur in collaboration 

with the bodyminded being, and thus memories are embodied.  

Iani (2019:1747) states the sensorimotor model of memory (SMM) suggests that 

during the encoding of memory, individuals “register perceptual and motor 

information”. When individuals later recall the event or personal experience, the 

sensorimotor systems are reactivated (Ianì, 2019:1747). This reactivation or reliving 

is a “subjective sense of reliving the original event” or is an individual perception of the 

event (Ianì, 2019:1748). This current theory sees memory processes as no longer 

“higher-order cognitive activities” but rather, towards embodied cognition,127 where 

cognition and memory are “strongly influenced by the body” (Glenberg et al., 

2013:573). Embodied cognition theories suggest “the coupling of the sensate moving 

being with the environment gives rise to thinking, meaning, and personal agency” 

(Weber, 2019:1). Thus, memory is embodied as stored events in individuals’ memory 

and is a re-enactment of sensorimotor activity shaped by mental models and 

constructed through interaction in various environments through sensing, perceiving 

and experiencing (Ianì, 2019:1763). This is further discussed in Chapter 5.  

Bodyminded beings sense, perceive, and experience an ongoing, interconnected 

relationship with, through, and within the self in a continuous evolving being-in-the-

world. The visual framework below illustrates how I view the key concepts discussed 

thus far, and their interrelation with one another. The visual framework provides a 

panoramic view of the concepts discussed in this chapter.  

 
127 Embodied cognition “refers to the assumption that the body functions as a constituent of the mind 

rather than a passive perceiver and actor serving the mind” (Leitan & Chaffey, 2014:3).  
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Figure 4.1: Framework of the bodyminded being  
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The visual framework above provides the lens and base for understanding individuals 

as bodyminded beings becoming and emerging in the environment. To provide a 

detailed understanding of embodied memory this chapter discusses the 

body/brain/mind interrelation, body experiences, body representations, embodiment, 

the bodyminded being, the lived body, senses and perceptions, the sensorimotor 

system, body/brain plasticity and embodied cognition. This is because these concepts 

all underlie or form the foundation for memory. In this research, I validate the 

bodyminded being as the locus of enunciation, where embodied memories emerge as 

a strategy for decolonial choreography.  

This chapter suggests that knowledge, thinking and being-in-the-world is not specific 

to either the body, mind or brain but rather, is an ever evolving, interconnected 

relationship. I draw everything together from this chapter to present the case for a 

monist position, rather than a dualist position. From a monist ontology, the body, mind 

and brain are intertwined, and I take cognisance that it is not possible to separate them 

(Bergen, 2019:11). This monist ontology in its multiplicity, relationality, 

interdependency, and pluriversality moves towards a trans-ontology. An 

interconnected, reciprocal, multimodal relationship exists between body, mind and 

brain (Munro, 2018:6). This interconnected relationship allows the becoming and 

emerging of bodyminded beings in the world, where experiences, sensing and 

perceiving, interactions in the world allow and facilitate memory.  

In the next chapter, I provide a detailed understanding of memory to create one of the 

foundations of the teaching and learning strategy, where embodied memories emerge 

as the locus of enunciation for movement creation in choreographic composition.  
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CHAPTER 5: MEMORY  

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a detailed understanding of memory to create 

one of the foundations of the teaching and learning strategy in choreographic 

composition. I argue that memory is subjective, constructed, subject-centred, and a 

multimodal process. In Chapter 4, I provided an overview and introductory arc of the 

ingrained perception of body, mind and brain, body experiences, body 

representations, embodiment, the bodyminded being, the lived body, senses and 

perceptions, the sensorimotor system, body/brain plasticity, and embodied cognition 

that facilitates and enables the process of memory.  

For the purpose of this research, I engage critically with the concept of memory to 

construct a teaching and learning strategy for choreographic composition, with 

decolonial storying as method. I examine what memory is and how memories are 

formed, otherwise referred to as the stages in memory creation in a multimodal 

bodyminded being. I identify and critically reflect on various types of memory: sensory 

memory, short-term memory, long-term memory, episodic memory, procedural 

memory, autobiographical memory, source or personal memory, and the memory 

illusion. I critically engage with body memory, habitual body memory, and habitual 

patterning, that are part of individuals’ multimodal sense of self,128 personal memory, 

procedural memory, and identities, and thus influences their remembering. I draw from 

current scholarship on the process of remembering, and explore embodied memories 

as part of the theoretical framework for this study to facilitate a decolonised teaching 

and learning strategy for choreographic composition. I identify the characteristics of 

embodied memory to be used to facilitate such a teaching and learning strategy.  

When individuals move (or specifically in this research, dance) in time and space, they 

reveal their lived experiences, identities, mental models, procedural body memory, 

habitual patterning, and habitual body memory. Their movements, gestures, and 

choices reveal their embodied experiences, memories, and their sense of selves. The 

bodyminded being moving in time and space is interwoven with past experiences and 

tacit body knowledge, and in a sense, individuals’ personal ‘histories’ are revealed. 

 
128 When I refer to a ‘sense of self’, I am not referring to a ‘core’ or single identity but rather, multiple, 

hybrid and fluid identities.  
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The multimodal bodyminded being becomes a meshwork of a “sensori-emotional-

aesthetic amalgam of experience” (Tantia, 2021:xxx). 

In this specific research, when individuals use explicit memory,129 specifically 

autobiographical memory, as a source for the choreographic composition, their 

choices in terms of how they construct the choreography or what they choose to 

explore, reveals how they perceive the memory. More specifically, it reveals how they 

have constructed the autobiographical memory, in relation to themselves, as a 

personal recollection and a subjective perception of an experience. Constructing a 

recollection of these memories’ positions memory as a process of creation, where 

individuals’ subjective lived experiences130 are revealed through decolonial storying. 

Individuals’ bodymindedness and embodied memories become the loci of enunciation, 

where knowledge and being-doing can be based in mosaic epistemologies, border-

thinking, subjective lived experiences, and multiple identities that foster trans-

ontology. In this way, surfacing embodied memories speaks to decoloniality.  

5.1 Memory  

Memories make us who we are. (Tsien, 2007 xxvii) 

Memory is the capability that allows individuals to “connect experiences, learn, and 

make sense” of the world (Camina & Güell, 2017:1). Fundamentally, memory is the 

ability to process information, store it, and recall it later. Memory is multi-modal, 

complex, and difficult to define as it entails a variety of processes and is not available 

for direct observation (Radvansky, 2017:25). Memory is considered to have three 

primary definitions: namely memory as the location where information is kept; a non-

tangible process that holds the contents of experience or a memory engram;131 and 

 
129 Explicit memory is a long-term memory system that is consciously recalled (see Section 5.1.4). 
130 I am aware that embodied experiences and subjective lived experiences are also subject to 

ideological influences, but the decolonial strategies I propose are likely to make ideological nodes 
visible.  

131 Richard Semon introduced the term “engram” to describe the “neural substrate for storing and 
recalling memories. Essentially, Semon proposed that an experience activates a population of 
neurons that undergo persistent chemical and/or physical changes to become an engram” (Josselyn 
& Tonegawa, 2020:s.p).  
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the mental process individuals use to learn, store, and remember information 

(Baddeley et al., 2015:xi; Radvansky, 2017:25). 

The complexities of memory and memory processes make it challenging to speak 

simply and directly about memory, and this often results in scholars and educators 

using metaphors to elucidate its meaning (Radvansky, 2017:4). For example, in early 

research on memory, a spatial metaphor was often used. This spatial emphasis 

positions memories as “objects” stored in the “mind space”, and the processes of 

retrieval are the search for those objects (Roediger, 1980:231). Among other things, 

this metaphor was an attempt to develop a theory of human memory around inscription 

and storage, excluding the body. Roediger (1980:233) provides a list of metaphors for 

memory that have been used and illustrate the idea of memory as storage, such as a 

wax tablet, a tape recorder, video camera, and rooms in a house, amongst other 

things. Danziger (2008:31) asserts that the most prominent metaphor for memory is 

probably the notion of literacy (where ideas are written and stored), illustrating the 

concept of memory involving “encoding, storage, and retrieval” (Radvansky, 2017:6). 

In contrast to the above metaphorisation of memory, memory is an interconnected 

network where much of what is stored is forgotten; thus, the metaphor of a leaky 

bucket is apt. The loss of memory or knowledge requires individuals to construct the 

“missing pieces of a memory” in a constructive process (Radvansky, 2017:5). Memory 

processes are constructive, where information is used in a specific way to make 

information available at a later stage or the capability of constructing representations 

of past events (Robins, 2019:2136).  

Memory arguably shapes and determines the lens through which individuals perceive 

the world and is the most crucial component of human thought (Radvansky, 2017:3; 

Tsien, 2007 xxvii).  Scholars have to understand memory to understand humans as 

bodyminded beings (Radvansky, 2017:3). Memories are shaped by individuals’ 

intimate lived experiences, in relation to the environment and within themselves, and 

a very close aspect of what makes them personally unique, forming part of individuals’ 

multiple identities (Tsien, 2007 xxvii). Without memories, individual existence would 

be a constant fading present (Rowlands, 2017:2). A constant fading present would 

make the sense of selves and change impossible.  
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Van der Kolk (2016:175) discusses the changeability of memories and how the stories 

individuals tell themselves (their memories), or stories told about them, are constantly 

changing. Individuals are only relatively stable due to continuously emerging and 

becoming within the environment. This changeability links to body/brain plasticity, 

discussed in 4.9, resulting in the bodymind rewiring or reconfiguring memories in the 

telling and retelling of the lived experience. Brockmeier (2010:5) argues that the notion 

of memory as storage or archive is currently in the process of being re-conceptualised.. 

This conceptual shift is away from memory as occupying space and towards memories 

as subject-centered. Brockmeier (2010:5) furthers this argument around the idea of 

memories “as offering visions of more open, fleeting, social and cultural practices of 

remembering and forgetting” that form a sense of individuals’ multiple identities.  

Theories on memory are dominated by constructivism where memory is seen not as 

a fixed entity but rather in terms of how individuals construct their memory (Robins, 

2019:2136). Human memory is now understood not as a single faculty but as various 

storage and retrieval processes. Memory can be broken down into various 

components to conceptualise the organic, complex, and fundamental process of 

memory and what it entails (Baddeley et al., 2015:4). Memory is subject centred, 

meaning that memory is related to individuals’ senses, perceptions, lived experience, 

and mental models. Memory is created from individual knowledge and experiences 

constructed through the sensorimotor system in consciousness and unconsciousness 

(Dumouchel, 2019:1). The creation and formation of memory is a dynamic process. 

Understanding how memories are formed assists in further conceptualising memory.  

5.1.1 Stages of memory creation  

The traditional view of the memory formation process is one where an individual 

experiences an event, and some part of this event is encoded. This encoding starts a 

series of processes called “consolidation” that leads to a “permanent memory trace”132 

(Nadel et al., 2012:1640). This notion of the memory formation process is that once 

 
132 Memory research attempts to locate “the physical substrate of memory (also referred to as ‘memory 

trace’ or ‘neural substrates of memory’) in the brain” (Sakaguchi & Hayashi, 2012:1). 
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the permanent memory trace is encoded, it cannot be disrupted or changed, resulting 

in a “fixed memory trace” (Nadel et al., 2012:1640).  

Recent memory research discredits the outdated process of memory formation 

because when a fixed memory is reactivated, a process is activated that makes the 

memory trace unstable or open to change (Alberini & Ledoux, 2013:R746). This 

change can take many forms, as the memory trace can be weakened, deleted, 

strengthened, or changed as revealed through body/brain plasticity discussed in 4.9. 

These active memories can then “undergo another consolidation process” similar to 

new memory formation (Nadel et al., 2012:1640). Thus, future retrievals use the 

changed information or updated memory. The most probable outcome of this 

reactivation of the “fragile memory is that it becomes restabilised, but in some cases, 

reactivation starts a process of reconsolidation” that can lead to a change (Hupbach 

et al., 2007:47). 

Forming new memories is a complex process that occurs in stages, across various 

parts of the brain, as the multimodal bodyminded being receives information, interprets 

it, and stores it. Nadel et al. (2012:1642) suggests there is agreement amongst 

neuroscientists about what happens in the nervous system during the encoding of 

memory. At a basic level, parts of the various entities involved in the experience are 

activated in the cortical systems.133 The conjunction of these entities creates 

representation in the hippocampal134 formation (Zhang, 2019:23). These entities in the 

hippocampal system provide an ‘index’135 that allows the system to access and retrieve 

the memory traces from the experience that are stored in various sections of the brain 

(Voss et al., 2017:577).  

Thus, memories and the knowledge they depend on are distributed across many brain 

areas, and parts of memories are stored in various parts of the brain (Nadel & Hardt, 

2011:254). Visual elements are encoded in the visual cortex, smell components are 

 
133 The cortical systems which are important for memory in humans are “the perirhinal cortex (PRC), 

parahippocampal cortex (PHC) and retrosplenial cortex (RSC)” (Ranganath & Ritchey, 2012:713).  
134 The hippocampus is a complex brain structure embedded deep into the temporal lobe and has an 

important role in learning and memory (Anand & Dhikav, 2012:239).  
135 The hippocampal memory indexing theory suggests that the “hippocampus does not “contain” the 

episodic memory itself; rather, it generates a code or “index” that binds neuronal activity patterns 
underlying an experiential event, which is stored across distributed neocortical (and potentially 
subcortical) modules” (Goode et al., 2020:806). 
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encoded in the olfactory cortex, movement elements are encoded in the motor cortex, 

and emotional elements are encoded in the deep brain structures of the amygdala136 

(Voss et al., 2017:577–578). The hippocampus collects information from the various 

areas and binds them together, creating a reconsolidated memory. 

Furthermore, memory reconsolidation and formation involve the delicate interplay of 

various factors that result in multiple representations; a more apt term to describe 

these processes would be “memory transformation” (Nadel et al., 2012:1640). Long-

term memories are “stabilised and then de-stabilised and re-stabilised according to 

the reactivation schedule of their traces” and called memory reconsolidation (Alberini 

& Ledoux, 2013:R746). Individual memories are labile, constantly reactivated, and 

changed due to body/brain plasticity and synaptic plasticity.  

To conceptualise memory, it is important to take cognisance of the standard model of 

memory or the multi-store model of memory developed by Atkinson and Shriffrin 

(1968:17), still relevant today. The model consists of three components: sensory 

memory, short-term memory, and long-term memory (Radvansky, 2017:18). In this 

model, sensory information is detected and processed by a series of sensory memory 

systems that can be viewed as an “interface between perception and memory” 

(Baddeley et al., 2015:9). If this information is noted, it enters the short-term memory 

system. Only if the information is rehearsed or repeated (known as consolidation) will 

the short-term memory system transform it into a long-term memory system (Wan et 

al., 2020:1). The long-term memory system then stores the information for future use 

(Radvansky, 2017:105). Each memory system has its own characteristics in terms of 

encoding, capacity, and duration. Sensory memory is the first process in the multi-

store model of memory, where the process of memory begins.  

5.1.2 Sensory memory  

Wan et al. (2020:1) suggests that sensory neurons specifically initiate the sensory 

memory process and that humans’ sensory memory collects, integrates, and refines 

 
136 The amygdala is a “complex structure of cells nestled in the middle of the brain, adjacent to 

the hippocampus (which is associated with memory formation)” (Guy-Evans, 2021:s.p). 
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large amounts of sensory data, shaping individuals’ perception, cognition137 and 

awareness. Sensory memory allows individuals to retain sensory information from the 

environment in great detail for a few milliseconds and is the shortest-term memory 

system (Zhang, 2019:16). As individuals have an experience or stimulus, sensory 

detail is retained after presenting that stimulus (Radvansky, 2017:105). Sensory 

memory is an “automatic response to raw material” that creates a picture of the overall 

sensory experience through the body’s sensory receptors138 and registers (Baddeley 

et al., 2015:10). Sensory memory can store sensory data after the stimulus is 

removed. This stored sensory information is then processed to form individual 

perceptions that guide individual actions and decisions (Wan et al., 2020:1). 

Sensory memory can be divided into several categories encompassed in 

exteroception, interoception, and proprioception. Exteroception is involved in touch, 

sound, smell, sight, and taste, which enable awareness of the external (Zhang, 

2019:17). Interoception is involved in pain, hunger, and thermoregulation,139 which 

enable awareness of the internal state and experience of the body. Proprioception is 

involved in body position, movement, and acceleration, which enable the awareness 

of motion (Wan et al., 2020:2). 

Exteroception, interoception, and proprioception are experienced through sensory 

registers or sensory receptors with distinct modalities for the senses and can be 

understood as a “collection of memory stores” (Healy & McNamara, 1996:145). 

Individuals have several kinds of sensory receptors that enable the sensation of 

stimulus, such as iconic, auditory, gustatory,140 haptic,141 nociceptive (pain), cold and 

 
137 Cognition is the mental action or process of acquiring knowledge and understanding individual 

thoughts, experiences, and senses (Zhang, 2019:2). Cognition includes many intellectual functions 
and processes, such as memory, judgement, understanding, formation of knowledge, reasoning, 
decision making, and language production (Zhang 2019:2). 

138 Sensory receptors occur in “specialised organs such as the eyes, ears, nose, and mouth, as well 
as internal organs. Each receptor type conveys a distinct sensory modality to integrate into a single 
perceptual frame eventually” (Marzvanyan, 2020:1).  

139 Thermoregulation is a mechanism by which humans “maintain body temperature with tightly 
controlled self-regulation independent of external temperatures. Temperature regulation is a type of 
homeostasis and a means of preserving a stable internal temperature in order to survive” (Osilla et 
al., 2022:s.p).  

140 Gustatory is concerned with a sense of taste.  
141 Haptic is based on a sense of touch.  
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warm receptors, and mechanoreceptors,142 amongst others (Wan et al., 2020:4). There 

is a type of sensory memory for each of the five traditional senses143 (touch, taste, 

sight, hearing, and smell) with various properties and characteristics, and the most 

studied is the visual sensory register (iconic memory), the auditory sensory register 

(echoic memory), and the haptic sensory register for touch information (Radvansky, 

2017:106). 

The visual sensory register or iconic memory is the most studied due to individuals’ 

reliance on visual information to understand the world. Wan et al. (2020:8) suggest 

half of the cerebral cortex144 concerns the processing of visual information because 

through vision, individuals understand objects in terms of size, shape, colour, 

brightness of objects, distance, location, and smoothness or roughness. Iconic 

memory is named due to mental representations of visual stimuli as “icons” (Baddeley 

et al., 2015:10). These icons in iconic memory retain a trace of a stimulus after it 

disappears (Sugita et al., 2018:1). Quilty-Dunn (2020:660) defines icons as “image-

like perceptual representations”, thus perceptual icons. An example of iconic memory 

is light trails at night or when someone uses a sparkler in the dark. Evans (2017:64) 

suggests the trail individuals see is the rapidly fading iconic memory of it because 

there is no trail of light in reality. Individuals perceive a bright moving light as making 

a continuous line because of the images held in the iconic memory (Baddeley, 

1997:10). Iconic memory lasts only for milliseconds and plays a role in creating new 

memories as individuals process visual information and use that information to create 

new memories.  

Echoic memory shares a similar purpose for the auditory process as iconic memory 

does for vision (Radvansky, 2017:113). The mental representation in echoic memory 

is called an “echo” and echoic memory can maintain a larger amount of auditory 

information for about four seconds (Baddeley et al., 2015:12). The echoic sound is 

 
142 Mechanoreceptors are “specialised neurons that transmit mechanical deformation information (e.g. 

joint rotation due to positional change and motion) into electrical signals” (Ergen & Ulkar, 2007:237). 
143 Neuroscientists have debated the five traditional senses and argue humans have as many as 32 

senses such as proprioception, vestibular, thermoception, cardiac interoception, and nociceptors 
amongst others (Young, 2021:5–10). 

144 The cerebral cortex is the “outermost layer of the brain that is associated with our highest mental 
capabilities. The cerebral cortex is primarily constructed of grey matter (neural tissue that is made up 
of neurons), with between 14 and 16 billion neurons being found here”(Guy-Evans, 2021:s.p). 
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replayed in the mind immediately after the presentation of the auditory stimulus 

(Baddeley, 1997:24). Auditory information is extended over time and is most often 

heard once. Thus, echoic memory has to hold larger pieces of information and keep 

the information for longer to make sense of it (Radvansky, 2017:113). 

Haptic sensory memory is used to interact with familiar objects and qualities, such as 

pressure, force, and temperature in individuals’ environments (Wan et al., 2020:5). 

Through haptic memory, individuals know the amount of force required when holding 

a delicate object due to past experiences of the object breaking. Haptic memory allows 

individuals to sense the “spatial extent of what is in contact with the body” in the 

environment (Radvansky, 2017:114). Various parts of the body are sensitive to tactile 

information in different ways. For example, the hands and face show more sensitivity 

than the knees and the back (Yuhas, 2012:s.p.).  

Part of sensory memory is kinaesthetic-motor memory and is also called muscle 

memory and assists in the “smoothness and accuracy of movements” by memorising 

muscle motions (Wan et al., 2020:10). It is through motor and muscle memory that 

individuals are able to execute complicated movements. Motor memory starts from 

the triggering of stretch receptors145 located in the muscles and ligaments based on 

proprioception, which provides the brain with information on the movement and spatial 

positions of parts of the body (Wan et al., 2020:10). 

Sensory memory can be thought of as one fundamental mechanism of intelligence, as 

it is involved in essential tasks, such as interpretation, manipulation, recognition, 

memory, and thus is the foundation of perception and learning (Wan et al., 2020:10). 

The sensory memory systems are interrelated and interconnected and require multiple 

sensory modalities. Sensory memory collects, integrates, and refines the sensory data 

from individuals’ interoception, exteroception, and proprioception. If the bodyminded 

being wants to retain the information in the sensory memory system, then sensory 

data is transferred into short-term memory (Radvansky, 2017:18). 

Sensory memory within the lived body is facilitated through an individual’s 

embodiment in the world. As sensory memory shapes individuals’ perception, 

 
145 Stretch receptors are called “golgi tendon organs” which are found within the collagen fibres of 

tendons and within joint capsules” (Feher, 2012:332). 
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cognition and awareness, there is acknowledgment of the multimodal bodyminded 

being (see Section 4.8). Individuals’ bodymindedness and subjective lived 

experiences are revealed through decolonial storying of embodied memories. 

Embodied memories as the locus of enunciation are some of the aspects that can 

foster a decolonial trans-ontology, where a monist ontology is an initial access point 

towards trans-ontology. A trans-ontology creates a way of being that is “between…an 

altered way of being” (Sara & Sara, 2015:77). 

5.1.3 Short-term memory and working memory 

Short-term memory is the ability to keep a small amount of information available for a 

short period in a short-term storehouse (Camina & Güell, 2017:4). Short-term memory 

holds information for less than a minute if it is not actively used, and its capacity is 

relatively small (Radvansky, 2017:19). The short-term storehouse receives sensory 

information and can move that information to long-term memory (Camina & Güell, 

2017:4). The short-term storehouse generates reasoning and new deductions, with its 

main function being a kind of working memory (Camina & Güell, 2017:4). 

The memory system responsible for short-term memory forms part of the working 

memory that stores and manipulates information to allow individuals to execute 

essential cognitive tasks and activities, such as reasoning, learning, understanding, 

and comprehension (Baddeley et al., 2015:41). A unique feature of short-term memory 

is that its contents include consciousness (Radvansky, 2017:115). Experiences, 

objects and interactions which individuals are conscious of, suggest ‘thought’ about 

the things. It is this ‘thinking’ that implies an active processing or manipulation of 

information in the short-term, resulting in the working memory (Radvansky, 2017:141). 

Working memory is the “sketchpad of conscious thought” and is the ability to store 

information temporarily while the brain is busy with a different task (Miller et al., 

2018:463). Working memory explains how individuals store information for the short 

term without shifting it to long-term memory (Zhang, 2019:18). Individuals consciously 

decide which information to encode in long-term memory (Zhang, 2019:18). 

Baddeley and Hitch’s (1974:47) model and theory of working memory was developed 

from Atkinson and Shriffrin’s (1968:17) multi-store model. Atkinson and Shriffrin 

(1968:17) contemplate a multi-component working memory, instead of a storage unit 
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in short-term memory. Baddeley and Hitch (1974:47)146 proposed the presence of four 

subsystems within the multi-storehouse model of working memory: the central 

executive, a phonological or articulatory loop, a visuospatial sketchpad, and the 

episodic buffer (Radvansky, 2017:142). In general, the central executive controls 

attention. The phonological loop maintains the retention of verbal and auditory 

information, and the visuospatial sketchpad is concerned with the storage of visual 

and spatial information (Swanson & Stomel, 2012:30). At the same time, the episodic 

buffer is responsible for multimodal information from various sources being put 

together (Camina & Güell, 2017:5). 

The phonological loop receives the most attention in the working memory due to the 

verbal learning tradition and language acquisition (Camina & Güell, 2017:5). The 

phonological loop is concerned with processing verbal items that are consolidated in 

the long-term memory (Camina & Güell, 2017:5). The phonological loop has two parts: 

the phonological store that is a temporary storehouse, and the articulatory loop for the 

active rehearsal of the information (Radvansky, 2017:143). Information first enters the 

phonological store and can be lost unless the “articulatory loop actively rehearses to 

maintain the information in the phonological store” (Radvansky, 2017:143). 

The visuospatial sketchpad is responsible for “visual information, such as size and 

colour and spatial information, such as the orientation of entities or spatially 

manipulating an object in the mind’s eye” (Camina & Güell, 2017:5). The main task of 

the visuospatial sketchpad is the “construction and manipulation of mental images” 

(Camina & Güell, 2017:5). For example, if individuals are asked to describe a famous 

building, such as the Taj Mahal, they base their description on visuospatial 

representation (Baddeley et al., 2015:76). Mental images must be actively maintained 

or rehearsed, or the image will fade. The visuospatial sketchpad is linked to the central 

executive, as it is through the attention of the central executive that visuospatial 

information is processed (Radvansky, 2017:144). 

 
146 The Baddeley and Hitch (1974:47) model was proposed in 1974 and has been regularity updated 

over the years. It is still accepted as applicable in memory research and the information used in this 
section is taken from their updated theories by Baddeley, Eysenck and Anderson (Baddeley et al., 
2015:1).  
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The central executive is involved with deciding what to think about and “what not to 

think about, as well as the active processing of information” (Camina & Güell, 2017:5). 

The central executive does the majority of the work in the working memory system in 

which actions are controlled in two ways (Camina & Güell, 2017:5). First, habitual and 

routine behaviour is controlled automatically by a range of schemas and well-learnt 

processes that allow individuals to respond effectively to the environment. Second, 

processes that are not habitual are controlled using long-term knowledge to suggest 

new behavioural solutions and decide how to respond (Camina & Güell, 2017:5). The 

central executive is responsible for holding attention to specific information that the 

episodic buffer processes.  

The role of the episodic buffer is to “bind together information from various sources” 

and multiple systems in the working memory and long-term memory (Radvansky, 

2017:158). The episodic buffer combines information into a form of temporal 

representation (Camina & Güell, 2017:6). Thus, memory is not just about retaining 

information over time. It is about how and what is done with the information, allowing 

individuals to put together new ideas and understanding. This temporal transition 

activity is working memory. Working memory is the interface for knowledge in the long-

term memory, creating knowledge that will eventually be stored in the long-term 

memory system (Radvansky, 2017:171). 

5.1.4 Long-term memory  

The fourth component and final stage in processing memory of the multi-store model 

developed by Atkinson and Shriffrin (1968:17) is long-term memory. Long-term 

memory includes a vast amount of knowledge, and the variety of ways of using that 

knowledge and long-term capacity is unlimited (Radvansky, 2017:171). The defining 

feature of long-term memory is the ability to store information over long periods 

(Baddeley et al., 2015:13). Long-term memory in this research refers to the ever-

changing and dynamically integrated concept of memory. Long-term memory in flux is 

not the outdated view of memory as a stable entity but rather, a subject-centred 

process where individuals are constantly emerging and becoming, as a result of 

body/brain plasticity and the fluid interchange of their perceptions, experiences, and 

environment (Alberini & Ledoux, 2013:R946; Munro, 2018:7). 
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Hupbach (2018:292) describes long-term memory as a dynamic construct “constantly 

being shaped and re-shaped by situational demands, physiological, intentional factors, 

and the way individuals use them”. Long-term memory can be conceptualised as a 

vast amount of knowledge of previous events and this is a defining feature of long-

term memories because they are often outside of conscious thought (Cowan, 2008:2). 

Long-term memory is divided into many types of memory, and all long-term memories 

can be defined as either explicit memories or implicit memories (Zhang, 2019:20). 

Explicit memory or declarative memory refers to memory and information that can be 

evoked consciously when individuals actively try to remember something (Radvansky, 

2017:23). Explicit memory is divided into two types: episodic and semantic. Episodic 

and semantic will be discussed in Section 5.1.4.3.  

Implicit memory is the opposite of explicit memory as individuals are unaware of the 

memory being used and its processes are unconscious. Implicit memory is divided 

into classical conditioning, priming, and procedural memory. Classical conditioning is 

a form of associative learning where two stimuli are linked together to produce a 

learned response (Clark et al., 2002:524). Priming is an implicit memory effect where 

exposure to a stimulus influences or affects later behaviour in some way 

(Bermeitinger, 2014:17). Priming is unconscious as individuals are unaware that the 

first stimulus is influencing their behaviour. Even though these distinctions are made, 

it is unusual that memory processes use only implicit or explicit processes as 

performance most often reflects a combination of explicit and implicit processes 

(Radvansky, 2017:93). An important part of implicit memory is procedural memory, 

which makes up the majority of individual knowledge, habits, habitual patterns, and 

skills, which is unconscious. Procedural memory reveals bodymindedness as it 

includes habitual patterns147 and skills, which is embodied action. Embodied action 

that is reinforced by repetitive behaviours creates procedural memory.  

5.1.4.1 Procedural memory  

Procedural memory is a long-term memory system with the main function of encoding, 

storing, and retrieving procedures where a person remembers motor, verbal, 

perceptual and cognitive skills (Bier et al., 2015:915; Klein & Nichols, 2012:679).  

 
147 Habitual patterns are influenced by ideology, so that they are not ‘authentic’ from the individual but 

rather an expression of personal, socio-cultural, and ideological aspects. 
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These skills are all interrelated as they contribute to the bodyminded sense of self (see 

Chapter 4). These memories are types of processes humans remember due to being 

taught and practised, such as riding a bike or swimming. Procedural memories are 

“knowing or remembering how” and cannot be examined as either true or false 

(Rowlands, 2017:32). Procedural memories are subjective and shape mental models 

or how individuals perceive the world, contributing to their lifeworlds or views 

(Rowlands, 2017:32). 

As the name suggests, ‘procedural memory’ stores information on how to execute 

certain procedures, actions, and skills, or a given ability, such as walking, talking, 

driving a car, and playing the piano. Individuals’ procedural memory may vary 

depending on skill levels148 (Rowlands, 2017:32). Procedural memory which is 

connected to associative learning and skilled activities is unique in each individual 

(Rowlands, 2017:33). Procedural memory promotes and determines the learning of 

new information and the control of established sensorimotor and cognitive habits and 

skills (Ullman, 2004:237).  

Procedural memory is part of implicit memory and is also referred to as unconscious 

memory or automatic memory (Simor et al., 2019:1). Implicit memory systems use 

past experiences to remember life events and experiences without conscious thought, 

as both the “learning of the knowledge and the knowledge itself is not available to 

conscious access” (Ullman, 2004:237). Procedural memory can be difficult to 

verbalise as it is ingrained or automatic and once learnt, individuals do not consciously 

need to be reminded of how to execute the specific motor skill, action, or procedure 

(Quam et al., 2018:2). An example of this is swimming, as individuals do not need to 

think of how to swim to execute the action consciously, instead they intuitively swim. 

Thus, procedural memory is also “remembering-is-doing”, as “in that moment in the 

present when the action is performed the memory is the action, and consequently from 

that perspective the present and the past are one and the same” (Clayton & Wilkins, 

2018:4).  

Learning in the procedural memory system is gradual and has to be programmed 

through the experience of performed tasks, which “occurs on an ongoing basis during 

 
148 Gladwell (2008:1) speaks about the 10 000-hour rule as the amount of time it takes to master a 

specific skill or activity or more specifically, for it to be ingrained in the individual’s procedural memory.  
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multiple presentations of stimuli and response” (Ullman, 2004:237). Thus, procedural 

memory is formed through connections between synapses in the brain. The more the 

action is performed, the more often the signals are sent through the same synapsis, 

and the synaptic networks become stronger. The action becomes more ingrained 

(Quam et al., 2018:4). These embodied actions, sensorimotor, and cognitive habits 

and skills contribute to individual personal uniqueness, individual mental models and 

personality. 

Scholars suggest that procedural memory shapes and influences a person’s character 

or personality (Grigsby & Stevens, 2000:311; Novac et al., 2019:157). This theory is 

that individuals learn certain behaviours, gestures, accents, emotional responses, and 

ways of being that result in automatic responses to certain situations, revealing how 

individuals perceive and navigate the world. These learnt behaviours reveal the 

individuals’ positions within a socio-cultural context. Trauma is linked to procedural 

memories as it is involved in a sensorimotor reaction (Langmuir et al., 2012:214). Once 

the procedural memory is activated, the trauma is re-lived, and leaves individuals with 

a somatic experience (Langmuir et al., 2012:214). Garcia et al. (2019:3) suggests that 

human personality has evolved through learning and memory with specific reference 

to procedural memory.  

Grigsby and Stevens  (2000:311) suggest that individuals’ character, personality, or 

identities can be seen as procedurally learnt. Grigsby and Stevens further argue that 

character “results from the activation of neural networks that have been assembled as 

a consequence of procedural learning within the context of a specific temperament”. 

Infants develop character and identity through a combination of procedural or 

memories that have been conditioned and habits through relations with caregivers, 

and these are used later on in life to regulate behaviour (Novac et al., 2019:157). 

Grigsby and Stevens  (2000:321) argue that the reason the notion of identity/s is 

obscure is that identity develops out of procedural memories, and these memories are 

unconscious. An individual’s sense of identity stems from the bodyminded being’s 

subjective thoughts, assumptions, beliefs and embodied actions in the world (Elliott, 

2019:xxi). Their being-in-the-world creates procedural memories that become part of 

the bodyminded being in their process of becoming and emerging, as well as their 
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interaction with the world in which they find themselves and which they have created 

and are creating. 

5.1.4.2 Declarative memory: semantic and episodic  

Explicit or declarative memories consist of facts and beliefs about the world, such as 

elephants have tusks (Klein & Nichols, 2012:679). Declarative memory is in contrast 

to procedural memory due to declarative memories being about facts and events 

(Rowlands, 2017:33). I suggest that Western and/or Eurocentric education and by 

implication, the colonial education systems are built on knowledge, based on 

declarative memory formation. Traditional knowledge production is where supposedly 

objective facts and beliefs are fostered as being the foundation of knowledge and 

rational thought; where a particular cultural discourse is the foundation of knowledge. 

However, declarative memories can be fictionalised by memory, and in the same way, 

fictions can be factualised due to memories’ process of reconsolidation, discussed 

previously.  

Declarative memory is divided into semantic memory and episodic memory. Memories 

of events that individuals experience are episodic memories, and memories for factual 

information are semantic memories (Radvansky, 2017:210). Klein and Nichols 

(2012:679) discuss semantic memory as consisting of context-free generic knowledge 

of the world and does not provide the context of the memory – the when or where. 

Thus, semantic memories are conceptualised as memories of facts (Rowlands, 

2017:38). In contrast to semantic memory, episodic memory stores the specific time 

and place of the memory (Klein & Nichols, 2012:679). Episodic memories are 

memories of an experience and events experienced or witnessed (Rowlands, 

2017:36). Memories of an experience are processed through the bodyminded being 

through sensory and perceptual information, which is reshaped through body memory 

(see Section 4.3). Lived experiences are created and processed from multimodal 

sensations within the bodyminded self in and in relation to the environment, through a 

monist ontology (Stelter, 2000:66). This monist way of being-in-the-world allows for 

the creation of episodic memories and provides the access point towards a trans-

ontology. In this specific research, the interlinking of episodic, autobiographical, and 

procedural memory (a multimodal bodymindedness) where personal lived experience 

and identities are located is of paramount importance.  
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5.1.4.3 Episodic memory  

Episodic memories refer to a collection of past experiences or an individual’s personal 

memory collection (Shaw, 2016:xi). Rowlands (2017:2) opines that episodic memories 

are sometimes referred to as experiential memory. Memories play a role in defining 

individuals’ sense of selves as opinions, likes, and dislikes, which are formed from 

lived experiences (Radvansky, 2017:210). Episodic memory and autobiographical 

memories are often used synonymously and the key to episodic memory is time and 

place (Mace, 2010:4; Shaw, 2016:xi). This differs from procedural memory that is 

rather an automatic response to certain situations. What makes episodic memory 

different is that it represents the “what, where, and when” of an event and locates 

specific memories at a particular point in time (Klein & Nichols, 2012:679). The defining 

feature of episodic memories is the ability to remember particular events (Baddeley et 

al., 2015:137).  

Similar to most long-term memories, episodic memories are “amalgams of different 

types of information” (Radvansky, 2017:211). The experience of an event is processed 

at a variety of levels, and each of these levels provides a “memory trace” (Radvansky, 

2017:211). These memory traces form a person’s episodic memory as an 

“autobiographical record of personal experiences” specific to individuals (Martin, 

1993:170). It is within episodic memory that individual’s experiential knowledge of 

events from the past is stored. The recall pattern between episodic and procedural 

memory is different. Episodic and procedural memories intersect and play into how 

individuals perceive and navigate the world. 

Experiential knowledge within the bodyminded being is due to and contributes to 

embodiment in and through the lived body in the world. This experiential knowledge 

links to personal identities and therefore, episodic memory is subjective in its content 

(Perrin & Rousset, 2014:292).  Subjectivity gives individuals the capacity to self-reflect 

between past, present, and future using their procedural, episodic, and 

autobiographical memory. Easton and Eacott (2008:185) purport that a defining 

feature of episodic memory is that it allows recollection of the whole experience of the 

event, versus a specific idea. This concept has been referred to as “mental time travel” 

and involves recreating an experience mentally to relive the past and consider future 

scenarios (Suddendorf & Busby, 2003:391). Mental time travel speaks to why 
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traumatic memory can activate the experience as if it is happening in the present. 

Rowlands (2017:42) describes episodic memories as “mentally travelling back in time 

and re-experiencing the events that led to the formation of the memory”. The individual 

bodyminded being’s experiences are stored in episodic memory and intersect with 

procedural memory.  

Radvansky (2017:210) suggests that “mental time travel is associated with autonoetic 

consciousness that is broken in auto (self) and noetic (thinking) and is therefore a 

knowledge of the self and is furthermore a subjective knowledge of the self”. 

Autonoetic consciousness allows individuals the capacity to relive the experience of 

an event from their episodic memory (Radvansky, 2017:210). Corballis (2013:1) 

suggests a component of mental time travel is what he calls mind-wandering, or “the 

calling to mind of remembered past events and of imagined future ones”. It is 

individuals’ episodic memory that allows mind-wandering and mental time travel, 

“taking us into an imagined future as well as into an imagined past” (Corballis, 2013:1). 

Thus, mental time travel and mind wandering are constructive processes of imagined 

recollections.  

Episodic memories are different from all other types of memory by way of the mode of 

presentation of the memory (Sugar & Moser, 2019:1190). What defines the memory 

of individuals as episodic is if they witnessed or were a part of or otherwise 

encountered the experience. Rowlands (2017:42) characterises episodic memory as 

having two distinct traits: first, mental time travel (re-experiencing events), and second, 

the “idea of contextual wealth as a function of the content in which the information was 

first attained”. He gives an example of the memory of falling out a tree on your tenth 

birthday, which would be detailed in experiential content, such as the feelings, 

perceptions, and senses of that experience (Rowlands, 2017:43). If all of the 

experiential content of that memory faded gradually, individuals would be left with a 

semantic memory that on their tenth birthday they fell out of a tree. Within their 

procedural memory, they would have stored the experience of falling. Thus, both 

episodic and procedural memory systems are often simultaneously active in 

remembering (Robins, 2019:480). Episodic and procedural memory are artificially 

divided in scholarship, so that it is possible to discuss them but in life they are not 

necessarily separated, similar to bodymind. 
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A recollection of an event normally requires a prompt or cueing. Within episodic 

memory, two types of episodic retrieval cues are “feature cues and context cues” 

(Radvansky, 2017:213). Feature cues refer to the part of the memory itself or a feature 

of the previous event that helps cue the memory (Radvansky, 2017:213). Context cues 

refer to the environment, space, or context in which the memory occurred and consider 

the context or specific space that cues the episodic memory (Radvansky, 2017:216). 

In this research, both feature and context cues are used to cue the memories that 

individuals explore in the teaching and learning strategy around their multiple 

identities. A phenomenon of episodic memories is that they contain a link to the self, 

which has been seen as absent from other types of memories (Klein & Nichols, 

2012:680). Episodic memories are the content for personal narratives and create 

individuals’ “life story” (Baddeley et al., 2015:137). This life story or episodic memory 

of individuals’ past is the focus of this research. Shaw (2016:xi) refers to episodic 

memory as the collection of past experiences and access of episodic memories is 

similar to “reliving multisensory experience”, the past into the present.  

Rowlands (2017:44) poses the question, “when I episodically remember something, 

what is it that I remember?” He asserts that individuals first remember an episode, and 

second, the experiences of that episode. Episodic memories are “reliving” experiences 

from a moment in the past with the understanding that the episode was specifically 

experienced by the individual (Brewer, 1996:61). The experiences of an episode or 

“felt sense” is through embodiment in the world (Gendlin, 1997:23), where the 

multimodal bodyminded being feels, perceives, thinks, and then remembers. A felt 

sense “is an embodied experience of a whole situation” (Cornell & McGavin, 2021:29); 

a monist ontology of feeling, thinking, sensing and being in the world through the 

bodyminded being is the access point to a trans-ontology. Thus, Rowlands (2017:49) 

suggests that what makes an episodic memory distinctive is the “mode of 

presentation” or the way in which the episode is remembered through an experiential 

mode. Rubin (2006:277) argues that episodic memory is constructed from interactions 

between “vision, audition, olfaction, other senses, spatial imagery, language, emotion, 

narrative, motor output, explicit memory, and search and retrieval”. Thus, he argues 

that episodic and autobiographical memory are embodied as these fundamental 

components interact to form individual embodied memories.  
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The teaching and learning strategy seeks to access these lived experiences, life 

stories, and the multisensory experiences of participants, honouring and inviting the 

participants to draw from these embodied memories in the making of an 

autobiographical choreographic statement. To understand episodic memories and 

their connection to autobiographical memories, I conceptualise autobiographical 

memories. 

5.1.4.4 Autobiographical memory  

We are what we remember. (Wilson & Ross, 2003:137)   

Autobiographical memory refers to memory about individual’s personal history. The 

personal memories of experiences relevant to individuals that form their life history are 

autobiographical memories (Ball, 2010:12). These intricate memories are the 

reconstruction of fragments of experience combined with individual knowledge of the 

experience and knowledge of the self (Ball, 2010:12). In examining the complex and 

unique nature of autobiographical memories, it is important to note that research has 

moved from a specifically cognitive approach to include the role of “socio-cultural, 

personality, emotional, environmental and motivational factors” (Bluck & Habermas, 

2001:135). It is within the being-in-the-world through the lived body and its 

embodiment, that autobiographical memories as a meshwork of lived experiences, 

remembering, perceptions, socio-cultural influences and subjective experiences are 

present. In taking cognisance of these factors, autobiographical memories provide 

individuals with their sense of (multiple) identities and give structure to their being-in-

the-world (Radvansky, 2017:390). Autobiographical memories refer to memories 

important to the sense of self and establish identity (Radvansky, 2017:309). Thus, 

autobiographical memories are “about the person who has them” (Rowlands, 

2017:35). 

These memories refer to “self-relevant events” (Skowronski & Walker, 2004:560). 

These memories are what make individuals unique and develop their sense of ‘you-

ness’ and multiple selves (Radvansky, 2017:309; Shaw, 2016:xi).  Autobiographical 

memories are what give humans a “life story” (Radvansky, 2017:309). These life 

stories that humans construct into a narrative are similar to a storyteller putting 

together a play (Radvansky, 2017:416). Examining autobiographical memories from a 

functional account provides three separate purposes for this memory system: directive 
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(guiding future behaviour); social (creating social togetherness among individuals), 

and self-functions (creating and maintaining conceptualisation of self) (Mace, 

2010:45).  

Addis and Tippett (2008:3) state that autobiographical memory can be understood as 

having “personal semantic and personal episodic components”. The personal 

semantic can be understood as facts about individuals and the personal episodic 

recollections of memories about “temporally-specific events” can be understood as 

information about time and place (Addis & Tippett, 2008:3). Even though the 

correlation between the two and how much of each system contributes to individuals’ 

identities is not clear, what is clear is that autobiographical memories are the raw data 

from which multiple identities are created (Radvansky, 2017:391). This raw data of 

autobiographical memory that make up individuals’ identities are reflected and 

constructed within the bodyminded being.  

Bluck and Habermas (2001:136) posit three levels of analysis through which 

individuals reflect on their lives and must be considered in a conceptualisation of 

autobiographical memory, namely “specific events, life periods and life domains, and 

the life story”. Research suggests the term ‘life span perspective’, which includes a 

broader and a fuller consideration of the entire life span and interrelated ideas about 

individual events (Spencer et al., 2019:123). The reason for this approach to 

autobiographical memory is that it is constantly changing, adapting and updating as 

individuals continue the process of becoming and being-in-the-world.  

Fivush (2011:576) discusses themes in conceptualising autobiographical memory: 

• Autobiographical memory can be distinguished from episodic memory. 

Episodic memory is representations of past events that give information about 

“what, when, and where”. In contrast, autobiographical memory uses episodic 

systems that consist of self and experiences of past and present “along a 

personal timeline that defines a life”. 

• Autobiographical memory is socially and culturally constructed in certain social 

activities.  

• Autobiographical memories develop later on in life towards a life narrative. 

• Autobiographical memories are for social- and selves-formation. 
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The above-mentioned themes in autobiographical memory are facilitated through 

embodiment in the world, where the bodyminded being navigates the socially and 

culturally constructed world. Autobiographical memories are created in and through 

the entire organism that interacts with the environment (Damasio, 1994:224). A “felt 

sense” (Gendlin, 1997:23) of a life event or experience, is an “embodied, wordless, 

vague ‘knowing’, out of which actions can emerge” (Cornell & McGavin, 2021:30). A 

felt sense is “experiencing forming itself, and it can be sensed” as the bodyminded 

being navigating the world, forming and shaping autobiographical memories (Cornell 

& McGavin, 2021:30). 

Fivush (2011:576) postulates the idea of why autobiographical memories develop at 

all and how the intersections of memory and the multiple selves create meaning out 

of life. Van der Kolk (2016:175) posits that these memories are not exact illustrations 

of reality, but are rather stories to reflect subjective interpretations of experience. 

These stories that create meaning and provide life narratives are memories that give 

humans a sense of self.  

Part of Bluck and Habermas’s (2001:136) conceptualisation of autobiographical 

memories is the concept of autobiographical reasoning defined as a procedure of “self-

reflective thinking” or speaking about past experiences that link individuals’ lives with 

their sense of selves. Bluck’s (2003:113) research is centred on the idea of 

autobiographical memory and how and why individuals remember what they do about 

their past. Bluck (2003:113) examines the purpose of individuals’ remembering, 

reflecting, and sharing memories. The reason why an individual remembers or how 

clearly they remember a specific event, is related to how “personally meaningful it was 

and how emotional we felt about it at the time” (Van der Kolk, 2016:175). These 

memories resonate with individuals on a personal level, and they retain the memories 

as part of their multiple identities.  

Bluck (2003:113) speaks about a functional approach to memory. Bluck (2003:113) 

explains the need for understanding why individuals remember events and 

experiences the way they do and calls it “autobiographical remembering” that 

“implicitly involves thinking about the past in the present”. How individuals understand 

their present is framed by their past habitual body patterns resulting from procedural 

memories, body memories, and experiences of trauma. Thus, autobiographical 
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memories are reconstructive and interpretative, and are made up of facts and 

inferences that give purpose and meaning to life (Radvansky, 2017:416). It is through 

autobiographical memories that individuals’ sense of identities is formed. 

Autobiographical memory contributes to self-knowledge and self-narratives that 

combine past and present selves and create multiple identities (Addis & Tippett, 

2008:56). Thus, personal memory or autobiographical memory in the context of 

embodied practices of remembering is intertwined with procedural memory that results 

in habitual body patterns, and this contributes to multiple identities (Froese & 

Izquierdo, 2018:16; Sutton & Williamson, 2014:315). Multiple identities invited into a 

shared space allow for a hybrid, mosaic epistemology and ontology that speaks to 

decoloniality as a “praxis of thinking” (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018b:4–5), doing and being. 

Multiple identities and selves, evoked through the bodyminded beings’ 

autobiographical memories, allow for an ecology of knowledges, sensings, and 

feelings. This ecology is thus reliant on source or personal memories.  

5.2 Source memories or personal memory 

Loyd (2014:xxvii) coined the term “source memories”: 

[Source memories are all memories] created from your life experience, your 

imagination, and even the subconscious experiences and impressions inherited 

from many generations of ancestors and passed down to you.149 

Loyd (2014:xxvii) elucidates by saying that source memories are the lens through 

which individuals understand themselves and everything in their environment. All 

experience is by default filtered through source memories and determines how or what 

individuals think, feel, or believe due to each person’s embodied experiences of 

individual embodiment. It is embodiment as the notion that cognition, emotions, and 

behaviours are grounded in conscious or unconscious sensory perceptions, 

experiences, and bodily states through the lived body that shapes the bodymind (see 

Section 4.7). This links to a decolonial pedagogy that acknowledges individual 

 
149 The study of epigenetics, or how cellular memory is passed on through DNA and post memory in 

relation to this research, will locate the work in the domain of psychology and falls outside this scope 
of study. Hirsch (2008:106) defines post memory as “a structure of inter- and trans-generational 
transmission of traumatic knowledge and experience” from one generation to the next.  
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embodied memories, lived subjective experiences and personal histories as a locus 

of enunciation.  

Loyd (2014:xxvii) states that source memories are the same as Damasio’s (2012:136) 

notion that at the base of all thoughts, ideas, and feelings is an image. Damasio 

(2012:136) states that when individuals remember or think about a lived experience, 

through their bodyminded being, they conjure up a “collection of images of those 

entities”. Thus, Loyd’s (2014:xxvii) idea of source memories and Damasio’s 

(2012:136) idea of image retrieval in remembering, aligns. 

Source memories originate from specific events in individual lives, individuals’ 

imaginations, and individuals’ genealogy (Strickland, 2014:xxvii). The specific events 

in an individual’s life can be consciously or unconsciously remembered (Squire & 

Dede, 2015:1). Loyd (2014:xxx) further argues that individuals are born with inherited 

memories and are constantly interpreting the world through the lens of the inherited 

memories. New memories are constructed by layering one on top of another to 

develop strategies to maintain safety (Yu et al., 2019:1). These memories motivate 

individual thoughts, feelings, beliefs, actions and being-in-the-world that create source 

memories.  

Source memories are similar to what memory theorist, Shaw (2016:x) refers to as 

“personal memories”. She discusses personal memories as being the true source of 

individual “you-ness”, and it is through understanding personal memories that 

individuals can understand their life’s path. Shaw (2016:xi) suggests personal 

memories or milestone events in individuals’ lives help them consolidate their personal 

narrative specifically and that “memories form the bedrock of our identities”. Shaw 

(2016:xi) posits that by examining individual memories, individuals’ question the very 

nature of who they are or whom of their many selves they are in the bodyminds “diary 

– our internal Facebook timeline”.  

Personal lived experiences individuals have, are stored as source memories and are 

formed from what individuals experience through their senses (Holland & Kensinger, 

2010:88). These source memories were believed to be exact recordings of the 

experience. However, according to the latest research, what individuals are ‘recording’ 

is not objective data from the senses but rather, it is first “filtered through the lens of 
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your already existing memories”, and a process of fictionalisation is involved here 

(Strickland, 2014:37). Fictionalisation suggests that the memory created is not exactly 

what occurred but instead, is filtered through a socio-cultural framework, personal 

lens, and mental models, and is thus interconnected with imagination, senses, and 

perceptions of the world. This interwoven process is what makes memories subject 

centred, constructed, and relevant to individuals through their personal perception of 

the experience.  

Source memories also originate from the imagination or what Loyd (2014:43) calls 

individual “image makers”. Shaw (2016:xiv) states that simply by imagining something 

happened and “internalising information that someone suggested to us and spinning 

it into a part of our personal past” produces a memory of the event as something 

experienced. The primary premise of Shaw’s (2016:xiv) work on memory is the notion 

that any “memory can be forgotten, misremembered, or even be entirely fictitious”, 

which links back to how memory is created, stabilised, and restabilised, and thus a 

memory is an illusion.  

5.3 The memory illusion  

Our memories are constructive. They’re reconstructive. Memory works … like 

a Wikipedia page in that you can go in there and change it, but so can other 

humans. (Loftus, 2017:11) 

Shaw (2016:xii) discusses the idea that individuals are unreliable narrators of their 

experiences and narratives. Memories are not the accurate recordings of past 

experiences that people believe them to be (Shaw, 2016:xiii). Van der Kolk (2016:175) 

speaks about the changeable nature of memories and how individual stories change. 

Stories are constantly in the process of being updated and reconsidered. This process 

allows for decoloniality as a process of remaking and re-thinking (Prinsloo, 2016:213). 

In remaking and re-thinking, memories are similar to clay in that they can be shaped 

and reshaped when activated (Shaw, 2016:xiii) to offer different perspectives on 

experiences and reshaped relationally to identity and social being-in-the-world. 

Memories of the lived experience, as a result of embodiment in the world, emerge as 

ongoing, fluid and interrelated – resonating with decoloniality.  
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Memories that define individual identity are not direct reflections of personal 

experience. Memories have perceptual differences to what is experienced in reality 

(Shaw, 2016:56). A good example would be the perception of time. Rowlands (2017:x) 

suggests that memories are partly fictitious, and it is an illusion that individuals are 

living ‘true’ stories through time and space. Memories are subjective and relate to 

individuals’ perspectives at a certain time (Clayton & Wilkins, 2018:5). Individuals’ lives 

are filled with stories, both real and imagined, and “memories are not set-in stone”; 

instead, they are malleable and labile because memory is as much about “construction 

as it is about reconstruction” (Clayton & Wilkins, 2018:5). Clayton and Wilkins (2018:6) 

argue that individuals extend the boundaries of events experienced and “fill in the 

missing gaps” of an event, even if they did not experience it.  

Contemporary theorising of memory is dominated by constructivism,150 where memory 

is seen as the capacity to construct representations, rather than accurate recordings 

of past events, which explains the notion of false memories (Robins, 2019:2136). 

Brigard (2014:174) argues the need for a “change in the goal of memory processing”, 

and he proposes an episodic hypothetical thinking system where individuals have 

“self-referential mental simulations about what happened, may happen, and could 

have happened to [the] self”. The argument is that the memory system is understood 

as creating reconstructions of what could have happened during an event, rather than 

what actually occurred. Memory provides individuals with knowledge of the past and 

functions to create representations of an event (Bernecker & Michaelian, 2017:51).  

Constructivist Michaelian’s (2015:105) view of memory is a kind of imagining and 

proposes the simulation theory. This specific theory on memory is relevant to the 

research as it conceptualises memory as being subject-centred and based on 

individual perception and creation. She argues that the cognitive system is dedicated 

to creating episodic imaginings or the simulation of possible episodes. These episodic 

simulations could be used to imagine a future scenario or remember the past and is 

 
150Constructivism is in opposition to essentialism. Essentialism refers to “processes of ascribing 

necessary characteristics to individuals and social groups. Essentialism considers such 
characteristics to constitute the necessary defining properties of people rather than seeing them as 
accidental, historical or fictional, and changeable characteristics wrought by symbolic constructions” 
(Kurzwelly et al., 2020:65). Essentialism was part of the discriminatory policies in the South African 
colonial and Apartheid contexts, where indigenous African people were positioned as ‘other’ 
(Kurzwelly et al., 2020:65). 
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an argument used to explain why memory errors occur. Autobiographical memories 

are not exact reflections of reality but rather, stories individuals convey to illustrate 

their perception of an experience (Van der Kolk, 2016:175). The inexactness of these 

stories links to the subject-centredness of memory where individuals’ senses, 

perceptions, mental models, and lived experience are interwoven within memories.  

Robins (2019:2146) avers that “attempts at remembering are confabulations” in some 

cases. Memories evolve and change, as during the memory processing system when 

the memory undergoes a lengthy process of integration and reinterpretation, where 

the experience is integrated with other life events (Van der Kolk, 2016:256). Suleiman 

(1999:v–xi) argues that all memory is problematic as it is a construction of the past 

due to mental models and synapses already present. Thus, it is not the past itself, and 

it is incomplete and mediated. Memory in this sense emerges as a “loose and messy 

network of multiple strands that continually interweave, thread, and hold the tapestry 

of storytelling and storymaking together” (Metta, 2017:70).  

Thus, individuals’ subjective interpretation of experiences is stored in their memories 

and later recalled as the memory of the experience (Shaw, 2016:52). An individual’s 

recollection illustrates the idea that memories are the personal, subjective 

interpretation or perception of a specific event or experience. This subjective 

interpretation and individual perception acknowledge the role of the bodyminded being 

in the recalling of past experiences in an environment (Munro, 2018:1). The embodied 

being recalls, constructs, and stores memories through, in, and with the bodymind in 

a continuous process of emerging and becoming. The becoming bodymind is 

influenced by individual behaviours and interactions within the environment that result 

in habitual body memory.  

5.4 Habitual body memory  

What the body learns is not something it ‘has’ but rather something the body 

becomes. (Bourdieu, 1990:73)  

The becoming body emerges through individual actions and behaviours shaped by 

habits. It is through previous actions and behaviours that these habits emerge 

(Crossley, 2001:93). A habit is defined as a “learned sequence of acts that have 
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become automatic, unconscious responses to specific cues or triggers around us” 

(Verplanken & Aarts, 1999:104). These learnt sequences of acts or habits, as a result 

of embodiment, become deeply ingrained in the bodyminded being through repetition 

and due to synaptic patterning in the brain. Habits are defined as a process that 

generates a particular behaviour (Hollingworth & Barker, 2020:5). The habit formation 

is initiated by the context that prompts the automatic action or pattern through the 

associations learnt from previous actions (Hollingworth & Barker, 2020:5). 

Humans are pattern-forming beings, and habits form as a result of repeated embodied 

behaviours (Abbott & Wilson, 2015:58). This patterning suggests the concept of 

‘patterned action’ that describes repeated actions performed in the same way. Thus, 

conceptualising behaviour as habitually executed or habits is at the base of patterned 

action (Grove et al., 2014:386). However, due to their repetitive and predictable nature, 

habits or habitual patterning can also confine behaviour (Proctor, 2016:251). There is 

a “two-fold temporal structure” to habits due to their repetition and spontaneity “the 

habitual body simultaneously directs us towards the future and the past” (Proctor, 

2016:251). This direction towards the future and the past relates to the research 

around habits in relation to attention, autobiographical remembering, and reasoning. 

Thus, habitual body memory engages past memory and experiences to inform present 

situations, creating individual mental models.  

Casey151 (1984:149) suggests habitual body memory is “an active immanence of the 

past in the body that informs present bodily actions in an efficacious, orienting, and 

regular manner”. The past bodily experiences of individuals directly affect their present 

bodily action and orients their behaviour. The implication of this is that parts of the past 

are present in movement patterns and movement choices. When individuals move in 

the space, traces of their past embodiment and lived experiences are revealed through 

their bodily expression.  

Individual bodily expression (or specific habitual actions that allow individuals to 

navigate the environment effectively) reveals a sense of agency. Habits are unique in 

that they are part of agency and at times are obstacles for individuals (Proctor, 

2016:251). Habits allow individuals a way of perceiving, moving, and orientating 

 
151 I am aware the 1984 source for Casey is dated, but in terms of habitual body memory, it is relevant 

to the research as Casey is the first author credited with the concept of habitual body memory.  
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themselves within the world (Proctor, 2016:251). In taking cognisance of personal 

uniqueness, it is important to acknowledge that individuals’ embodied, habitual 

patterning emerges through subjective lived experiences (Haarhoff, 2020:65). 

From a phenomenological perspective, habitual body memory is a “layered know-how 

in the lived subjective body” that is, it is continuously re-enacted and gives shape to 

individuals experiencing and interacting in the world (Koch et al., 2012:420). Habitual 

body memory is in contrast to episodic memory as it does not present the past through 

explicit recollection but rather, re-enacts it implicitly (Fuchs, 2017:335). Habitual body 

memory is not seen as an inner repository where individuals withdraw memory but 

rather, a “dynamical disposition” that involves individuals interacting with the 

environment (Ramírez-Vizcaya & Froese, 2019:3). The main difference between 

episodic memory and habitual memory is that episodic memory represents the past, 

and habitual body memory acts out the past (Tewes, 2018:3). 

Habitual body memory allows individuals to react within the environment. When 

individuals encounter a new experience, the stability of past experiences is implicitly 

available for them to use through their habitual body memory (Proctor, 2016:256). 

Thus, habits are not rigid structures and habits’ plasticity allows for the possibility of 

change (Ramírez-Vizcaya & Froese, 2019:4). Habits are seen as part of procedural 

memory; for example, riding a bike is seen as a skill-based habit (Squire, 2004:173; 

Tewes, 2018:3).  Activities such as speaking, driving, and writing are aspects of 

habitual body memory and procedural body memory that do not require the 

recollection of past learning and are established within the lived body (Magrì, 2017:2). 

Procedural memory, as discussed in 5.1.4.1, is defined as sensorimotor habits or 

automatic skills (Fuchs, 2003:4). Thus, an individual’s body learns and acquires habits 

and skill-based habits and behaviour; it is something the body becomes without 

conscious thought (Bourdieu, 1990:88). The becoming body emerges through 

individual actions and behaviours shaped by habits and do not require individuals to 

remember consciously.152  

When participants in this specific research remember a specific autobiographical 

memory, a process of retrieving the information or remembering occurs. This process 

 
152 These individual actions and behaviours influence perception and how experiences are filtered and 

interpreted by the individual in the present moment and in the future.  
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of remembering must be conceptualised. Remembering is defined as the capacity to 

recall something that happened in the past (Zelizer, 1995:214). However, 

remembering is conceptualised as more than mere recollection but rather, as a 

constructive and subject-centred process. Remembering as subject-centred, can 

position bodyminded beings’ lived experience and embodied memories as the locus 

of enunciation in a decolonial practice.  

5.5 Remembering  

Remembering requires a reinterpretation of the past in the present (Orr et al., 

2010:22). The past in the present links to embodied interactions in the world that 

influence the individual’s process of remembering. Remembering and understanding 

the past in the present is “full-bodied, full-blooded, fully passionate process that 

reaches down into the visceral depths of our incarnate experience and connects us 

functionally to our physical-cultural world” (Johnson, 2015:1). This temporality 

suggests that remembering is not simply fetching something from a memory bank but 

rather, individuals constructing and reconstructing the meaning of the past in the 

process of remembering. Memories are how individuals experienced, interpreted, or 

perceived the event, rather than exact reflections of the event. Currently, research no 

longer positions remembering as a “finite activity” but instead, as a process that is 

constantly “unfolding, changing, and transforming” across time and space (Zelizer, 

1995:218). 

This process of remembering reveals how individuals are constantly transforming their 

recollections as they produce them; in a sense, a creative process. Remembering is 

conceptualised through an “enactive approach” that suggests that remembering is an 

interaction or activity (Froese & Izquierdo, 2018:2). The process of remembering as 

an interaction and activity is facilitated in and through the bodyminded self. Individuals’ 

ability to recover memories depend on the somatic body that perceives and interprets 

sensations, images, and experiences of the external world, through embodiment (Orr 

et al., 2010:49).  

Memories cannot be conceptualised in isolation without considering the act of 

remembering (Rowlands, 2017:19). It is important to examine retrieval processes or 

remembering or how stored information comes to the fore (Koriat et al., 2008:308). 
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When individuals remember a past experience, they recall the event and are aware 

that they have experienced it (Mahr & Csibra, 2020:428). Rowlands (2017:7) 

articulates that “in any memory, there is the act of remembering and the content 

remembered”. In the act of remembering, the act lives on even after the content of the 

memory has been lost (Rowlands, 2017:7). When the content of the memory is lost, 

the process of remembering that content does not fade but “lives on in a new mutated 

form” (Rowlands, 2017:12). Thus, acts of remembering remain after the content of the 

memory is lost. These acts of remembering play a role in the construction of multiple 

identities, as lived experiences are reinterpreted from the past into the present 

conceptions of selves.  

In the process of remembering, multiple sources are used within memory (Radvansky, 

2017:24). Remembering is not the “re-excitation of innumerable fixed, lifeless, and 

fragmentary traces. It is an imaginative reconstruction, built out of the relation of our 

attitude towards a whole active mass of organised past reactions or experiences” 

(Bartlett & Burt, 1933:213). Thus, remembering is positioned as a constructive activity 

where past experiences, sensations, and imagination interlink (Wagoner, 2012:1034).  

This constructive notion of remembering positions culture as an influence, when 

individuals remember (Wagoner, 2012:1035).  Remembering “rather than simply 

cueing something internal, social others and cultural tools participate in and constitute 

the very process of remembering by providing the cultural framework or scaffold 

through which memories are constructed” (Wagoner, 2012:1035).  This cultural 

framework through which remembering occurs situates individuals within the socio-

cultural context giving them agency and acknowledging153 the environment and culture 

within which they are embedded (Darling-Hammond et al., 2020:97). Remembering is 

an active, constructive process rather than a passive one.  

Remembering rather than being referred to spatially is thought of temporally, requiring 

consideration of individuals within the environment, interacting between past and 

present (Wagoner, 2012:1039).  Thus, individuals engaging in voluntary (strategic) 

remembering actively to navigate their past experience, imagination, and culture within 

time and space, in order to construct a recollection. Initial scholarship on memory 

 
153 This cultural framework through which remembering occurs is more than often a subconscious rather 

than conscious process. 
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posited by Ebbinghaus154 (1885:2) identified three basic modes of remembering, “a 

voluntary mode, an involuntary mode, and a non-conscious mode” (Berntsen, 

2010:138). This research will focus on voluntarily recalling specific autobiographical 

memories. Furthermore, the research will address how individuals remember 

experiences from their past and how they process that information to construct their 

memories. Memory contains multiple systems with various functions and with various 

types of information (Radvansky, 2017:223). In this research, in the process of 

remembering, the participants use voluntary (strategic) remembering within their long-

term memory system to tell or retell their ‘stories’ of the past or their subjective 

perception of their lived experiences. This is a strategy that can support decolonial 

storying through embodied memories, as the locus of enunciation (expressions of non-

Western knowledges, ways of being and doing), which allows an ecology of knowing, 

being doing and can be referred to as loci of enunciation.  

5.5.1 Voluntary (strategic) remembering  

Memories present themselves either voluntarily or involuntarily. Voluntary memories 

are retrieved with a specific intention, whereas involuntary memories are retrieved 

without intent (Sanson et al., 2020:141). Researchers have classified voluntary and 

involuntary memories based on retrieval intention and the type of strategies used to 

retrieve the memory (Mace, 2010:44).  

Voluntary (strategic) remembering is a process of retrieving memories through a 

deliberate procedure  (Koriat et al., 2008:307). This type of remembering occurs when 

individuals consciously try to remember something specific from their past. 

Consciously remembering something from the past or embodied remembering is 

accumulated experiences that are actively embodied in actions. For example, in this 

research, when a dancer is asked to re-tell a story from their childhood, the dancer will 

 
154 The first scientific study of memory is often traced back to German psychologist, Hermann 

Ebbinghaus (1885:33) where he conducted various experiments on his own retaining and forgetting 
of new information in the series of syllables tested over 31 days (Cowan, 2008:1). His publication, 
Memory: A contribution to Experiential Psychology used himself as both experimenter and subject 
(Radvansky, 2017:9). Ebbinghaus (1885:33) noticed he had a “first fleeting grasp … of the series in 
moments of special concentration” and that this initial grasp did not allow the recall of information later 
on (Cowan, 2008:1). These initial studies in memory brought to the fore the long-held belief about 
memory that repetition of information would result in concrete memorisation (Radvansky, 2017:9). 
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use voluntary strategic remembering. Voluntary strategic memory is a “top-down, 

conceptually driven process” where individuals use a strategy to bring the memory to 

the bodymind or a simple query causes the memory (Mace, 2010:48). 

Individuals could use cue elaboration strategies to construct a memory in response to 

a cue word for an autobiographical memory task. For example, if asked: When was 

the last time that you went to a dance performance (Mace, 2010:49)? Individuals form 

an intention to retrieve the memory and actively search for the memory, which is called 

a “generative retrieval process” (Sanson et al., 2020:141). This generative retrieval 

process allows individuals to search strategically for an experience called a “target 

memory” or “target trace” (Baddeley et al., 2015:198). 

It is important to understand involuntary memory (Koriat et al., 2008:307) to 

understand voluntary remembering. Involuntary remembering is when past events 

come to mind without consciously thinking of them i.e., previous dance training or the 

use of specific dance techniques (Mace, 2010:4). Involuntary remembering and 

specifically intrusive memories have received attention due to the experience and 

effect of traumatic events on individuals (Koriat et al., 2008:307). Involuntary 

memories can be divided into three categories: direct involuntary remembering, 

chained involuntary remembering, and traumatic involuntary remembering (Mace, 

2010:44). Direct involuntary remembering is the most common and refers to everyday 

situations where cues in individuals’ environments cause memories of the past to 

emerge (Mace, 2010:44). Less common are chained involuntary remembering 

triggered by other memories, either involuntarily or voluntarily (Mace, 2010:44). 

Traumatic involuntary remembering155 refers to memories of individuals’ traumatic 

experiences that recur repetitively.  

This research focuses on voluntary, strategic remembering of specific lived 

experiences and personal, autobiographical memories or stories from the past. When 

individuals use voluntary, strategic remembering to construct a recollection from their 

autobiographical memory, one of the main memory systems they engage is their long-

 
155 Traumatic involuntary remembering falls outside the scope of this research.  
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term memory system. The long-term memory system is where the remembering of 

autobiographical memories occur.  

5.5.2 Remembering autobiographical memories 

Remembering autobiographical memories is an embodied action where the past is 

reconstructed in the present (Sutton & Williamson, 2014:5). Autobiographical recall is 

for communication and action and is thus embodied. In this research through 

communication and action, embodied, autobiographical memories provide the loci of 

enunciation for decolonial storying of lived experiences. 

Lived experiences of individuals are retrieved from their autobiographical memory, 

which is a comparatively slow process. This slow retrieval is caused because 

memories are created from an “underlying knowledge base and are constructed in 

consciousness” (Conway & Loveday, 2010:56). Autobiographical memory is a “pattern 

of activation in the knowledge structures” in long-term memory (Conway & Loveday, 

2010:56). These knowledge structures can be specific “sensory-perceptual-affective-

conceptual experience-near” representations or “abstract representations of individual 

experiences, histories, and the context of individual experiences” (Conway & Loveday, 

2010:56). 

This knowledge base regarding retrieval models and the working self is referred to as 

the self-memory system (SMS). The SMS consists of the various memory systems 

coordinated in the process of constructing a specific autobiographical memory (Haque 

& Conway, 2001:530). The SMS works to facilitate autobiographical recall that is 

embodied and used for action and communication within the environment (Sutton & 

Williamson, 2014:3). Remembering autobiographical memories allows for sharing and 

renegotiating experiences, as individuals navigate environments through and with the 

bodyminded being.  

The body is a conduit of autobiographical memory (Sutton & Williamson, 2014:4). 

When individuals remember a past experience or specifically an embodied memory, 

there is an interplay between personal memory, embodied habits, embodied actions 

and skills. Thus, remembering in itself is an embodied skill (Sutton & Williamson, 

2014:2). As phenomenology is the theoretical framework of the research, the 
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phenomenological model of skill acquisition suggests a form of intuition in the lived 

experience that cannot be explained through the classical information processing 

approach. This classical perspective argues that learning about the environment 

follows from converting information received through the senses into mental 

representations processed at a cognitive level (Purser, 2018:318). This framework 

suggests that the brain is akin to a computer156 and that individuals “learn and perform 

motor skills through a series of rules or specific commands” (Purser, 2018:318). The 

phenomenological model of skill acquisition suggests learning new skills involves the 

bodyminded being and the entire “kinaesthetic (re)configuration of the body”, thus the 

bodymind in action (Tewes, 2018:7). These skills become embodied in body memory. 

Thus, in remembering, autobiographical memory is intertwined with habits, skills, tacit 

body knowledge, and specifically body memory.  

5.6 Body memory  

Body memory results from embodiment and the relationship between the bodyminded 

being and the environment that emerges out of past experiences and interactions 

(Froese & Izquierdo, 2018:1). Body memory is a theory that the body stores memories  

(Koch et al., 2012:9). There is the possibility of a “subjective bodily experience of time 

as a form of body memory” (Alarcón Dávila, 2012:105). This embodied time illustrates 

that through individual embodied experience in the world, specific events, 

experiences, situations, and actions are stored within body memory.  

The term ‘body memory’ can be defined as “all the implicit knowledge, capacities and 

dispositions that structure and guide our everyday being-in-the-world” (Koch et al., 

2013:82). The knowledge that the lived body acquires through experiences is stored 

within the embodied being through a process of embodiment, resulting in 

bodymindedness. The majority of past experiences remain implicit and tacit (Froese 

& Izquierdo, 2018:1). This implicit memory is constructed through past interactions in 

the world and interactions with others. Implicit memory allows individuals to act 

appropriately in the world without being conscious of how they are able to do so 

 
156 The mind as a computer is simply a metaphor and in no way do I define the mind as instrument. The 

complexity of bodyminded beings is superior to any instrumental construct. 
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(Sutton & Williamson, 2014:2). This non-conscious action is referred to as body 

memory as it is formed through repeated embodied interactions in which individuals 

acquire skills, habits, and experiences that guide behaviour157 (Froese & Izquierdo, 

2018:2). 

Body memory does not display the past. Instead, body memory reveals the past 

through embodied behaviours (Fuchs, 2012:19). The interdisciplinary nature of body 

memory includes “situated and intersubjective embeddedness in the environment” 

through an embodied way of being (Koch et al., 2013:91).  Body memory is “the 

embodied information storage function of the body”, and more specifically, how the 

body remembers the past in the present (Pylvänäinen, 2012:289). Body memory is 

complex because individuals sense and perceive the world through their bodies’ 

subjectively (Simpkins & Myers-Coffman, 2017:191). Fuchs (2001:324) argues that 

body memory is connected to implicit and explicit memory. Implicit knowing refers to 

‘knowing how’ and explicit knowing refers to ‘knowing that’. Implicit knowing is tacit 

knowledge where individuals intuitively know how to do a certain activity or recognise 

a face but cannot articulate how they ‘know’ this information (Polanyi, 1969:144). The 

body “feels, knows, and remembers” (Panhofer, 2017:2). Body memory is a relevant 

concept integrated with the bodymind’s knowledge to achieve a sense of well-being 

and facilitates how individuals navigate the world (Panhofer, 2017:2).  

Fuchs (2003:2) suggests five types of body memory that form part of individual, implicit 

body memory: procedural, situational, intercorporeal, incorporative, and traumatic 

memory.158 The commonality in all these body memories is that they provide the means 

through which all past experiences implicitly shape individuals’ present sensorimotor 

interactions (Froese & Izquierdo, 2018:2). 

Procedural body memory, as discussed in 5.1.4.1 includes habits that are stored in 

the body through repetition, such as impressive handling of instruments (Panhofer, 

2017:4). Luria (1973:32) refers to these “patterns of perception” or memories as 

“kinetic melodies” where individuals can execute an action without constantly thinking 

 
157 For example, behaviour may be guided by a specific dance style or use of technique based on 

training or placing oneself in relation to the other due to socio-cultural conditioning. 
158 Fuchs’s (2003:2) offering demonstrates the complexities found within theories on memories as 

mentioned at the start of the chapter.  
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about how they are able to do it. The idea of kinetic melodies brings the idea of music 

and musical phrasing to bodily movements, such as walking, cooking, and driving. 

These activities consist of sensorimotor and kinaesthetic abilities revealed through 

patterned sequences of movement, habits, and skilful interactions with instruments 

that reveal patterns of perception (Froese & Izquierdo, 2018:5). 

Situational memory aids individuals in becoming familiar with recurrent situations or 

locations in space and includes physical, sensory, and environmental perception 

(Panhofer, 2017:4). Becoming familiar with recurrent situations refers to experience, 

which is practical knowledge (Fuchs, 2003:4). Sheets-Johnstone (2009:1) calls 

situational memory “thinking in movement” where experience is based on the lived 

interaction of the body within the environment and within a specific socio-cultural 

context (Panhofer, 2017:5). 

Intercorporeal memory refers to knowledge between bodies and learning in and 

through the body located within the environment (Panhofer, 2017:5). Non-verbal 

encounters between bodies result in “implicit relational knowing” of how individuals 

interact with one another to have fun, show pleasure or get attention, amongst other 

things (Fuchs, 2003:5). The non-verbal encounters play a role in shaping personality 

(Fuchs, 2003:5). Bodies form an extract of the “past history of experiences with others 

stored in intercorporeal memory” (Fuchs, 2003:5). This form of body memory allows 

individuals a bodily knowing of how to interact with others and what is socially 

appropriate within a certain context (Fuchs, 2003:5). 

Incorporative memory refers to how physical attributes, postures, gestures, and ways 

of acting are incorporated into a movement vocabulary (Panhofer, 2017:5). Ways of 

being are incorporated and shape individual bodies through life experiences, 

schooling, and society (Fuchs, 2003:6). Fuchs (2003:6) refers to this as “body-for-

others”, where the bodymind is shaped through culture and society and reflects 

upbringing, culture, and experiences. This references the coloniality of being, where 

specific ways of being, knowing, and acting were imposed on individuals to perpetuate 

a particular Western ideology. When individuals move or dance in time and space, this 

body memory is revealed through movement choices and reveals past training and an 

individual’s “moving identity” (Roche, 2011:105).  
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Traumatic memory refers to repressed memories that are too difficult to deal with as 

a result of trauma (Panhofer, 2017:6). A traumatic event causes a withdrawal from 

conscious recollection but remains in the memory of the body (Fuchs, 2003:6). These 

traumatic memories leave “kinaesthetic marks” on the body that last longer than the 

trauma itself (Fuchs, 2003:6). As body memory is intertwined with personal memory, 

procedural memory, and habitual body memory, these traumatic memories are 

integrated into the bodyminded being and affect individuals’ lived experience. Body 

memory can be seen as the container of an individual’s life history and “whole being-

in-the-world”, through embodiment  (Fuchs, 2013:20).  

This links to Merleau-Ponty’s conceptualisation of individuals as being-in-the-world, 

where he suggests it is in/through and with bodies that individuals exist in the world 

(see Section 4.7) (Murray, 1972:147). Thus, body memory is a bodyminded process 

where the embodied being navigates the world in a totality of sensing, perceiving, 

imagining, and remembering through and with the body. As a result of body memory, 

the body is a “historically formed body” where past experiences have left traces on, in 

and through the body (Fuchs, 2012:20). An individual’s body is present in all situations 

and brings its unique past into the present as a “procedural field of possibilities” 

(Fuchs, 2012:20). It can be argued that the body is affected by external forces and 

shaped by the environment and socio-cultural and political forces in its performativity 

(Wehrle, 2020a:126). Individuals find themselves interwoven with implicit bodily 

recollections, sensations, and feelings in each individual perception and situation. In 

this research, in the process of remembering, the participants use voluntary (strategic) 

remembering within their long-term memory system to retell their ‘stories’ of the past 

or their perception of their lived experiences. Decolonial storying as method of 

choreographic composition is facilitated and activated in phases and mobilised from 

the decolonial strategies that inform my pedagogical approach that I discussed in 

Chapter 2. In this research, I validate the bodyminded being as the locus of 

enunciation, where embodied memories emerge as a strategy for decolonial 

choreography.  

5.7 Embodied memories  

Memory can be conceptualised as embodied; this suggests that memory is not stored 

somewhere in the brain, but rather that memory includes the totality of the embodied 
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subjects’ dispositions, senses, experiences and perceptions that enable individuals to 

react to present situations based on past experiences (Koch et al., 2012:2). Thus, 

memory is a bodyminded presence influencing, shaping, and being shaped by the 

bodymind. Defining the term ‘embodied memories’ is a complex venture that requires 

acknowledging an embodied way of being, as discussed in Chapter 4 and 5 (Barbour, 

2011; Carroll, 2011a; Maiese, 2011). Embodied memory is “firmly embedded in 

complex and idiosyncratic cultural settings, with unique social and historical 

backgrounds and norms” (Sutton & Williamson, 2014:1). Embodied memory takes into 

consideration the embodied nature of individual existence in the world, acknowledging 

socio-cultural influences (Sutton & Williamson, 2014:1). 

The concept of embodied memories is constructed from the various ways memories, 

body memory, procedural memory, habitual body memory, stories, lived experience 

and identities, converge and interlink to create the concept of embodied memories. 

The stories individuals tell about their past are central to their identities and directly 

inform their perceptions and self-performance (Winter, 2021:11). These stories 

individuals tell, or their construction and perception of past events are based on their 

personal memory, experiences, body memory, tacit body knowledge, and habitual 

body memory. The process of the lived experience in and through the bodied being in 

the environment allows for memories to be stored in and through the multimodal 

bodymind (Munro, 2018:1).  

Experiences of embodied remembering (memory) are common to individuals where 

the bodyminded being re-experiences events in and through the body (Sutton & 

Williamson, 2014:1). Past experiences can be recalled implicitly through the 

bodyminded being in action (Sutton & Williamson, 2014:1). Accumulated experiences 

or individuals’ body memory, such as remembering how to dance or cook, are “actively 

embodied in actions” and form part of their procedural body memory (Sutton & 

Williamson, 2014:1). These embodied actions belong to individuals and can be 

referred to as habitual forms of body memory. 

However, it is not possible to limit embodied memories to either the “realm of meaning 

and conceptualisation or in contrast to embodied skills and habits alone” (Sutton & 

Williamson, 2014:2). When individuals engage in autobiographical recall, and 

embodied memories, it is for action, communication and being-in-the-world (Sutton & 
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Williamson, 2014:4). Thus, reflection on personal narratives and planning future 

action, individuals engage in embodied memories in social and material settings 

(Sutton & Williamson, 2014:4). 

Memories are not passive abstract items stored in the brain, as mentioned previously, 

and are intertwined and interconnected due to their emergence from subjective 

sensory experiences and perception, in and through sensorimotor experience (Ianì, 

2019:1763; Radvansky, 2017:5). Memory is embodied due to events stored in 

individual memory, through their sensorimotor information in and through the 

bodymind. This then illustrates the somatic nature of memory (Ianì, 2019:1762). 

Individual autobiographical memory houses the “social cartography of the self” (social 

cartography of selves) or the mapping of individuals into the world through storying 

(Goodson, 1995:4). Individuals are shaped by the self-telling of their narratives that 

create their perception and organise their memory into “events” of their lives narrative 

(Bruner, 2004:694). 

These events of their lives are important as individuals are able to construct or 

contribute to their own narratives, giving them a sense of agency in their process of 

becoming. Individuals are the only living beings who can think about thinking, 

determine causality, and have feelings, due to the subjective experiences of their 

emotions. As such, individuals subconsciously (due to their mental models), choose 

what is important in their experience and thus, what becomes constructed due to their 

own filters based on their lived experiences. Individuals become who or whom of their 

multiple selves they are by perpetually reiterating and citing conventionally determined 

acts and stories that become normalised, internalised, and an expression of selves. 

The bodyminded being is the site of acting and uttering, storytelling – the space of 

becoming and performativity.  

Embodied memory is the bodymind that “understands, that acquires and enacts 

meaning, is the body that remembers” (Fisher, 2011:98). Fisher (2011:103) discusses 

embodied memory by using the English phrase “play by heart” in terms of playing a 

piece of music on the piano to acknowledge the somatic aspect in the process of 

remembering – embodied memories. If individuals can “play something by heart”, the 

meaning is that it is embodied or is part of their body memory, and thus a part of their 

sense of selves.  
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In discussing embodied memories, long-term memory, specifically episodic memory 

and autobiographical memory, is connected to bodyminded experiences in the world 

(Wilson, 2002:633). Autobiographical memories are records of “spatiotemporally 

localised events, as experienced by the rememberer” (Wilson, 2002:633). When 

recalling an autobiographical memory, it has the quality of “reliving” that includes 

“visual, kinaesthetic, and spatial impressions” (Wilson, 2002:633). This reliving of an 

experience is in and through embodied memories.  

Embodied memories construct the landscape of the bodyminded being, with its 

stories, lived experiences, multiple identities, senses and perceptions, habitual body 

memory, autobiographical memory and body memory, weaving together to create a 

meshwork. This interlaced structure or tapestry with fluid and dynamic connectivities 

considers every individual as part of a moving, becoming world where they have their 

own “lived duration or a trail of movement of growth” (Muto, 2016:37). To tap into the 

bodyminded being’s stories, memories, identities, perceptions, knowings, feelings and 

beliefs, is to discover embodied memories leading to individual decolonial storying. 

Tapping into the bodyminded being’s stories links to decolonial practices and 

strategies (see Section 3.2.), such as Zavala’s (2016:2) counter/storytelling, healing 

and reclaiming. 

The visual frameworks below show how I view the relationality of the various concepts 

of embodied memory discussed thus far: 
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Figure 5.1: Framework of memory  
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Figure 5.2: Framework of embodied memory  
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The visual frameworks above provide the lens for the ‘how to’ of the choreographic 

teaching and learning strategy in Chapter 6. Thus far within the research, Chapter 2 

provided a theoretical framework or a conceptualisation of the theoretical underpinning 

for creating an approach or a teaching and learning strategy – a decolonial pedagogy 

grounded in decolonial thought. Chapter 3 revealed decolonial storying as a method 

for movement creation, which can be activated and mobilised as an option, in 

choreographic composition. Chapter 4 suggested the bodyminded being in the 

environment, navigating the world though the sensorimotor system: sensing, 

perceiving and experiencing, through a monist ontology. It explored the body/mind and 

brain and how embodiment, body/brain plasticity, and the lived body is the foundation 

for memory, and that can be expressed through decolonial storying. Chapter 5 

provided a detailed understanding of memory to create one of the foundations of the 

teaching and learning strategy in choreographic composition. It explored body 

memory, and habitual body memory into a conceptualisation of embodied memories. 

In Chapter 6, I provide the ‘how to’ of my decolonial teaching and learning strategy for 

choreographic composition, where embodied memories and subjective lived 

experiences are part of the loci of enunciation towards an ecology and plurality of 

knowledges and ontologies, that move towards a trans-ontology.  
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CHAPTER 6: RECALLING TO (RE)MOVING 

6.1 Prepare  

This chapter maps the preparation towards the choreographic process from recalling 

to (re)moving. The preparation or the meandering path towards the choreographic 

process reveals the strategies for decolonisation. These decolonial strategies facilitate 

a decolonial pedagogy which reveals strands that interweave, creating conceptual 

nodes. These conceptual nodes provide the methods or the ‘how to’ of my decolonial 

choreographic practice. The methods in the choreographic process allow for a 

decolonial choreographic methodology which facilitates a trans-ontology. The 

conceptual nodes that the decolonial pedagogy (the approach to teaching) is based 

on moves in my research towards a decolonial choreographic compositional 

methodology.  

The chapter further sets out the choreographic process of decolonial storying through 

embodied memories. It reveals the specific processes the participants engage in 

during the choreographic process to explore the pedagogy, methodology, and method. 

The chapter reveals the ‘how to’ of the decolonial teaching and learning strategy for 

choreographic composition. In addition, it draws together, from the previous chapters 

and research, the conceptual frameworks, nodes, strategies, methodologies, 

pedagogy and principles on which the decolonial teaching and learning strategy is 

based. 

The aim of this chapter is to provide the ‘how to’, to re-imagine, re-think and re-model 

current practices where I teach, as well as my own teaching practice, towards a 

decolonial teaching and learning strategy within a choreographic compositional 

context. The chapter explores and illustrates how autobiographical, embodied 

memories might be used within the choreographic context towards the creation of a 

choreography. It examines specific choreographic compositional devices that are used 

in the process by sourcing embodied memories for movement creation towards 

creating the teaching and learning strategy, through decolonial storying. Decolonial 

storying as the main method, argued in Chapter 3, is an on-going, process driven, and 

multi-directional process.  
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This chapter further reveals, as discussed in Chapter 1, my conceptualisation of 

choreographic composition as meshwork. This meshwork shares intersections and 

interrelations with a decolonial pedagogy and decoloniality as a praxis, allowing “new 

strategies of action” through the teaching and learning strategy (Mignolo & Walsh, 

2018b:27). The chapter stories the meshwork of each choreographic process with its 

aims, activities, materials, phases in decolonisation, decolonial strategies, motivations 

and catalysts for counter hegemonic thought.  

To channel the research, the main argument is as follows: strategies for decolonisation 

facilitate a decolonial pedagogy. A decolonial pedagogy reveals strands that 

interweave, thus creating conceptual nodes which provide the methods or the ‘how to’ 

of my decolonial choreographic practice. The methods in the choreographic process 

allow for a decolonial choreographic methodology which facilitates a trans-ontology. 

The concept map below illustrates my argument: 
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Figure 6.1: Concept map of my argument  

Strategies for decolonisation facilitate a decolonial pedagogy, as discussed in Chapter 

2 and 3. A decolonial pedagogy reveals interweaving, connected strands that become 

characteristic of my choreographic methodology. 
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6.1.1 Strands of the decolonial teaching and learning strategy  

A strand of a decolonial pedagogy is “mutual recognition”, where the pedagogy 

emphasises a holistic approach (see Section 2.5.2) (hooks, 1994:13). This mutual 

recognition and holistic approach allow inclusivity, belonging, multiplicity, and 

reflexivity. The latter suggests a strand of a decolonial pedagogy of praxis 

(action/reflection) which allows conscientisation (see Section 2.5.2). This praxis 

positions the individual, through action and reflection, as the location of knowing, 

being-doing (the loci of enunciation). 

Thus, a strand of the decolonial strategy is that processes are student-centred, 

interactive, and collaborative, as part of a decolonial pedagogy (see Section 2.5.2)  

(Fujino et al., 2018:72). This strand facilitates a process of “collective, collaborative 

co-creation” which encourages the disruption of the hegemonic ways of acquiring 

knowledge in higher education (Fujino et al., 2018:72). This disruption or delinking, 

through border thinking, challenges the coloniality of power, being and knowledge and 

offers alternative ways towards epistemic justice and ontological positioning (see 

Section 2.5), navigating loci of enunciation. 

This loci of enunciation (embodied memories) emphasises the “sensual and 

imaginative” in education, over the cognitive, where personal experiences and intuitive 

knowledge is centred, as part of an embodied approach159 (see Section 4.7) (Fujino et 

al., 2018:73). This strand and emphasis on the sensual and an embodied approach, 

challenges Western, Eurocentric knowledge systems to move towards border thinking 

and epistemological disobedience, towards trans-ontology.  

As a trans-ontology the teaching and learning strategy moves away from Freire’s 

(2005:72) “banking system” of education towards a space where everyone is both 

teacher and learner (see Section 2.5.2). This facilitates the strand of co-creation and 

a co-production of knowledge. A co-creation and co-production of knowledge allows a 

decolonial strand of metacognition in the teaching and learning strategy. This 

 
159 Acknowledgment must be noted that much of dance training is extra cognitive, decolonial or not; 

however, this research actively employs these strategies.  
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dismantles power structures inherent in the higher education teaching and learning 

space in South Africa that further coloniality. 

Everyone as both teacher and learner facilitates agency as a strand in teaching and 

learning and democratises the relationship between choreographer and dancer in this 

research (Tuuli, 2016:5). This creates collaboration and a meshwork, which 

references a decolonial pedagogy (see Section 2.5.2). The teaching and learning 

strategy recognises the “intersubjective/intercorporeal relationship of dance-making 

between the dancer and the choreographer” (Gardner, 2007:51). 

This relational and intercorporeal multimodal relationship or alternative way of seeing, 

being, knowing and doing, corresponds to a decolonial pedagogy. The decolonial 

pedagogy moves to a pedagogy of with-ness and positions a decolonial future where 

“more embodied, fluid, storied, and vibrant ways of being, knowing and sensing the 

world” are centred, through choreographic compositional practice (see Section 2.5.2) 

(George & Wiebe, 2020:498). It attempts to position individuals, within the educational 

context, as “subjects of their own destiny that are able to re-invent the past and 

envision their own future” (Mudimbe, 1985:216). In positioning individuals as “subjects 

of their own destiny”, individuals can navigate their being-in-the-world, through a trans-

ontology within choreographic composition, which resonates with decoloniality. A 

trans-ontology within choreographic composition I argue, is facilitated through a 

specific lens or way of conceptualising and facilitating choreographic composition as 

a meshwork.  

These strands, mentioned above, create the conceptual nodes which provide the 

methods or the ‘how to’ of my decolonial choreographic practice.  
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6.1.2 The conceptual nodes on which the decolonial pedagogy or teaching 

and learning strategy is based.   

In constructing the decolonial teaching and learning strategy, I draw on conceptual 

nodes that I explored in Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5. These conceptual nodes interweave 

and reveal the methods in the choreographic process towards a decolonial 

choreographic methodology. They create possibilities for developing a decolonial 

choreographic methodology, as options to finding alternative ways of engaging in/with 

the world – ontologically, epistemologically, culturally and philosophically. 

• Embodied memory as a conceptual node: acknowledging memory as 

embodied, which includes the totality of the embodied subject’s dispositions, 

senses, experiences and perceptions that enable individuals to react to present 

situations based on past experiences (Koch et al., 2012:2). The concept of 

embodied memories is constructed from the various ways memories, body 

memory, procedural memory, habitual body memory, stories, and identities 

converge and interlink. Embodiment views the bodyminded being as embodied 

in a socially and culturally situated process in a dynamic environment with a 

network of connections. Acknowledging the embodied, multimodal, 

bodyminded being is embedded in the environment and perceives, interacts 

and is formed through the physical and social environment (Brown, 2017:864).   

• Decoloniality as a conceptual node and storying as a conceptual node 

creating decolonial storying: facilitates individuals’ processes of becoming 

as it is “subjective, emotional and embodied” (Donelson, 2018:73). Storying is 

embodied as the story emerges and communicates through, in, and with the 

bodyminded being. Decolonial storying is a method or a form of activism against 

the historically dominant locus of enunciation (Donelson, 2018:74). The stories 

individuals tell about their past as central to their multiple identities and directly 

informing their perceptions and self-performance, are acknowledged (Winter, 

2021:11). Stories individuals tell or their construction and perception of past 

events are based on their personal memory, mental models, lived experience, 

body memory, tacit body knowledge, and habitual body memory. Exploring the 

‘lived experience’ in and through the bodyminded being in the environment 
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allows for memories to be stored in and through the multimodal bodymind 

(Munro, 2018:1).   

• Identity as a construction as a conceptual node: understanding the 

subjective process of sense-making and how individuals come to understand 

themselves in the world (McLean, 2016:3). Identity is recognised as 

constructed through narrative: where individual multiple “selves” are brought 

into existence through acts of reflection and imagination (McLean, 2016:4). 

Identity is composed of multiple selves and is an open-ended, hybrid process 

and a narrative engagement with the world (Raggatt, 2007:18).   

These conceptual nodes cluster together to give my particular methodology and also 

the method of decolonial storying. The conceptual nodes acknowledge that 

embodiment in the world reveals the subjective lived experience which generates 

embodied memories. Embodied memories are used as source for movement creation 

through decolonial storying in the choreographic process. Embodied memories reveal 

multiple identities as constructed through narrative and expressed in the 

choreographic process.  

The conceptual nodes in this research provide the methods or the ‘how to’ of my 

decolonial choreographic practice. These methods allow for a decolonial 

choreographic methodology. 

6.1.3 Decolonial choreographic compositional methodology  

A decolonial choreographic compositional methodology emerges in intricate contexts 

of “practice, participation and agency...and reflections on practices and framed 

pathways for self-discovery” (Mabingo et al., 2020:148). The strategies for 

decolonisation are used as options (or the base) to finding an alternative way of 

engaging in the world, ontologically, epistemologically, culturally and philosophically.  

Strategies provide options, not solutions, for border thinking, which enable epistemic 

disobedience and a trans-ontology, rather than providing a prescriptive universal 

formula. Delinking, through border thinking allows for alternative ways to generate 

knowledge, a new loci of enunciation where the bodyminded being and the lived 

experience is the focus, through decolonial storying.   
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Decolonial storying as method is used in my teaching and learning strategy, where 

individuals’ processes of becoming are facilitated, as storying is embodied and 

emerges and communicates through, in, and with the bodyminded being. Through 

decolonial storying of the individuals’ embodied memories, the totality of the embodied 

subjects’ dispositions, senses, experiences and perceptions are navigated in the 

choreographic context (Koch et al., 2012:2). 

The locus of enunciation (Eurocentric modernity) is destabilised in the choreographic 

compositional context through conceptualising choreography as a meshwork.  Loci of 

enunciation are another option, not another locus, as they are process-based, 

collaborative, reflective, pluriversal, hybrid, embodied, multi-directional, and spaces 

for new strategies of action. The loci of enunciation emerge where memories, body 

memory, procedural memory, habitual body memory, stories, and identities converge 

and interlink to provide the stimulus for the choreographic work. Engaging the stories 

individuals tell about their past link to their multiple identities (Winter, 2021:11). These 

stories individuals tell, or their construction and perception of past events are based 

on their personal memory, experience, body memory, tacit body knowledge, and 

habitual body memory. Thus, as they create these stories (or dance these stories) and 

identities, a subjective process of sense-making is facilitated of how the individuals 

come to understand themselves in the world: identities as hybrid, multiple and 

constructed (McLean, 2016:3). 

Individuals’ subjective process of sense-making is through decolonial storying of their 

embodied memories from recalling to (re)moving. 

6.1.4 Applying decolonial storying through embodied memories in the 

choreographic process 

The choreographic process within this research examines individual autobiographical, 

embodied memories. Autobiographical memories are the personal memories of 

experiences that are relevant to an individual (Ball, 2010:12). As discussed in Chapter 

5, these intricate memories are the reconstruction of fragments of experience 

combined with individual knowledge of the experience and knowledge of selves (Ball, 

2010:12). It is important to take cognisance of the role of socio-cultural influences 
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within autobiographical memories and individual mental models (Bluck & Habermas, 

2001:135).  

The autobiographical and thus, embodied memories explored in the choreographic 

process are “self-relevant events” and hold personal meaning for the participants, 

developing their sense of ‘you-ness’ or becoming (Radvansky, 2017:309; Shaw, 

2016:xi; Skowronski & Walker, 2004:560). Through the choreographic process, 

individuals ‘tune’ into these embodied memories and navigate ways to explore them 

through movement: recalling to (re)moving. In moving these embodied memories, they 

navigate the multimodal bodyminded being in time and space and engage in a re-

reflection process of past in the present. Thus, personal experiences and past are 

lived time expressed, re-navigated and re-articulated through storying of personal 

semantic and episodic components of autobiographical memories (see Section 

5.1.4.4). 

The choreographic process looks at “personal semantic and personal episodic 

components” of autobiographical memories (Addis & Tippett, 2008:3).  The personal 

semantic as facts about individuals and the personal episodic as recollections of 

memories about “temporally-specific events” as information about time and place 

(Addis & Tippett, 2008:3).  It is very important to remember that these memories are 

not exact illustrations of reality but rather, are stories to reflect subjective 

interpretations of lived experience (Van der Kolk, 2016:175).  

Within the choreographic process the individual goes through the process of 

autobiographical reasoning which is defined as a procedure of “self-reflective thinking” 

or speaking about past experiences that link individuals’ lives with a sense of self or 

selves (Bluck & Habermas, 2001:136). Within the choreographic process, the 

autobiographical memories the individuals choose to explore reveals how personally 

meaningful they are within their being-in-the-world.  

The participant goes through the process of “autobiographical remembering” that 

“implicitly involves thinking about the past in the present” (Bluck, 2003:113). How 

individuals understand their present is framed by their past habitual body patterns, 

resulting from procedural memories, body memories, and experiences of trauma. 

Thus, the autobiographical memories explored are reconstructive and interpretative, 
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and are made up of facts and inferences that give purpose and meaning to their lives 

(Radvansky, 2017:416). The individuals respond instinctively to the choreographic 

task at hand and in the moment, thus engaging embodied memories.  

Embodiment in the world allows for the lived experience and personal experience that 

create embodied and autobiographical memories. In recalling autobiographical 

memories and retelling them, individuals tell stories of past experiences that add to, 

or confirm subject or identity formation. It is through autobiographical memories that 

individuals’ sense of multiple identities is formed. Autobiographical memory 

contributes to self-knowledge and self-narratives that combine past and present 

selves and create multiple identities (Addis & Tippett, 2004:56). Multiple identities of 

past and present selves create a hybridity where multiple cultures and identities 

collude (see Section 2.5.2). Thus, personal memory or autobiographical memory in 

the context of embodied practices of remembering is intertwined with procedural body 

memory that results in habitual body patterns, and this contributes to individual hybrid, 

multiple identities (Froese & Izquierdo, 2018:16; Sutton & Williamson, 2014:315).   

As embodied practices of remembering include habitual body patterns and habitual 

body memory, it is for this reason that the choreographic process explores habitual 

body patterns and ways of moving. The choreographic process emerges as an 

uncovering and re-discovery process where sensations, feelings, and remembering 

are intertwined.  

I propose that what you do and how you are works cyclically to what you know 

and… this… invites a surfacing or an unravelling of stories that may never have 

seen the light of day, like small translucent creatures that have lived their lives 

under the stones. (Rickets, 2011:28) 

Through accessing individuals’ lived experiences and embodied memories, these 

stories emerge and become source material for the choreographic compositional 

works, expressed through movement.  Finestone (2002:118) suggests: 

[i]mprovised responses to a given source can provide the catalyst for 

unleashing unconscious responses to material that emerge through a 

dreamlike logic…Graphs or fragments of memory are released that can be 
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shaped and played with by the choreographer to create compelling images of 

the body and its relation to narrative, identity and history. 

This “surfacing and unravelling of stories” (Rickets, 2011:28) through “fragments of 

memory” (Finestone, 2002:118) situates the choreographic process as the loci of 

enunciation, where perceptions of the lived experience and individuals’ histories and 

memories emerge for choreographic movement creation.  

The preparation towards the practice in the choreographic process is delineated above 

and to further expand on the research, this chapter sets out to map in detail, the 

choreographic process and the specific processes the participants engage in through 

decolonial storying. It is important to acknowledge that dance educators, or specifically 

within this research choreographic collaborators, need to provide opportunities for 

students to find personal meaning and relevance in/to/with the content that they 

engage with towards a decolonial practice (Mantillake, 2022:4).  The choreographic 

process emerges as a space where each individual’s ‘right to be’ is acknowledged and 

validated through a process of discovery, recovery, and the restorying of their own 

lived experience; their embodied memories through decolonial storying as they recall 

to (re)move.  

6.2 The choreographic process of this study  

I contextualise and story the choreographic process in the following sections, where I 

invite all the memories into the space, ensuring all are present. I reveal how the 

embodied memories are shaped into a choreographic practice towards performance. 

Individuals or dancers, within this research, engage with the choreographic process 

with their own histories, memories and lived experiences that are “written on the 

embodied self” and embedded in the bodyminded being (Loots, 2016:380). This 

complex, embodied, individual, bodyminded being, with a unique history, memory, 

perception, socio-cultural lens and identities, in the process of becoming, is the space 

and stimulus of storying, specifically decolonial storying  (Budgeon, 2003:50; Loots, 

2016:380). The storying of embodied memories through movement and dance 

facilitates a space for centring the multiple ‘selves’ through a decolonial practice.  
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This decolonial choreographic process uses compositional devices to access 

embodied memories. These compositional devices function as ways to inspire, create 

and generate movement material that is based on strategies for decolonisation (Alaoui 

et al., 2014:3).  Choreographic compositional devices are the catalysts and incitation 

for movement creation and can include, amongst other things, auditory, visual, 

ideational, tactile or kinaesthetic stimulus (Smith-Autard, 2010:29). The way in which 

the compositional devices unfold in the choreographic process is designed in an 

intuitive way from my own lived experience, perception, memories, movement 

identities, and research, presented thus far. The choreographic process and 

compositional devices are not fixed, and the process is open to unfold in a fluid way, 

allowing shifts, ruminations, re-ordering, re-forming and (re)moving.    

Through each of the compositional devices, discussed below, the individual generates 

fragments and traces of movements, movement phrases, or motifs. A specific 

movement motif or trace of movement (fragments of memory) is created in the 

choreographic process, for each of the choreographic composition devices. Within the 

motif a theme or memoryscape, an idea, or a musing might be created. However, 

creating a movement motif is a generic compositional tool used in the creation of 

choreography; so how will the process ensure that the individuals are using the task 

at hand? Each compositional device is situated in a theoretical framework and is an 

invitation, a longing, and a sketchpad for the unravelling of stories into the space. It is 

not guaranteed or compulsory that the individual will, in each task, access what is 

required of them, but the space for exploration and a process of becoming is open to 

them. The compositional devices could allow the individual to use autobiographical, 

embodied memories and navigate a way into movement motifs, memoryscapes, 

traces and fragments of memory in a process of becoming and emerging.  

I examine how the choreographic process starts, as well as how a safe space is 

navigated throughout the process for the participants. Each choreographic process is 

broken down into four parts: Part 1: to move; Part 2:  to draw, to paint, to write, to motif; 

Part 3: to create; Part 4: to consider… to possibly emerge. The inspiration for the 

division, into specific parts, is based on Olsen’s (2014:1) The place of dance. Olsen’s 

(2014:1) explorations examine a somatic approach to dance making and facilitation, 

where she uses the bodyminded being’s feelings and sensation as source. Olsen 
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(2014:1) does not work with autobiographical memory directly but rather, a somatic, 

body-based exploration for movement and exploration.  

Each exploration within my choreographic process has a specific theme associated 

with the exploration that allows for the process of accessing embodied, 

autobiographical memories as source or stimulus for movement creation. The specific 

theme in each process is explored through the four parts. My choreographic process 

draws inspiration from Olsen’s (2014:1) The place of dance; Laenui’s (2000:152) five 

phases in the process of decolonisation; Snowber’s (2016:1) Writing, living and being 

through the body; Green’s (2010:1) Choreography from within, as well as the 

theoretical frameworks of Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5 of the research. These inspirations 

weave together to create a tapestry and meshwork of strategies and processes that 

facilitate the decolonial choreographic methodology. Further inspirations for the 

process emerge from my own embodied lived experiences and moving identities, 

which include my process of becoming in relationship to dance, embodiment, 

memories, movement, and my bodyminded being-in-the-world. 

In this study, the choreographic process happened over eight intensive days through 

a workshopped and collaborative process with 13 participants. The dates for the 

choreographic process were 1 July to 8 July 2022. Even though a structure for the 

choreographic process is laid out in this chapter, there was space for the process to 

unfold intuitively, depending on what the participants brought to the process and how 

it unfolded. The choreographic process focuses on accessing embodied and 

specifically, autobiographical memories as source for decolonial storying in the 

choreographic compositional context. Participants use autobiographical memories as 

stimuli for the creation of movement material for their choreographic solo works.  

To ensure the space is suitable for the choreographic process, specific elements are 

included in the space to facilitate a safe, interactive, and supportive environment. A 

safe space where reflection happens for the participants is important in meaning-

making and processing the lived experience (Morris, 2020:1068). As individuals reflect 

on their personal autobiographical memories and experiences a “metacognitive 

awareness of self is gained” (Morris, 2020:1068). This awareness of selves is 

facilitated through reflection, where reflection plays a vital role in the learning 

environment and in higher education (Chang, 2019:95). Research that uses embodied 
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inquiry as methodology, and specifically explores the lived experience, needs to 

ensure that participants can reflect on their embodied experiences and are given the 

space and processes for reflection (Leigh & Brown, 2021:37). To ensure that reflection 

is part of the choreographic process, various elements are included in the space.  

Various spaces or stations are set up in the space, where participants can go for 

reflection, support, or engagement whenever they feel they need to. One area has a 

water, washing and cleansing space, where buckets of water are placed for 

participants to engage with. This space allows participants to go to it during the 

process, if at any stage they feel overwhelmed or would like time to wash any part of 

themselves. Another area is a painting station, where large pieces of paper are placed 

with a variety of paint colours, where they can paint when they feel the necessity to do 

so. An important space is a time-out or relaxing space with couches and blankets, 

where they can rest and recuperate at any time in the process. These stations allow 

the participants an environment that supports their explorations into embodied, 

autobiographical memories in facilitating choreographic composition. If at any point in 

the process the participants felt overwhelmed, the psychologist was on the Arts 

Campus and available for consultations to assist participants.    

6.3 The practical process of decolonial storying in accessing embodied 

memories to facilitate choreographic composition  

6.3.1 Starting the process of discovery 

The choreographic process of discovery, deconstruction, recovery, restorying, and 

decolonial storying, needs to acknowledge the idea of ‘messiness’. This idea of 

messiness refers to the way in which information unfolds, is discovered, is articulated 

and explored.  Harford (2016:13) argues that individuals often prefer or select the “tidy-

minded” approach, regarding creative exploration, in an attempt to create order 

structure, and product. This tidiness temptation that individuals are drawn to, often 

excludes the benefits of the messy, “the untidy, unquantified, uncoordinated, 

improvised, imperfect, incoherent, crude, cluttered, random, ambiguous, vague, 

difficult, diverse or even dirty” (Harford, 2016:14). Through acknowledging and 

celebrating the ‘messiness’ in the choreographic process, the vague, the imperfect 
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and the improvised can allow embodied memories that are generated the space to 

emerge as, in embracing a degree of mess, more opportunities are provided for 

choreographic exploration.  

The idea of messiness is also a way to describe the methods of embodied inquiry, 

where projects are structured by “keeping processes messy, personal and liquid 

precisely to resist the normative impulse for cleanliness brought about by disciplining 

knowledge” (Campbell & Farrier, 2015:83-85) that references coloniality. The 

embodied, subjective lived experiences of the participants in the choreographic 

process, allows for this messy mode of practice to unfold (Campbell & Farrier, 

2015:87).  

This ‘messy’ process allows each individual the space and freedom to find their own 

way, journey or discovery in unravelling their stories. The process does not provide a 

prescriptive formula but rather a meandering path to facilitate the process. The 

individual enters into a space of “uncertain writing of walking, making, witnessing, 

thinking, cruising around and around again” (Joy, 2015:31). The process navigates a 

rediscovery and recovery decolonial strategy of revealing individual personal histories 

within the multimodal bodyminded being (Laenui, 2000:152) Through this process the 

individual rediscovers, re-engages, re-imagines and revisits their own history, culture, 

language, and identities, thus recentring themselves (Chilisa, 2012:15). 

Through movement, excavating, discussion, drawing, painting, reflecting, with-ness 

and conviviality, this process enables individuals to define in their own way, what is 

meaningful to them, in their process of becoming. Thus, individuals create their own 

frameworks regarding what can be recovered and how what is recovered is articulated 

through their own frame of reference, specifically movement (Laenui, 2000:152). This 

is an entry point into moving inwards towards understanding their sense of ‘selves’ 

and lived experiences. The multimodal bodyminded being locates us, through 

movement, as individuals move to feel themselves in relation to being-in-the-world 

(Olsen, 2014:3). This is the starting point for an embodied knowledge that lies waiting 

to be discovered and provides the possibility for “deeper dialogue with how one 

traverses one’s own relationship with their history or herstory” (Snowber, 2020:69).  
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In order to explore decolonial storying of autobiographical, embodied memories within 

a choreographic context, I needed to establish a safe space for, and between, the 

participants. 

6.3.2 Creating a safe space for the choreographic process  

Explorations into embodied memories is a personal and in-depth process. The 

process of accessing embodied and autobiographical memories can leave the 

participants feeling vulnerable, as emotions will emerge through the process.  The 

process needs to establish a safe environment where individuals can openly 

communicate, share personal stories and memories, and reflect collectively. The 

individuals need to feel that they are supported and can trust one another, within the 

choreographic process. Sharing lived experiences, perceptions, viewpoints and ideas, 

helps to create a just community and a safe space (Schmid, 2019:265). An agreement 

needs to be established within the group that personal experiences and memories that 

individuals share, need to be received and acknowledged by the group. This creates 

a sense of inclusivity and belonging in the choreographic process.  

An important consideration in the choreographic process is that it is not a form of 

therapy. The choreographic process differs from therapy as remembering 

autobiographical memories is not done as a form of healing but rather, as inspiration 

and a source for movement creation in choreographic composition. In a therapeutic 

context, memory work is used to help patients retrieve repressed or traumatic 

memories through hypnosis and guided imagery (Lynn et al., 2008:283). When a 

patient is experiencing trauma-based symptoms arising from past events, the healing 

of memories is used as an intervention in a psychological context (Garzon, 2002:42). 

The context, intention and scope of this research does not include any form of healing 

or therapy.  

The first step in the choreographic process is developing trust and a sense of 

community within the group. The choreographic process begins with various physical 

trust exercises that help each participant to feel that they are entering into a safe 

space, where they can trust one another. The exercises that follow in this section are 

done at the beginning of the process, and not before each exploration, to establish 

trust within the group. The group starts by standing close together and whoever feels 
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ready starts to fall into the group; the group then supports this person and lifts them 

up securely and transports them through the space. Each participant gets a chance to 

be supported and is literally carried through the space by the group. A further 

exploration is a circle of trust, where the participants stand shoulder to shoulder and 

one person stands in the centre of the circle with their eyes closed (Reeve, 2011:126). 

The participants on the outside of the circle put their arms out in front of them to 

prepare to support the weight of the person in the centre, as they shift on and off their 

own weight as they fall back and forward into the group. Each participant has a chance 

to be the person in the centre, where the group supports their weight as they shift them 

from person to person.  After the exploration, the group discusses how this felt and 

what sensations emerged within their bodyminded being.  

 

Figure 6.2: Supporting one another through the space160 

 
160  Participants gave written permission for all photos to be used from the choreographic process and 

from the performance of memoryscapes. 
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A dance improvisation called “Get Knotted” is explored next with the participants, 

where they all form a large circle (Reeve, 2011:21). The participants all face the centre 

of the circle and hold hands, and keeping their hands held, they attempt to make a 

knot by moving over, under and through the arms of other participants. The 

participants move to continuously complicate the knot of their bodies amongst one 

another. Then to untie the knot they attempt to reverse their actions and see if they 

can come back to holding hands in a circle. To develop the idea, the participants stand 

shoulder to shoulder with their eyes closed; they stretch out their arms and cross them 

and connect with the hands of two other people in the group. The participants open 

their eyes to see where they are and, as a group, try to unravel themselves without 

talking. The exercise “Get knotted” can facilitate a sense of ensemble and helps the 

group to work as a collective.  

 

Figure 6.3: Images from the improvisation “Get knotted”  

After the above-mentioned exercises, a discussion, reflection, and rumination are 

navigated around the idea of a safe space, where the participants can trust one 

another. Each individual needs to articulate how they understand the term and what 

meaning it has for them. A discussion can occur around what some of the conditions 

are, around creating a safe space within the choreographic process. As a group, a 

contract is drawn up concerning what constitutes a safe space and how each individual 

will be a part of the process towards creating a safe, respectful, and supportive 

environment. This contract will lay the foundations for a shared, open, and safe 

environment for the individuals to share their lived experiences, embodied memories 

and stories within the group and through the choreographic process.  
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Figure 6.4: The contract that was drawn up for creating a safe space 

In maintaining a safe space, the idea of de-roling or creating distance from an 

experience of immersion is used as a practice in-between each exploration throughout 

the choreographic process. Ihidero (2020:91) suggests de-roling is often associated 

with acting and provides a set of activities that helps individuals ‘let go’ of the emotions 

associated with playing a specific character or role. In exploring embodied memories, 

emotions and challenging feelings for individuals, may arise and de-roling provides a 

way to acknowledge and contain a sense of being overwhelmed in the moment. 

Stafford (2005:40) suggests that de-roling provides a space to “discharge emotion” 

and helps in assisting the individual to come back to the here and now. A technique 

from Susana Bloch’s Alba Emoting “stepping out” is used to assist the participants 

after each exploration in de-roling.161 According to Bloch (1993:128) “stepping out” 

consists of “ending each emotional reproduction by at least three slow, regular, and 

deep fully breathing cycles, followed by a total relaxation of the facial muscles and a 

change in posture”. The purpose of this technique is to bring the individual back to 

their personal “neutrality”. After each of the explorations, I will facilitate a process of 

“stepping out” with participants. 

 
161 I draw from published scholarship on Bloch and I did not teach the effector patterns in totality. I 

recognise that an individual must be certified to be able to teach the approach in totality. 
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Another technique used to bring individuals back into the present moment or to ground 

themselves out of the past and their specific memories, is to notice the individual body 

and tune into the senses. Howland and Bauer-Wu (2015:12) suggest that mindfulness-

based interventions provide the capacity to intentionally bringing awareness to 

“present-moment experiences”, through engaging the senses. They suggest firstly, 

engaging mindful breathing which activates the parasympathetic nervous system, 

which results in the “relaxation response” (Howland & Bauer-Wu, 2016:13). Secondly, 

tuning into the individual body by paying attention to the physical sensations of the 

feet and how they rest against the floor is suggested, and thirdly, using movement, 

specifically gentle stretches, where the individual pays attention to the interplay of the 

muscles, sensations and bones, which provides the sense of feeling grounded 

(Howland & Bauer-Wu, 2016:13). The above-mentioned de-roling techniques will be 

used after each exploration within the choreographic process, to facilitate safe 

explorations. 

Within the choreographic process there are twelve processes that the participants go 

through, from recalling to (re)moving. Each choreographic process described below 

starts with a narrative trajectory, which moves into Part 1: to move; Part 2:  to draw, to 

paint, to write, to motif, to create; Part 3: to create; Part 4: to consider… to possibly 

emerge. After each process a table is provided that stories the meshwork of each 

choreographic process with its aims, activities, materials, phases in decolonisation, 

decolonial strategies, motivations and catalysts for counter hegemonic thought.  

6.4 Process 1: Naming me  

My initial compositional device is based on Smith’s (1999:142) strategies for 

decolonisation, specifically unravelling and reconstruction. Through the process of 

unravelling and reconstruction individuals question, re-embody, re-look and examine 

their being in the world, their ontology.  Names and naming form a part of individuals’ 

identities and play a role in their ontology; as Hendrick (2015:s.p) argues, your name 

is an important factor in developing your sense of selves. Process 1, is Naming me, 

where the individual navigates the stories, meaning and significance of their name and 

their feelings around it. This invites the individual into navigating their multiple identities 

and what part their name plays within their concept of selves, within a socio-cultural 

context. This compositional device links to autobiographical reasoning, where the 
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individual goes through the process of “self-reflective thinking” about their sense of 

selves in relation to being-in-the-world (Bluck & Habermas, 2001:113). This is the 

process of perceiving their name in and through the multimodal, bodyminded being, 

from past into the present.  

Naming is an important identification with the past and situates individuals’ identity in 

the present (Aldermans, 2016:198). When an individual is born, they are given an 

identity through their name, which differentiates them from others. There is a link 

between naming and identity, and the starting point of the process is re-discovering 

and unravelling the story of individual names. This exercise draws inspiration from 

Brodhead Smith’s (2009:60) research concerning telling personal stories through 

performance, as well as, as mentioned above, Smith’s (1999:142) strategy for the 

decolonisation of unravelling and reconstruction. Brodhead Smith (2009:60) argues 

that stories allow individuals to celebrate themselves and to explore personal and 

cultural experiences from the past in the present (Brodhead Smith, 2009:60). 

Names are an important part of building a community and identities. Taswell (2021:2) 

states that the act of naming or using one’s name is the basis of an individual’s sense 

of identity and belonging. Within the South African context, individual names are part 

of identities, family histories, and cultural context. Makhubedu (2009:4) asserts that 

within an indigenous African context, there is a history that is embodied within a name 

and particular personality traits are embodied. The naming of children is significant 

culturally within an African context, as names carry with them a predetermined sense 

of being-in-the-world. Among the Basotho and Xhosa people, the main focus on 

naming is the meaning of the name and how that contributes to an individual’s 

personality and how it plays a role in their being-in-the-world (Makhubedu, 2009:5).  

6.4.1 To move  

3 hours   

Find yourself a partner to work with and move to a space where you feel comfortable. 

Start to think about your name and share with your partner how you got your name, 

who named you, what your name means, and most importantly how you feel about 
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your name. Think about what your name says about your culture, and what 

significance it holds for your heritage within the South African context.  

 

After discussing both your names, find a space on your own. Begin to dance or move 

the story of your name. Use how you feel about your name as the starting point for 

movement. You can use your name as text, if you feel comfortable. Begin to embody 

the story of your name through movement. When you feel ready, move back to your 

partner and show each other the ‘dance’ of your name. When observing your partner’s 

‘dance’ and listening to your partner speak about their name, remember as much as 

you can. Discuss any ideas, feelings, and sensations that emerge.  

 

Now join the whole group and create a circle. The one person dances the story of their 

name while the other partner recalls and speaks about that person’s name and their 

feelings around their name. Each person in the group gets a chance to show their 

‘name movement phrase’. As a group, find a way to combine all the ‘name movement 

phrases’ into an ensemble dance; perhaps you and your partner could dance your 

phrases simultaneously, then cross fade into the next group, creating an ensemble of 

all the name phrases. This allows for a sense of community and ensemble within the 

group. As a group discuss, reflect and ruminate on the ideas about names and identity 

and what the importance is of names for each individual. Discuss ideas around the 

cultural significance of names within the South African context. 

6.4.2 To draw, to paint, to write, to motif, to create  

30 minutes 

Begin: 

• How do you feel about your name? 

• Does your name have a specific cultural context or reference? 

• Who named you and what is the significance of this? 

• Reflect on your name and in what way it plays a role in who you are today. 

• Consider the idea, that if you had a different name, would that impact who or 

whom of the many selves you are today? 
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6.4.3 To create 

2 hours 

Generate a movement phrase that embodies your feelings about your name and your 

cultural identity reflected through your name. What is the ‘dance’ of your name? Find 

a movement language that feels appropriate to embody your name and feelings 

around it. Let your lived experience and how you perceive your name and its meaning 

be embodied in movement. Allow the movement of the body, the “cellular landscape 

of skin, bone, tissues and gestures” reveal for yourself the significance of your name 

for your individual identity (Snowber, 2020:69).  

6.4.4 To consider… to emerge possibly 

This process of unravelling individuals’ names and their significance for a sense of 

selves, could allow a process of re-centring ontology in the world. Performing or, in 

this research ‘dancing’ these stories, can give individuals a voice and provide a means 

for self-expression and re-reflection. 

 

Figure 6.5: Participants storying their names 
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Table of Process 1 

Aims of the 
process  

Activities of the process  Materials of 
the process  

Phases in the 
process of 
decolonisation  

Drawing from 
decolonial 
strategies  

Motivations  Catalysts for counter 
hegemonic thought: a 
praxis of thinking  

To determine the 
link between an 
individual’s name 
and their sense 
of identity/ 
identities. 

Share with a partner how you got your name, 
who named you, what your name means, and 
how you feel about your name. 

Choreographic 
journal  

Laenui’s 
(2000:152) phase 
for decolonisation 
of rediscovery 
and recovery. 

Smith's (1999:142) 
strategy for 
decolonisation of 
unravelling and 
reconstruction. 

Naming is an 
important identification 
with the past and 
situates individual’s 
identity in the present 
(Aldermans, 
2016:198).  

Mutuality through sharing 
of feelings, memories and 
ideas of individual names, 
an intersubjectivity.  

Celebrate and 
rediscover the 
story of individual 
names. 

Discuss with your partner what your name 
says about your culture, within the South 
African context.  

Large two-
metre painting 
sheet per 
participant  

 The decolonial 
practice of how 
everyone's right ‘to 
be’ is acknowledged 
and invited. 

Coloniality ruptures a 
sense of personhood 
and identity.  

Relationality or being in 
relationship through 
sharing memories, ideas 
and feelings about names 
and how they relate to 
culture. 

Examine the 
history and 
cultural 
significance that 
is embodied 
within a name.  

Dance or move the story of your name. Paint, paint 
brushes and 
sponges 

 Strategy of Chilisa et 
al. (2012:14) for 
decolonisation of 
individuals speaking 
or dancing from their 
frame of reference. 

The process of re-
examining individual 
names attempts to 
navigate these 
ruptures.  

Interdependency or 
depending on each other, 
as each partner had to 
relay the information 
around the other person’s 
name.  

Re-examine how 
the individual 
came to be 
named. 

Dance the story of your name for your partner 
and witness their dance. 

   Memories around 
individuals' names are 
autobiographical 
memories that have 
significance for the 
individual's life history.   

This puts ownership on 
the partner to express the 
ideas their partner had 
shared, with the group.  

 Dance the story of your name for the group, 
while your partner discusses what you told 
them about your name. 

     

 Combine all name dances into an ensemble 
dance. 

     

 Reflect on the process through writing, 
painting, or creating. 

     

 Generate a movement motif entitled: Naming 
me. 
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6.5 Process 2: Inviting the presence of your personal history into the room  

The next compositional device, Process 2, is based on the strategy of Chilisa et al. 

(2012:14) for decolonisation: communicating from one’s own frame of reference. 

Process 2 is inviting the presence of your personal history into the room or specifically 

starting with habitual movement choices towards revealing one’s “moving identity” 

(Roche, 2011:105) or in this research, moving identities.  Through exploring how the 

individual bodyminded being prefers to move or their habitual movement patterns, a 

way into embodied memories, personal history, perceptions, and lived experiences, is 

explored. Accessing habitual movement choices and patterns is brought into 

consciousness and choreographic embodiment through a process of exploration, 

reflection, and re-examining. The body is in a process of ‘remembering’ what it has 

‘forgotten’ to remember, unconscious to conscious exploration. 

6.5.1 To move: embodiment of self/ habitual home base  

3 hours 

Begin by moving your bodyminded being in time, weight, space and flow. The 

movement exploration can be from an inner or outer impulse, or perhaps how you are 

feeling today. Feel free to move for an extended period of time and see if a habitual 

home base or certain qualities in movement tend to reveal themselves. Let yourself 

sense and feel if there are any patterns or specific ways of moving that seem familiar 

to you, or perhaps where you feel comfortable. Notice these patterns, movement 

choices, body actions, effort qualities, spatial affinities, and how your body orientates 

itself through movement. Find stillness and reflect on any familiar elements in your use 

of time, weight, space and flow. Start moving again with what is familiar to your 

bodyminded being: your unique patterns of movement or habitual home base. 

Navigate your preferences in movement language, your movement heritage, and your 

own “moving identity” (Roche, 2011:105).  
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Begin moving: 

• Sense and feel what choices feel comfortable: your unique sense of body, 

effort, time and space. 

• Sense what types of dynamics you feel drawn towards. 

• Notice signature movements or specific movement patterns that emerge. 

• Open yourself to moments of feeling your inner world. 

• Notice what types of feelings, sensations and thoughts emerge as you move. 

• Acknowledge the choices of movement language you tend towards. 

• Look at the habitual movement patterns that are revealed to you. 

• Move towards your personal embodiment of self. 

6.5.2 To draw, to paint, to write, to motif, to create: personal history  

30 minutes 

Begin reflecting in whichever mode you feel comfortable in: 

• What emerged for you from the exploration? 

• What were the signature movement patterns or habitual ways of moving that 

emerged? Can you create a picture reflecting these ideas? 

• What thoughts, if any, did you have? 

• What does your movement reveal about yourself? 

• Who are you in movement? 

• What stories did your body tell? 

• What memories, if any, came to mind? 

6.5.3 To create 

2 hours  

Generate a movement phrase that reveals your embodiment of self from the above 

exploration. Consider your moving identities, comfort zones and what movement 

choices you tend to gravitate towards. Does this comfort zone reveal anything about 

your identity? Do your movements, gestures, or tendencies reveal anything around 
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your personal lived experience? Create a phrase that reveals your personal 

uniqueness and lived experience, towards your “moving identity”. Perform your 

movement phrase for the group and let others reflect on their perception of your 

movement preferences and comfort zones, and if they are reflected in your movement 

phrase. Consider that perhaps you simply moved instinctively, without delving deeper 

into your movement preferences and stories of/in and on the body. Take up Martin’s 

(2005:59) idea of “dance as a continuing site of self-recognition” and a way into the 

embodied self “as a site of meaning-making and, indeed, storytelling” (Loots, 

2016:377). 

6.5.4 To consider… to emerge possibly 

When individuals move in time and space, they reveal their lived experiences, identity, 

personality, mental models, procedural body memory, habitual patterning, and 

habitual body memory. Through consciously moving and navigating familiar 

movement patterns, the individual starts to find awareness and reflections in the 

moments. Individual movements, gestures, and choices reveal experiences, body 

memory, and sense of selves. The bodyminded being moving in time and space is 

interwoven with past experiences and tacit body knowledge, and in a sense, 

individuals’ personal ‘histories’ are revealed. 

Embodiment of self/selves: 

 

 

embodiment 
of self 

habitual 
movement 

patterns

lived 
experience 

body 
memory

identities
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Figure 6.6: A participant exploring his habitual home base  
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Table of Process 2 

Aims of the 
process  

Activities of the 
process  

Materials of the 
process  

Phases in the 
process of 
decolonisation  

Drawing from 
decolonial strategies  

Motivations  Catalysts for counter 
hegemonic thought: a 
praxis of thinking  

To determine 
habitual home base 
or embodiment of 
self through 
movement. 

Improvise for an 
extended period of 
time to notice your 
unique sense of 
Body, Effort, Space 
and Shape. 

Choreographic 
journal 

Laenui’s 
(2000:152) phase 
for decolonisation 
of rediscovery 
and recovery. 

The decolonial practice 
of how everyone's right 
to be is acknowledged 
and invited. 

When individuals move in time 
and space, they reveal their 
lived experiences, identities 
and procedural body memory. 

Mutuality through sharing of 
feelings, memories and ideas 
of individual moving identity 
and embodiment of self, an 
intersubjectivity. 

Discover any 
patterns or 
preferences in an 
individual’s 
movement 
language. 

Move to reveal 
signature 
movements or 
specific movement 
patterns that 
emerge.  

Large two-metre 
painting sheet 
per participant 

 Smith’s (1999:142) 
strategy of unravelling 
and reconstruction. 

Individual movement reveals 
habitual patterning and 
habitual body memory. 

Holism through an intimate 
interconnection of multiple 
identities in and through 
individual moving identities 
and embodiment of self. 

Examine familiar 
movement choices. 

Reflect on the 
process through 
writing, painting, or 
creating. 

Paint, paint 
brushes and 
sponges 

 Strategy of Chilisa et al. 
(2012:14) for 
decolonisation of 
individuals speaking or 
dancing from their 
frame of reference. 

The bodyminded being moving 
in time and space is 
interwoven with past 
experiences and the 
individual’s personal histories 
are revealed. 

Multiplicity through various 
interlinking of lived 
experiences in and through 
an individual’s moving 
identity. 

To determine your 
preferences in 
movement 
language, a 
movement 
heritage, a moving 
identity. 

Generate a 
movement motif 
entitled: Embodiment 
of self. 

  Chawla’s (2018:116) 
strategy for 
decolonisation that 
acknowledges all 
identities are hybrid.  

   Relationality through various 
intertwining’s of various 
moving identities.  

    Smith’s (1999:142) idea 
of history as a 
decolonial strategy. 
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6.6 Process 3: Dancing my story, writing through my body 

Process 3 is based on Gallien’s (2020:43) decolonial strategy of redefining knowledge 

from an embodied perspective. The compositional device is dancing my story, writing 

through the body.  Snowber’s (2016:52) Bodypsalm is used as source and inspiration 

to suggest feelings and sensations in the bodyminded being to inspire movement 

material. The individual processes the texture, sound, and feelings that the text 

evokes, and then embodies it into movement, revealing their unique movement traces 

and fragments of memories. This may create a sense of connection for the individual 

between inner and outer spaces of the bodyminded being, as Bodypsalm suggests 

“your body wants a voice” (Snowber, 2016:52). The voicings of the bodyminded being 

emerge as “writing, living and being through the body” (Snowber, 2016:1). 

6.6.1 To move 

3 hours  

Start with movement initiated from your inner impulse or from how you are feeling. Let 

bodily sensations facilitate the movement. Let your breath lead you.  
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Begin moving while listening to the poem and let the words inspire your movement: 

“Text as texture: woven structure” (Üßig, 2018:21). 

6.6.2 To draw, to paint, to write, to motif, to create: storying your dance  

30 minutes 

Begin writing: 

• Why do you dance? 

• What memories, if any, came to mind? 

• What did your bodyminded being reveal to you? 

• What stories emerged from the body? 

• Why do you want to choreograph? 

• What are your views of what you normally make works about? 

• What is your dance history? Give yourself time to collect memories. 

Call back your body to the page 
the pulse, breath and passion 
residing in your cells 
sitting on your skin  
waiting to come forth 
from pores to words 
know each sensation 
is syllables of the belly 
even agitation is a comma 
each heartbeat is the rhythm 
yearning to articulate 
through the muscles of your fingers 
let physicality take you  
to the studio within 
where stories are ancient and primal 
and love them all into being 
here lie the hymns of your body  
pronouncing themselves 
to respect each flutter and fragrance 
of your senses 
this is more than common sense 
but body sense 
the paints for your canvas 
notes for your song 
movements for your dance 
bold creation awaits 
you are your body 
and your body wants a voice 

Bodypsalm for writing from the body (Snowber, 2016:52). 
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6.6.3 To create 

2 hours 

Generate a movement phrase that embodies the poem above, of writing from the 

body. Look for sensations, memories, perceptions, and feelings that the poem inspires 

within you. 

6.6.4 To consider… to emerge possibly 

• A timeline of your dance history, stories, training, techniques. 

• Ancestors, cultural and religious influences that play a role in your bodyminded 

being and lived experience. 

• People, places, or experiences that have influenced who you are today.  

• Anything else that comes to mind…let your body speak and tell its unique story. 

Writing from the body allows for reflection on the lived experience and embodied 

memories: “breath beckons to come into your words…pulsing into a place where a 

rhythm of blood and bone can be transformed to ink” (Snowber, 2016:41). 

 

Figure 6.7: A participant exploring Bodypsalm 
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Table of Process 3 

Aims of the 
process  

Activities of the 
process  

Materials of the 
process  

Phases in the 
process of 
decolonisation  

Drawing from decolonial 
strategies  

Motivations  Catalysts for counter 
hegemonic thought: a praxis 
of thinking  

To discover 
movement from an 
inner impulse and 
bodily sensations. 

Improvising and 
moving while 
listening to the 
poem Bodypsalm. 

Choreographic 
journal 

Laenui’s (2000:152) 
phase for 
decolonisation of 
rediscovery and 
recovery. 

The decolonial practice of 
how everyone's ‘right to 
be’ is acknowledged and 
invited. 

Writing from the body 
allows for reflections on 
the lived experience and 
embodied memories. 

Holism through an intimate 
interconnection of multiple 
sensations, thinkings and 
feelings in/through/with the 
bodyminded being. A decolonial 
otherwise of “thinking, sensing, 
believing, doing and living” 
(Mignolo & Walsh, 2018b:4). 

To discover 
movement that the 
poem Bodypsalm 
evokes in the 
bodyminded being. 

Reflect on the 
process through 
writing, painting, 
or creating. 

Large two-metre 
painting sheet per 
participant 

 Zavala’s (2016:2) 
counter/storytelling as a 
decolonial strategy. 

Text is used as source 
and inspiration for 
feelings and sensations 
in the bodyminded being, 
a feeling, and thinking. 

Multiplicity through the 
interconnectedness of text, 
moving, being, sensing, and 
perceiving. 

To explore writing 
from the body, 
embodied 
memories and 
stories that 
emerge from the 
body. 

Generate a 
movement motif 
that embodies the 
poem of writing 
from your body. 

Paint, paint brushes 
and sponges 

 Gallien's (2020:43) 
decolonial strategy of 
redefining knowledge from 
an embodied perspective. 

The individual processes, 
the texture, sound, and 
feelings the text inspires 
and translates into 
movement through the 
bodyminded being. 

Relationality through pluriversal 
modes of being, sensing and 
moving. 

    Strategy of Chilisa et al. 
(2012:14) for 
decolonisation of 
individuals speaking or 
dancing from their frame 
of reference. 
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6.7 Process 4.1: Myself as dream  

Process 4 is based on Laenui’s (2000:152) phase in the process of decolonisation, 

specifically dreaming, and is divided into three parts. The first, dreaming process is 

called myself as dream, which allows the individual to navigate into their own language 

and culture, and what significance this has for the individual’s sense of multiple selves. 

These compositional tools allow for the focusing on the multiple, hybrid self in the 

choreographic context, where self-reflective thinking and autobiographical reasoning 

are navigated, through thinking and moving.  

Let yourself dive deeper into your own language and culture: “the body as the 

existential ground of culture” (Csordas, 1990:5). The body is a living depiction of 

culture and social beliefs (Cancienne & Snowber, 2003). Exploring the bodyminded 

being as source allows for insights into individual culture and social beliefs. 

6.7.1 To move 

3 hours  

Start by lying on your back with your eyes closed. Begin to describe out loud, in your 

own language the feelings and sensations in your body, my eyes feel, my spine feels, 

my feet suggest, my heart says. Lie with these sensations for some time. Consider 

what the body parts would express if they had a voice, my kidney speaks of, my 

stomach wants to. Begin moving from the perspectives of your body parts.  

Now consider the bodyminded being as a whole, what does it say? What are some of 

the stories and memories that reside on your skin? Start to vocalise these memories 

and stories of your skin. Let your embodied memories speak through the body in 

movement, while speaking your own language. Articulate your gender in words: I am 

a female, consider race, nationality, and culture, I am a black, Zulu, female, who is 

South African. Keep repeating these identity markers and see how the body responds 

in movement. How do you perceive yourself in the world? What is a defining feature 

for you around your identity? Keep moving and speaking and let the exploration take 

you further into movement.  
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6.7.2 To draw, to paint, to motif, to create 

30 minutes 

Begin writing: 

• What emerged for you from the exploration? 

• What did your bodyminded being suggest? 

• What memories emerge for you? 

• How did speaking and moving simultaneously feel? 

• What did your body reveal to you? 

• How does your body feel? 

• Consider your gender, race, culture, ethnicity, sexuality and how you perceive 

yourself in the world. 

6.7.3 To create 

2 hours  

Generate a movement phrase or solo expression of your stories and memories that 

emerged. Use your own language as text, while the body moves. Move from the 

various sensations you experienced: sensation to expression. Examine within your 

solo phrase your positionality in the world, your identities. Look at gender, culture, 

sexuality, language, and nationality as starting points. 

6.7.4 To consider… to emerge possibly 

In the process of dreaming, the individual allows their own language, culture, and 

feelings to be expressed through the bodyminded being. This allows other ways of 

seeing, being and doing. Moving from sensations in the body, allows for sensations in 

the body created by the movement. Buckwalter (2010:27) argues that this allows a 

sensory dialogue to flow with a logical stream and builds a kinaesthetic logic. Through 

using the individuals’ own language, a sense of connection is established with the 

movement and words that could allow possible rearticulations and reflections of 

feelings and experiences. The storytelling of the body parts and total bodyminded 
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being could function as a method of reconnecting with oneself and moving from the 

inner impulse. Looking at how an individual defines themselves in the world, in terms 

of gender, race, culture, sexuality and language, could provide a starting point for an 

exploration into ‘who’ they consider themselves to be in the world. Highwater (2011:33) 

defines culture as “a package of beliefs which every child learns and which has been 

culturally determined long in advance of [their] birth”.  

Myself as dream: 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.8: A participant exploring myself as dream 

feelings in 
the body

Voicing 
them 

through 
language 

moving 
from body's 
perspective 

embodied 
memories

identities
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Table of Process 4.1 

Aims of the 
process  

Activities of the 
process  

Materials of the 
process  

Phases in the 
process of 
decolonisation  

Drawing from 
decolonial strategies  

Motivations  Catalysts for counter 
hegemonic thought: a 
praxis of thinking  

To celebrate 
individuals’ 
language and 
culture. 

Describing in your own 
language the 
sensations in the body, 
the various body parts, 
and what they say. 

Choreographic journal Laenui’s 
(2000:152) phase 
for decolonisation 
of dreaming. 

The decolonial 
practice of how 
everyone's right to be 
is acknowledged and 
invited. 

In the process of 
dreaming, the individual 
allows their own 
language, culture and 
feelings to be 
expressed. 

Multiplicity through 
acknowledging various 
languages, cultures and 
identities.  

Examine the body 
as a living 
depiction of culture 
and social beliefs. 

Articulating through 
movement and words 
your gender, culture, 
sexuality, race, and 
nationality. 

Large two-metre 
painting sheet per 
participant 

 Smith’s (1999:142) 
strategy for 
decolonisation of 
language. 

Through examining 
individual positionality, a 
sense of multiple and 
hybrid identities is 
considered. 

Relationality through the 
interconnection of language, 
culture, ontology and how 
embodiment in the world 
facilitates this.  

Examining 
individual 
positionality. 

Moving and describing 
the stories and 
memories that reside 
on and in your skin. 

Paint, paint brushes and 
sponges 

 Zavala’s (2016:2) 
strategy for 
decolonisation of 
reclaiming. 

Considering race, 
culture and nationality, 
allows for memories to 
emerge around 
individuals being- in- the 
world. 

Holism as an intimate 
interconnection of language, 
culture, subjective lived 
experiences and being-in-
the-world.  

Explore the 
bodyminded being 
as source for 
insights into 
individual culture 
and beliefs. 

Reflect on the process 
through writing, 
painting, or creating. 

  Gallien's (2020:43) 
decolonial strategy of 
redefining knowledge 
from an embodied 
perspective. 

  

 Generate a movement 
phrase of your stories 
and memories that 
emerged. 

  Strategy of Chilisa et 
al. (2012:14) for 
decolonisation of 
individuals speaking 
or dancing from their 
frame of reference. 
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6.8 Process 4.2: Diving into dreams 

The next dreaming process is called diving into dreams and goes deeper into the 

individual’s culture and specific cultural practices that have meaning for the individual. 

The idea is to revisit a specific autobiographical memory from the perspective of  

individual culture in order to allow reflections on how culture shapes their being-in-the- 

world (Cancienne & Snowber, 2003:244). Diving deeper into your own culture and 

cultural practices, re-examining specific cultural practices that have meaning for the 

individual should occur.  

6.8.1 To move 

3 hours  

Begin to recall a specific autobiographical memory from your past. Think specifically 

about your culture…what does it mean to you? Recall a specific cultural practice that 

meant something to you in your life. Perhaps it was a ritual or ceremony that played a 

part in who you are today? It could be a coming-of-age ritual, a wedding, a funeral, a 

favourite family tradition, or some kind of rite of passage. Begin to feel and sense 

yourself in that memory…what are the sensations, feelings, smells, and overall picture 

of that memory?  

Begin to move with that memory in the bodymind…allow your recollections to come 

through your body and into movement…open up to the past flowing into the present… 

6.8.2 To draw, to paint, to write, to motif, to create 

30 minutes 

Begin writing: 

• What are your feelings, thoughts, and musings around your specific memory? 

• What does your culture mean to who you are? 

• What did your bodyminded being suggest? 

• How does your culture shape who you are today? 

• What do you understand as culture? 
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• How much of your culture has influenced who you are today? 

6.8.3 To create  

2 hours  

Generate a movement phrase that embodies your specific memory concerning your 

culture and what it means to you. How much is your culture a part of who you are? 

Consider the memory of the cultural practice you choose to explore and let it influence 

your movement phrase.  

6.8.4 To consider… to emerge possibly 

Remembering past experiences allows the embodiment of those feelings in the 

present moment. Looking at a specific autobiographical memory from the perspective 

of the individual’s culture could allow for reflections and articulations on themselves 

and how culture shapes their lived experiences in the world (Cancienne & Snowber, 

2003). Examining what culture means to an individual allows them access and a space 

for reflective thinking into the influence of culture on ‘who’ they are becoming.  

 

  

Figure 6.9: A participant diving into dreams  
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Table of Process 4.2 

Aims of the 
process  

Activities of the 
process  

Materials of the 
process  

Phases in the 
process of 
decolonisation  

Drawing from 
decolonial strategies  

Motivations  Catalysts for counter 
hegemonic thought: a 
praxis of thinking  

To examine 
individual cultural 
practices that have 
meaning for the 
individual. 

Recalling a specific 
cultural practice that 
played a part in who the 
individual is today: a 
ritual, ceremony or a 
rite of passage. 

Choreographic journal Laenui’s (2000:152) 
phase for 
decolonisation of 
dreaming. 

The decolonial 
practice of how 
everyone's right to be 
is acknowledged and 
invited. 

Looking at specific 
autobiographical 
memory of a cultural 
practice could allow 
reflections on how 
culture shapes 
individual identities. 

Multiplicity through 
acknowledging various 
socio-cultural practices as 
meaningful in individuals’ 
lived experiences. 

Examine specific 
autobiographical 
memories about a 
specific cultural 
practice. 

Moving with the 
memory in the 
bodyminded being. 

Large two-metre 
painting sheet per 
participant 

 Zavala’s (2016:2) 
strategy for 
decolonisation of 
reclaiming and 
counter/storytelling. 

Examining what culture 
means to an individual 
allows reflective thinking 
into 'who' they are 
becoming. 

Relationality through the 
interconnection of cultural 
practices, identities, and 
ontology. 

 Reflect on the process 
through writing, 
painting, or creating. 

Paint, paint brushes and 
sponges 

 Gallien's (2020:43) 
decolonial strategy of 
redefining knowledge 
from an embodied 
perspective. 

Self-reflective thinking 
and autobiographical 
reasoning are navigated 
through thinking and 
moving. 

Holism as an intimate 
interconnection of language, 
culture, subjective lived 
experiences and being-in-
the-world. 

 Generate a movement 
phrase around the 
specific cultural 
practice. 

  Strategy of Chilisa et 
al. (2012:14) for 
decolonisation of 
individuals speaking 
or dancing from their 
frame of reference. 
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6.9 Process 4.3: Deep in dreams  

The next dreaming process is called deep in dreams and goes deeper into memories 

of the place where the individual grew up. Reflecting on where the individual grew up 

could allow access to important autobiographical memories. Diving deeper into your 

memories, through using the place where you grew up as source material for 

movement is crucial.  

6.9.1 To move 

3 hours   

Begin standing with your eyes closed. Start to recall a specific autobiographical 

memory about the place where you grew up. Think about the house where you grew 

up. What are the feelings, sensations, smells, and structures of your house? Visualise 

yourself in that house and map the topography of the space. Think about the colours 

within the space…what are the sounds of the space? Is there a specific room in the 

house that leads you to a specific memory? Are there certain spaces that have 

different feelings or sensations for you? Travel through your home, bringing the past 

experiences into your mind. Is there a particular memory that stands out for you in 

relation to your home? What is the overall feeling of your home where you grew up? 

While recalling fragments, visuals, smells and sensations from the place where you 

grew up, start to move your experience. Let the feelings, memories and sensations 

lead you into movement. Perhaps you are working with a specific autobiographical 

memory that links to your home or it could be the general feelings, sensations, and 

perceptions of your home and what it means to you.  

6.9.2 To draw, to paint, to write, to motif, to create 

30 minutes 

Begin writing: 

• How did the home where you grew up influence who you are today? 

• What were your feelings and sensations when recalling your home? 
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• What initiated the movement for you? 

• Is there an overall colour that comes to mind? 

• Describe in words your experience of your home and how it has played a role 

in who you are today.  

• If you had grown up in another home, would this have affected who you are 

today? 

6.9.3 To create  

2 hours  

Generate a movement phrase that embodies your specific memories concerning your 

home and what it means to you. Perhaps it is an overall experience of home or 

something specific within the memory of your home and where you grew up. Find a 

way to embody your feelings, sensations, perceptions, and memories concerning your 

home into a movement language.  

6.9.4 To consider… to emerge possibly 

Remembering the place where an individual grew up could allow specific 

autobiographical memories to emerge. A way into ‘knowing’ individual history is to 

understand it “through place: a childhood home” (Morrissey, 2012:192).  The notion 

that there is a correlation between place and an individual’s identity is prevalent in 

contemporary culture. Heidegger (2010:155) suggests the “concept of human 

existence as ‘being-in-the-world’”, which links to the individual’s surroundings. The 

interconnection of place and identity is clear for Malpas (1999:180) who argues that 

“one recalls, not just the person, but person and place, and both as part of the same 

image, part of a single remembrance”. The past or lived experience cannot be devoid 

of place, as it is deeply interwoven.  

Particular places enter our self-conception and self-identity inasmuch as it is 

only in, and through our grasp of, the places in which we are situated that we 

can encounter objects, other persons or, indeed, ourselves (Malpas, 1999:177). 
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Through navigating an individual’s home and what memories emerge, a journey 

could begin towards the individual’s understanding of self.  
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Table of Process 4.3 

Aims of the 
process  

Activities of the 
process  

Materials of the 
process  

Phases in the 
process of 
decolonisation  

Drawing from 
decolonial 
strategies  

Motivations  Catalysts for counter 
hegemonic thought: a 
praxis of thinking  

To discover 
memories about the 
place where 
individuals grew up. 

Recalling a specific 
autobiographical 
memory about the 
place where the 
individual grew up. 

Choreographic journal Laenui’s (2000:152) 
phase for 
decolonisation of 
dreaming. 

The decolonial 
practice of how 
everyone's right to be 
is acknowledged and 
invited. 

A way into 'knowing' 
individual history is to 
know it through place: a 
childhood home 
(Morrissey, 2012:192).   

Multiplicity through 
acknowledging various 
feelings and thinkings 
around the idea of home. 

Rediscover the 
influence of the 
place where you 
grew up and how it 
has had an impact 
on who or whom of 
the many selves 
they are today. 

Moving with the 
memory in the 
bodyminded being. 

Large two-metre 
painting sheet per 
participant 

 Smith’s (1999:142) 
strategy for 
decolonisation of 
history. 

The past or lived 
experience cannot be 
devoid of place, as it is 
deeply interwoven. 

Relationality through the 
interconnection of various 
people and the notion of 
home. 

 Reflect on the process 
through writing, 
painting, or creating. 

Paint, paint brushes and 
sponges 

 Gallien's (2020:43) 
decolonial strategy of 
redefining knowledge 
from an embodied 
perspective. 

 Holism as an intimate 
interconnection of language, 
culture, home and subjective 
lived experiences and being-
in-the-world. 

 Generate a movement 
phrase around the 
place where you grew 
up. 

  Strategy of Chilisa et 
al. (2012:14) for 
decolonisation of 
individuals speaking 
or dancing from their 
frame of reference. 
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6.10 Process 5: Sensing you, shaping me  

Process 5 is sensing you, shaping me which is based on moving from sense memory 

and Gallien’s (2020:43) decolonial strategy of redefining knowledge from an embodied 

perspective. Individuals perceive the world subjectively through their senses and 

sensorimotor systems, and that information is interpreted as their perception of the 

world. The “memory of knowledge lies in your senses” and these nuances of knowing 

are embodied (Snowber, 2016:8). How individuals perceive, feel, and think is related 

to who they are or their personal identities (Fuchs, 2020:2).  Using sense memory as 

a compositional device for movement, is a way to tap into the ‘knowing body’ that 

interprets, senses, and understands (Marlin-Bennett, 2013:601).  This ‘knowing body’ 

becomes the source and inspiration for the movement material. Moving from a sense 

memory source allows redefining knowledge from an embodied perspective (Gallien, 

2020:43). This process is inspired by Nagrin’s (2001:237) choreographic workbook 

and how through accessing sense memory an embodied perspective is navigated.  

6.10.1 To move 

3 hours   

Start with sanitising your hands. Find a partner with whom you feel comfortable 

working. Begin with both of you seated and facing each other with your eyes closed. 

Breathe together and begin by finding openness and space within your bodyminded 

being to receive sensory information. Begin by simultaneously touching each other’s 

faces, feeling the texture of the skin, the bones, and muscles. Sense and feel the other 

person’s face with the experience of their skin. Study the face to experience it but also, 

with the intention of remembering it. When you feel you have the memory of the face, 

remove your hands from the person’s face. Turn away from the person and, still with 

your eyes closed, trace the person’s face in the air and recall as much information as 

you can. When you feel ready, return to facing your partner with your eyes closed. 

Repeat the experience of touching their face with your eyes closed and fill in any 

information you felt you did not remember. 
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When you are ready, find a space on your own and begin moving the experience of 

their face. Work from the sensations you felt and traverse the space, mapping your 

sensory experience of their face through movement. When you feel ready, come back, 

and show your phrase to your partner. Have a discussion about what it is you 

experienced and how you translated it into movement. 

Create a duet with both your unique interpretations of each other’s faces and stories 

of the skin. Let the two phrases intertwine and connect to each other.  

6.10.2 To draw, to paint, to write, to motif, to create:  

30 minutes 

Begin writing: 

• What was your sensory experience of your partner’s face? 

• What did the textures and feeling of the skin allow you to feel or sense? 

• How did you create movement from the experience? 

• What was it like to see someone else’s interpretation of your face? 

• Did seeing someone else create movement around your skin, make you see 

yourself any differently? 

6.10.3 To create 

2 hours 

• Repeat the above process by closing your eyes and experiencing your own 

face and skin. Generate a movement phrase that embodies your specific 

sensations of your own face and what they mean to you. Perhaps it is an overall 

experience of your face, or what your face brings to mind. What stories are 

embodied in your face? What memories reside there? 

6.10.4 To consider… to emerge possibly 

Individuals are conceptualised as bodyminded beings in the environment, navigating 

the world through their sensorimotor system. Using sense memory as the stimulus for 

movement material, allows awareness into the way individuals navigate being-in-the-
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world. Individuals perceive the world subjectively through their senses, and that 

becomes their subjective interpretation and perception of the world.  

Tapping into the sensation of touch in the exploration, allows the individual to navigate 

information from tactile stimulus to movement. Smith-Autard (2010:31). suggests that 

tactile stimulation often produces a kinaesthetic response, which could allow another 

possibility for movement generation and creativity. This links to the idea of inner to 

outer, where the stimulus is sensed on the inner and generated into movement. 

Finding new compositional tools to generate movement material could allow for an 

alternative way into movement generation. 

 

 

Figure 6.10: Participants exploring sensing you, shaping me 
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Table of Process 5 

Aims of the 
process  

Activities of the process  Materials of the 
process  

Phases in the 
process of 
decolonisation  

Drawing from 
decolonial strategies  

Motivations  Catalysts for counter 
hegemonic thought: a 
praxis of thinking  

To discover 
moving from a 
sense memory 
source. 

With a partner, start by 
touching each other's 
faces. 

Choreographic 
journal 

Laenui’s (2000:152) 
phase of rediscovery 
and recovery. 

The decolonial 
practice of how 
everyone's right to be 
is acknowledged and 
invited. 

Individuals navigate 
the world through their 
sensorimotor system. 

Multiplicity through 
acknowledging various 
feelings, thinkings and 
sensations around sensing 
another being’s face. 

Explore the 
sensation of touch 
as a tactile 
stimulus for 
movement. 

With the tactile memory in 
'mind', trace the person’s 
face in the space around 
you.  

Large two-metre 
painting sheet 
per participant 

 Gallien's (2020:43) 
decolonial strategy of 
redefining knowledge 
from an embodied 
perspective. 

Individuals perceive 
the world subjectively 
through their sense, 
and that is interpreted 
as their perception. 

Relationality through the 
interconnection with each 
other as they sensed and felt 
each other’s face. 

 Moving with the memory in 
the bodyminded being. 

Paint, paint 
brushes and 
sponges 

 Strategy of Chilisa et 
al. (2012:14) for 
decolonisation of 
individuals speaking or 
dancing from their 
frame of reference. 

Sensing plays an 
important role in being-
in-the-world. 

Holism as an intimate 
interconnection of textures of 
the skin, individual 
sensations of the other 
person’s face, and subjective 
lived experiences of touching 
another person’s face. 

 Create a duet with both 
unique interpretations of 
each other's face and 
stories of the skin. 

   Sensation creates a 
connection between 
the inner and outer 
worlds. 

. 

 Repeat the process 
experiencing your own 
face. 

     

 Generate a movement 
phrase that embodies your 
sensations of your face. 
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6.11 Process 6: Snapshot memories   

Process 6 is based on Gallien’s (2020:43) decolonial strategy of redefining knowledge 

from an embodied perspective and is called snapshot memories, which uses a 

kinaesthetic stimulus as access into memory. The individual recalls a memory that has 

a specific kinaesthetic or movement component as a starting point. This could allow 

the individual a specific retrieval cue from the aspect of movement into recalling the 

specific memory. The bodyminded being is not static but constantly “changing, flowing, 

leaking, recovering; the one constant is that bodies are always moving” (Snowber, 

2016:70). The breathing body is a moving, making, sensing, and shaping of being as 

it experiences information, an embodied perspective. This exercise draws inspiration 

from Buckwalter’s (2010:14) explorations in improvisation.  

Identify a specific autobiographical memory that has stayed with you due to some 

aspect of movement. Perhaps a defining feature of this memory is the amount or lack 

thereof, of movement or mobility in the memory. Think back to an embodied memory 

that is highlighted, due to a tremendous amount of movement. Perhaps it was a 

memory of you doing something physical that has some meaning for you. It could be 

a memory of you dancing in a production that had significance in who you are today? 

What traces of this memory are embodied on your skin?  

6.11.1 To move 

2 hours  

Begin standing with your eyes closed. Start to recall a snapshot of that memory or 

more specifically, an image of that memory. Try not to engage with the linear story of 

that memory but rather, on a specific image of that memory…a snapshot of the 

memory. Use that snapshot as the inspiration to move…let the image permeate your 

body and begin to express it through movement. How can you move from an image of 

the memory into movement? Is your memory of the movement in and through your 

body?  
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6.11.2 To draw, to paint, to write, to motif, to create  

30 minutes 

Begin writing: 

• Why did you choose the specific autobiographical memory? 

• What was the story behind the memory you chose? 

• Were you able to move from the image of that memory and create movement 

from it? 

• How did using a visual image of a memory move you into movement? 

• Did you take some of the lines and shapes from the visual movement as 

inspiration? 

6.11.3 To create 

60 minutes 

Generate a movement phrase that embodies your specific memory snapshot and what 

it means to you. Have a clear visual image of that memory to work from. Use the lines, 

shapes, and textures as inspiration for the movement. Think about the significance of 

this memory and what it says about who you are today. Does this memory have 

significance in your dance and movement life? 

6.11.4 To consider… to emerge possibly 

A visual snapshot of a memory provides a visual stimulus to work with for movement 

generation. However, the visual memory snapshot arose from a kinaesthetic or 

movement based, lived experience and memory. The embodied memory was 

memorable to the individual due to the kinaesthetic qualities within it. When the 

individual moves from the movement memory snapshot, their kinaesthetic memory is 

activated. Fuchs (2003:2) suggests “for when I am dancing, the rhythmic movements 

are released by my body without a need to make them deliberately – and yet I am 

guiding my movements according to the gesture and rhythm that I feel”. Thus, the 

dynamics of movement are felt as they emerge, they are felt kinaesthetically (Sheets-

Johnstone, 2007:45). The individual’s kinaesthetic sense modality is always present. 
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It is the sense of movement or our body-in-motion that is continuously present (Sheets-

Johnstone, 2007:45). When recalling an autobiographical memory, it has the quality 

of ‘reliving’ that includes “visual, kinaesthetic, and spatial impressions” (Wilson, 

2002:633). This ‘reliving’ of an experience is in and through embodied memories. 

 

 

Figure 6.11: Participants exploring snapshot memories 
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Table of Process 6 

Aims of the process  Activities of the 
process  

Materials of the 
process  

Phases in the 
process of 
decolonisation  

Drawing from 
decolonial strategies  

Motivations  Catalysts for counter 
hegemonic thought: a 
praxis of thinking  

To discover an 
autobiographical 
memory that has 
stayed with you, due 
to some aspect of 
movement.  

Start to recall a 
snapshot of the 
memory you have 
selected; a specific 
image of the memory. 

Choreographic 
journal 

Laenui’s (2000:152) 
phase of rediscovery 
and recovery. 

The decolonial 
practice of how 
everyone's right to be 
is acknowledged and 
invited. 

The visual memory 
snapshot arose from a 
kinaesthetic 
movement. 

Multiplicity as recalling a 
visual snapshot memory and 
interpreting that through 
movement. 

To recall an 
embodied memory 
that has a defining 
feature of movement 
or lack thereof. 

Moving with the image 
of the memory in the 
bodyminded being. 

Large two-metre 
painting sheet per 
participant 

 Gallien's (2020:43) 
decolonial strategy of 
redefining knowledge 
from an embodied 
perspective. 

This task uses both 
visual and muscle 
memory. 

Holism as the strategy 
engaging multimodal 
bodymindedness through 
visualising and then moving 
the image. 

  Paint, paint brushes 
and sponges 

 Strategy of Chilisa et 
al. (2012:14) for 
decolonisation of 
individuals speaking or 
dancing from their 
frame of reference. 

When the individual 
moves from the 
memory snapshot, 
their kinaesthetic 
memory is activated. 
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6.12 Process 7: Sensing, shaping, selving  

Process 7, is sensing, shaping, selving, which is where the individual selects the 

specific autobiographical memory or the memoryscape (a combination or scape of 

memories and traces) that forms the tapestry and body logic of their autobiographical 

solo. The individual creates, re-makes, re(moves), refines and re-bodies their 

movement motifs and memoryscapes for their autobiographical solo. 

Thinking back to all of the explorations thus far, decide on a specific memory that you 

explored that was the most significant for you. Perhaps the explorations thus far have 

led you to a new memory or the reconfiguration of a memory. Think about 

autobiographical memories that are important to who you are today. You might also 

decide that it is a collection of memories around a specific experience you had, that 

had an impact on your life. Decide on how you will navigate the memory you will use 

to generate your five-minute, autobiographical solo. Journal on this memory. What are 

the specific images, sounds, sensations, and feelings that come to mind? Thinking 

about the memory, is there a specific colour that defines this memory? Think about 

the auditory, visual, kinaesthetic, and tactile qualities of your specific memory.  

6.12.1 To move 

3 hours  

Begin standing with your eyes closed. Start to recall the memory and see where the 

movement leads you. Follow the inner impulses that emerge by recalling your 

autobiographical memory. Move…recall…reflect…sense…feel…remember…move. 

Use improvisation as a tool to find ways to move into your memory…memory to 

movement. Feel the sensing, pulsing, and breathing body as it unfolds as the 

experience of information. 
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6.12.2 To draw, to paint, to write, to motif, to create 

30 minutes 

Begin writing: 

• Why did you choose the specific autobiographical memory? 

• What is the significance of this memory in your life? 

• What was the story behind the memory you chose? 

• In re-remembering this memory in the present, has it changed how you perceive 

the memory?  

• Draw a visual representation of this memory for yourself; perhaps it is an 

abstract self-portrait of who you believe you are, as a result of this memory of 

your ‘lived’ experience? 

6.12.3 To create:  

2 hours  

Generate a movement phrase that embodies your specific memory and what it means 

to you. Think about the significance of this memory and what it says about who you 

are today. Keep improvising around your autobiographical memory and find the 

movement language that feels right for you. Begin to generate the movement motif for 

your autobiographical solo work.  

6.12.4 To consider… to emerge possibly 

When the individual engages with the lived experience or the embodied memory of 

that experience, they can relook through “trial and error, recognise, rehearse, redefine, 

re-create and reflect on themes, patterns, combinations and relationships” (Barbour, 

2011:97). This self-reflexive process allows the individual space to reflect on their 

embodied memories and how they have meaning in their lives.  

Through using improvisation, as a compositional tool, with the specific embodied 

memory it could cultivate “an embodied presence that is fresh, prepared, attentive, 

lively, receptive, responsive” (Kloppenberg, 2010:199). This promotes sensing, feeling 
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and perceiving of the lived experience and embodied memory, in the present. This re-

calling, remembering and re-sensing is fundamental to embodied memories, as the 

individual reveals their own perceptions of the embodied memory. The individual 

reveals their own mental models and the lens through which they see their embodied 

memory.  

 

Figure 6.12: Participants exploring sensing, shaping, selving 
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Table of Process 7 

Aims of the process  Activities of the 
process  

Materials of the 
process  

Phases in the 
process of 
decolonisation  

Drawing from decolonial 
strategies  

Motivations  Catalysts for counter 
hegemonic thought: a 
praxis of thinking  

To discover the 
specific 
autobiographical 
memory or 
memoryscapes your 
solo will explore. 

Recalling the specific 
memory or the 
memoryscape you will 
use for your solo. 

Choreographic 
journal 

Laenui’s (2000:152) 
phases of 
commitment and 
action. 

The decolonial practice of 
how everyone's right ‘to be’ 
is acknowledged and 
invited. 

The individual can re-
make, re-think, 
redefine and re-create 
their lived experience 
and embodied 
memories into a 
choreographic solo. 

Holism as the embodied 
memories are an 
interrelated meshwork of 
subjective, lived 
experiences and being-in-
the-world. 

To celebrate how 
these memoryscapes 
or a specific memory 
has significance for 
your multiple 
identities and being-
in-the-world. 

Journal on your 
approach to your 
embodied memory 
solo. 

Large two-metre 
painting sheet per 
participant 

 Zavala’s (2016:2) strategy 
of healing where the 
individual is positioned 
within their world. 

This re-calling, 
remembering and re-
sensing reveals 
individuals’ perceptions 
of their memories and 
how they have 
constructed their 
memories as a 
subjective 
interpretation of their 
lived experience. 

Multiplicity as multiple 
identities, stories and lived 
experiences co-exist in 
embodied memories. 

 Moving with the 
memory in the 
bodyminded being. 

Paint, paint 
brushes and 
sponges 

 Gallien's (2020:43) 
decolonial strategy of 
redefining knowledge from 
an embodied perspective. 

  

 Create the movement 
motif or parts of the 
solo. 

  Strategy of Chilisa et al. 
(2012:14) for decolonisation 
of individuals speaking or 
dancing from their frame of 
reference. 
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6.13 Process 8:  Moving memories, manifesting me  

Process 8, which is called moving memories: manifesting me, is where the 

memoryscape is further developed. The individual, through improvisation, re-working 

and re-reflection on the autobiographical memory, develops their bodyminded 

choreographic memoryscape. The compositional device of verbally articulating the 

memory, while moving the motif is explored, as the body is called back to the page, to 

the “studio within where the stories are ancient” (Snowber, 2016:52). The 

compositional device of repetition is explored as movements and memories are 

reiterated, stuttered and “travel(s) in the realm of re-searching our own lives, 

knowledge, passions and practice” (Snowber, 2016:54). This allows for re-

articulations, re-reflections, and re-memberings within the memoryscape solo, which 

facilitates the development of the concept of the solo. 

This process is about developing the movement motif and reinterpreting and reforming 

the embodied memory into your chosen movement language. Revisit your movement 

motif that you created in Process 7. This is the foundation of your autobiographical 

solo. Explore possible re-organisations, re-flections and recreations of the movement 

material. Give yourself the time and space to recall and re-explore the embodied 

memory. Perhaps something has shifted…allow the shift. 

6.13.1 To move  

2 hours  

Start to recall your specific autobiographical memory and the movement motif you 

created. Begin to articulate your memory verbally; this could be your own language or 

sounds, as you move your motif. Interweave the text and movement motif and see if 

this provides any other perspectives or ideas for your solo. The motif is an organising 

device that motivates the solo. Connect to your body and where this autobiographical 

memory resides; the body has a language of its own… “the body calls to you 

continuously, the body wants its subtle notes and bold proclamations to be listened to” 

(Snowber, 2016:xiii). Let your bodyminded being be the map for your own pilgrimage 

back to the autobiographical memory that resides within and through you, and feel 
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viscerally the waves of movement and subtle sensations flowing through you  

(Snowber, 2016:3). 

6.13.2 To draw, to paint, to write, to motif, to create  

30 minutes 

Begin writing: 

• What does this autobiographical memory say about you? 

• Begin to just write about whatever comes to mind, free-flow writing.  

• In re-calling this autobiographical memory, has anything changed in the way 

you remember it? 

6.13.3 To create 

1 hour  

Revisit your movement motif and develop the phrase after the above exploration. 

Furthermore, use the choreographic device of repetition to further develop the phrase. 

The idea of repetition suggests that the material is manipulated to restate, reinforce, 

re-echo, recapitulate, revise, recall, and reiterate (Smith-Autard, 2010:46). The use of 

repetition will allow a range of developments and variations of the motif. Smith-Autard 

(2010:47) suggests repetition through development and variation by: action, quality, 

space, and relationship. 
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ACTION 
• Same again or on other side 

• Use of different body parts 

• Addition of actions 

• Variation of body flow 

• Subtraction of action  

• Symmetric or asymmetric 

QUALITY 
• Same again 

• Speed change 

• Weight variation 

• Time-weight variation 

• Flow variation 

• Contrasting qualities 

SPACE 
• Same space pattern 

• Variation of size, levels, extensions, 

directions, pathways 

• Body shape, lines in space 

RELATIONSHIP 
• Variation of relationship through changing 

the juxtaposition of movements within the 

motif 

Smith-Autard (2010:47) diagram for repetition 

6.13.4 To consider… to emerge possibly 

The way in which components or movements are arranged in the motif produces the 

form of the solo.  

Art expression, like form created by a shifting kaleidoscope, is forever 

changing, forever new. The myriad of geometric designs that one sees in the 

kaleidoscope are all made from the same elements, variously shaped pieces of 

coloured glass but as the relationships of these coloured objects to each other 

are changed, new forms ensure. (Hayes, 1955:1) 

Re-looking at the structure of the original motif allows new relationships and ideas to 

emerge. Using repetition admits a range of developments and variations of the motif 

to emerge (Smith-Autard, 2010:47). This reflection on/in/through the embodied 

memory through relooking and repeating allows further discoveries, as the movement 

language develops. Further development of the autobiographical solo could occur 

through integrating text with the movement motif. The individual verbally articulates 

the embodied memory as they move the motif, thus connecting the total bodyminded 

being. Snowber (2016:8) suggests that “what you know you still know, it just needs to 

be re/membered, re/bodied back to being”. Through re-calling the embodied memory 

verbally, awareness is brought to how the individual articulates and perceives the 

memory.  
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Moving memories, manifesting me: 

 

 

Figure 6.13: A participant exploring moving memories, manifesting me 

moving the 
motif

Voicing the 
memory 
through 
language 

moving and 
speaking 

embodied 
memory

reflection 
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Table of Process 8 

Aims of the process  Activities of the 
process  

Materials of the 
process  

Phases in the 
process of 
decolonisation  

Drawing from decolonial 
strategies  

Motivations  Catalysts for counter 
hegemonic thought: a 
praxis of thinking  

To revisit your 
autobiographical solo 
and movement motif. 

Recall the specific 
memory or the 
memoryscape you will 
use for your solo. 

Choreographic 
journal 

Laenui’s (2000:152) 
phase of 
commitment and 
action.  

The decolonial practice of 
how everyone's right to be 
is acknowledged and 
invited. 

Re-examining the 
structure of the solo 
allows new 
relationships and ideas 
to emerge. 

Relationality and in 
relationship through the 
intertwining of the inner and 
outer, embodied memories, 
and subjective lived 
experiences.  

To explore possible 
re-organisations, re-
reflections and re-
creations of the 
movement material. 

Articulating the 
memory verbally or 
through sounds. 

Large two-metre 
painting sheet per 
participant 

 Gallien's (2020:43) 
decolonial strategy of 
redefining knowledge from 
an embodied perspective. 

Using repetition allows 
for a range of 
developments and 
variations of the solo. 

Holism as embodied 
memories are an 
interrelated meshwork of 
subjective lived experiences 
and being-in-the-world. 

 Journal your approach 
to your embodied 
memory solo. 

Paint, paint 
brushes and 
sponges 

 Strategy of Chilisa et al. 
(2012:14) for decolonisation 
of individuals speaking or 
dancing from their frame of 
reference. 

 Multiplicity through various 
interlinking of embodied 
memories, lived 
experiences, stories, and 
multiple identities.  

 Revisit your motif 
through the 
choreographic device 
of repetition. 

    Interdependency through 
the subjective lived 
experience as expressed 
through moving the solo.  

 Move with the memory 
in the bodyminded 
being. 
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6.14 Process 9: Witnessing you, reflecting me  

Process 9, is called witnessing you, reflecting me, which could facilitate further 

development and a shift in perspective, through dancing a partner’s embodied 

memory. There is the witnessing of another person’s autobiographical solo and 

improvising the solo for the individual, so new perspectives, reflections, and shifts can 

occur. This links with both Bhabha (1994) and Soja (1996:5) who suggest the idea of 

a third space, which offers the development of new knowledge through active 

interactions, musings and reflections amongst participants. Soja (1996:5) suggests 

that the third space is “a space of extraordinary openness, a place of critical exchange 

where the geographical imagination can be expanded to encompass a multiplicity of 

perspectives”. This allows the individual the space to reflect and consider various 

perspectives or the loci of enunciation towards creating a sense of form and shape for 

their memoryscape.   

6.14.1 To move 

2 hours  

Find a partner to work with. One partner dances their motif phrase from their embodied 

memory and the other witnesses. Keep repeating the motif, while the other person 

witnesses your story. The watcher, then improvises as if they were the first person, 

reflecting specific movements, rhythms, qualities, tones, and re-interpretations. 

Discover your partner’s perception of your movement motif and the story that emerges 

through their body in movement. Change roles and witness your partner’s movement 

motif. When you have both had a chance to see each other’s interpretation of your 

motif of your embodied memory, find a place to work on your own. Reflect on how your 

partner perceived your movement motif and the embodied memory. Let your motif shift 

and develop. 
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6.14.2 To write  

30 minutes 

Begin writing: 

• Was there any difference in how your partner perceived your movement motif? 

• What was the experience of watching them move their perception of your motif? 

• Did their interpretation allow you to see something in another way? 

6.14.3 To create 

60 minutes 

Re-work, reflect, and develop your choreographic solo exploration, through 

continuously coming back to the autobiographical memory as source. Consider how 

your partner interpreted your movement motif from your autobiographical memory and 

explore any possible shifts.  

6.14.4 To consider… to emerge possibly  

The idea of a witness emerges in this exploration; one who is concerned with “actively 

watching to see the mover’s actions” (Hess, 2018:11). Witnessing requires that the 

individual makes the choice to observe the other with a specific intention (Hess, 

2018:17). The witness pays attention by being “deeply observant” (Musicant, 

2001:25). In being deeply observant, the witness enters into multiple relationships at 

once – “a relationship with the other person; a relationship with their own body in the 

present moment; and a relationship with their own assumptions, expectations, and 

experiences” (Hess, 2018:17). Thus, the witness brings their total bodyminded being 

and attention to the mover. Thereafter, the witness then dances their perception and 

interpretation of the autobiographical memory and movement language back to the 

mover. A space could emerge for new perspectives or possibilities. Dancers are 

involved in the “oscillations between kinaesthetic perceptions, self-awareness, 

interactions with others and dance content (images, issues, concepts and ideas)” and 

thus, individuals “evaluate, re-evaluate, confront and reconstruct self” (Ashley, 

2014:4).  
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Figure 6.14: Participants exploring witnessing you, reflecting me  
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Table of Process 9 

Aims of the process  Activities of the 
process  

Materials of the 
process  

Phases in the 
process of 
decolonisation  

Drawing from decolonial 
strategies  

Motivations  Catalysts for counter 
hegemonic thought: a 
praxis of thinking  

To witness a 
partner’s solo and 
reflect it back to them 
through your 
bodyminded being. 

Find a partner to work 
with and witness their 
solo. 

Choreographic 
journal 

Laenui’s (2000:152) 
phase of rediscovery 
and recovery.  

The decolonial practice of 
how everyone's right ‘to be’ 
is acknowledged and 
invited. 

The idea of witnessing 
another individual’s 
solo could allow for 
possible 
reconfigurations and a 
different perspective. 

Interdependency as 
individuals witness each 
other’s solo.  

To explore possible 
re-organisations, re-
reflections and re-
creations of the 
movement material. 

The watcher then 
shares their 
perception, through 
movement, of your 
solo. 

Large two-metre 
painting sheet per 
participant 

Laenui’s (2000:152) 
phase of 
commitment and 
action. 

Gallien's (2020:43) 
decolonial strategy of 
redefining knowledge from 
an embodied perspective. 

The witness in 
relationship to the other 
person, their own body 
and their assumptions 
and experiences. 

Multiplicity through sharing 
each other’s perceptions 
and interpretations of each 
other’s solo. 

 Journal on how they 
perceived your solo. 

Paint, paint 
brushes and 
sponges 

 Strategy of Chilisa et al. 
(2012:14) for decolonisation 
of individuals’ speaking or 
dancing from their frame of 
reference. 

 Relationality as each 
person’s perceptions and 
interpretations of each 
other.  

 Revisit your solo for 
further developments. 
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6.15 Process 10: Shaping space in time 

Process 10 is called shaping space in time, which considers the form and shape of 

the choreography. The individual looks at how the solo is structured and designed, 

considering their unique beginning, middle, and end, and their own body logic 

embodied in their memoryscape. This does not suggest that a sense of linearity is 

implied or suggested but rather, the individual navigates their personal sense of how 

intuitively, to them, the structure is created. The form and structure of the solo is 

dependent on how the individual is using their autobiographical memories; perhaps it 

is a memoryscape of all the memories explored through the entire process or one 

specific embodied memory.   

Now that your autobiographical solo has developed significantly, start to consider the 

form and shape of the solo. How the composition is arranged creates the form of the 

solo. Start to consider the shape and structure of your solo. Think about how the 

embodied memory that is communicated is embodied in the form. You need to 

consider how the movement is placed into a constructional frame which gives the 

autobiographical solo its form and meaning (Smith-Autard, 2010:42). 

6.15.1 To move:  

2 hours  

As the composer, you are creating a design in time (Smith-Autard, 2010:46). Consider 

if your solo starts with a dynamic, explosive beginning and slowly concludes, or 

perhaps builds up to the climax in the middle and has a calm ending. Begin to structure 

your solo into a rhythmic pattern. Are there different sections to your solo, or one 

continuous section? How is your story of your memory reflected in the form of your 

solo?  
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6.15.2 To draw, to paint, to write, to motif, to create 

30 minutes 

Begin writing: 

• What is the form of your solo? 

• What is the design in time? 

• What is the rhythmic pattern of your solo and how does this best reveal the 

story of your memory? 

• How is your solo phrased? Consider the phrasing that you want in your solo.  

6.15.3 To create 

60 minutes 

Begin to create the form of your solo and work with the overall shape and form of the 

choreography.  

6.15.4 To consider… to emerge possibly 

The form of the choreography can be defined as “the result of unifying diverse 

elements whereby they achieve collectively an aesthetic vitality which except by this 

association they would not possess. The whole thus becomes greater than the sum of 

its parts. The unifying process by which form is attained is known as composition” 

(Martin, 1993:35). There is more to the solo than simply arranging movements. It 

needs to have a “form, an overall shape, system, unity, mould or mode of being” 

(Smith-Autard, 2010:42). The individual considers the overall shape of their 

choreographic solo and how the autobiographical memory unfolds in time and space.  
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Figure 6.15: A participant shaping time in space 
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Table of Process 10 

Aims of the 
process  

Activities of the 
process  

Materials of the 
process  

Phases in the 
process of 
decolonisation  

Drawing from decolonial 
strategies  

Motivations  Catalysts for counter 
hegemonic thought: a praxis 
of thinking  

To explore further 
developments to the 
solo in considering 
the form and shape 
of the solo. 

Consider your solo in 
relation to space and 
time. 

Choreographic 
journal 

Laenui’s (2000:152) 
phase of 
rediscovery and 
recovery. 

The decolonial practice of 
how everyone's right to be 
is acknowledged and 
invited. 

The unifying process 
of putting the solo into 
a structured form is 
part of the composition 
process. 

Holism as the form and shape 
of the solo is considered as part 
of the autobiographical solo. 

To explore possible 
re-organisations, re-
reflections and re-
creations of the 
movement material. 

Explore the rhythmic 
pattern or phrasing of 
your solo. 

Large two-metre 
painting sheet 
per participant 

Laenui’s (2000:152) 
phase of 
commitment and 
action. 

Gallien's (2020:43) 
decolonial strategy of 
redefining knowledge from 
an embodied perspective. 

The solo needs to 
have an overall shape 
and form. 

Relationality as possible re-
organisations and relationships 
are considered. 

 Journal on how your 
solo is developing. 

Paint, paint 
brushes and 
sponges 

 Strategy of Chilisa et al. 
(2012:14) for 
decolonisation of 
individuals’ speaking or 
dancing from their frame of 
reference. 

 Multiplicity as the solo is 
revisited for further layers. 

 Revisit your solo for 
further developments. 
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6.16 Process 11: Choosing self 

Process 11 is called choosing self, which allows the individual to make choices about 

sound, scenic devices and any other elements for the solo. This is the process where 

the individual can look to their specific choreographic solo expression and see what 

other elements can be added. Throughout the process and after each compositional 

task, the individual has space for reflection, musings, and re-articulations. The 

reflective process can take the form of drawing, painting, writing, motifing, discussing 

or creating. The tools used for reflection in the choreographic process allow the 

individual the space to reflect on themselves, their choreographic practice, and the 

process as a whole. Leijen et al. (2009:315) suggest that reflection in the 

choreographic process explores individual agency, their exploration process, and the 

knowledge and skills related to choreography. The process of reflection involves 

“questioning existing assumptions, values, and perspectives that underlie people’s 

actions, decisions and judgements” (Leijen et al., 2009:315–316). Through 

questioning and reflection on individuals’ lived experience, the past is situated and re-

reflected in the present moment.  

Now that your autobiographical solo has developed significantly in concept, shape and 

form, begin to make choreographic choices. Consider the solo as a whole and what 

the “aesthetic glue” (Chappell, 2008:169) is that holds the solo together. Consider the 

solo as a reflection and interpretation of your autobiographical memory.  

6.16.1 To move  

2 hours   

Find a partner to work with and perform your autobiographical solo for your partner. 

Have a discussion on sound, scenic devices or any other elements that would 

complement your solo. What elements can be added to the solo to bring your 

embodied memory to life? Consider how your partner perceives your choreographic 

solo in relation to your autobiographical memory. Examine how, if in any way, your 

autobiographical memory has shifted or has changed within the choreographic solo.  
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6.16.2 To draw, to paint, to write, to motif, to create 

30 minutes 

Begin writing: 

• What is the type of sound you feel your solo needs? 

• Is there a specific musical instrument that you feel embodies your 

autobiographical memory? 

• Are there any scenic devices you could use in your solo? 

• With what is the space surrounding your solo filled, if anything? 

• How does your solo reflect your autobiographical memory? 

6.16.3 To create  

2 hours  

After discussing and reflecting with a partner, continue working with your solo adding 

in any scenic devices you feel could enhance the autobiographical memory. Work 

closely with the music you have chosen for your solo, if you have not done this already.  

6.16.4 To consider… to emerge possibly  

The individual at this stage of the process goes through “thinking, perceiving and 

forming” as they start to make choreographic choices, where thought and action are 

intertwined (Ashley, 2014:6). The individuals apply their subjective thoughts, feelings, 

memories, and ideas when making specific choreographic choices. Through 

performing their solo for a partner they embody the performance;  Smith (2020:26) 

avers that an individual, through embodied performance, acquires knowledge “through 

their whole body-self”. In choreographing and making specific choreographic choices 

in the process, the individuals can reflect on their lived experiences and their specific 

autobiographical memories. The specific types of choreographic choices the individual 

makes, in relation to their autobiographical memory, reveal their perceptions and 

interpretations of their memory through movement.  
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Figure 6.16: A participant choosing self  
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Table of Process 11 

Aims of the process  Activities of the 
process  

Materials of the 
process  

Phases in the 
process of 
decolonisation  

Drawing from decolonial 
strategies  

Motivations  Catalysts for counter 
hegemonic thought: a 
praxis of thinking  

To explore the 
aesthetic glue that 
holds the solo 
together. 

Find a partner to work 
with and perform your 
autobiographical solo 
for your partner. 

Choreographic 
journal 

Laenui’s (2000:152) 
phase of 
commitment and 
action. 

The decolonial practice of 
how everyone's right ‘to be’ 
is acknowledged and 
invited. 

There is a "thinking, 
perceiving and 
forming" that occurs 
during the process 
(Ashley, 2014:6). 

Interdependency as 
individuals perform their 
solos for each other. 

To explore possible 
re-organisations, re-
reflections and re-
creations of the 
movement material. 

Discuss the sound, 
scenic devices, and 
any other elements 
you feel could 
complement your solo. 

Large two-metre 
painting sheet per 
participant 

Laenui’s (2000:152) 
phase of rediscovery 
and recovery. 

Gallien's (2020:43) 
decolonial strategy of 
redefining knowledge from 
an embodied perspective. 

The participants 
consider their 
autobiographical solo 
in relation to their 
'selves.’ 

Relationality as participants 
discuss their solos with 
each other.  

 Journal on how your 
solo is developing   

Paint, paint 
brushes and 
sponges 

 Strategy of Chilisa et al. 
(2012:14) for decolonisation 
of individuals’ speaking or 
dancing from their frame of 
reference. 

 Multiplicity through the 
interconnectedness of 
various perceptions and 
interpretations. 

 Revisit your solo for 
further developments, 
including the 
soundscape, as well 
as any scenic devices. 

    Holism as the 
autobiographical solo is in 
intimate interconnection.  
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6.17 Process 12: Shifting, shaping, making 

Process 12, is called shifting, shaping, making, which is the process of combining all 

the autobiographical solos into a group work. The individuals are part of the structuring 

and forming phases, where they find solutions to creating a full-length work called 

Memoryscapes. A sense of collective reflecting, re-thinking, and re-articulating their 

autobiographical solos into a group work is facilitated through a collaborative and 

participatory process that gives each individual value and facilitates their agency in 

the process. As a collective, a process of shifting, shaping, and making allows 

relationships to be created and a landscape emerges, a memoryscape.  

Each person performs their autobiographical solo for the group. While each person is 

performing their solo, respond through either drawing, writing or painting your 

interpretation of their solo. Open yourself to the kinaesthetic response their solo 

inspires within you. Take time to digest their embodied choreographic solo. Discuss 

common threads, impressions, insights and the overall tone of the solos. Discover 

what the similarities and differences are between all the autobiographical solos. 

Consider how all the solos would fit into a full-length work. Does a narrative emerge 

through all the solos? Consider how your choreographic solo is interwoven amongst 

the other solos. 

6.17.1 To move  

2 hours  

Begin by using improvisation as a way to combine all the solos. All stand in a circle, 

and when you feel the time is right, perform your solo. Intuitively sense and feel the 

logical progression from one solo into the next. Perhaps some of the solos happen 

concurrently?  
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6.17.2 To draw, to paint, to motif, to write, to create 

30 minutes 

Begin writing: 

• What was your overall experience of linking all the solos? 

• How did your solo feel in relation to other solos? 

• What emerged for you in the exploration? 

6.17.3 To create 

60 minutes 

Choose a partner to work with, someone who resonated in some way with your 

autobiographical solo. It could be that there were similarities in the solos or 

alternatively, the principle of contrast. Work together to integrate both your solos into 

a choreographic statement. Perhaps the solos occur concurrently or there is a way to 

interlink them. Improvise a way for the solos to be in relation to each other in some 

kind of choreographic statement.  

6.17.4 To consider… to emerge possibly 

The task of getting individuals to combine or move their autobiographical solos in 

relation to the whole group could allow for further reflections, as well as a space to 

engage with one another. Engaging with others in relationship to individual embodied 

memories, allows for collaboration and a sense of being a collective. Dance emerges 

as bidirectional, where the individual lived experience is revealed and exchanged 

(Erickson, 2019:3). Through performing the individual choreographic solo dance, a 

way of knowing, sharing, speaking and listening emerges, where the process allows 

individuals to ruminate, question, re-navigate, re-discover, and re-articulate their past 

lived experiences and embodied memories in the present.  
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Figure 6.17: Participants exploring their solos in relation to the group 
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Table of Process 12 

Aims of the process  Activities of the 
process  

Materials of the 
process  

Phases in the 
process of 
decolonisation  

Drawing from decolonial 
strategies  

Motivations  Catalysts for counter 
hegemonic thought: a 
praxis of thinking  

To explore how all 
the solos can form a 
full-length work: 
Memoryscapes. 

Each person performs 
their solo and the 
group responds 
visually, verbally or 
through drawing. 

Choreographic 
journal 

Laenui’s (2000:152) 
phase of 
commitment and 
action. 

The decolonial practice of 
how everyone's right to be 
is acknowledged and 
invited. 

A sense of 
collaboration is 
facilitated through the 
process of combining 
all the solos together. 

Relationality as the solos 
are performed as a 
collective and in relationship 
to one another.   

To improvise the 
combining of all the 
solos into a group 
performance. 

Discuss the similarities 
and differences 
between all the solos. 

Large two-metre 
painting sheet per 
participant 

Laenui’s (2000:152) 
phase of 
rediscovery and 
recovery. 

Gallien's (2020:43) 
decolonial strategy of 
redefining knowledge from 
an embodied perspective. 

Dance emerges as 
bidirectional where the 
individual, lived 
experience is shared 
and exchanged 
(Erikson, 2019:3). 

Multiplicity through all the 
multiple layers of various 
perceptions, embodied 
memories and subjective, 
lived experiences.  

 Consider how your 
solo is positioned in 
relation to the other 
solos. 

Paint, paint 
brushes and 
sponges 

 Strategy of Chilisa et al. 
(2012:14) for decolonisation 
of individuals’ speaking or 
dancing from their frame of 
reference. 

 Holism as all 13 solos begin 
to exist as part of one 
another’s stories, mosaic 
epistemologies and 
pluriversal expressions.  

 Improvise as a way to 
combine the solos. 

    Interdependency as each of 
the solos depend on one 
another.   
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The twelve processes in the choreographic exploration provide the space for the loci 

of enunciation of individual autobiographical, embodied memories. Each of the 

processes is based on specific decolonial strategies that facilitate a decolonial 

pedagogy. A decolonial pedagogy reveals strands that interweave, that create the 

conceptual nodes of this research: embodied memory as a conceptual node, 

decoloniality as a conceptual node, storying as a conceptual node, and identity as a 

construction as a conceptual node. These nodes cluster together to give my particular 

methodology and also the method of decolonial storying. The methods of the 

choreographic process allow for a decolonial choreographic methodology. The space 

emerges for exploration, reflexivity, collaboration, ‘with-ness’, conviviality, border 

thinking, new knowledge generation, a dialogical education, and a trans-ontology.  
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CHAPTER 7: REFLECTING/ PROCESS TO PERFORMANCE 

7.1 Aims  

The aim of this chapter is to reflect on the eight-day long, choreographic process 

towards creating a choreographic work that uses embodied memories by means of 

decolonial storying. Chapter 7 refers to and intertwines with Chapter 6 that maps the 

preparation towards the choreographic process. This chapter emerges as a reflection 

on how the choreographic composition played out. As discussed in Chapters 3, 4, and 

5, embodied memories construct the landscape of the bodyminded being, with its 

stories, lived experiences, multiple identities, senses and perceptions, habitual body 

memory, autobiographical memory, and body memory, all weaving together to create 

a meshwork. This meshwork, this intertwined structure, with its dynamic connections 

considers every individual as part of a moving, ‘becoming’ world (Muto, 2016:37).  The 

choreographic process delves into these embodied memories and allows them to be 

danced as a decolonial storying of individuals’ subjective being-in-the-world.  

The chapter discusses the choreographic composition of individual, autobiographical 

solos and their integration into the full-length work entitled Memoryscapes (2022). In 

addition, this chapter offers a critical reflection and mosaic meshwork of the 

choreographic process by engaging with the participants’ images, paintings, drawings, 

writings, ruminations and pictures of their personal memoryscapes. I include a 

reflexive table of each choreographic process that draws together my reflections on 

the process, as well as examples of reflexive responses from the participants. 

It is important to acknowledge that this reflection is my subjective interpretation of the 

process; my lens, mental models, lived experiences and socio-cultural perspective 

that is reflective of my positionality. The decision to choose what is important or on 

what to reflect is drawn from Chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6; my interpretation of the 

participants’ subjective, lived experiences as expressed in/through their embodied 

memories. The reflexive tables in this chapter are my process of mapping the stories 

that emerged in relation to the embodied, autobiographical memories explored by the 

participants. These stories that emerged in the choreographic process as participants 

recalled to (re)move, became the narrative of the production Memoryscapes. 
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It is important to acknowledge that my ‘voice’ could have dominated at times during 

the choreographic process, even though this was not my intention. The students who 

were part of the choreographic process do see me as their lecturer, which does 

suggest an implied, traditional hierarchy. This implied, traditional hierarchy is 

something I aimed to navigate through focusing on a dialogical approach in the 

workshop (see Section 2.5.1 and 2.5.2), and I remained aware of this hierarchy during 

the choreographic process. 

The participants used their choreographic journals as a way of reflecting during and 

on the process. They were offered the choice of either writing, drawing, painting or 

moving their reflections, as this allows a counter/storytelling of their lived experiences, 

one of Zavala’s (2016:2) strategies of a decolonial educational practice. These 

reflections allowed individuals to rediscover, re-process, (re)move and re-create their 

lived experience (Leigh & Brown, 2021:23).  

At the beginning of the choreographic process, as part of reflection, the participants 

were each provided with a large two-metre canvas where they were able to paint and 

draw during the choreographic process. Participants processed and used various 

ways to express themselves after exploring their autobiographical, embodied 

memories. The majority of participants preferred to paint their reflections, rather than 

processing through language and words. The participants found various ways to 

express themselves, more particularly in colours, painting, and images which reflect a 

deeply personal, idiosyncratic engagement with their lived experience, life stories and 

embodied memories. Perhaps a “felt sense” of their embodied memories, which 

Cornell and McGavin (2021:30) suggest, can create new understandings or pluriversal 

ways of knowing and sensing what happened in memory. This “felt sense” inspired 

their movement material, paintings and their moving stories. A “felt sense” is the 

“embodied, wordless, vague ‘knowing’, out of which actions can emerge” (Cornell & 

McGavin, 2021:30). 

Participants also reflected verbally after each process. In terms of the participants’ 

verbal reflections and language, I encouraged them to speak in their first language 

(L1)162 during their explorations and reflections.  Most of the time they chose to speak 

 
162 L1 refers to the first-acquired language of an individual (Kuzmina et al., 2019:2). 
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in English, rather than in their own languages. As the group was multi-cultural and 

multi-lingual, English is the shared common language and the language of instruction 

at the institution where they study. For one of the Black African participants their home 

language is English. The use of English could also be attributed to the fact that I speak 

English and facilitated the choreographic process in English. From the participants’ 

perspective they could have also used English as a form of respect to ensure everyone 

could understand one another. However, during the choreographic processes, I 

provided the space for individuals to explore in their L1 and reflect in their language of 

choice. This was a conscious choice to invite individuals to reflect on their subjective 

being-in-world, expressed in L1; a decolonial storying.  

Individuals reflected on their subjective being-in-the-world, in the choreographic 

process, through multimodal ways as mentioned above. This multimodality allows a 

“thinking bodily practice” (Bannerman, 2010:474) and “felt sense” (Cornell & McGavin, 

2021:30) in the choreographic process.   

7.1.1 My writing and reflecting on the choreographic process  

Writing about the choreographic process of Memoryscapes is informed by both 

somatic and cognitive considerations “which arise from a thinking bodily practice” 

(Bannerman, 2010:474). A thinking bodily practice allows a feeling of ideas and a 

thinking about feelings that is intertwined in the bodyminded being (Murray & Keefe, 

2016:9). This thinking bodily practice illumines the landscape of the bodyminded 

beings’ ‘memoryscapes’ as expressed in and through movement. The reflection 

reveals how the individuals have constructed their embodied memories as a subjective 

perception of their experience, seen through my lens and revealed through a plurality 

of decolonial storying. This references memory as subjective, constructed, subject-

centred, and a multimodal process. The embodied memories of, through and within 

the bodyminds of participants become the loci of enunciation, where knowledge and 

being-doing are based in mosaic epistemologies; border-thinking; subjective lived 

experiences; de-linking, and multiple identities: a narrative ecology of selves that might 

all foster trans-ontology (see Section 2.5). 
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Figure 7.1: The opening section of memoryscapes: the memories of the bodyminded 

being are evoked and called into being. 

 

Figure 7.2: The small pin-spot light shines upwards to reveal the stories of the skin163 

Each choreographic process in my decolonial methodology is revealed below. The 

critical reflection on each process follows the following process: it starts with a 

narrative reflection, into a reflective table of my reflections, and examples of 

 
163 This was a decision that I made for the aesthetic of the show. I decided to place 4 small pin spotlights 

on the corner of the platform to shine in a beam of light to reveal the landscape of the bodyminded 
being.  
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participants’ reflexive responses into an elucidation of ideas, into images, painting and 

drawings of the process, into a further elucidation; and then, into a concluding 

meshwork of the process. These reflections must be read in relation to the description 

of each process in Chapter 6. This allows for a layered interpretation, a meshwork and 

reflection of each process in the choreographic exploration. A meshwork provides a 

fluid entanglement of multiple concepts that interweave (Muto, 2016:39).   

7.1.2 My musings on the choreographic processes 

7.2 Process 1: Naming me as a potential decolonial choreographic process 

This was the first task of the choreographic process (see process description in 6.4), 

and I perceived a sense of excitement, trepidation and energy filling the room. The 13 

participants were aware that this choreographic process would be an in-depth and 

sometimes challenging process of rediscovering and recovering autobiographical 

memories relating to who or whom of their many selves they are in the world. It would 

be a discovery of what memory theorist Shaw (2016:xi) refers to as individual “you-

ness”; a rediscovery and recovery process of unravelling individual perceptions, socio-

cultural contexts and subjective lived experiences (Chilisa, 2012:17).  

In the initial task Naming me, many conversations, musings and discussions occurred. 

A sense of conviviality emerged where different histories and multiple cultures existed 

in the space (Hemer et al., 2020:2). Each participant listened attentively to the ideas, 

stories, memories and feelings the other person expressed around their name.  A 

“with-ness” amongst the participants, where multiple voices and individuals’ lived 

experiences were shared (Hogg et al., 2021:15–16).  

Individuals started to embody their ideas around their names, movements flowed 

in/through and on their bodies. I observed bursts of quick, indirect, bound164 gestures 

and swirls that moved the bodyminded beings through space and time. For me, this 

 
164 I am in the process of becoming a certified movement analyst (CMA) and qualify in 2023. The 
description on the Laban/ Bartenieff website states that a “CMA is a skilled movement professional 
trained and certified by the Laban/Bartenieff Institute of Movement Studies (LIMS®). A CMA has a 
highly refined understanding of the patterns of movement through the LMA lenses of Body, Effort, 
Shape and Space”. In my reflection on the choreographic processes, I do use Laban/Bartenieff-based 
descriptors when necessary. In this example I am referring to quick time, indirect space and bound flow.  
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evoked a feeling of nostalgia and remembrance, a quality or feeling of mystery, an 

excitement. I noticed movements with arc-like trajectories and swirls of their arms and 

torso as participants traversed the space. Sounds of individual names echoed in the 

space as they spoke their names into being, as they moved. Movement and text 

intertwined; the bodyminded being telling stories from their lived experiences, their 

“social cultural intersubjective field” (Carroll, 2011b:254). Individuals moving, sensing, 

and perceiving around their names within the present, fleeting moment. Embodied 

data emerged as “unconscious information brought to consciousness by attending to 

oneself in the present moment” (Tantia, 2021:40) through exploring their names.  
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Table of reflections on Process 1 

Naming me 

My reflections  Examples of reflexive responses from the participants165 
The participant found investigating their name helped them consider who or whom of 
their many selves they were that day and why. Identity was seen as multiple, hybrid 
and an ongoing process of becoming (Brenner et al., 2021:56).  

Participant 2: "I always go to my name, anytime I want to remind myself who I am or 
where I come from. I am my name. I have many parts that make me who I am and that 
is in my name.”  

Using names as source for movement in choreographic composition gave an entry 
point or a feature cue in memory into thinking about their positionality (identity as 
positioning). Their name provided access or a retrieval cue to significant memories 
in their lived experience. Identity emerged as (co)production.  

Participant 2: "The sound of my name reminds me of my father. 
My father was the foundation of our home. My name is with my father.” 

The participant considered the impact of their names and associated it with their 
multiple, hybrid identities. Their name emerged as central to their ontology and 
being-in-the-world.  

Participant 6: "My name is the foundation on which my life is built.  
I have followed my name as a direction to live by. My name shows me I am many things 
at once.” 

The participant was able to use their name as source material to create a movement 
phrase with ease. Individual names evoked a variety of feelings, sensations and 
emotions in the choreographic context.  

Participant 9: "A name given to a girl by her father because of her past, her present and 
her future. A name so powerful, full of joy. I remember my grandmother her warmth and 
love. My name defines who I am today, joy, hope, love all inside of me.”  

The participant considered if there was a connection between their name and the 
way they moved, a “rethinking of thinking” (Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2017:61).   

Participant 5: "Why is this the movement that comes from my name? Many thoughts 
and memories triggered from my name. Does my name effect how I move? What if my 
name was different?” 

The participant found a connection between their culture and their name. A 
“narrative ecology of selves” and a “co-authored self” where the socio-cultural 
context and stories told by others is intertwined in being-in-the-world (McLean, 
2016:5). 

Participant 7: “My name is a blessing, with the strength to accomplish all I can. My 
name is part of my cultural heritage.” 

Names as part of the bodyminded being and participant’s ontology in the world.  Participant 3: "My name is engraved and mapped into my body. My name is in/on and 
under my skin…it is me.” 

Names were associated with a sense of belonging and community. The social 
cartography of the ‘self with others’  (Goodson, 1995:4), or the co-authored self 
(McLean, 2016:5). 

Participant 7: "My name tells me where I belong, and how to view the world. My name 
shows me who is my community.”  

 
165 These creative reflections allowed a deeper understanding of each process and may serve as impulses for a new work with the same group or other groups.  
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Autobiographical, embodied memories emerged from recalling to (re)moving; the 

bodyminded being remembering what it had forgotten to remember; the body 

remembering the past in the present (Pylvänäinen, 2012:289). The bodyminded being 

“self-storying” (Chawla, 2018:116–117) the lived experiences from individual names 

through dancing its world. Multiple identities were articulated as seen in the table 

above by Participant 2, 6, 7 and 9. Multiple identities reflected in the space as the 

bodyminded being opened to becoming, through decolonial storying (Donelson, 

2018:65).  

After moving and creating a trace of movement through a motif, everyone re-joined as 

a group and ideas emerged around memories, feelings, and stories about individuals’ 

names. A “narrative ecology of selves” emerged where personal past experiences and 

the stories individuals constructed from them, shaped their identity or how they saw 

themselves (McLean, 2016:2). 

Participants moved on to their individual two-metre painting sheets and images 

emerged of hands, feet, faces and a body flexed, enclosed around itself with question 

marks. Some people spoke about how their names were connected to who they were, 

while others expressed ideas about not knowing who they were or where they were 

going. There was a sense of praxis (action/reflection) and critical thinking through 

collaboration (Bacquet, 2021:16), as individuals shared their ruminations, discoveries, 

and embodied memories. Their embodied engagement in collaboration with one 

another around their names, facilitated a process of reflection on action (as seen in 

the table above). Participants became active co-creators of knowledge (Mabingo, 

2019:50) of their storied selves, through recalling, (re)moving, images, paintings and 

drawings. 
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7.2.1 Images, paintings and drawings of Naming me  

 

Figure 7.3: Collage of Naming me  

 

My reflections on the images166 

Who am I? …ontology…Where am I 

going?...Imprints…Fingers…Hands…Fingerprints…Uniqueness…Feet…Toes… 
Footprint?...Markings…A thread…Experiences of 

 
166 Throughout the chapter, I write reflections on the images that the participants painted and drew. 

These reflections were written after the choreographic process, when I reflected and revisited the 
participants’ journals and large two-metre sheets for this chapter. These reflections on the images 
have provided me with musings that have inspired a future choreographic work.  
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me…Face…Nose…Musings…Spirals…Wings…Life histories…Identities…Flexion…Arms 
crossed…Individual…words…lips…How am I connected in the world?...Question 

mark?...palimpsest…What is my footprint in the world? How am I seen in the world? 
My hands tell my story…my name is in my body. 

The process of Naming me provided a decolonial strategy to generate movement 

material for the participants, as it drew inspiration from individuals’ names which 

positioned each individual as the loci of enunciation for creation. Participants 

navigated through a process of “drawing on their own localised knowledge” and their 

understanding of being-in-the-world (Loots, 2017:9).  

The link between identities and naming emerged in the process as participants 

unravelled and temporarily167 in the process (re)constructed who they were based on 

their individual names (see Participant 2, 3, 6, 7, and 9 in the table above). Participants 

considered their names, who named them and the cultural significance of their names. 

This references identity as an interplay of “definitions of self, and definitions that we 

acquire through reflexive exchange with others” (Elliott, 2019:101).  Stories emerged 

in the process around individual names, family history, cultural contexts, and the 

history embodied in the individuals’ names. The participants revealed how, within their 

names, there was a predetermined sense of being in the world and (dis)connection to 

others, whether this was a direction to live by or a specific personality trait that their 

name suggested (see Participant 2, 6, and 7 in the table of Process 1 above). 

Exploring each individual’s name made the participants feel that they themselves were 

the loci of enunciation, the space from which to speak their multiple ideas, and 

memories and stories around their names. Participant 4 suggested “It is so refreshing 

that this process is about me; we don’t normally work with our own names. It feels 

good to think about who I am”. They expressed a sense of personal investment in the 

process, where a variety of movement phrases and traces of ideas emerged through 

movement. Participant 10 suggested “I have never made movements about me; it 

keeps me involved in the process. Why can’t all our learning be like this?”  

 
167 This research does not trace the long-term impact of (re)constructing a sense of self in the process, 

thus, I cannot make assumptions based on this.  
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Using Naming me as a choreographic process to generate movement material was an 

effective strategy as it allowed a way into movement for the participants that was 

directly related to who they are, their identities, and cultural context within the given 

moment. The social cartography of the self with others (Goodson, 1995:4) and the “co-

authored self” (McLean, 2016:5) emerged in the choreographic process, in and 

through their names. Individual embodied memories around their names revealed an 

ecology of knowledges; being-doings; subjective lived experiences, and a decolonial 

storying of their multiple identities. Sugiharto (2022:1) argues that an “ecology of 

knowledges” emerges when individuals create their own frameworks for rediscovery 

and recovery, where various thinkings co-exist. As Participant 2 stated “I have many 

parts that make me who I am and that is in my name”. 

7.2.2 Naming me as meshwork 

 

Figure 7.4: Topography of Naming me 

Naming me positioned names as the choreographic device (method) towards an 

exploration for generating movement for the choreographic process. Participants 

unravelled their individual names, and historical and cultural significance that was 
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embodied in their names. The participants collaborated with one another creating a 

space for conviviality and with-ness, a social-cultural intersubjective field. Cooper-

White (2014:882) suggests that an intersubjectivity is an “interchange of thoughts and 

feelings” between two people. Using individual names as source for movement 

creation postioned individuals as the loci of enunciation, where they became active 

co-creators of knowledge of their own embodied data. Individuals engaged in a 

process of self-storying their names in a narartive ecology of selves, a co-authored 

self.  

7.3 Process 2: Inviting your personal history into the room as a potential 
decolonial choreographic process 

In Process 2 participants began moving, sensing and perceiving for an extended 

period of time, as they tuned into their feelings (see process description in 6.5). Tantia 

(2021:43) opines that “when bringing attention to one’s body, experience is in the 

present moment”. Participants attended to their bodyminded being in the present 

moment, trying to sense their preferences in movement. For me, time became 

extended as movements progressed slowly. From my perspective, there was a sense 

of expansion into the space as the bodyminded beings moved to discover their 

patterns. I observed patterns of actions or signature movements, a “social cartography 

of selves” (Goodson, 1995:4), as patterns of movements or habitual ways of moving, 

started to be revealed.  

Movements were habitually executed through the individual’s unique, repeated use of 

time, weight, space, and flow.168 Habitual body memory occurred as an implicit re-

enactment of the past in the present, as they moved through space (Fuchs, 2017:335). 

At times, I observed participants ‘still’ and contemplative, perhaps a rethinking of their 

movement preferences. I observed a “layered know-how” (Koch et al., 2012:420) as 

participants effortlessly gave shape to movements in time and space, enacting the 

 
168 In LMA the category of Effort (how individuals move) is an exploration of the “dynamic qualities that 

express the individual’s inner attitude” in relation to the four motion factors of time, weight, space and 
flow (Fernandes, 2015:143). Fernandes (2015:143) asserts that “these motion factors oscillate in 
gradations between two polarities in each factor with a total of eight effort qualities”.   
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past into the present. I perceived individuals revealing their preferences in movement 

patterns and heritage towards expressing a “moving identity”169 (Roche, 2011:105).  

 
169 It is important to acknowledge that a moving identity is not a fixed entity but rather, a continuous 

evolving, fluid and dynamic process. 
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Table of reflections on Process 2 

 

My reflections  Examples of reflexive responses from the participants  
The body remembering what it has forgotten to remember. There was a sense of 
moving, which triggered a memory, and that memory enabled more movement. 
Embodied memory is the bodyminded being that “understands, that acquires and 
enacts meaning, is the body that remembers” (Fisher, 2011:98).  

Participant 1: "Tapping into improvisation…what is forgotten triggers one memory into 
another". 

The participant is used to improvising for short periods, so this task was challenging 
as they had to move for an extended time. Challenging individuals’ preferences 
facilitates the ‘messy’ approach where the “vague, difficult, and diverse” are 
facilitated (Harford, 2016:13). 

Participant 13: "I do not enjoy improvisation…makes me wonder how I can be a dancer? I 
crave perfection…. I just do the same movements over and over.”  

The participant found it difficult to analyse her own preferences in movement. 
Finding something difficult can facilitate metacognition and a dialogical education in 
the choreographic context, as individuals question why they think or feel the way 
they do.  

Participant 6: "I feel more confused after the process than when I started…I could not stop 
thinking and just move". 

Considering why individuals move the way they move was challenging as it meant 
questioning their ontology, which facilitates agency, metacognition and praxis 
(action/reflection) as part of a decolonial pedagogy.  

Participant 2: "This process was very challenging because I don't know why I move the way 
I do?"  

This participant found the process fluid and moving for an extended time brought 
embodied memories in and through the bodyminded being. 

Participant 2: "Traces of my body, traces of my past…constantly moving, rushing to the 
next step, no time for self".  

Inviting the presence of individuals’ personal history into the room revealed painful 
memories and lived experiences that had caused them conflict. 

Participant 11: "My body remembers scars, pain and bruises.  I remember saying to my 
sister everything is ok, you will be ok, you are safe.”  

Some participants were able to express specific effort qualities in their movement 
language.  

Participant 3: "I move with bound flow and sustained time with clear emphasis on floor 
work". 

Moving for an extended period of time allowed the bodyminded being to express 
feelings, sensations and memories in the moment: recalling to (re)moving.  

Participant 9: "Today I experienced pain, a sense of loss, a sense of bordering myself from 
pain. Moving brought memories to the surface. I remember the lonely and outcast feeling of 
my family.”  

The sound of the music influenced her exploration and led her movements to 
explore what she perceived as the memory of the music.  

Participant 4: “I tried to put my influence in it. I am influenced by the music. So, it ended up 
being inviting the memory of the music. Then I subconsciously linked that with my 
memories; the music mixed with my memories.”  
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Participants moved on to their individual two-metre painting sheets and images 

emerged of bodies, heads, and landscapes amongst other things. Some participants 

spoke about it being difficult to improvise and move for such an extended period of 

time as this is not something familiar within their training. I sensed participants had 

mixed feelings, as others found it effortless and how moving triggered a memory which 

then triggered another memory: an embodied continuous, ongoing process of 

remembering and becoming (Sutton & Williamson, 2014:3). Each participant created 

a movement motif that they felt was their embodiment of self. The participants showed 

their movement phrases to the group and various discussions occurred around what 

a moving identity was; how movements were retained in the body, and how these 

movements spoke to individuals’ being in the world. A sense of conviviality and “with-

ness” emerged through discussion, reflection and collaboration (Hogg et al., 2021:15–

16). Participant 3 commented “My moving identity is how my body moves; it moves in 

a classical way with gestures. This movement shows my past training and I suppose 

where I have been”.  

Exploring individuals’ moving identity and preferences in movement, allowed them to 

question why they move in the way they do, a praxis (action/reflection); a reflection on 

action which allows agency and metacognition for the individual. Participants explored 

what the specific movement language they preferred to use, said about their identities 

and personalities, a “rethinking of thinking” (Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2017:61).  Some of the 

participants were left with questions and ruminations about their movement patterns 

and preferences, and this created debate on why they used a specific movement 

language.  

Many of the participants were aware of their formal training in movement styles and 

genres and Process 2 helped them identify specific, codified techniques of, through 

and within their body memory and procedural memory (Froese & Izquierdo, 2018:1). 

These codified techniques could have hindered expressions of their personal identity 

and movement in the process. Participant 13 averred that “ballet is my movement 

language; most of my movements look like ballet”. The codified techniques of, through 

and within the bodyminds were assimilated into their procedural memory and personal 

movement language, thus becoming a part of their movement identity (Roche, 

2011:105). This could suggest why Participant 13 found the improvisation task difficult, 
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as she felt she has access only to certain types of movement (see reflection in the 

table above). Participant 6 stated “I don’t want to move like I always do; I really need 

to challenge the way I always move; it is difficult. I want my solo to show a different 

side of me moving differently”. Exploring her habitual home base facilitated a 

“rethinking of thinking” (Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2017:61) that allowed her to consider how 

she could move that would challenge her movement patterns.   

7.3.1 Images, paintings and drawings of Inviting your personal history into 
the room  
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Figure 7.5: Collage of Inviting your personal history into the room  

 

My reflections on the images 

Arc-like pathways …bodyminded being as fluid, interrelated field of 
possibility…questioning directions…what is my compass? Which way?...spirals…inside 
my head…discrimination…Why am I who I am?...my sexuality defines me…memory as 
a scaffolding…the tree of life…water moves through me…a landscape of my memories, 

embodied in me…I am connected to the land I inhabit…dunes of lived 
experiences…another way of being…unbearable weight of being… cartography…a map 

of my body…the body remembers what it has forgotten to remember.  

I observed how identifying patterns and preferences in their movement language 

activated memories related to their life histories. Participant 1 articulated how moving 

in time and space allowed feelings to emerge, and these feelings led to 

autobiographical memories. Participant 1 suggested that as a memory surfaced from 

his past, it led to another memory and feeling. I observed a continuous cycle of feeling, 

remembering, and moving: the movement became the space for embodied memories 

to emerge; the body remembering what it had forgotten to remember through 

improvisation. His autobiographical memories emerged as an embodied action where 

the past is reconstructed in the present (Sutton & Williamson, 2014:5). 

Improvisation as a process in choreographic compositional pedagogy, method, and 

methodology allows the unravelling of stories and memories. Praeg (2019:88–89) 
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postulates that the practice of improvisation as a method allows the excavation of 

bodily memory, where choreography via an “improvised process can become a rich 

site for the meeting of collective and personal histories”. This collective inter-being 

references a decolonial practice (Bacquet, 2021:16). Through improvisation, 

depending on how it is facilitated, embodied memories are surfaced and storied. 

Exploring moving identity or an embodiment of self relates to Smith’s (1999:142) idea 

of history as a decolonial strategy; the re-examining of the past to inform the present.  

7.3.2 Inviting the presence of your personal history into the room as 
meshwork 

 

Figure 7.6: Topography of Inviting the presence of your personal history into the room 

Inviting the presence of your personal history into the room positioned movement, 

identity, and heritage as the choreographic device (method) towards an exploration in 

generating movement in the choreographic process. Participants uncovered, 

rediscovered, and recovered their moving identity, habitual body memory and the 

habitual home base of their bodyminded beings. The participants’ preferences in 
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movement facilitated a “rethinking of thinking” (Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2017:61) about what 

movements were imposed on their body as codified techniques or the effect of formal 

training. When individuals explored their preferences in movement through 

improvisation, a layered know-how emerged in the space. A collective inter-being was 

faciliated through many personal histories occurring in the space, which allowed a 

praxis of action and reflection.  

7.4 Process 3: Dancing my story, writing through my body as a potential 
decolonial choreographic process 

I perceived a pulse, breath, and hymns of the bodyminded being coming to life as the 

participants moved to the sounds and textures of the words, their embodied 

perspectives (see process description in 6.6). Embodied perspectives are a form of 

“embodied data…living sources of knowledge” that allow personal information and 

memories of, through and within the bodyminds  (Tantia, 2021:40). Stories, embodied 

memories, and multiple lived experiences intermeshed in the space as participants 

responded through movement, revealing feelings and sensations to the poem. The 

words of the poem provided the generative retrieval cues for embodied memories 

(Sanson et al., 2020:141). The individual hears the words of the poem and perceives 

them in/through/with the bodyminded being, moving them into being as a subjective 

construction in motion (Zhang, 2019:3).  

I observed punctuated gestures and an interplay between direct and indirect170 

movements, as words were internalised into movements. I experienced movements 

with quick agitations and free flow as participants responded to Bodypsalm and 

translated it into movement exclamations. The participants were ‘writing’ from the 

bodyminded being that perceives and interprets sensations (Simpkins & Myers-

Coffman, 2017:191).  

I perceived a sense of unpredictability in the participants as they waited for the next 

words to be spoken into being; their bodyminded beings poised to respond through 

gestures and movements. Snowber (2016:51) articulates that “if we let ourselves not 

be censored, and fall into our own gravity, and just write and dance, the page and floor 

 
170 This refers to a direct and indirect use of space, within the category of Effort.  
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will hold the capacity to let each stage of life, no matter how convoluted, to let what 

has no words, be given voice”. For me, the participants were allowing their voice, their 

subjective lived experiences to facilitate a connection between inner and outer.171 

Participant 3 revealed the inner and outer connection and suggested that “the words 

made me move from my inner feelings…how cool is the idea of hymns of your 

body…like a religion of yourself speaking out”. Studd and Cox (2013:23) state that “all 

our senses, filtered through our perceptions, are bridges between our inner and outer 

world”. This embodied connection between inner and outer, references a monist 

ontology where a multimodal relationship exists between body, mind and brain 

(Munro, 2018:6) (see Section 4.4). 

 
171 Laban/Bartenieff Movement Studies (LBMS) identifies four themes: function/expression; 

stability/mobility; exertion/ recuperation, and inner-outer (Studd & Cox, 2013:19).   
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Table of reflections on Process 3 

My reflections Examples of reflexive responses from the participants  
The participant found the process of moving from the text into movement very accessible. 
The words of the poem allowed feelings in the bodyminded being and a feeling of the 
world, an intersubjectivity (Csordas, 1994:139).  

Participant 3: "I move easily to words…they remind me of memories and the 
memory reminds me of my reaction. The words allowed me to go deeper into 
me.”  

The idea of scars emerging as a response to the poem. Scars as marks on the 
individual’s body that has stored a subjective, lived experience. Burnett and Holmes 
(2001:21) suggest that “scars of the body are sites of the struggle between making sense 
of what is real or mythic in one’s past and indeed one’s present. To remember a scar, and 
the process by which it was gained, is to interpret selectively one’s actions, relationships 
and emotions.” 

Participant 7: "Scars are memories, they might define what you have passed 
through. My past in the now.”  

The movement material he generated was not mimetic of the text but rather, it allowed 
him access to feelings around the text. The skin “re-members, both literally in its material 
surface and metaphorically in resignifying on this surface, not only race, sex and age, but 
the quite detailed specificities of life histories” (Prosser, 2003:52).  

Participant 8: "Wrinkles for the worries on my face…call back my body to the 
page. My skin shows my past; what I have experienced.”  

Specific words triggered autobiographical memories for individuals that related to their 
subjective, lived experiences. The words of the poem functioned as generative retrieval 
cues for embodied memories (Sanson et al., 2020:141). 

Participant 12: "I remember falling off my bike and a man offered to help me get 
back home…my scars come from an injury. It is easy to move to words…they 
inspire me.”  

The poem allowed a sense of inner and outer connection for the individual; a storying of 
subjective experiences of pain.  

Participant 11: "I breathe sentences of hurt…words of pain from my past. The 
words moved me.”  

Moving in response to words allows a connection with the lived experiences that affected 
individuals’ bodies; the bodyminded being as dancing its past.  

Participant 5: "My body in poetry…scars and birth marks…my legs and face". 

In the moment of hearing the words of the poem, the bodies responded instinctively to 
them. Individuals reflected on the movement that was created, allowing a metacognition 
of how and why they moved in the way they did. They showed multiple selves in time and 
space; a social cartography of the “self with others”  (Goodson, 1995:4). 

Participant 1: "How have we experienced the words, used them on us…our body. 
The different words have a different meaning for each one of us. The meanings 
drawn from the memories, the first time you heard that word. When you hear it 
again that memory, that memory is based on the word itself. The poem did that.”  

This participant found it easier to improvise with the text, as they had a structure to hold 
onto. This reflects individual’s training within the context in which they learn, where they 
prefer a structured approach to explorations. 

Participant 6: "The poem gave me direction, a structure to work from…it was 
interesting to see the various interpretations". 
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Participants moved on to their individual two-metre painting sheets, and images 

emerged of various body parts. Participants spoke of feeling inspired, through their 

bodyminded being, to move from and with the poem, a relationality (see Participant 1, 

3 and 12 in table above). An extended period of time was spent by each participant to 

create a movement motif that they felt was an embodiment of the poem or any 

memories that had emerged for them. I observed vibratory phrasing172 in some of the 

participants’ motifs and a strong gestural language emerging. Mc Neil (1992:1) avers 

that gestures “reveal the idiosyncratic imagery of thought”, a connection between inner 

and outer in time and space.  There was a similarity in the duration of each of the 

participant’s movements that linked to the length of each sentence. From my 

perception, the movement motifs were fragments of embodied memories and revealed 

stories of the bodyminded beings, a “historically formed body” where past experiences 

have left traces on, in and through the body (Fuchs, 2012:20). These stories, towards 

decolonial storying, became a part of the individual’s lived experience in the present 

moment.   

 

 

 
172 Effort phrasing is defined by Fernandes (2015:176) as combinations of effort qualities that “are 

organised in sequences of rhythmic emphasis, in fluctuations of exertion and recuperation of tensions 
of the body in movement”. Vibratory phrasing has the quality of vibrating, shaking and oscillating.  
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7.4.1 Images, paintings and drawings of Dancing my story, writing through 
the body  

 

 

Figure 7.7: Collage of Dancing my story, writing through the body 

My reflections on the images 

Feet threading my journey…my feet loaded with sensory nerves…mapped in the 
brain…my toes feel the earth beneath me…harmony with the world…my arch aches 

experiences into being…questioning me?...my face feels me…my scars define 
me…memoirs of being…my feet as a mosaic of colours and me…shadows of the 
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past…my eyes…me and my history is part of what I see…subjective seeing…my vision 
connects my past with the future as it reveals the present…embrace mystery. 

Snowber’s  (2016:52) Bodypsalm was an effective strategy for movement invention as 

the participants moved from the sounds, textures and feelings of the words into 

movement. From my perspective, individuals responded with a tacit knowledge where 

procedural body memory and habitual body memory were interwoven (Tewes, 

2018:3). Participants found the poem gave them access into movement as they had a 

structure to work from; a device to move from outer towards inner and vice versa (see 

Participant 1, 6 and 11 in table above). The participants preferred a structured 

improvisation as they felt they knew what was expected of them. Participant 6 stated 

that “when we improvise with a structure it is much easier”. They discussed what 

“calling back your body to the page” meant to each of them. Bodypsalm created debate 

on what memories reside in their cells, skin and bodyminded being as they moved into 

an inner landscape  (Snowber, 2016:52). 

7.4.2 Dancing my story, writing through the body as meshwork 

 

Figure 7.8: Topography of Dancing my story, writing through the body  
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Dancing my story, writing through the body used Bodypsalm as the choreographic 

device (method) towards an exploration into generating movement in the 

choreographic process. Participants rediscoverd and recovered movements and 

embodied data, a counter/storytelling  (Zavala, 2016:2) from an inner impulse. The 

participants improvised as they moved the poem (inner towards outer), a “felt sense” 

(Cornell & McGavin, 2021:30). A subjective, embedded, and embodied response 

emerged as individuals danced their story into being. As participants moved in time 

and space, a historically formed body emerges that is intertwined with procedural 

memory and body memory, where gestures are revealed as idiosyncratic images of 

thought. The poem functioned as a generative retrieval cue allowing individuals to 

create their subjective, relational construction in motion.  

7.5 Process 4, Part 1: Myself as dream as a potential decolonial 
choreographic process 

I heard a cacophony of voices and movements in the space as participants spoke and 

moved. “I am a Black, Zulu, gay man, I am a straight, Xhosa female”. Identity 

markers173 or how participants saw themselves was repeated aloud as they moved 

through the space (see process description in 6.7). I perceived a sense of individuals 

trying to make ‘sense’ of what these identity markers meant for their being-in-the-

world, a “rethinking of thinking” (Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2017:61). From my perception, their 

bodyminded beings were letting the feelings and sensation of these identity markers 

resonate through their bodyminded beings. It seemed to me, as if there were a sense 

of musing and dreaming as they navigated these identity markers through/in and with 

their bodyminded beings. In my body a sense of dreaming was felt; a sense of “living 

pieces of unfinished processes” (Ellis, 2014:166) or a sense of incompleteness, as I 

watched participants trying to process their identity markers.  

I observed feet stamping, quick grounded movements with circular pathways of the 

arms in the movement material, a dreaming, an unravelling of their lived experience, 

stories and memories that reside on their skin. Some of the participants had a sense 

 
173 Identity markers refer to race, ethnicity, language, gender, age, religion, socioeconomic class, 
education, marital status amongst other characteristics (Dixson & Rousseau Anderson, 2018:122). 
Identity markers have been used to define human groups and who ‘can’ belong and who does ‘not’ 
belong, furthering dualist perceptions and coloniality. Within this context, identity markers are used as 
a way for the participants to express who they think they are.  
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of moving forward and then backwards as they pierced the space. A remembering and 

using the past in the present occurred, as participants “reached down into the visceral 

depths of incarnate experience…that connects us functionally to our physical-cultural 

world” (Johnson, 2015:1). The participants felt their bodies as a way of feeling their 

socio-cultural world (Csordas, 1994:139), a dreaming and succession of feelings, 

images, sensations and emotions.  
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Table of reflections on Process 4, Part 1 

My reflections  Examples of reflexive responses from the participants  
The participant found it restorative to go back to his own language, culture 
and race. The participant used self-reflective thinking about what race and 
culture meant to his bodyminded being and how it was embodied within his 
lived experience (Bluck & Habermas, 2001:136).  The lived experience was 
testimony to individual socio-cultural perspectives and interpretations of 
being-in-the-world. 

Participant 1: "A feeling evokes as you move, and that movement triggers another 
memory aligned with the feeling. My culture, being Black and the language I speak 
brings me home to my body, it’s uplifting.”  

Feelings, sensations, and memories emerged in specific body parts. This 
allowed the participant another perspective on where memories reside in the 
bodyminded being.  

Participant 13: "My feet remember someone to hold them. I remember my feet, the 
feeling of travelling a long way.”  

Memories of a specific person were associated with a specific part of the 
body.  

Participant5: "My spine remembers heaviness…you". 

The feeling of being ‘free’ to exist and be in the individual bodyminded being, 
created self-reflective thinking around generations before them and how they 
had got to this point in their lives.  

Participant 2: "I have been paid for…I am the dream of slaves. I am a free, Black, 
Xhosa woman.” 

Feelings, emotions, and memories were associated with specific organs. Participant 4: "My heart remembers the pain and love of my memories. “I remember 
thinking I hate it when you scream.”  

The eyes held memories of all that had been seen throughout his life and 
what memories had remained.  

Participant 8: " My eyes feel the sandy irritation of the time gone by, which remains 
in the memory of me". 

A traumatic experience of seeing someone that has died, has been stored in 
the eyes.  

Participant 7: "My eyes remember death. I remember being called stubborn and a 
gay. I am gay and free to be me.”  

A lived experience is sometimes associated with a specific part of the body.  Participant 3: "My throat remembers swallowing a bee…the burning sharp and fast 
sensation. I remember the taste of paraffin...my mother…I remember the 
vaseline...I remember when I was younger, I hated it when you drank and fought.”  

A memory of deep reflection about a painful memory.  Participant 6: “My eyes remember the pain of staring deep into the ocean”. 
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Participants moved on to their individual two-metre painting sheets and images 

emerged of silhouettes of people, swirling colours, and shapes. Participants spoke 

about what culture meant to them, and how within the South African context there is a 

diversity of cultures. Autobiographical memories emerged around cultural practices 

and discussions took place on how culture influences the way you perceive the world. 

Some participants had memories about specific body parts, such as the eyes 

remembering death, and others had memories about learning about their cultures. An 

extended period of time was spent by each participant to create a movement motif that 

they felt was reflective of Process 4, Part 1. Through my lens, the movement motifs 

emerged as fragments of their lived experiences, embodied memories and dreaming.  

7.5.1 Images, paintings and drawings of Myself as dream 
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Figure 7.9: Collage of Myself as dream   

My reflections on the images 

 Expanding…interconnected circles…the fluid interlinking of being…principles of 
contrast…multiple selves…messy…process…smudges of paint…family tree…race as 

me…Black me…cherries…fruit of life…prosperity of culture and 
heritage…eternity…new 

beginnings…erotic…rebirth…fragility…evolution…love…spring…importance of culture 
and belonging…youth…beliefs hanging over me…silhouettes…desire and passion to be 

me…wholeness…halves of me…contradictions…the self…African. 

Myself as dream was an effective decolonial strategy for movement invention, as the 

participants used their own languages and cultures as source for movement. Through 

my lens, examining how individuals define themselves in the world through gender, 

race, culture, sexuality and language, helped them unpack and re-examine ‘who’ they 

consider themselves to be in the world. Participant 2 stated: “I am a free, Black, Xhosa 
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woman, and I will carve my own path in this world”. This participant is visioning a future 

in her dreaming, but this was not the case for all the participants. Perhaps a 

shortcoming to the exploration of dreaming is that some participants simply stated who 

they thought they were; their identity markers but did not delve deeper into what these 

meant for them.  

7.5.2 Myself as dream as a meshwork 

 
Figure 7.10: Topography of Myself as dream  

Myself as dream used individuals’ languages and cultures as the choreographic 

device (method) towards an exploration of generating movement in the choreographic 

process. Participants, through a phase of dreaming, considered their positionality and 

identity markers. The participants considered their race, sexuality, gender, language, 

and cultures, allowing a succession of images, sensations, and emotions in their 

bodyminded being. A felt sense emerged in their bodyminds of their socio-cultural 

world as “living pieces of unfinished processes” (Ellis, 2014:166). A relationality 

occurred between participants, as multiple embodied perspectives were moved into 

being, participants’ hybrid, fragmented, multiple identities (Bhabha, 1994:54–55).  
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7.6 Process 4 Part 2: Diving into dreams as a potential decolonial 
choreographic process 

From my perspective, the participants began to dive into their dreams, their 

bodyminded beings’ dream logic where “the voice within your belly and skin” emerges 

(Snowber, 2016:xiii). Participants recalled funerals, rites of passage, celebrations and 

specific autobiographical memories around their cultures (see process description in 

6.7). Participants used self-reflective thinking as they restoried their lived experiences 

in/through and with movement. Reclaiming and restorying their cultural practices 

made them reflect on important events in their lives, and how these could be translated 

into movement (Zavala, 2016:2) (see Participants 6,7,10,11, and 12 in the table 

below). Participants spoke about how their culture and cultural practices have 

important meaning in their identities, revealing identity as (co)production (Ybema, 

2020:55–60) (see Participant 7 and 12 in the table below). The idea of culture and 

cultural practices as important in individuals’ identity, references McCormack’s 

(2004:220) “storying of stories” where individuals navigate being-in-the-world, within 

their socio-cultural context.  

Exploring their socio-cultural context allowed individuals to articulate their worlds and 

knowledge systems within specific cultural practices (Archibald et al., 2019:14). 

Movement material emerged for some participants that had strong weight and a direct 

relationship to space, while others had a gentle, sustained time and bound flow.  
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Table of reflections on Process 4, Part 2 

My reflections  Examples of reflexive responses from the participants  
Recalling a specific cultural practice, such as a funeral led to 
autobiographical memories around important people in the individual’s life.  

Participant 12: "Have I not accepted their deaths? Funerals are a familiar cultural 
practice and the important ones, I can’t forget, these are spiritual.” 

The participant reflected on how important cultural practices were to her 
being-in-the-world.  

Participant 12: "When we do go home, we have to go to the graveyard and let the 
ancestors know you are here. My culture makes me who I am.” 

Recalling cultural practices led to a significant event in the individual’s life that 
was a turning point memory for him.   

Participant 10: "The passing of my mother…that changed my whole life and showed 
me how much people don't care. She was me; we are connected spiritually.”  

The participant had many memories around cultural practices and the 
significance they hold for who they are today, identity as (co)production 
(Ybema, 2020:55–60). 

Participant 7: "I remember seeing a cow for the first time…my father made us drink 
traditional beer. I remember my father taught me how to love and share, this made 
me who I am today.” 

Self-reflective thinking and autobiographical remembering around cultural 
practices led to an important realisation for the participant (Bluck, 2003:113).  

Participant 5: "A long overdue realisation, unveiling…a memory I have tried to 
bury". 

The participant was able to move the memories of the cultural practices, as 
she found movement was inherent in the practice. 

Participant 2: "The smell of meat…a lot of noise and everyone talking, singing and 
laughing. My culture is filled with movement.”  

The participant recalled a cultural practice that had fond and loving memories 
associated with it.  

Participant 4: "My dad always surprised us with flowers and chocolates". 

Something that happened at a specific cultural practice emerged as a 
turning-point memory that continues to define that specific cultural practice 
for the individual.  

Participant 9: "This is why Christmas is so important to me, as my brother asked me 
if I wanted to dance…I still have his support". 

Remembering a cultural practice brought fond memories of family and baking 
at home for the individual.  

Participant 6: “I remember the delicious chocolate and vanilla biscuits we baked 
with my auntie”. 
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Participants moved on to their individual two-metre painting sheets and images 

emerged of tombstones, presents, candles, and a tree. Participants spoke about what 

cultural practices held meaning for them and why they were important. Participant 1 

remarked that “ceremonies are based on what culture needs; it brings people together; 

there is always laughter, many stories and the sharing of food. Every time I am home 

for cultural practices, we are there till late at night, all together we are one”. His 

statement references the communal aspect of African cultures (Chilisa, 2012:144) and 

identity as (co)production (Ybema, 2020:55–60) (see Section 3.4).  

Participants spoke about how restorative it was to revisit important moments in their 

lived experience and culture. Participant 3 commented that “family gatherings are so 

important even if it’s a funeral or a wedding; they are my favourite things on earth. The 

village is so dusty, and we would get so dirty and then go and buy lollipops. It’s 

soothing to think of these memories”. They expressed that the teaching and learning 

environment did not often allow such an exploration into who they are in the world. 

They expressed a strong spiritual connection to cultural practices that have played a 

role in their identities. Participant 2 mentioned that “all these ceremonies, they are 

more than that, its spiritual; people express how they really feel. It’s a way of 

interlinking all of us. Music as well, we sing, your voice is gone the next day”. This 

references an Afrocentric epistemology where there are three core African values that 

need to be considered: the collective worldview, spirituality, and a shared orientation 

(Ntseane, 2011:313). These values position individuals as part of the totality of life and 

an interconnection of a bodyminded being – foregrounding holism.   

Participants found a connection between cultures, spirituality, and their multiple 

identities (see Participants 7, 10, and 12 in the table above). Considering cultural 

practices revealed autobiographical memories of people they had lost in their lives, as 

well as the important people they still have in their lives. Participant 5 stated “I missed 

out on a lot of cultural practices. The one’s I have been to, especially Xhosa people, 

they always drink alcohol and slaughter a cow. We were at the tombstones of my 

grandmother and grandfather in the yard. I was close to her and drank coffee with her. 

Her funeral was sad but happy as well. Culturally the men are in the kraal and drinking, 

you pass the alcohol around the circle”. Participant 1 responded by verbalising the 

expression “You can’t pass by when we are building a home, help us build a home”. 
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This references the idea that the community supersedes the individual, and how the 

individual is inextricably integrated into the community (Akpa-Inyang & Chima, 2021:2) 

(see Section 2.5.2).    

7.6.1 Images, paintings and drawings of Diving into dreams 

 

 

Figure 7.11: Collage of Diving into dreams  
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My reflections on the images 

 Home…people in our 

lives…loss…longing…eulogies...death…trees…surprisings…journeys…spirituality 

celebration of life…Christmas…gifts…sharing…loving…joyful…sadness…A 

cross…religion…finality…a sign of hope…sacrifice…a rite of 

passage…birth…sacredness…tapping into our past…continuation…warmth…light in the 

darkness…coffee with you…splatters of you in me 

Diving into dreams was an effective decolonial strategy for movement invention, as 

the participants used their own cultural practices that have meaning for them, as 

source. Conversations, ideas, and reflections occurred around the meaning of a 

cultural practice, as well as the influence of culture on ‘who’ the individuals are 

becoming and how they see themselves within the world. Participant 5 suggested that 

“these cultural practices make me who I am today, a sense of community”.  Participant 

12 articulated “in my Pedi culture at a ceremony, we have to slaughter a goat. Then 

the blood is poured into a bowl and the elders talk to it. They ask about me and if I can 

be intelligent, rich and have a good life”. A strong connection emerges between 

cultures and identities, where individuals’ identities are (co)produced.  Remembering 

is positioned where “social others and cultural tools participate in and constitute the 

very process of remembering by providing the cultural framework or scaffold through 

which memories are constructed” (Wagoner, 2012:1035). Remembering is an active, 

constructive process, where the socio-cultural context interweaves with being-in-the-

world.  
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7.6.2 Diving into dreams as meshwork 

 

Figure 7.12: Topography of Diving into dreams 

Diving into dreams used individuals’ cultural practices as the choreographic device 

(method) towards an exploration into generating movement in the choreographic 

process. Participants engaged in a phase of dreaming where they considered rites of 

passage, rituals, and ceremonies. A decolonial phase of dreaming allows images, 

ideas, emotions and sensations in the bodyminded being to be expressed through 

moving. The participants’ cultural practices revealed a communal aspect with a 

spiritual connection that spoke to an Afrocentric epistemology. Individuals were the 

loci of enunciation, where they engaged in self-reflective thinking and a storying of 

stories of their cultures and practices, where identity emerged as (co)production.  

7.7 Process 4 Part 3: Deep in dreams as a potential decolonial choreographic 
process 

Process 4 Part 3 Deep in dreams goes deeper into remembering the place where 

participants grew up (see process description in Section 6.9). The process aimed at 
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‘knowing’ individual histories through place. I observed as multiple, autobiographical, 

embodied memories emerged from participants’ subjective ideas of home. Some 

participants’ sense of home was associated with specific people, while others had 

associations with specific rooms in their homes. There was a sense of identity linked 

to the idea of home. Participant 2 suggested “My home was vibrant, always voices 

and people. It has influenced who I am today. I grew up in a clan and my father is a 

pastor. In my house, we always sat together, and we had a small black and white TV. 

That is where my inspiration to be an artist came from; I saw a manifestation of a 

dream. I saw magic and craft and they manifested subconsciously into making me 

who I am”.  

The movement material was varied in quality, dynamic and body actions. I observed 

in Participant 2 an interplay with time from sustained to quick, as she sang and moved 

simultaneously. Participants moved as they re-remembered their home: recalling to 

(re)moving. Gestures, jumps, and falls characterised the movement language, as 

participants travelled through space and time. I perceived a sense of attempting to 

capture their individual homes with the sounds, textures, and feelings in the movement 

material. For me, this evoked a feeling of memoirs, a sort of journaling or re-recording 

events of their lives.   

There was a link between their multiple identities and autobiographical memories of 

home for the participants. Morley and Robins (1996:10) postulate that “identity, it 

seems, is also a question of memory, and memories of ‘home’ in particular”. For 

Participant 7, home had a feeling of belonging, where he remembered the feeling of 

the place. Home emerged as “the place of primordial belonging” for some individuals 

in the process  (Marschall, 2017:2). 
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Table of reflections of Process 4, Part 3 

My reflections on the process Examples of reflexive responses from the participants  
A place or specifically the idea of home had feelings, sensations, and thoughts 

associated with it that were important to his individual being-in-the-world. An 

intertwining of senses and feelings.  

Participant 7: "My body remembers the feeling of this place. My home is where I belong.”  

The participant had a strong connection to the idea of home and in particular, 

how specific people are related to a sense of home. 

Participant 10: "I remember that home wasn't a place but a person. After some time, you 

learn the subtle differences between holding a hand and chaining a sword. You accept 

defeat with the grace of an adult, not the grief of a child. With every step you take, your 

feet will remember.”  

For this participant, experiences and memories of growing up emerged as an 

important part of her identity. There was the realisation that her lived 

experiences had played a part in her unique sense of self.  

Participant 12: "Places where I grew up…so many memories…would I be different had I 

not experienced these homes?" 

For this participant, specific objects in her home emerged as part of her 

memories of home and how she interacted with them.  

Participant 3: "I remember we had old brown chairs with the plastic on them, I remember 

writing on them". 

This participant had many complex and multifaceted memories emerge 

around the idea of home, people and loss.  

Participant 5: "To me, home was my grandmother and morning coffee with her…and 

when she passed, I felt so lost". 

For this participant, the idea of home was an internal experience.   Participant 11: "My home was my imagination".  

This participant had joyful memories that emerged around the idea of home.  Participant 1: "The joy and feeling of being home and around family is just 

overwhelming". 

For this individual, there was a link between self-defining memories and the 

place where she grew up. 

Participant 9: "My home…I was an only child, so I used my imagination and created 

stories".  
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Participants moved on to their individual two-metre painting sheets, and images 

emerged of direction signs, houses, coffee drops with writing in between, and images 

of a baby.  The memories and stories that emerged allowed a space for self-analysis 

and a reflective process of looking back to where participants had grown up, the 

important people in their lives and how it related to their identities. Embodied memories 

as the totality of individuals’ dispositions, senses, experiences, perceptions allow 

individuals to react to the present situation, based on past experiences (Koch et al., 

2012:2).  

Importance was placed on the individual’s lived experience of home and the memories 

that emerged from their past. The participants had many stories that served as 

episodes that brought memories to life. Marschall (2017:3) argues that recalling and 

remembering home “is instrumental in negotiating one’s sense of belonging, identity 

and self-construal as it entails an exploration of the self, the personal past and one’s 

relationship to home”. The images below, in my perception, reveal a subjective 

interpretation of participants’ ideas of ‘home’.  

7.7.1 Images, paintings and drawings of Deep in dreams 
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Figure 7.13: Collage of Deep in dreams 

My reflections on the images 

 Home…grandmothers…coffee with people…religion as home…what direction is my 
home?...is it inside of me?...growing up and learning how to be in the world…joy…the 

building blocks of me…my alphabet of home…a place of safety…my body is my 
home…foundations of me…pathways and directions I need to take… 

The lived experience of where the participants had grown up and the people 

associated with their homes bears witness to individual socio-cultural perspectives 

and interpretations of being in the world. Participant 1 suggested “I remember my 

grandfather’s voice calling across the fields; I remember milking the cows; I remember 

the farm where I grew up; I remember my mother falling and it being so cold, my 

memories of home show me where I grew up and why I am the way I am today”.  
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7.7.2 Deep in dreams as a meshwork 

 

Figure 7.14: Topography of Deep in dreams 

Deep in dreams used individuals’ autobiographical memories of home as the 

choreographic device (method), towards an exploration in generating movement in the 

choreographic process. Participants, through a phase of dreaming, considered the 

place/s where they grew up and what memories were associated with their home. 

They rediscovered their lived experiences, thinkings, and feelings around home and 

place. The idea of home was associated with a sense of belonging and a sense of 

stability for most of the participants, but not all. For some participants, home was seen 

as a person. Memoirs emerged as individuals navigated their individual history through 

place, as a reflection of their socio-cultural perspectives of being-in-the-world.  

7.8 Process 5: Sensing you, shaping me as a potential decolonial 
choreographic process  

I watched as participants sat quietly opposite one another with their eyes closed and 

gently traced the landscape of each other’s faces (see process description in Section 

6.10). I perceived a gentle and intimate quality to the exploration, as they tapped into 
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their tactile sense. They were navigating the texture, and quality of the other person’s 

face through their hands, a “body-absorbed perception” through touch (Snowber, 

2016:29). It was something; they expressed that they had never done it in the context 

of teaching and learning, although they touch one another’s bodies regularly in dance 

classes.  

They moved away from one another and began moving their perception of the other 

person’s face through movement. Some movements were sustained and buoyant, 

with an arc-like trajectory, as they traced the person’s face into the space, while others 

were angular and contained spoke-like movements. They showed their partners their 

movement phrases, their subjective perception and interpretation of their faces, and 

discussed the experience. They spoke of being humbled by the other person’s 

interpretation of their face. Participant 4 commented “I could not believe her perception 

of me; it was so beautiful. I wonder if my perception of my face is correct? I perceived 

her soft and smooth skin”. Hearing another person’s interpretation and perception 

made them re-think their perception of their own face, a “rethinking of thinking” 

(Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2017:61) and a convergence of overlapping perspectives (Boon et 

al., 2018:113).  

Participant 11 wrote a poem on the process called Painting you: “Your skin brings a 

calming feeling to my soul; your heart brings me warmth and space to share; for me, 

painting you, using an air brush did not do your character justice. I feel it can use more 

colour, feelings, and emotions to create this beautiful being. Your kind and gentle face 

is home and by using this brush, it fills my canvas”. Participant 2 responded to his 

poem by saying “When I touched him, I forget about me and thought about him, who 

is he? Diving into him was for me about humanity and being selfless, me learning from 

your touch, your energy, your breath”. 
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Table of reflections on Process 5 

My reflections  Examples of reflexive responses from the participants  
The participant found her partner’s perception of her face inspiring.  Participant 4: "Stepping out of my comfort zone to sense another being…I was in 

awe of how she perceived me". 

The participant found a connection between the physical structures of his 
partner’s face and her personality.  

Participant 7: "Her face contained details of her personality…strong contours, soft 
but strong…like her". 

For this participant, moving from a tactile sensation into movement made her 
move in ways she does not often move, challenging her habitual movement 
patterns. There was a delicate, visceral, sustained quality to her movement.  

Participant 13: "I found myself moving in a way my partner would; she transferred 
her movement to me from touching her face".  

Moving from sense memory allowed her to self-reflect and change her 
perception of what a source for movement could be.  

Participant 3: "Feeling his face…imagining how I would dance it…and to hear what 
he thought of my face was interesting". 

For this participant, using sense memory triggered an autobiographical 
memory around her face that is linked to her ontology in the world.   

Participant 5: "I have a face that is not like anyone else in my family, but when I 
discovered where I got it…I learnt to accept it". 

For this participant, there was a sense of reconnecting with her face in the 
present moment.  

Participant 2: "It’s an honour to be with myself and my face and share this energy". 

For this participant, there was a sense of kinetic empathy for her with her 
partner.  

Participant 12: "I started to dance like him after touching his face; I embodied 
him…imagine moving on his face, a landscape".  

This participant made a connection to their total, multimodal bodyminded 
being.  

Participant 8: "My face is a part of me, my contours define me". 
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The participants took great care when touching and feeling one another’s faces. There 

was a sense of respect and empathy as they touched one another, in a supportive 

environment. Hearing another person’s perspective on their interpretation allowed 

multiple perspectives to emerge. Participants moved off and repeated the exploration 

with their own face. They sensed and felt their own face as subjects of perception and 

as the objects of perception (De Vignemont, 2020:3). Feeling their own faces led them 

to different embodied memories and autobiographical memories of their lived 

experience. Participant 9 said “I was sculpting my own face, a sensual experience that 

reminded me of the memory of being loved”.  

I was doing the exploration with them, of sensing my own face and a memory of being 

bitten by a dog on my nose came into my bodymind. Other participants spoke of 

remembering being hurt on different parts of their faces. A discussion around how 

memories reside on your skin took place, and the idea of scars as being memories of 

the lived experience was discussed. Their mapped stories of their face or their facial 

cartography was translated into movement. Movement phrases emerged for everyone 

who had a strong gestural language, as they traced shapes into the space, the 

landscape of the face. They “travelled in the realm of re-searching” (Snowber, 

2016:53), re-looking at memories that resided in their face and how that related to their 

being-in-the-world.   

7.8.1 Images, paintings and drawings of Sensing you, shaping me 
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Figure 7.15: Collage of Sensing you, shaping me 

My reflections on the images 

 Your face…contours of you…stories of your skin, lips, eyes, nose…sensing 
another…upside down perspective…hanging on a question of me…what story does my 

skin tell?...sharp angular features…strength of you…a field of 
sunflowers…joy…happiness…loyalty…optimism…peace…circles spiralling inwards… 

The idea of sensing someone that then shaped individual perception emerged in the 

process. Participants expressed feeling kinaesthetic empathy, through sensing each 

other’s faces (see Participants 2,3,12, and 13 in the table above). Kinaesthetic 

empathy explores the “durational dimension of human experience, the embodied 

mind’s capacity to give meaning to each present instant by making recourse to past 

embodied memories” (Reynolds & Reason, 2012:12).  
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They expressed a feeling of ‘knowing’ the other person in another way, after sensing 

the architecture of their face. There was a sense of sharing in the others ‘being’ in the 

world. When they felt their own face, they expressed another way of perceiving 

themselves that they had never done previously (see Participants 3, 4, 12, and 13 in 

the table above). It was a re-thinking, re-making, re-discovery and (re)moving process; 

an alternative thinking, doing and being towards movement creation.   

7.8.2 Sensing you, shaping me as meshwork 

 

Figure 7.16: Topography of Sensing you, shaping me 

Sensing you, shaping me used sense memory as a choreographic device (method) 

towards  generating movement in the choreographic process. Participants through a 

phase of rediscovery and recovery considered another person’s face, as well as their 

own face, interpreting, sensing, and perceiving. They used a tactile source for 

movement creation through sensing and perceiving, connecting inner and outer, and 

with a body-absorbed perception. A sense of kinaesthetic empathy emerged as they 

sensed the facial cartography of the other participant with respect and empathy. The 

interpretation and perception of another person’s face allowed a “rethinking of 
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thinking” as traces of their being were felt, sensed, and perceived in time and space. 

Individuals were the subjects and objects of perception in the exploration.  

7.9 Process 6: Snapshot memories as a potential decolonial choreographic 
process 

Participants began moving from their snapshot memories (see process description in 

6.11). I observed moments of falling, flying through the air, robotic stops and starts, 

balletic style movements, and a limp arm. I perceived that they had become invested 

in the process as they expressed the want, need, and benefit of delving into their own 

autobiographical, embodied memories. Participant 7 suggested “I want to express my 

memories and emotions through my solo, to show I am me; this is a chance to create 

a solo based on who I am”.  

Through my lens, the movement material echoed other explorations, as there were 

similar movements in shape and effort. It was as if the movement explorations so far 

were being retained in their bodyminded being. The movements of previous 

explorations were reappearing and being shaped and moulded. This could be 

observed, as each morning before the next process began, the participants came into 

the space and recalled their movement languages and motifs from the previous day.  
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Table of reflections on Process 6 

My reflections  Examples of reflexive responses from the participants  
For this participant, a visual snapshot of a memory arising from a kinaesthetic 
experience allowed a self-defining memory to emerge.  A memory of being seen 
as ‘other’ or different emerged for her. Her Blackness was an important feature 
in her autobiographical memory as it made her feel alienated from the White 
girls.  

Participant 13: "I was the only Black girl in my studio and was treated differently by the 
White girls in my class. It is helping me to think back to these memories. I remember 
my mother’s love. I remember my voice cracking.”  

For this participant, the specific retrieval cue of recalling a memory with an 
aspect of movement led to pivotal, autobiographical memory for her. Why 
individuals remember what they do has to do with the relevance and emotion 
that is experienced during the event (Van der Kolk, 2016:175).  

Participant 5: "A near-death experience…I remember the bus falling…I have tried so 
hard to forget this".  

A specific retrieval cue from the aspect of movement allowed memories to 
emerge that individuals had not considered for a while.  

Participant 12: "I remember sleep paralysis…lying in fear...I could not move. This is 
something I have not thought about for a while.”  

The participant recalled a memory that was linked to her identity and how she 
physically looked.  

Participant 2: "This process took me to when I hated my body…I looked like my dad 
and wanted to look like my mom".  

Recalling a memory with an aspect of movement allowed the individual to 
consider his being-in-the-world. For this participant, thinking of a memory with 
movement as the source, led to him identifying as a robot.  

Participant 10: "I remember my body listening to hip-hop…I had to become something 
to survive in the world…I became a robot". 

For this participant, thinking about memories that contain an aspect of movement 
allowed reflection on how being-in-the-world is a continuously shifting and 
changing, an ever-evolving present.  

Participant 1: "Memories as snapshots…they are faded out…they appear fast…no 
matter how much you remember, it is gone".  

Important autobiographical, embodied memories that relate to his identity 
emerged. 

Participant 7: "I remember dancing in heels on stage…people looked at me 
strangely…a boy in heels? I remember being teased for being gay. People would call 
me a moffie; I am committing a sin; which culture would allow people to be gay?”  

The bodyminded being moves effortlessly and comes into conscious awareness 
when it is injured and hurt.  

Participant 3: "I remember breaking my arm. I took moving my arm for granted, until it 
could not move anymore.”  
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The participants were actively involved in the process and wanted to perform their solo 

presentations. Participant 2 stated “This process has allowed me to do something I 

never thought I could; I get to be the mother of show, the voice of it; I am so excited to 

show my solo”. I think they felt that the explorations thus far had provided them with 

so many memories that at times, they fell back onto previous movement material. 

Participant 10 stated “I already have so much movement and ideas for my solo; I am 

not sure I need to do more exploration”. There was also a sense of exertion that had 

been sustained over the last couple of days, so this exploration was not as long as 

originally suggested. I choose to let this exploration end sooner than anticipated, as I 

read the group as a whole. 

7.9.1 Images, paintings and drawings of Snapshot memories 

 

Figure 7.17: Collage of Snapshot memories 

My reflections on the images 

 Robot…mechanical…angular shapes…blocks…isolations…boots…star…a 
dress…shoes…walking into being…the nervous system connects 

us…interlinking…memories flow through the bodyminded being…memories in 
me…memories of my internal landscape…what makes me who I am? 

The movement material that emerged was not as detailed as the previous tasks; it was 

more a collation of previous movements from preceding processes, but I knew I had 

to let the organic nature of the choreographic process unfold. 
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7.9.2 Snapshot memories as meshwork 

 

Figure 7.18: Topography of Snapshot memories 

Snapshot memories used a kinaesthetic stimulus as a choreographic device (method) 

towards generating movement in the choreographic process. Participants, through a 

phase of rediscovery and recovery, considered a specific visual image of a memory 

that had a kinaesthetic or movement component as a starting point (Wan et al., 

2020:2) and then moved that image. The individuals had a subjective recollection of a 

memory where movement was retained in the bodyminded being. Within this 

exploration, a sense of exertion emerged, as the participants had explored many 

processes thus far.  

7.10 Process 7: Sensing, shaping and selving as a potential decolonial 
choreographic process  

Participants stood with their eyes closed as the process began. They began recalling 

the autobiographical memories or memoryscape they would use in their solos (see 

process description in 6.12). From my perspective, there was a sense of ownership in 

their exploration as they were diving deeper into something that held meaning for their 

being-in-the-world. Participant 2 suggested “My memory has so many parts to it, it 
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shows my culture, my identity, the loss of my father and what it meant to me and who 

I am”. It was humbling to watch the students invest so much time and effort into 

something that they felt was a part of their expression of self/s. I perceived a feeling 

of excitement and determination as they explored something personally meaningful in 

their lives. From me, it was refreshing to see the students so invested in a process, as 

at times, I feel the curricula content is not relatable to them (see Section 1).  

I watched as participants sensed, shaped and ‘selved’ their bodyminded being into the 

space. The previous explorations allowed them a variety of memories, ruminations, 

and embodied musings on what they had discovered in the choreographic process. 

Their bodyminded being became the loci of enunciation for their chosen 

autobiographical memory, where their lived experiences and perceptions were moved 

into being (a recalling into (re)moving).  
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Table of reflections on Process 7 

My reflections  Examples of reflexive responses from the participants  
This participant discovered the interconnected nature of memories and his lived 

experiences in and through the bodyminded being. The participant found a 

meshwork of embodied memories that held significance for his being-in-the-

world.  

Participant 1: “I will use a memoryscape of all my memories I have revisited and 

around the idea that one memory leads to another, a continuous cycle.”  

This participant used a specific loss in her life as a defining feature for her 

ontology and whom of her many selves she is today.  

Participant 2: “I will use the death of my father, my culture, who he was and how that 

has influenced me”. 

This participant used embodied memories from her childhood that held 

significance for her multiple identities today.  

Participant 3: “I will use the loss of my childhood and if I had experienced other 

experiences would I be different today? Thinking back to who I am, it has changed who 

I think I am. I remember being a child for a couple of years, until it was stolen from me. 

Until doubt and fear came crawling, I remember she hid, and she is still hiding. I wish 

the child could come out; she could turn a new page.”  

This participant went through an in-depth, self-reflective journey around her lived 

experience and how the way she navigates the world is connected to how she 

remembers, and how she perceives being-in-the-world.  

Participant 4: “I will use how having ADHD has made me the way I am”.  

This participant used an important autobiographical memory of meeting their 

father for the first time. This memory has affected their being-in-the-world.  

Participant 5: “I will use meeting my father for the first time and how it was like looking 

into a mirror…a face like mine”. 

This participant went through a continuous, self-reflective journey throughout the 

choreographic process. She expressed feelings of being lost and not knowing in 

what direction her life was going.  

Participant 6: “I will use being lost and not knowing where I am going”. 

This participant used his sexual preference as a defining feature of his multiple 

identities. Dancing has allowed him an expression of who he is.  

Participant 7: “I will use that I am gay and proud of it. I am free to be me, I will stand tall 

one leap and roll at a time.” 

This participant had a variety of memories around family and his home that he 

used as a memoryscape.  

Participant 8: “I will use parts of all the explorations around family, home and who I 

am”. 

This participant had traumatic
174

 memories from her childhood and has spent a 

lot of time trying to forget these memories. She found the choreographic process 

healing.  

Participant 9: “I will use trying to forget my darkest memories and secrets. I remember 

my darkest secret being told.  This process has helped me heal.”  

This participant used his memory of being an outsider and his coping 

mechanism of becoming a robot as the source for his solo. 

Participant 10: “I will use being an outcast, the fact that I am a robot.” 

This participant went through self-reflective thinking and moving around who he 

is in the world. He used this questioning as the source for his memoryscape.  

Participant 11: “I will use the idea that I am a question mark. I remember challenges 

and activities that developed. I remember words and literacy with the help of a tongue. 

I remember emotional expression that we felt as stories were being told. I question 

myself; am I the same person who feels nothing but still questions himself, his face 

 
174

 The psychologist was on stand-by throughout the eight-day process and a visit to him was optional. 
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calm but weight on his shoulders, a question for a thought, his heart is calm, and his 

brain is unsettled, still he escapes into dance. I question himself.”  

This participant through the choreographic process, discovered that they were 

always hiding behind their drawings and images, rather than moving. They used 

this as the source for their memoryscape. 

Participant 12: “I will use the idea that I have always been hiding, and still am”.  

This participant discovered that her Blackness has led to her always trying to 

prove her worth as a dancer.  

Participant 13: “I will use the memory of walking into the dance studio and being the 

only Black girl and how from that moment on, I am still trying to prove myself. Who is 

this Black girl? I wonder if this Black girl can actually dance?” 
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Through my lens, participants had critically and creatively reflected and dealt with their 

own realities and subjective lived experiences in time and space. Participant 3 spoke 

about “feeling more like themselves” and this references Freire’s (2005:44) idea of 

education as about “becoming more fully human”. Participants reflected on how 

restorative and ‘healing’ the process had been so far, as they felt they were the source 

of knowledge in the choreographic process. Participant 9 stated “I know this was not 

supposed to be therapy but thinking back to my memories has helped me feel better; 

this space has given me a safe feeling of home”. Participant 9 had traumatic memories 

from her past that she shared with the group but did not want those memories to be 

shared in any other space or in the research findings. It is for this reason that those 

particular memories have not been shared in this reflection.  

Participants spoke about being changed, that a part of them had experienced a shift 

in understanding, thinking, perceiving and being, towards what I argue, resonates with 

a “decolonial trans-ontology, an emergent form of being” (Richardson, 2012:551). 

Participant 3 suggested that “these processes of looking into memory have helped me 

find myself again; I had lost it. It has also made me want to dance again”.  

7.10.1 Images, paintings and drawings of Sensing, shaping, selving 
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Figure 7.19: Collage of Sensing, shaping, selving 
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My reflections on the images 

 Ice cream, sweets and lollipops…my childhood defining me…who am I in relation to 
what has come before?...a black crow nesting in me…my mind is free to fly…maps to 
me…discovering death and its impact on me…trees that grow and intertwine…new 

growth…primary colours of me…my face navigates me through the world…new shoots 
of growth from within me…I walk over words of past experiences… towards a white 

empty space…I wonder which way is towards me? 

From my lens, their ideas about their identities and being-in-the-world had shifted, as 

had their memories as their memories had been re-activated and re-configured from 

the past into the present, memory as a construction (Robins, 2019:2136).  Participant 

2 suggested “I feel different about who I am after thinking back”. I felt the participants 

were continuously reflecting and rethinking about what autobiographical memories 

meant for them in the world.  I watched as they re-defined, re-created, and reflected 

on themes, patterns and combinations of their autobiographical, embodied memories.  

7.10.2 Sensing, shaping, selving as a meshwork 

 

Figure 7.20: Topography of Sensing, shaping, selving 
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Sensing, shaping, selving used their chosen autobiographical, embodied memories 

as the choreographic device (method) towards generating movement in the 

choreographic process. Participants through a phase of embodied musings (re)moved 

their memories into being; their memories emerging as a construction and an 

expression of selves. Individuals recalled and remembered personally meaningful 

memories in their lives, and became the loci of enunciation. The process allowed a 

reflecting and rethinking that facilitated a  feeling of becoming more fully human. The 

process was restorative and humbling for the participants and myself.  

7.11 Process 8: Moving memories, manifesting me as a potential 
choreographic process  

I allowed this process to be open and fluid, to let the participants decide how they 

wanted to navigate the development of their solos (see process description in 6.13). 

Some participants preferred just to move, others to paint, one participant to move and 

speak, and others to talk about their memories and solos. I gave them the choice in 

deciding how and in what order they would develop and re-look at their solos. 

Participants moved, painted, wrote and spoke as they explored possible re-

configurations, re-articulations and (re)movings of their autobiographical solos. I 

watched as they re-examined their solo through moving the solo, while verbally 

articulating the memory at the same time. From my perspective, most of the 

participants struggled to speak the memory and move at the same time. The 

movement material dominated as only a few words were spoken. Participant 6 

commented “I struggled to speak and move my memory; I don’t think I will use text 

with my solo”. 

In the programme where I work, there is limited focus on text with movement, so this 

task was challenging for participants. However, for Participant 2, adding the verbal 

articulations helped her discover the aesthetic of her solo. Her text initiated the 

movement material and created the soundscape for the solo. Participant 2 spoke and 

sang as her words called the movement into being. From my perspective, this task 

was instrumental in her solo. Participant 2 said “My solo will be an interplay between 

talking and moving”.  
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The compositional device of repetition was used to allow the movement motifs to 

develop through re-echoing and reiterating the movement material. Participants 

explored the structure of their movement motif, allowing new relationships to form.  
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Table of reflections on Process 8 

My reflections Examples of reflexive responses from the participants  
Moving memories, manifesting forgetting.  Participant 1: "I have forgotten to remember what I said I would remember". 

Moving memories, manifesting an enemy. Participant 2: "Death became an enemy". 

Moving memories, manifesting a love of ice-cream and lollipops. Participant 3: "I wish she loved ice-cream and lollipops". 

Moving memories, manifesting a part of me.  Participant 4: "I have ADHD". 

Moving memories, manifesting my father’s face.  Participant 5: "My father’s face, a face like mine. I remember meeting my father 
for the first time, at the age of 7. His eyes, my eyes, his lips, my lips. I had finally 
realised where all these pieces of me came from.”  

Moving memories, manifesting a sense of not knowing.  Participant 6: "Where am I going?" 

Moving memories, manifesting me.  Participant 7: "I will be me". 

Moving memories, manifesting thoughts of dying.  Participant 8: "A tie around my neck". 

Moving memories, manifesting not wanting to remember. Participant 9: "I don't want to remember. The fear of a feeling; I remember running 
away from something unknown.” 

Moving memories, manifesting loss. Participant 10: "I remember my mother taking her last breath". 

Moving memories, manifesting the unknown. Participant 11: "I am a question. I feel the feeling of my body, a familiar place my 
home.”  

Moving memories, manifesting my defence mechanisms.  Participant 12: "I have always tried to hide". 

Moving memories, manifesting my multiple identity markers.  Participant 13: "I am a Black ballerina".  
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I perceived a praxis of thinking evident in their exploration, action, and reflection, as 

they moved their memories. Participants were the ‘experts’ of their autobiographical, 

embodied memories and subjective lived experiences; producers of knowledge in and 

through their bodyminded beings (Bacquet, 2021:16). Through producing their own 

knowledge, from what is important to them in the present moment, I perceived a sense 

of being moved into being where they emerged as validated. Participant 11 stated “It 

gave us an opportunity to rediscover ourselves in the now”.   

7.11.1 Images, paintings and drawings of Moving memories, manifesting me 

 

 

Figure 7.21: Collage of Moving memories, manifesting me 

My reflections on the images 

 Ying and yang…multiple parts of me…an interconnection of being…various aspects of 
me…spirals of paths and journeys towards my being…fear of the unknown…danger of 
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being…a tree growing from me…new roots into being…a light…a lantern to guide me 
through the world…the light that shines in me…my path illuminated 

Participants produced their own interpretation or bodyminded logic of their embodied 

memories as a way of manifesting their multiple, narrative identities (McLean & 

Pasupathi, 2012:11). They entered a process of communication with one another, 

reflecting, re-storying, moving and towards reclaiming: a relationality, multiplicity and 

interdependency that reveal strands of a decolonial pedagogy (Wane & Todd, 2018:4–

5).  

7.11.2 Moving memories, manifesting me as a meshwork 

 
Figure 7.22: Topography of Moving memories, manifesting me 

Moving memories, manifesting me used articulating the autobiographical memory 

verbally, as the choreographic device (method) towards refining, re-looking and 

developing the movement  material in the choreographic process. Participants worked 

through a phase of commitment and action in recalling and remembering; sensing and 

perceiving; re-configuring and re-articulating their embodied memories. Through an 

open and fluid process individuals danced as producers of their own knowledge and 

as experts of their being-in-the-world. Repetition was used, as a compositional device, 

to allow the movement motifs to develop through re-echoing and reiterating the 
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movement material. A praxis of thinking (action/reflection) emerged as they moved 

their memories, articulating their multiple identities through their bodyminded being. 

There was communication with one another, re-storying and re-moving; a relationality, 

multiplicity and interdependency that reveal strands of a decolonial pedagogy (Wane 

& Todd, 2018:4–5). 

7.12 Process 9: Witnessing you, reflecting me in the choreographic process  

When witnessing another dancer’s solo through one’s bodyminded being, mental 

models, lenses and perception, an interpretation of their solo occurs (see process 

description in 6.14). This interpretation is then reflected back to them as your 

perception of their autobiographical solo. I watched as participants interpreted what 

they saw through their own ways of seeing, moving and being. They danced their 

partner’s solo back to them, with their interpretation of the other person’s effort, shape, 

and use of space and time. The danced solo had shifted in dynamic and quality, as 

another bodyminded being had interpreted it. A double witnessing occurred as 

participants saw their solos, reflected back to them by the person who witnessed their 

solo, becoming the witness as their solo was reflected back to them. They perceived 

the dynamic and effort quality change when another individual danced their worlds.  

This created a distance from the solo that allowed the performer of the solo to view 

their story from another point of view (viewing oneself through another). This provided 

multiple points of view that offered the possibility of reflection in action, as the 

individual re-looked and re-evaluated their autobiographical memory and story, 

danced through another person’s lens (Jordaan & Coetzee, 2017:540). The idea of 

witnessing and secondary witnessing reveals how a possible third space of 

enunciation is opened, because of the distance created that allows for critical 

exchange and a multiplicity of perspectives (Soja, 1996:5). A possible third space of 

enunciation allows an in-between space that can provide “innovative sites of 

collaboration, and contestation” (Bhabha, 1994:2). An in-between space has an 

ontological dimension and references a trans-ontology.  
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Table of reflections on Process 9 

My reflections  Examples of reflexive responses from the participants  
For this participant, this process allowed a way of seeing her solo through 
another person’s lens and perspective. She recognised her habitual movement 
patterns when the solo was reflected back to her.  

Participant 2: "My solo on someone else is extremely funny. I think it’s because I can 
see myself reflected in the movement language, and specifically the effort of the 
movement.”  

When the autobiographical solo was reflected back to the individual, they were 
able to see another perspective in terms of Effort qualities that changed how 
they perceived their own movement.  

Participant 3: "I wish I could move with such flow. The person who performed my solo 
added more free flow to the movement language; I will add that to my solo.”  

Witnessing an individual’s solo and reflecting it back to them, enabled kinetic 
empathy between partners. She felt and sensed an intersubjectivity.  

Participant 4: "I am overwhelmed by their interpretation; it’s almost as if we had a 
connection to one another”.  

Witnessing someone and reflecting that back to them is an inter-relational 
process that allows a shifting and a new way of ‘seeing.’ 

Participant 10: "I need to add more of their movement quality to my solo; the dynamic 
they had when they did the movement was so striking”.  
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Johnstone (2022:128) refers to witnessing as an embodied technique “moving from 

paying attention to one’s own body’s sensations to witnessing a fellow dancer in the 

act of paying attention to their own sensations”. Through paying attention to another 

dancer, a form of kinaesthetic empathy occurs. Kinaesthetic empathy is an “innate 

capacity to feel the kinetic sensations” of movement (Miyoshi, 2018:1), thus allowing 

an experience of empathy by observing the movements of other participants. This type 

of empathy allows a “re-living or a placing ourselves ‘inside’ the another’s experience” 

(Parviainen, 2003:151). However, cognisance is taken that one can never really 

experience or feel what someone else feels, as feelings, emotions and sensations are 

unique to individual bodyminded beings (Johnson et al., 2021:189).   

7.12.1 Images, paintings and drawings of Witnessing you, manifesting me 

 

Figure 7.23: Collage of Witnessing you, manifesting me 

My reflections on the images 

Roads of myself…multiple parts of me…a direction to move by…my journey through 
life…my face moved into being…the stories of my skin…the landscape and pathways of 

me…watching you…witnessing me…how do I see you?...how do you see me? What 
does my path consist of? 
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The witnessing of another bodyminded being moving in time and space in the 

choreographic process, allowed a sharing of the individual’s personal lived 

experience. Stromsted (2009:202) suggests the witness “in response to body-felt 

sensations, emotions, memories, movement impulses, and/or images” senses “her 

own embodied experience” and the other mover’s lived experience. Participant 2 

observed that “watching someone dancing my solo made me think about myself 

through them, how they perceived me”.  

Throughout the choreographic process there had been a sense of witnessing as 

individuals listened, watched one another moving, and provided the space for being 

attentive to the individual’s process of becoming. It was for this reason that the idea of 

witnessing was used in the performance of Memoryscapes. I decided to have chairs 

along either side of the stage for the performers to go to, while the dancer moved their 

autobiographical solo into being.  All of the performers witnessed one another’s solos 

as a way towards the practice of with-ness, inclusivity, support, and relationality within 

the performance of Memoryscapes. Another double witnessing occurred as during the 

performance, the audience was witnessing the witness, witnessing the other dancer’s 

solo. In terms of decoloniality this allowed “mutual recognition” (hooks, 1994:13) and 

collective inter-being (Bacquet, 2021:16), where there is an interconnected 

relationship between the audience and the performers. 
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7.12.2 Witnessing you, manifesting me as a meshwork 

 

Figure 7.24: Topography of Witnessing you, manifesting me 

Witnessing you, manifesting me used witnessing a solo and reflected it back as a 

choreographic device (method) in the choreographic process. Participants, through a 

phase of commitment and action in witnessing and manifesting their interpretations, 

and sensing and perceiving, moved their partner’s memories into being. Individuals 

danced from their perceptions and frame of reference, as they were the loci of 

enunciation for the interpretation of their partner’s memory; at the same time, the other 

person was the loci of enunciation for their embodied memory. This created a ‘double’ 

space to ‘speak’ and move from that intertwined, a third space of enunciation. This in-

between space allowed a distance to be created from the individual’s solo that allowed 

critical exchange and a multiplicity of perspectives. A ‘double witnessing’ occurred as  

participants who saw their solos, reflected back to them by the person who witnessed 

their solo, then witnessed their solo being reflected back to them. 
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7.13 Process 10: Shaping space and time in the choreographic process  

Participants began to consider the form and shape of their autobiographical solos (see 

process description in 6.15). Some of the participants filmed their solos and watched 

them back, while others danced and painted the journey of their solos through colours. 

Each participant had their own way of navigating the form and shape of their solo. At 

this point in the process, most of the participants had a clear movement language from 

the processes already explored. They had fragments of movement motifs and 

memories that they started to shape in space and time. Some participants danced 

their solos for one another and reflected on what they saw, sharing ideas, and advice. 

They took on the responsibility of creating the form and shape of their solos. There 

was a sense of relationality between all the participants as they reflected, discussed, 

and interacted with one another. 

Participant 2 stated “My solo needs to different from all the other solos; the drumming 

needs to make me move. My text as I say it must be in rhythm with the drums. My 

rhythm of my movements needs to be layered with the drums’ sound; they must speak 

to one another”.  
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Table of reflections on Process 10 

My reflections  Examples of reflexive responses from the participants  
Considering the overall form and shape of the solo helped the participant to 
view his solo from a macro lens. The participant had a clear idea of how he 
wanted his solo to unfold in terms of shape and form.  

Participant 1: "I want my solo to be fragments and slices of memory, as its’ traces of 
memories and my world. Feelings lead to emotions and these emotions lead to 
memories.”  

Participant 9 felt her memories of trying to forget made her emotionally 
vulnerable and scared. I suggested that five other dancers be part of her solo. 
From my perspective, this would give her a sense of confronting the experience 
with the support of the other dancers. As a collective, we discussed that the 
other performers could represent the dark memories she was trying to forget. 
Everyone improvised to find a way that made her feel comfortable with her 
autobiographical solo. Her solo was created with moments of their trying to 
evade her bodyminded being as representative of the dark memories.  

Participant 9: “I don’t feel comfortable doing my solo on my own, it’s too overwhelming 
for me”.  

This process provided the participant with agency in terms of making decisions 
on the form and structure of the solo. She had a feeling and intimate 
connection with her solo, as it was her autobiographical memory and a 
statement about her multiple identities.  

Participant 4: "My solo has to be structured erratically, as it is showing how it feels to 
be me, so it must be disjointed. People watching must know what it feels like to be in 
my head.”  

The participant felt committed to the shaping and forming phase as he wanted 
his autobiographical solos to reflect his being-in-the-world. He was invested in 
the presentation of his solo within the work of Memoryscapes.  

Participant 11: "My solo needs to be structured very carefully, so as to reveal a sense 
of being lost in who I am. I think I need participants all around me and everyone 
looking at me and moving to shift the space.”  

Participant 12 wanted a way to hide and not be shown in her solo. I suggested 
the idea of her painting, live on stage as the aesthetic for her solo, instead of 
dancing. This decision came from the process, as she always wanted to paint 
and draw and found pleasure in doing this. She embraced the idea and felt it 
reflected exactly what she wanted to say.  

Participant 12: "My solo needs to be done in a way that hides me, perhaps it’s that I 
can’t move. I am not sure really what I should do.”  
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The participants had agency in exploring their autobiographical solos in terms of 

considering how the solo could be shaped and what the overall structure would be. 

They reflected, re-looked, and re-examined their solo to find the overall phrasing and 

rhythmic patterns. I perceived a praxis through action and reflection on what they had 

made, and how they would structure it into a cohesive whole. 

7.13.1 Images, paintings and drawings of Shaping space and time:  

 

Figure 7.25: Collage of Shaping space and time 

My reflections on the images 

 A river that runs through me…fluid…blue shades of me…reflections…sketches of my 
memories…parts of me…green pastures of the landscape…vessels inside of me…the 

river of my blood…the shadows of my torso…the textures of me…a bell jar of my 
insides…shades of dark and light… 

There was co-production of knowledge as they shared ideas, thoughts and embodied 

musings with one another (Bacquet, 2021:16). A space emerged for the participants 

to express multiple ideas and narratives around their solos; a third space of 

enunciation, where there was conviviality and “with-ness” as they navigated the 

structuring and forming of their solos (Wise & Noble, 2016:425). Participants 

reconsidered their embodied memories and how their stories were emerging through 

their solos. 
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7.13.2 Shaping space and time as a meshwork 

 

Figure 7.26: Topography of Shaping space and time 

Shaping space and time considered the form and shape of the solo as a choreographic 

device (method) in the process. Participants, through a phase of rediscovery, 

recovery, commitment, and action, re-looked and re-examined their solos and then 

applied their new ideas, thoughts, feelings, phrasings, and rhythmic patterns. 

Participants had agency and brought their past into the present; a reconfiguration and 

(re)moving of memories shaped in form, time, and space. Most of the participants had 

a clear movement language for their solos or fragments of movement motifs and 

memories. A space emerged for the participants to voice multiple ideas and narratives 

around their solos; a third space of enunciation, where there was conviviality and “with-

ness”. A praxis emerged through action and reflection of what they had made and how 

they would structure it into a cohesive whole.  
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7.14 Process 11: Choosing Self as a potential choreographic process 

This process allowed the participants to make choices concerning sound, scenic 

devices and other elements in their solos (see process description in 6.16). The 

choreographic process was only 8 days long, so I put elements in place prior to the 

start of the process. This included getting the set designed and some scenic devices 

that the participants could perhaps use in their solos. I collaborated with a set designer 

at the university where I work, a second-year student, Innocent Tshimbufe. We 

discussed the themes, concepts, and ideas around Memoryscape. As this was prior 

to the start of the choreographic process, there was no certainty about what the 

participants would choose to explore, as part of their autobiographical memories. I 

asked Innocent to create a space that reflected some of his memories from childhood, 

growing up in South Africa. He had ideas of using hanging bricks, as he had used 

them as a little boy as cars to play with. He suggested cassette tapes, tyres, and 

skeletons.  

I thought about a topography or a landscape of objects that reflected a variety of 

memories. A topography of objects suspended above the performers that would 

contribute to the aesthetic look of the work. Innocent collected objects that linked to 

memory for him. The objects below are what he collected to be hung to create the 

topography.  

 

He decided to paint all the objects shades of grey and black to tie them all together 

aesthetically.  
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Figure 7.27: Topography of objects  

 

Figure 7.28: Set design drawing by Innocent Tshimbufe  

I decided to use scaffolding in one corner of the space as it was metaphorical, for me, 

of memory and a meshwork. The idea is of scaffolding as layers and levels that are all 

connected. I thought about the idea of revealing, through light, the embodied 

memories of each performer. I decided on a space, place or platform where each 

performer could start their solos as the light shone on their bodyminded being. This 

would have allowed them to be spotlighted as the loci of enunciation for their solo. I 

gave the suggestion to Innocent and he designed the following: a rotating platform on 
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wheels with a streetlamp attached to the platform, and a free-standing bench that 

could be moved on and off the platform.  

 

 

Figure 7.29: Set drawing for the platform, streetlight, and bench  

Innocent and I had a collaborative and interactive relationship that allowed his ideas 

and mine to interweave. When the choreographic process started, the set pieces 

(scenic devices) were in the space for participants to work with when they felt they 
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wanted to. This could be perceived as a shortcoming, as the participants were not 

involved in this part of the process. I limited their choices by choosing a range of things 

for them to work with. However, at the same time, it brought my voice into the space 

as part of Memoryscapes. In terms of decoloniality my voice is part of the 

choreographic compositional context, where multiplicity and inclusivity of all is 

facilitated (Zembylas, 2018:4).   

Participants were eagerly making decisions on how they could use the scenic devices 

in their solos. One participant wanted to dance on the scaffolding, another on the 

rotating platform, another using the bench, another on the platform with other dancers 

holding the platform as they moved. They spoke about wanting the solos to reflect 

their identities, lived experiences and the memories they had selected. Participant 8 

suggested “My solo must show me, my thoughts and ideas, my memories”. There was 

a sense of ownership in the choreographic process, as they were responsible for their 

solos, as well as how they would use the scenic devices. The participants incorporated 

the scenic device of the bench, the platform, and the scaffolding, depending on their 

solos.  
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Table of reflections on Process 11 

My reflections on the process Examples of reflexive responses from the participants  
The participant wanted to add another performer who would sit with her on the 
bench as she performed her solo.  

Participant 3: "I want to play out my solo around the wooden bench and add another 
performer to play or represent an aspect of me. Having someone to show the person I 
have lost, will emphasise the point of my solo.”  

The participant was clear about what he wanted in terms of his scenic device 
and how it would be incorporated into his solo.  

Participant 8: "I want the platform to rotate the entire time I perform my solo on it, to 
create a motion of memories".  

The performer made the choice about where he would perform his solo.   Participant 10: "I want to be on the top of the scaffolding to show I have to rise above 
my memories and adversities". 

Letting participants make their own choices and allowing them to have the 
freedom to do that, facilitates a sense of their being pivotal to the 
choreographic decision making. Even though Participant 12 had made this 
decision from a suggestion I had made earlier in the process, she found agency 
in the idea.  

Participant 12: "I don’t want to dance but rather hide behind my painting, so my solo 
will have an easel and I will paint". 
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In terms of sound, Daniel Geddes created an original composition for Memoryscapes. 

This was done before the start of the choreographic process, due to the limited amount 

of time during the process. He composed 20 different 3-4-minute pieces of music that 

could be options for the participants during the process. His compositions were based 

on how he interpreted the idea of memory. He suggested compositions that had 

various instruments as metaphoric of memories’ multimodality. He wanted the music 

to be layered and with a variety of sounds, instruments and voices within it, to create 

a textured feeling through sound. I discussed the themes, concepts, and ideas of 

Memoryscapes with him and asked him to compose pieces of music that had a sense 

of nostalgia, longing, unravelling and meshwork within them. I also collected another 

15 pieces of music that I felt and sensed could work for Memoryscapes.  

The performers could bring their own music to the process to contribute to the library 

of sounds to use for the soundscape. The performers had the option of choosing some 

of Geddes’s music if they felt a connection to it or something else, they had sourced. 

If they would prefer live music (specifically drumming, as we had access to only one 

drummer), that was also a possibility. Participant 2 chose live drumming with her voice 

and singing as the soundscore. We worked in collaboration with a drummer to 

integrate her movement, vocal dynamics and singing into her solo. Participant 8 had 

a specific piece of music that he felt could work for his solo, so he brought that into the 

process.  

During Process 11 as a collective, we decided that each person would record a voice 

note of text they had written; that would be inserted into the soundtrack as part of a 

soundscape. Participants moved into the space, some dancing their solos to their 

chosen piece of music, some discussing ideas, some recording voice notes and others 

painting. Each participant found their own journey in this process.  
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7.14.1 Images, paintings and drawings of Choosing self: 

 

Figure 7.30: Collage of Choosing self 

My reflections on the images 

 Red blotches of paint…eyes that see who you are…traces of lines etched into the 
landscape of me…pencil drawings of her face…landscapes of stories…strong feelings of 
me…different parts of me…strands of hairs…looking in a direction…expressions of me. 

After the participants had selected their piece of music and created their individual 

voice notes, Bailey Snyman created a soundscape of all the voices and music choices 

into a delicately woven soundscore. He played with the voice notes, overlaying them, 

mixing them, and weaving them into a scape of sounds. Sounds of various languages 

were intermeshed in a tapestry and harmonic soundscore. Each voice note came 

either before or during the individual’s autobiographical solo.  
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7.14.2 Choosing self as a meshwork 

 

Figure 7.31: Topography of Choosing self 

Choosing self, considered the sound and scenic devices for each autobiographical 

solo. Choosing self refers to what parts of the participants’ multiple identities were 

linked to their embodied memory present in their solos. The “aesthetic glue” or as 

Chappell (2008:106) suggests, the choreographic signature reveals what holds the 

solo together or how the various parts of the solo are pieced together. Participants, 

through a phase of rediscovery, recovery, commitment, and action, reconsidered their 

solo’s sound and scenic devices. A tapestry and harmonic soundscore and 

soundscape were created that used voice notes from the participants.  

7.15 Process 12: Shifting, shaping, making in the choreographic process 

The improvisation began to put all the solos together into a group work (see process 

description in Section 6.17). I watched as one participant performed their solo into the 

next. The first attempt at improvising the order of the solos worked so well that as a 

collective, we decided to keep that order. From the group’s perception, each solo 
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melted one into the other, thus revealing a tapestry of all the performers’ embodied 

memories in our decolonial storying.  

Our decolonial storying revealed a topography of individuals’ embodied memories that 

intertwined to create a meshwork of stories and subjective lived experiences. The way 

the individual solos were put together references choreography as meshwork, which 

positions the process as on-going and collaborative. Therefore, the focus is on the 

motion of beings and their interrelations (Muto, 2016:38). This multiplicity sees 

choreography where “multiple lines of lives weave a mesh” revealing situations which 

were not previously considered (Muto, 2016:39). Choreographic composition emerges 

as multimodal, a practice, and process, specifically a meshwork where the 

bodyminded being, memories, stories, identity, embodiment and movement co-exist, 

in a process of continual becoming. This conceptualisation of choreographic 

composition creates the space for the “unknown pathways in practice” to unfold 

(Spatz, 2017:10).  
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Table of reflections on Process 12 

My reflections on the process Examples of reflexive responses from the participants  
This participant felt acknowledged, heard and appreciated. For her, this 
was a collaborative space for multiple perspectives, ideas and musings to 
emerge.  

Participant 9: "When everyone works together, things fall into place. I feel like I 
am part of this group.”  

Within higher education, students often feel alienated from the teaching 
and learning space. This is perhaps due to students feeling that their lived 
experiences are not acknowledged, and that the curricula isolate them.  

Participant 10: "I am so honoured to see everyone’s memories in movement; it is 
humbling. I am honoured to be part of this process where we are allowed to 
share our memories and who we are. I have never done something like this.” 

This participant saw that what individuals spoke about and explored in the 
choreographic process, was reflected in their autobiographical solos. 
He felt that the choreographic process and the show gave him a space to 
rediscover his identity and memories from the past into the present.  

Participant 11: "Each person’s solo really is about who they are. It is so amazing 
to see everyone moving their memories and creating their stories.  
Memories being the experience of our brain’s perspective of our current reality 
carry the most essential part of us that is forgotten. Memoryscapes has given us 
an opportunity to rediscover ourselves in the present.”  

This participant’s autobiographical solo revealed subjective, lived 
experiences, multiple identities, and what they had expressed in the 
choreographic process. The process gave him another way of ‘seeing’ the 
other participants.  

Participant 7: "Everyone’s solo says so much about them. It really is everything 
they have spoken about in the process. I knew everyone before but now I know 
them in a different way; I know why they are the way they are.”  
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This process allowed collaboration as everyone was involved in the decision-making 

process of how the work was put together. The participants were open about their 

thoughts, feelings, and ruminations on the whole production of Memoryscapes. They 

were invested in the process and were helping one another with their solos. Thus, a 

collective and clear goal was established of getting the work together. We slowly 

pieced the solos into a structure. We kept the decision of the other performers being 

onstage, while someone was doing their solo as a form of witnessing and as a 

collective ensemble to show support for the other person’s embodied memories.  

7.15.1 Images, paintings and drawings of Shifting, shaping, making 

 

 

Figure 7.32: Collage of Shifting, shaping, making 
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My reflections on the images 

 A topography of traces, lines, blotches and parts of a tree…everything is 
interconnected…shades of colours…parts of me…pencil sketches of who I am…my 

inner voice moves over my skin as my lips articulate…a taste of me…my inner 
flavours… my own recipe that makes me…emojis of me…love…tears…my thoughts 

bandage me…I question myself? 

For the opening scene I decided to create an image on the scaffolding of all the 

performers’ bodies as a landscape, a memoryscape. We took characteristic 

movements from each person’s solo and put them together in a movement phrase that 

everybody learnt. Participant 1 articulated “It is amazing to mix everyone’s movement 

into one phrase”. Participant 3 averred “I think we must use each person’s favourite 

move”; Participant 5 stated “I can feel how different each person’s movement is and 

says so much about them”. Participant 5 was referring to her affective/kinaesthetic 

empathetic response to the other participants’ movements.   

The movement phrase emerges as a meshwork of everyone’s solo. Each performer 

decided which part of their solo would be in the opening section. This was the opening 

scene where the memories of the skin were ‘called’ into being. Slowly, as we made 

our way through the work, we reflected and added nuances to Memoryscapes. All 13 

participants contributed and worked together, and everyone’s ideas were 

incorporated. If they had a suggestion or feeling for a section, we added it to the work.   
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7.15.2 Shifting, shaping, making as a meshwork  

 

Figure 7.33: Topography of Shifting, shaping, making 

Shifting, shaping and making considered how each autobiographical solo fitted into 

the choreographic work. Participants, through a phase of rediscovery, recovery, 

commitment, and action, combined their solos into a collective, collaborative 

expression.  Individuals danced from their perceptions and frames of reference as 

mosaic epistemologies and pluriversal expressions carved into the space, our shared 

decolonial storying. Double witnessing occurred as embodied memories where called 

into being in/through and with the bodyminded being. A tapestry evolved of all the 

performers’ embodied memories, a meshwork and landscape of Memoryscapes. 

Within the choreographic process of Memoryscapes I invited all the participants, their 

subjective lived experience and their stories, to be part of a process that aimed at 

inclusivity and belonging. A space that aimed to be inclusive, where everyone is 

respected, is open to dialogue and that acknowledges difference, resonates with a 

decolonial pedagogy (see Section 2.5.2). Multiple identities invited into a shared space 

allowed for hybrid, mosaic epistemologies and ontologies, towards trans-ontology, that 
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speaks to decoloniality as a “praxis of thinking” (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018a:4–5), doing 

and being. Multiple identities and selves evoked through the bodyminded being’s 

autobiographical memories, allowed an ecology of knowledges, sensings and feelings.  

After Process 12: shifting, shaping, making, Memoryscapes was moved into being. 

The narrative of Memoryscapes is discussed in Chapter 8, as well as affective 

reflections from the participants and myself.  
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CHAPTER 8: AFFECTIVE NARRATIVE REFLECTIONS ON MEMORYSCAPES 

The aim of this chapter is to provide, from my position as subjective observer, the 

narrative that emerged from the production Memoryscapes (2022). I have been 

through the choreographic process and am now stepping back, away from my role as 

collaborator, choreographer, and facilitator, of the process. I am aware that I am 

deeply committed to the process and subjectively involved; thus, this chapter emerges 

as a subjective response and a journey of feelings, experiences, and senses.  

Moreover, I cannot completely divorce my embodied knowledge of the creative 

process from my observations. Where moments of such conflation occur, I view it as 

indicative of the continuous slippage of a stable subject position and viewing frame, 

with my never fully realising any of these positions, yet inhabiting both simultaneously. 

This speaks to my own process of becoming, in relation to the becomings of others. 

It is necessary to provide the narrative as it unfolds in Memoryscapes, as it maps the 

stories into being, which unfold in the performance. It allows the reader to follow the 

journey through the work, so that they can have their own embodied, “felt sense” 

(Cornell & McGavin, 2021:30) of the production and their own “thinking bodily” 

experience (Bannerman, 2010:474). The chapter provides photographs175 of the 

performance, so the visual composition unfolded as part of the cartography of 

Memoryscapes.  

The chapter weaves a tapestry of the participants and my affective reflections in, on, 

for and after the performance of Memoryscapes. Affective reflections refer to inner 

sensations, feelings, perceptions and emotions within/on and through the bodyminded 

being (Zhu, 2012:293). When considering embodied experiences, the idea of affect is 

important as emotions, and feelings are “embodied social communicators” (Stodulka 

et al., 2019:282). These “embodied social communicators” allow an acknowledgement 

of tacit knowledge and musings of the inner and outer subjective experiences (Kontos 

& Naglie, 2009:689). 

 
175 I chose specific photographs for this chapter from my subjective perspective, images that highlight 

significant moments in each of the performers' memoryscapes.   
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I etch the participants’ words; the actual voiceovers heard in the production (written by 

them) of their feelings, lived experiences, and embodied memories as they dance their 

worlds and selves into being.  

When we dance, we listen to each other and develop new ways of knowing 

grounded on the experience of vulnerable bodies, not on constructions of 

ourselves as ‘knowers’ based on totalising categorisations of the process and 

the other as ‘known beings’. We rather let the other ‘enter in’. (Mandalaki et al., 

2022:250)  

The above quotation suggests embodied relationality and recognising the humanity of 

others in the process of unlearning or relearning, as embodied memories are moved 

into being. This recognition of the humanity of others resonates with the Afrocentric 

principles of a collective worldview, relationality, spirituality and a shared orientation 

(Ntseane, 2011:313), which speak to a decolonial pedagogy (see Section 2.5.2). 

The idea of ‘moved into being’ (as referred to in Chapter 7), is how I perceive the 

participants’ embodied memories of, through and within their bodyminds’ emergence. 

As mentioned in Chapter 5, experiences, feelings, sensations, objects and memories, 

amongst other things “move us” (Cova & Deonna, 2014:447). To ‘move’ is to traverse 

or perhaps shift from one place to another; a sense of change or moving in another 

direction; a change of position or to make progress in a continuous motion. This 

continuous motion is how the embodied memories emerged, travelling in space and 

time, and existing in a fleeting moment.  

In that fleeting moment the participants could perhaps experience a congruence of 

their social cartography of ‘self with others’, as their life worlds align (Goodson, 

1995:4). The individual’s moving narrative emerges and is danced with/in/through their 

bodyminded being in Memoryscapes. The moving narrative, for me, not only emerges 

but perhaps also ‘shape-shifts’ in time and space. The embodied memories surfaced 

and through surfacing their memories, a space is created to allow a new perspective 

on identity and being-in-the-world. An individual’s subjective, lived experiences are re-

embodied and placed relationally with others, in the performance. This arguably allows 

individuals to re-examine themselves, perhaps seeing themselves and their stories 

and memories from another point of view. Multiple points of view of embodied 
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relationality, allow for the critical reflection of selves, memories and stories – and 

making connections. This could perhaps allow for personal growth and in a decolonial 

frame, allow for communality (Akpa-Inyang & Chima, 2021:2) through a third space of 

enunciation. 

A third space of enunciation emerges through multiplicity, a liminal in-between space, 

a fluid space where “disparate cultures meet, clash and grapple with each other” as 

the moving stories stand testament to socio-cultural contexts (Pratt, 2008:7). These 

in-between spaces allow “innovative sites of collaboration, and contestation” (Bhabha, 

1994:2). This ambivalent space, or the third space of enunciation, where strategies 

emerge that redefine how individuals see themselves in the world “offers a space for 

articulation in order to voice multiple and diverse narratives” (Sattar et al., 2020:307). 

It becomes a space where multiple voices and narratives emerge, a cultural hybridity.  

 

In the performance of Memoryscapes, one solo transitions into another, which 

generates a narrative of memoirs that shift from one performer to the next. The 

interstices of these memories culminate in a meshwork, a tapestry of selves. This 

fissure between the various memories that emerge, is where the intertwining of 

lifeworlds occur. I provide a  meshwork of embodied affect-scapes of how the narrative 

journey through the production unfolded for me, as subjective observer. After 

observing each memoryscape in this chapter, I provide a subjective, affective, felt 

response through words as a gift to each participant. I write each participant a poem 

as my way of continuing a dialogue with them that is ongoing. My hope is that their 

subjective, lived experiences and memories live on in response to my words.  

 

 I allow the messy process of my bodyminded being to write ‘me’ into the 

choreographic composition.  

8.1 My affective narrative journey through Memoryscapes  

I sense a calling, a melancholic chanting, as the hazy landscape of various bodies spill 

across a scaffolding, splintering into the light. As my body is drawn to the bodies slowly 

moving down the scaffolding through the smoky landscape, a feeling of wanting to 

journey with them arises. I see objects hung from above creating a topography of 
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suitcases, gumboots, a skeleton, frames, plates, bricks, umbrellas, telephones, books, 

tables, chairs, a pram, a flask, pots, VHS cassettes, beer crates, a potjie,176 pipes, and 

ropes. 

I experience the performers walking slowly and carefully to take their place on the 

rotating platform. Four performers bend down and switch on beams of white light that 

shine upwards. Other performers begin to rotate the platform, as I see the beams of 

light underneath their faces, revealing the architecture and the stories that reside in 

and on their skin. I feel a foreboding in my body, as the platform rotates and bodies 

began to shake with the impactful beating of drums, calling the stories and memories 

of the body to the surface. I experience the drumming speeding up, as performers 

stamp their feet and hit their chests with their hands. I feel in my body a sense of 

agitation and am pushed upwards and forwards as I sense their movement.  

I observe the movement language characterised by contractions, openings and 

closings, which makes me feel a sense of stuttering and reverberation in my body. I 

sense and feel the energy and life force of the bodies in time and space.  I observe a 

gestural language, as bodies swell with a wave-like motion, making me feel uneasy 

and tense as the music climaxes. 

I feel a sense of urgency as performers move off the platform and connect to one 

another by holding each other’s faces with their hands. I see two bodies connected to 

each other through touching each other’s faces, and I feel their intimacy. I experience 

a sensation of wanting someone to hold me, a sharing of the space.  A line emerges 

as performers move behind one another to face the audience and a layering of bodies 

and arms, undulating back and forward, creates a landscape of bodies as they 

advance and retreat. A soundscape of Xhosa, English, Afrikaans, and Zulu, 

underpinned with clicks and breathing, interweave with the voices of the performers, 

as they share their memories. I feel agitated and anxious but at the same time excited; 

a mixing of feelings. I hear various stories and voices intermingling and moments of 

joy, anger, loss, disbelief, and bewilderment course through me. All these stories, 

memories, and feelings create the landscape of these specific individuals. I feel a 

sense of inclusion with the performers in their journey. Performers take their seats as 

 
176 A potjie is a South African pot and the direct translation is ‘small food pot’. It is a round cast-iron 

cooking container.  
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witnesses to each other’s solos on the side of the stage. At this moment, I felt a sense 

of the other performers holding the space for the person dancing.  

 

Figure 8.1: Opening scene of Memoryscapes 

 

Figure 8.2: A line emerges of the performers 

I see a woman emerging from the line as she walks forward and steps onto the 

platform. The platform is wheeled forward, with her on it, and a bench being carried 

by two performers behind her. I hear the recorded voice-over of her chosen 

memoryscape: 
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I remember being a child for a couple of years, until it was stolen from me, 

until doubt and fear came crawling…I remember she hid and is still hiding…I 

wish she loved ice cream and lollipops… I wish the child could come 

out…she was not afraid…she could turn a new page….she was me and I was 

her…I wish she was177… 

 

 

Figure 8.3: Image from Memoryscape 1 

I watch as she begins to move with her back to the audience and vigorously brushes 

her arms and shoulders. I hear the sound of pages turning that melts into a piano 

composition as she passionately moves with a sense of flow, but at the same time a 

groundedness to her movement with interspersed quick gestures. I feel her solo in my 

body – nostalgic, as her movement whirls with turns and gestures that repeatedly 

brush parts of her body. I see the trace forms she leaves as she passionately caresses 

the space.  She is observed by another woman sitting on the bench with her. I perceive 

the other woman as another part of her, one of her past selves. This is perhaps the 

 
177 The words that are in a different font are the exact words audiences hear in the show and the voice 

recordings each performer made from their memories.  
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other part of her that she longs to discover, a rite of passage to becoming who she 

wants to be. She ends her solo by reaching out and holding the woman’s face. I sense 

in my body her touching the other woman’s face as she is trying to connect to the part 

of her ‘self’ she has lost, a felt sense of her. I feel her solo is about loss, a eulogy of 

her ‘self’, a past into present musings.  

 

Memoryscape178 1: https://vimeo.com/776294904/8f372e6f20 
 
 

 

My affective response to her:  

 

 

There is a cross fade to a man being undressed, as he stands on the platform 

underneath a light. I feel a sense of apprehension as his clothes are removed. I sense 

something is bothering him and I feel perplexed as I watch him.  

 
178 Memoryscape 1 is a hyperlink to her solo.  
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Figure 8.4: Image from Memoryscape 2 

I hear the recorded voice-over of his chosen memoryscape: 

 

I remember people would call me istabane,179 imoffie, I am committing a sin, 

God does not want me…which culture would allow people to be gay? I 

remember finding myself in the flow of movement, at times I would act 

straight…a tie of figures gliding along the flow of the stage…moved by the 

energies that penetrated my muscles…I remember I started to dance in the 

8th grade…I was free to be me, my gender did not define me….I will stand 

tall one roll and leap at a time. 

 
179 Istabane is a derogatory, colloquial expression meaning a homosexual person, used in the South 

African context. The connotation is you ‘stubbornly’ remain gay.   
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I watch as he steps off the platform and into the light where his body, muscles and the 

landscape of his lived experience is sculpted into being. I sense his arms articulate as 

wings that are setting him free to be who he is becoming. I feel a yearning, a longing, 

and a solo statement that reaches between moments of expansive extensions into full 

body contractions, as he traces the contours of his face and body. For me, there is a 

juxtaposition of feelings of longing and accepting as his articulate body shifts from one 

support to the other. My body feels an aching sensation that moves into a feeling of 

release and almost ‘being set free’. His solo, for me, was a testament to himself, his 

identities being affirmed. This made me feel included that my identity of being gay is 

accepted.  

 

 

Figure 8.5: Image from Memoryscape 2  

I experience his final image as both a confronting of the witnesses and a withdrawing, 

as they cast their gaze onto his exposed body. I feel vulnerable for him and myself, as 

he stands still with his body reacting to the experience of moving his memories.  
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Memoryscape180 2: https://vimeo.com/776294803/35174da9e7 

 

My affective response to him: 

 

 

I witness the woman who has been watching him from underneath the light begin to 

push against the space as she fights with an obstacle within her. I feel her battle as 

the platform rocks back and forth until she falls off into the space. I hear her recorded 

voice-over of her chosen memoryscape: 

 

Ek onthou hoe eensaam, hoe verlore ek gevoel het…Waarheen is ek oppad? 

Wat is my rigting? Hulle sê dit gaan nie oor die bestemming nie, maar die 

reis…Ek stem.181 

 

I watch as the other woman surround her, as she weaves in between them trying to 

find her direction. I sense her solo as ripples, turns, collapses, and trickles back and 

forth as she tries to find her path. As she enfolds herself around another body, I watch 

 
180 Memoryscape 2 is a hyperlink to his solo. 
181 Her text was in Afrikaans and is translated as follows: I remember how lonely and lost I felt. Where 

am I going? What is my direction? They say, it is not about the destination but the journey…I agree.  
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her trying to run slowly but not actually going anywhere. I feel alone and unsure. For 

me, she is in limbo, lost on her way forward. I sense in my body, specifically in my 

stomach, a loneliness and parts of me feel her aching and pain pulsating into the 

space. 

 

 

Figure 8.6: Image from Memoryscape 3 

I subjectively observe her final image as she walks towards the audience, as the voice 

over repeats her text, and she stares out into the audience. I feel she is looking at me 

for answers about her; about where her journey will lead.  
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Memoryscape182 3: https://vimeo.com/776294721/0c75a113f2 
 

My affective response to her:  

 

 

I see a cross fade to a man who moves with impact rhythms, as bursts of quick kicks, 

flicks and twisting punctuate his movements on the platform. I hear his recorded voice-

over of his chosen memoryscape: 

 

Ek word bevraagteken… ek word bevraagteken deur myself…dieselfde 

persoon wat voel as of niks hom pla…bevraag teken waar hy kom 

vandaan…hom gesig kalem…gewig of sy skouers…’n vraag teken as n 

gedagte…sy hart is versigtig…sy brain is onrustig…en steeds bly sy wegkom 

proses kunstig…ek bevraagteken hom…ek bevraagteken jou.183 

 

 
182 Memoryscape 3 is a hyperlink to her solo. 
183 His text was in Afrikaans and is translated as follows: I get questioned, I get questioned by myself, 

the same person that feels that nothing bothers him, questioning where I am from, his face is calm, 
weight on his shoulders, a question mark as a memory, his heart is careful, his brain is unsettled, his 
escape is art, I question him, I question you.  
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Figure 8.7: Image from Memoryscape 4 

I watch as he steps off the platform and his solo begins with a rocking, pull and push 

motion that draws his body through the space in dynamic and quick succession of 

leaps, turns and falls. I sense him pausing momentarily to play the hymns of this gut 

with his arm, like playing a piano. I experience him get jolted back into a dynamic 

traversing of space through running, leaping and flying. I perceive him tracing a 

question mark into the space in front of him with his hand, as he finally retreats back 

slowly as the music fades. I feel a sense of agitation, worry, and not knowing where 

he is going in/through with my body. I want to stand up and move to him to calm him 

down.  
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Memoryscape184 4: https://vimeo.com/776294634/98b9d17c32 
 

 

 

My affective response to him: 

 

 

I hear the sounds of deep breathing and a woman wailing as a tunnel of light is cast 

over a woman with an easel and canvas. I watch her tracing the outline of a woman’s 

face (her face) in black paint. I experience it as a silhouette of her on the canvas, as 

her painting ripples through her body from inner to outer. I feel the strokes of her brush 

touching my skin, almost as if I am dancing, a feeling of being awake and in the present 

sense of touch. I experience the other performers watching her and feel them on edge, 

an anticipation to see what her brush brings into being.  

 

 
184 Memoryscape 4 is a hyperlink to his solo. 
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Figure 8.8: Image from Memoryscape 5 

I hear the recorded voice-over of her chosen memoryscape: 

 

I remember my body has a story…it’s hidden deep beneath my eyelids…the 

story is a weight that travels down my spine through every part of my 

being…ambition…inside…my neck moves slowly…slowly…you can open 

your eyes now…wait…wait…I remember pain of a thousand miles of 

judgemental eyes…see if you don’t move it won’t hurt…don’t move, hold 

your breath…close your eyes…hide 

 

I sense that as she paints, she allows the voicings of her body and the story in her 

spine to unfold through undulations in front of the canvas. I feel my seat swaying as I 

move gently to the strokes of her brush.  
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Memoryscape185 5: https://vimeo.com/776294576/53acc36e4c 

 

My affective response to her:  

 

 

I watch as the spotlight over her snaps into blackness and I am left wondering. A man 

suddenly appears on top of the scaffolding. I see he is tilted back with his foot latched 

under the bottom pole. I sense him moving like a robot, with popping and locking as 

his body flows like liquid mercury, from one still point to another. I experience him 

using body isolations and creating the illusion that parts of his body are detached from 

one another. I sense his synchronised movements with the electronic music as a 

mesmerising memoryscape. I feel a sense of being jolted and at the same time with 

precision in time and space. For me, he is like a machine, an industrial organic being 

melting and transforming. I hear the recorded voice-over of his chosen memoryscape: 

I remember being an outcast…like a robot…different and misunderstood… 

I remember my mother’s last breath…and all her warnings as they manifest…I 

remember telling myself… I have to be better than the rest. 

 
185 Memoryscape 5 is a hyperlink to her solo. 
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Figure 8.9: Image from Memoryscape 6 

I watch as he makes his way down the scaffolding and onto the floor where he gets 

stuck in a loop of repeated movements to the sound of “the memora….the memora”.186 

I feel stuck in a moment repeated in time and space, feeling the need to drive his story 

forward.  

 

Memoryscape187 6: https://vimeo.com/776294461/e33ba98ecd 

 

 

 
186 The sound “the memora” was created by taking parts of his voice note and playing it backwards to 

distort the sound.  
187 Memoryscape 6 is a hyperlink to his solo.  
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My affective response to him:  

 

 

I feel the mood shift as a woman appears in a red dress on the platform in dim light. 

She seems nervous and scared as she clutches her dress in her hands in anticipation 

of what is to come. I watch as the men lock their eyes on her, surrounding her with 

menacing glares and ominous power. I feel she is guarded and afraid; she gets onto 

her knees, moving with a gestural language punctuated with reaches and encircling 

arms. I feel threatened, scared, and my body tingles as my breath speeds up. I watch 

as the men throw and lift her from one to another through a series of confrontations. I 

watch as one of them grabs her arms and spins her violently around the space, while 

the others run around her in circles.   
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Figure 8.10: Image from Memoryscape 7 

I sense the music driving the scene forward with its ominous dark feeling, as the 

woman kicks and fights her attackers. I hear her recorded voice-over of her chosen 

memoryscape:  

 

I remember not wanting to remember…I remember the fear of a feeling…..I 

remember running away from something unknown…I remember not wanting 

to remember… I remember running away…..I remember not wanting to 

remember. 

 

I feel the scene climaxing as the woman kicks and fights, as the men undulate her 

writhing body through the air. She is thrown forward onto her knees and makes her 

way across the men’s bodies to stand on the shoulders of one of them. I sense the 

atmosphere is tense and dangerous, as she surveys the topography of memory 
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objects around her. I feel my stomach aching with worry and trepidation, an uncertain 

agitation. I watch as she falls forward and plummets into their arms, I gasp for breath.  

 

Figure 8.11: Image from Memoryscape 7 

 

I feel her memory has been relived against her will; it is something she cannot forget, 

a scar on her body that she bears. I watch as the women on the platform witness her 

anguish and turmoil as onlookers to the scene. For me, the men emerge as more than 

attackers but rather, as her dark memories that plague her being-in-the-world. I sense 

her, as she makes her way onto the platform with the weight of her memories 

traversing through her skin, and then she collapses onto her knees. I feel drained and 

need to remember to breathe.  
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Memoryscape188 7: https://vimeo.com/776294343/494655b67d 

 

 

My affective response to her:  

 

 

I hear a woman’s voice ringing out as she sings Zonke izino maziphele (let all our sins 

be erased) and comforts the woman, whose memory has just been relived, in an 

embrace. I watch the other performers wheeling her forward as she continues to sing. 

There is a live percussionist who drums and creates the soundscape for her. I feel her 

sounds of breath and guttural stutterings pulsate through her, initiated by the drums. I 

feel a sense of relief as I breathe out; my body calming from the anxiety it felt. She 

moves and speaks simultaneously. I hear the recorded voice-over of her chosen 

memoryscape: 

 

  

 
188 Memoryscape 7 is a hyperlink to her solo.  
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Liyashona ilanga                    The sun went down 

Ukufa lutshaba                    Death became an enemy 

Inyembezi ezingapheliyo     Endless tears 

Phola hliziyo yam                Can my heart heal 

Ndiyaqaqanjelwa                 I am in pain 

Phola moya wam                 Can my soul heal 

Akhulanga lungehlanga    Deepest condolences 

 

Figure 8.12: Image from Memoryscape 8 

 

For me, her solo is a dynamic, earthy, and a grounded mourning or rite of passage. I 

feel her interchanges between rising and falling that are punctuated with quick 

movements. I watch as her final image is her back towards the audience, as she looks 

up with her arms extended and retreats out of the light. I feel privileged to have had 

that fleeting moment with her, a sharing of memories.   
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Memoryscape189 8: https://vimeo.com/776294193/0ed7c4f4e4 
 
 
 
 
 
 

My affective response to her:  

 

 

There is a cross fade to a woman at the bottom of the scaffolding. I sense her moving 

with quick hand gestures and flicking actions, which are overlaid with a multi-layered 

soundscape of all her memories simultaneously. For me, it is a flurry of movements 

and sounds, which is contrasted with the soundscape dragging out in slow motion. I 

feel overwhelmed with so many sensations happening in me at once, a quickness of 

emotions inside of me, anticipation, disappointment, and fear. I watch as she moves 

forward into the space and hear a cacophony of overlaid voices retelling her memories, 

 
189 Memoryscape 8 is a hyperlink to her solo.  
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a barrage of voices and sounds. I make out fragments of her memories. I hear the 

recorded voice-over of her chosen memoryscape. 

Ek onthou hoe ek my ma en tannie langs die pad laat stop het om 

blommetjies to pluk190 

I remember feeling nervous before a performance 

Ek onthou alles, I remember everything 

Ek onthou te veel I remember everything  

I remember too much  

Ek haat dit as hy so skree I hate it when he screams  

 

 

Figure 8.13: Image from Memoryscape 9 

 
190 This is in Afrikaans and is translated as: I remember how me, my mom and aunt stopped next to the 

road to pick flowers.  
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I watch as her final image is facing the audience as her arms slowly move towards her 

and I hear her final statement “I remember I have ADHD”.  

 
Memoryscape191 9: https://vimeo.com/776294076/3a8566e747 

 

 

 

My affective response to her:  

 

 

I sense the sound crossfades into deep breathing, as if someone is trying to calm 

themselves down. I watch as the woman steps off the platform and a man steps onto 

it and caresses his face with his hands, sensing and feeling the architecture of his 

skin. The other men surround the platform and rotate it as his solo starts. I feel nervous 

but at the same time calm, as I hear the breathing moving through me. I hear the 

recorded voice-over of his chosen memoryscape: 

 
191 Memoryscape 9 is a hyperlink to her solo.  
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I remember the early days when a tie was wrapped around my neck 

I remember the dirt that played at the arches of my feet 

I remember the fire of my father as I feel the sensations of heat 

Legs moving to the beat 

I remember the voice of my mom every morning when it was time to wake 

and I was still asleep 

As I remember the vague I indulge in the deep 

I remember the thoughts and feelings of the past every day, lasting forever in 

my mind 

I remember wanting to erase all memories only to be trapped by them 

All is thought in vain 

Because what is gone on in the past is always to be remembered 

 

 

I perceive the sounds of breathing cross fading into string instruments, calling his body 

into motion as he advances and retreats with his shaking hands above his head. I feel 

moved with a sense of sadness; his vulnerability is a felt sense within me, specifically 

within my chest. For me his body undulates, flexes, rotates, and weaves a spiral 

pathway around the platform as his memories come to life in a fleeting passage of 

time. I experience his flow of movement as interspersed with flicking gestures and 

reaching arms that create a whirlwind of motion and memories.  
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Figure 8.14: Image from Memoryscape 10 

 

His final image is a turn initiated by his swiping leg as his body comes to stillness. I 

feel a sense of motion, of being slowed down in time and space.   
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Memoryscape192 10: https://vimeo.com/776293960/9bd1495970 

 

 

My affective responses to him:  

 

 

I see a woman coming into the space wearing pointe shoes, with quick sharp bourrées. 

I hear the recorded voice-over of her chosen memoryscape: 

 

Who is this Black girl? 

I remember walking into the studio for the first time 

Being surrounded by White girls 

They were probably wondering who is this Black girl? 

She probably can’t even point her feet 

I remember one of them saying…I wonder if this Black girl can actually 

dance?  

I remember from that day on I would never stop dancing 

 
192 Memoryscape 10 is a hyperlink to his solo.  
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A Black ballerina and watch me be amazing at it 

 

Figure 8.15: Image from Memoryscape 11 

 

I sense her dynamic solo that plays between going on and off her pointe shoes, as 

she traverses the space with quick movements and direct motions through space. I 

perceive her aggressively attacking the movement language, which features leaps, 

turns and gestures. I feel a sense of power in my body, an urge to get up and move 

with her. Her final image is her back to the audience as she throws her arms back into 

a high release.  
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Memoryscape193 11: https://vimeo.com/776293841/00a8594e95 

 

My affective response to her: 

 

 

I watch as the woman on the platform ululates in celebration of her solo, as she moves 

backwards into a cloud of haze. I feel myself questioning how I feel, is it a joyful feeling 

or partly anxious? I feel the mood shift to an ominous dark atmosphere, as I hear the 

recorded voice-over of her chosen memoryscape: 

 

I remember meeting my father for the first time at the age of 7 

Ndikhumbula ndiqala ubona ubuso         I remember the first time I saw a 

face 

Bakhe, ubuso obufana nobam                 His, a face like mine 

His eyes, my nose, his ears, my lips 

 
193 Memoryscape 11 is a hyperlink to her solo.  
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Ibingathi ndizi jonge espilini         It was like looking in the mirror 

I had finally found a face that looked like mine 

I had finally realised where all these pieces of me came from. 

 

A small hand-held beam of light illuminates her face, as she moves forward. Three 

other women’s faces are illuminated by lights behind her. I watch as she bends down 

and places the light on the floor as she starts to move in and out of the beam of light. 

I sense fragments of her body splice in and out of the light as she weaves her solo 

statement into being. I hear a woman’s voice crying out repeatedly as she moves her 

anguished body through the memories of her father. For me, her portrayal is 

punctuated with rapid changes in direction with rotations and undulations that ache 

her memories into the space. I feel alone and scared in the dark, a sense of not 

knowing. My body feels pulled into her space where feelings of anguish and fear reside 

in me; a feeling of not belonging. The sensations in my body are feelings of being 

unsettled and anxious.  
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Figure 8.16: Image from Memoryscape 12 

Her final image is her shining the light onto her face, as the other women shine their 

lights onto her.  

 

Memoryscape194 12: https://vimeo.com/776293710/66d93c3f3a 

 

 

My affective response to her:  

 

 

The other performers shift their lights to focus on a man on the platform as he moves 

forward, I hear the recorded voice-over of his chosen memoryscape: 

 

I remember that I do not remember the things I said I would always 

remember 

I have forgotten to forget the things that I always wanted to forget 

 
194 Memoryscape 12 is a hyperlink to her solo.  
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So I remember 

I remember seeing my mother slip and fall in the mud while it was pouring 

with rain 

I remember tears pouring out of my eyes with pain 

I remember that moment, but I had said I do not want to remember 

I remember that I have forgotten 

But I have forgotten to remember. 

 

For me, his solo is a memoryscape that brings various images to mind. I perceive him 

as an old man shaking and hunched over; I see an image of someone milking a cow 

and watch as various powerful stamps of his feet and the kicks of his legs punctuate 

the space. For me his nuanced, inventive language weaves a delicate portrait of 

memories and stories to life in a fleeting moment. I subjectively observe a detailed 

gestural language, with phrasing that vibrates and interweaves throughout his solo. I 

hear a woman’s voice crying out as he moves towards the climax of the solo. I feel the 

woman’s voice, the pain from deep inside her. A feeling of regret moves through me 

as his movement motifs are repeated and re-iterated, as threads of memories 

intertwine. I feel my body being drawn in; a sense of motion and shifting backwards 

and forwards.  
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Memoryscape195 13: https://vimeo.com/776292304/682e41d2bc 

 

My affective response to him:  

 

 

For me, his meshwork of memories leads into a soundscape of all the memories 

spoken into being, throughout the performance. I sense the performers slowly moving 

to the closing image of their reliving of memories. The lights fade and each performer 

has a beam of light over their faces as they face the audience, a final image of the 

landscape of their memories, and their bodyminded being as the loci of enunciation. 

A cathartic feeling passes through me, I have witnessed these performers’ stories and 

been a part of their moving beings, of their stories and memories, in a momentary 

piece of time and space that slowly disappears.   

 
195 Memoryscape 13 is a hyperlink to his solo.  
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Figure 8.17: Image from Memoryscape 13 

 

In observing participants moving and being moved, I was moved. I created a bodied 

response to the performance of Memoryscapes. This embodied response was during 

the reflection process, so as to allow my body to speak the experience through moving.  

 

Embodied response to Memoryscapes:  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1gMQz1qybPP5bOI5WREG93fFSNO45bRzi?u

sp=share_link 

My writing of the narrative journey of Memoryscapes has revealed my affective 

reflection through words onto the page, written into being. I invited all the participants 

to share their affective responses of the choreographic process and performance of 

Memoryscapes. The affective responses from the participants allowed their ideas and 

experiences to be articulated which can create “new ways of making them felt, known, 

knowable and understood” (Mandalaki et al., 2022:247). 
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8.2 The affective reflections from participants after performing 

Memoryscapes  

I share some key reflections here to demonstrate the participants multimodal “thinking 

bodily practices” (Bannerman, 2010:474) and their “felt sense” (Cornell & McGavin, 

2021:30) on/in/through the choreographic process and performance of 

Memoryscapes. These reflections are how they felt about the process and 

performance afterwards.  

The participants affective reflections provide “entanglements of spacetimematterings” 

(Mandalaki et al., 2022:250) or musings on how the experience was meaningful to 

them. Their reflections evoked for me, a visually artistic, embedded meshwork and 

topography of each participant’s musings; a visual landscape and map of their 

reflections in spacetime. A visual cartography of each participant’s reflections was 

created below, highlighting the main concept of their affective reflections. This 

cartography is a gift to each participant as a sharing, ongoing process of exchange.  
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8.2.1 Cartography of Participant 1 

Participant 1: “Imagine a roller-coaster of memories that floods your mind, circling 

like a tornado and you don't know which to pick and how. These memories are 

instigated by experiencing emotions that relate to how you felt during the time at 

whatever you're remembering took place. I decided to focus on the cluster, the in-

betweens, and the shift from one memory to another, without deeply exploring a 

particular memory because all my memories reminded me of another particular 

memory, and it became a chain of interlinked memories. That is what Memoryscapes 

was for me.” 
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8.2.2 Cartography of Participant 2  

Participant 2: “Memoryscapes from the process to performance was very personal and 

uncomfortable. It was empowering and healing because it took me back to my past 

and interlinks it to the present. How it impacts who you are today. I grew so much and 

am full of gratitude. Memoryscapes made me realise that realisation, a journey. It felt 

like I am writing my personal journey. Memoryscapes was life changing for me. I loved 

the way we tapped into our past, the methods were truthful and organic.” 
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8.2.3 Cartography of Participant 3 

Participant 3: “Memoryscapes really made me dig deep into the precious memories I 

thought I had forgotten. This process really inspired me and made me understand that 

some experiences and memories are worth remembering”.  
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8.2.4 Cartography of Participant 4 

Participant 4: “It was a remarkable experience. In the tasks I learnt more about 

myself, than I usually would. We never really explore who we are, and why we are the 

way we are. I never look at my choreography and why I make things the way I do. I 

don’t think we think about why our movement languages are the way we are. I have 

never looked at my learning difficulties as something to hinder me in my processes. 

Memoryscapes helped me unlock my history and past. I explored my presence in the 

world; I came to realisations that would not have happened without this process. My 

ADHD makes my brain work too fast. Memoryscapes showed me, even though I have 

a learning disability, it can actually benefit me in my career. I remember I was 

struggling to pick a memory. For me it was never one thing, the more memories 

surfaced. It helped me discover who I am as a person and as a dancer. We never 

really think about these things.”  
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8.2.5 Cartography of Participant 5 

Participant 5: Making Memoryscapes revealed a lot about embodied experience and 

a mind-body connection, but one thing has really stuck out for me: the body 

remembers every experience, trauma, and emotion. I've learnt from this experience 

that memory and encounter remain somewhere within the body. In a sense, the act of 

creating and performing Memoryscapes was therapeutic for me, and I thoroughly 

enjoyed it. It opened my eyes to how every experience is permanently imprinted on 

my body. Being in an environment where I felt free to explore memories and their 

effects on my life, was truly life changing. It taught me how to turn paint into art, how 

to reflect and create meaningful work that tells a story through the lens of my embodied 

experiences. Memoryscapes provided a secure environment for dealing with 

memories that one wouldn't often want to remember.  This guided process was truly 

an empowering one, I walked out of it with new tools that can help me deal with 

memories and create work from memories. 
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8.2.6 Cartography of Participant 6 

Participant 6: “A landscape full of memories from painting to dancing and from 

laughing to crying. Memoryscapes was a journey for all the dancers experiencing their 

memories and creating movement through their memories. It was a very exciting time 

moving into theatre, as we had an amazing set, and it created an atmosphere of 

longing and memories. Using memories as a movement language and experiencing 

memories of each cast member through their solos, making themselves vulnerable 

and open to show their memories to the cast members as well as the audience 

members. Memoryscapes created a strong bond of love and trust between the 

dancers, a bond that will last forever.” 
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8.2.7 Cartography of Participant 7 

Participant 7: “It was an honour to perform this exquisite work of art. It was incredible 

to be able to express my emotions, articulate my story, and witness it come to life. To 

begin with, the show was pretty different from what I was used to. I got to perform a 

dream solo (a solo of my story "who am I?" and "what defines me?") while naked on 

stage. I also got to experience other participants' stories conveyed through their solos. 

It was a challenging piece of art since we had to dig deep into multiple levels of our 

memories, creating and crafting our storytelling, narrating the stories as our bodies 

became our mouths. The set design enhanced all the participants' stories with the help 

of lighting and sound. Memoryscapes had a lot of elements to it: different artists with 

different styles and techniques, and different stories coming together to share one idea 

and bring Memoryscapes to life”. 
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8.2.8 Cartography of Participant 8 

Participant 8: “Memoryscapes, I am honoured and humbled. From the first day I felt 

and figured that the space we are about to get into was different. From speaking about 

personal stories from my past and what necessarily reminded me of my past… little 

did I know that indulging in such forgotten memories can be something that is difficult 

to do, and in the space, we were meant to feel the feelings and emotions we haven’t 

felt in a while because of a lack of self-introspection. From the little sentences we had 

to write, the little pictures we had to draw, the reflections we had after each exercise. 

It was literally an experiment that was needed. I believe, I became more confident as 

I started understanding my style of movement, learning how to improvise and coming 

up with creative ideas. Listening to what other people had to say about their past and 

how they felt about it was very impactful. Memoryscapes will forever remain at the 

back of my mind as a performer because that was the most vulnerable space to be in. 

After performing Memoryscapes I’ve learnt and realise that it is important that we 

remember the memories we have, as we have a deeper emotional connection to them 

as we progress into the future.” 
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8.2.9 Cartography of Participant 9 

Participant 9: “Memoryscapes was and is a performance I will never forget. The 

whole process from the small, trust exercises lifting each person in the group, to the 

painting on the floor, to the exciting lunch and food, to the performances. 

Memoryscapes has built special connections and relationships with the cast. Getting 

to know them on a deeper level and understanding why they are the people they are 

today. I was not the best choreographer there, but I know that I was not judged from 

anyone because of the trust we built and the contract we all signed. Memoryscapes 

gave me a safe feeling of home and people I can call family. We all shared our stories, 

stories not a lot of people know. This experience for me was on another level of 

understanding myself and exploring emotions that I hid away and understanding the 

dance side of myself. This is an experience I am really grateful for.” 
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8.2.10 Cartography of Participant 10  

Participant 10: “Memoryscapes...when are we doing another one? It is forever 

embedded in my memory. As I am on a journey of self-discovery, I always used to 

struggle to understand where some of my subconscious actions come from but during 

the process of Memoryscapes, I begin to understand myself even more than I used 

to. The cast was amazing, honestly, I felt like part of a family. Brothers and sisters who 

also shared their deepest wounds and fondest memories, made it easier for me to be 

myself and express myself without holding back. I began understanding them more 

and I hope this was not the end. I have never experienced such bliss in my life. It has 

been truly a beautiful journey. Even to this date, people still come to me and tell me 

how beautiful the performances were and when we are going to have other 

performances. They loved it and they want a Part 2 (I also want a Part 2). 
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8.2.11 Cartography of Participant 11 

Participant 11: “I gained a lot of knowledge and experience from the process of 

Memoryscapes. I grew from it as a dancer. I learnt to not only respect others and their 

differences but also accept them for who they are, as they all come from different 

backgrounds. Memoryscapes opened doors for me, meaning a lot of people 

approached me because of the story that I told on stage. I appreciate the show and 

the people that were a part of it.” 
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8.2.12 Cartography of Participant 12 

Participant 12: “From all the discoveries I've made about myself throughout the 

course of the 8-day exploration, I found that performing in front of people and being 

completely vulnerable, was scarier than any performance I've done. At the same time, 

it was the most freeing. For the first time in a long time, it was me that people were 

seeing, not a character. I would do it again a thousand times over”.  
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8.2.13 Cartography of Participant 13 

Participant 13: “The preparations of the show, Memoryscapes had its ups and downs 

for me. Throughout the eight days I felt as if I was letting everyone down, including 

myself because I couldn't get myself to finish my solo. No one believes me when I tell 

them I struggled to start or finish my solo because they loved it. I finished my solo only 

a few days before opening night and that's not a good thing. I was really stressed; I'd 

freeze on stage because of all the new things I had added. My pointte shoes were so 

soft, I couldn't go onto them. We got cardboard and toilet paper to put inside them to 

support my foot. I cannot believe I actually did that and danced in those shoes. Overall, 

the experience and the process of working with everyone was amazing and I'm glad I 

got to be part of it”. 
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The participants’ affective reflections provide their subjective reflections that are 

important to them. When I watched Memoryscapes during the runs and in 

performance, there were multiple sensations in my body. I felt a longing to move, an 

aching for my memories to be etched into the space; a feeling of connection with the 

performers moving, and a sensing of their bodies in time and space. I was humbled 

by the process and how they had emerged as storytellers of their embodied memories, 

a decolonial storying of their process. I felt their feelings, memories and sensations as 

they moved themselves into being through dancing their worlds, a kinetic empathy.   

 

Figure 8.18: An image that reveals the landscapes of the bodies memories 

My storying, through kinetic empathy, of my felt sense emerges for me as a dream, 

an “unconscious, tacit, levitating, unfinished, embodied knowledge that disrupts 

binaries” (Mandalaki et al., 2022:251). I identified that in my bodymind through 

sensations of floating, a liminal space of ebbs and flows of feelings of loss and 

connections, were realised. My affective reflections emerged from my flesh; they 

manifested through free flow writing to reveal my felt sense, the embodied musings of 

my experience of watching Memoryscapes. Below is my free-flow-writing poem to 

articulate my thoughts into being:  
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This chapter reveals the narrative that emerged for me from watching Memoryscapes 

and the affective, subjective reflections from myself and the participants.  This chapter 

emerges as an impulse for the next creative journey in choreographic practice. The 

chapter creates an interweave of images, reflections and the stories and memories 

that were moved into being. In the next chapter, I move towards conclusions, but as 

mentioned in Chapters 2 and 3, decolonial storying can never have a definite ending 

or finality to it. It is an ongoing process, ever in flux, (re)shaping, shifting and moulding 

continually through time and space.  
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CHAPTER 9: TOWARDS A CONCLUSION  

The purpose of this chapter is to synthesise and interpret the main components of the 

research; to provide a response to my research question; and to provide an 

understanding of my main findings. It is important to acknowledge that within a 

decolonial practice there is continuous reconsidering and rethinking.  

Ponderings of meanings 

meditations on memories 

deliberations of thoughts 

reflections of what has come before 

cogitations in exploring manifestations 

meshworks of becomings 

reveries about my dreams 

considerations of how it all fits together 

contemplations through my skin  

day dreaming into being 

musings of the past, present and future 

In Chapter 8, I provided a tapestry of the participants and my affective reflections. This 

was from my perspective as a subjective observer, revealing a thinking, feeling, and 

sensing exploration of Memoryscapes. This chapter unfolds as a series of my musings 

on the concepts explored in the thesis.  A musing, specific to this chapter, is a thinking, 

reflective and rumination process on my research. Embodied inquiry does not 

prescribe a particular way of conducting and concluding research but rather, remains 

open and flexible in a multimodal way (Leigh & Brown, 2021:73). Following Leigh and 

Brown (2021:73), I move towards conclusions with no definite finality; an ongoing 

shaping of the various concepts through time and space. 
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9.1 Musings 

9.1.1 Musings on the rationale of the research  

As argued in this thesis, specifically in Chapter 1 and 2, the ever pervasive Western, 

Eurocentric hegemony in many South African curricula continues to oppress a 

multiplicity of knowledges, thinkings, beings and doings. Western epistemological 

frameworks suggest that the curricula in South Africa are positioned where knowledge 

production and ways of being emerge from a Western perspective. This Western 

perspective is a result of coloniality, and a locus of enunciation rooted in modernity. 

Within the specific context of dance, an “epistemology of prejudice” arguably still exists 

in South Africa (Samuel, 2016:vii), which does not allow for epistemological diversity 

(see Section 1.1).  

In order to address the lack of epistemological diversity in the dance curriculum that I 

teach, and in the interests of decoloniality, I aimed to create inclusive decolonial 

teaching and learning strategies for movement creation within a compositional context 

that acknowledge, invite and celebrate students’ socio-cultural paradigms. An 

inclusive decolonial teaching and learning strategy that could promote or produce 

alternative, relevant epistemologies through border thinking and de-linking, could shift 

the Western, Eurocentric locus of enunciation of the curriculum and support students’ 

being-in-the-world in the South African context. Producing alternative and relevant 

epistemologies is part of what the South African students called for in a free, 

decolonised education.  

9.1.2 Musings on the aim and motivations for the research 

As contextualised in Chapter 1, the call from South African students for free, 

decolonised education prompted my research: to critically engage with the context of 

decoloniality in higher education that allows decolonial teaching and learning 

strategies. In this study, I aimed to create, design, and qualitatively reflect on the 

perceived efficacy of decolonial teaching and learning strategies for movement 

creation in choreographic composition. These teaching and learning strategies aimed 

to use decolonial storying as method to access autobiographical, embodied memories 
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that engage with, and contribute to identity construction and individuals’ being-in-the-

world for the creation of solo and group choreographic work. In doing so, I aimed to 

contribute to decolonial practices in higher education in South Africa, as an embodied 

researcher (see Section 1.1.2). 

9.1.3 Musings on the context of the research: the choreographic composition 

curriculum  

As an embodied researcher with a specific focus on choreographic composition, my 

research moved me into a space of reflexivity. In Chapter 1, I reflected on what is 

relevant in the context where I teach the choreographic composition curriculum.  My 

reflection revealed the ways in which the dance curriculum is still based on Western, 

Eurocentric approaches, pedagogy and modes of thinking that need to be 

decolonised. The students with whom I share the teaching and learning space, in my 

perception, feel and experience an “epistemic othering” (Keet, 2014:23) and “cultural 

dissonance” (Fomunyam & Teferra, 2017:199) in engaging with the curriculum. This, 

in my view ‘speaks’ from the Western locus of enunciation. Moreover, the curriculum 

does not align with their needs, their frames of reference and knowledge systems. As 

suggested in Chapter 1, I argue that the current dance curriculum does not offer 

spaces for relevant and meaningful transformation for students with appropriate 

contexts of relevance. Appropriate contexts of relevance allow students to feel 

included, regardless of race, class, gender, and sexuality and a need to critically reflect 

on their being-in-the-world (see Section 1.1). 

9.1.4 Musings on positionality 

In the context of my research, it is important to acknowledge my positionality, examine 

my identities, and understand my cultural framework. As discussed in Chapter 1, I am 

a White, first language, English-speaking, South African, homosexual woman. I 

recognise my Whiteness and its associated privileges in the South African context 

(see Section 1.1.3). I support the decolonial project and engage with decolonial 

allyship through praxis, reflection and awareness. As a decolonial ally, I am continually 

mindful of how I may possibly perpetuate Whiteness; therefore, I unite in solidarity with 

an endless, continuing struggle for decoloniality within the higher educational context. 
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I am continuously in the process of becoming, shifting, and emerging within the context 

in which I teach. As a homosexual woman I initially experienced internalised 

homonegativity and an ‘othering’ of my ‘self’. Thus, the need to engage in research 

and creative practices that work towards radical inclusivity. Radical inclusivity is a 

concept that emphasises the importance of creating spaces and approaches that are 

open and welcoming to all individuals, regardless of their background, race, identity, 

sexuality, abilities, and cultural and religious belief system. Thus, the act of 

decolonising is an on-going struggle for me as an academic, and an embodied 

researcher within a South African context, to make higher education relevant to the 

communities in which the university operates towards this radical inclusivity.   

9.1.5 Musings on the thesis statement  

Facilitating teaching and learning strategies for movement creation in choreographic 

composition, where students can draw from their subjective lived experiences, can 

potentially contribute to decolonising the choreographic composition curriculum; in 

particular, when using memory in relation to identity construction. Designing teaching 

and learning strategies to access autobiographical memory, specifically embodied 

memories, acknowledges individual, subjective, lived experiences, socio-cultural 

contexts and ontological positions. Such teaching and learning strategies can 

significantly contribute to shifting the locus of enunciation of choreographic 

composition curricula (see Section 1.3).  

In terms of choreographic composition curricula, it is important to consider the specific 

research methodology.  

9.1.6 Musings on methodology 

As first discussed in Chapter 1 and demonstrated in the other chapters this study, I 

used qualitative research and specifically embodied inquiry as the research 

methodology, infused with phenomenography. In Chapter 1, I identified Leigh and 

Brown’s (2021:2) three principles of embodied inquiry: the ‘what’, the ‘why’, and the 

‘how’. The ‘what’ refers to embodied inquiry as an ongoing process of self through 

reflexivity and exploration with others (see Section 1.6.3).  
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The ‘why’ of embodied inquiry considers a deeper understanding of the stories of the 

bodyminded being. This second principle was crucial to the research and 

choreographic process, as it is the stories of the participants that emerged through 

decolonial storying and the lived experience on which this research is based. The ‘how’ 

was the way of working in the research which suggests that there is not a specific 

formula for embodied inquiry. This research argued that a decolonial strategy is not 

achieved once off; it is an ongoing, process-driven, and multidirectional process. As 

discussed in Chapter 2, decoloniality as a praxis allowed for innovations and ruptures 

that provide “new strategies of action” (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018a:27) in the 

choreographic process. New strategies of action in the choreographic process allowed 

for an “Other(wise) sensibility” (Chawla, 2018:116) where participants emerged as 

“more importantly human”. 

In Chapter 1, I discussed Ellingson’s (2017:76) four kinds of research foci that are 

suitable for embodied inquiry: the lived experience; the researcher’s body in the field; 

the body as communicator; and the body in interaction (see Section 1.6.3). This 

research navigated the participants’ subjective lived experiences in collaboration with 

their bodies and my body (the researcher’s body in the field), where the bodies 

communicated and performed embodied memories in interaction with one another, as 

discussed in Chapter 7. 

In relation to quality in embodied inquiry there are three intertwined strands to ensure 

good quality qualitative research with specific application to embodied inquiry: 

transparency, criticality, and reflexivity (Leigh & Brown, 2021:73) (see Section 1.6.4). 

This research was transparent with the participants’ affective responses through their 

writings, drawings, and paintings during the choreographic process. It critically 

engaged with the participants’ responses during and after the choreographic process. 

Chapters 7 and 8 provided a reflective analysis of each process, as well as affective 

narrative reflections from my position as a subjective observer. Reflexivity in this 

research moves beyond reflection, as it explores the participants’ relationships with 

one another, which resonates with relationality as a catalyst for counter hegemonic 

thought: a praxis of thinking towards decolonial options (see Section 3.1).  
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9.1.7 Musings on decolonisation and decoloniality 

Decolonisation and decoloniality provide the theoretical underpinning and framework, 

as well as one of the foundations for creating the teaching and learning strategy 

grounded in decolonial thought. As discussed in Chapter 2, decolonial discourse is  a 

fluid, complex, continuously shifting and changing praxis to navigate, which suggests 

that it is an ongoing process with no conclusions (Wane & Todd, 2018:2). I 

acknowledge, as suggested in Chapter 2, that decoloniality is not decolonisation. 

Decoloniality is a way of thinking, a process, a perspective, an approach, a standpoint, 

a practice and more specifically, a “praxis of thinking” (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018b:4–5). 

Decoloniality is an epistemological unlearning and a praxis of “undoing and redoing” 

(Mignolo & Walsh, 2018b:120), in which this research aimed to engage in (see Section 

2.5). On the other hand, decoloniality implies action and is an epistemological project; 

decolonisation is at first, a political project where former colonies achieve self-

governance. Decolonisation and decoloniality as concepts are processes of 

“deconstructing colonial ideologies of the superiority and privilege of Western thought 

and approaches” (Cull et al., 2017:7). Decolonisation deconstructs colonial influence 

and decoloniality is the act or practice of undoing and redoing, towards a process of 

unlearning.  

The process of undoing and redoing is a decolonial de-linking as a form of epistemic 

disobedience against coloniality, the coloniality of power, the coloniality of being, and 

epistemicide (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018a:1). Epistemic disobedience is a decolonial 

option that examines the effects of coloniality and the coloniality of knowledge in an 

attempt to decolonise knowledge and ways of being (Lombardi, 2012:48). Epistemic 

disobedience through de-linking facilitates the process of border thinking. Border 

thinking in decoloniality emerges as an option, rather than a new universal, that opens 

up alternative ways of thinking, resulting in a pluriverse. A pluriversal framework 

acknowledges various forms of meaning-making and experiences where there are 

many ways of being-in-the-world (Perry, 2021:296). Pluriversality facilitates a “mosaic 

epistemology” (Connell, 2018:404), where various knowledge systems co-exist with 

one another in a fluid interchange that is part of decolonial thinking. A “mosaic 

epistemology” challenges Western hegemonic knowledge and the Western locus of 

enunciation (see Section 2.5.1).   
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9.1.8 Musings on the Western, Eurocentric locus of enunciation 

In Chapter 2 (specifically Section 2.5) and musings in Section 9.1, I explain how the 

“locus of enunciation” (Mignolo, 2007b:158) emerges in the current dance curriculum 

at the institution where I teach, as reflective of Western, Eurocentric modernity and its 

related knowledges – seen in remnants of colonial education that still frame many 

curricula in South Africa. Revealing this locus of enunciation creates an awareness of 

its construction and its hegemonic hold that is perpetuated through coloniality.  

Decoloniality for me, is then about shifting this Western, Eurocentric locus of 

enunciation as a way to disrupt, de-link and create fissures in epistemological 

hegemony in the curriculum. I support an approach to decolonisation that implies 

epistemological inclusivity and diversity through border thinking. Thus, I aimed at 

positioning myself within this research as a decolonial ally with an approach that 

worked towards epistemological diversity and ontological equality in ways of being-in-

the-world.  

I argued in this research that through the choreographic process, the bodyminded 

being becomes the locus of enunciation that allows an ecology of knowledges to co-

exist in a meshwork as revealed in Chapter 7. Thus, it facilitates a locus revelation 

process.   

9.1.9 Musings on the reconceptualised loci of enunciation  

Through a locus revelation process, facilitated through border thinking and de-linking, 

a space opened up in the choreographic process for the enunciation of various cultural 

and subjective lived experiences and memories (Mignolo, 2012:5). The locus of 

enunciation in the choreographic process, became a loci (plural) of enunciation as it 

shifted towards plurality, multiplicity and pluriversalities, where a “mosaic 

epistemology” (Connell, 2018:404) emerged through decolonial storying, evident in 

Chapter 7. 

The loci of enunciation, through decolonial storying of embodied memories, revealed 

lived experiences that offered stories that stand testimony to participants’ socio-

cultural perspectives and interpretations of being-in-the-world. Storying of the lived 
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experience and being-in-the-world, influenced participants’ (multiple) identities and 

fostered an understanding of their positionality and “fresh frameworks of perception” 

(Bannerman, 2010:477), evident in Chapter 7. Storying the lived experience assisted 

participants in self-reflection around how they understood their experiences in relation 

to their identity construction, so as to consider possible alternative or expanded 

understandings of their lived experiences, evident in Chapter 7. Participants engaged 

in a de-linking process through border thinking, revealing multiple ontologies.  Multiple 

ontologies were revealed through participants’ affective reflections in Chapters 7 and 

8. A meshwork and ecology of knowledges, affective reflections, identities, and 

subjective lived experiences was articulated towards an emerging trans-ontology.  

When participants moved and danced in time and space, they revealed their lived 

experiences, identities, mental models, procedural body memory, habitual patterning, 

and habitual body memory. Through their movements, gestures, and choices, their 

embodied experiences, memories, and their sense of selves were revealed, evident 

in Chapter 8. The bodyminded being moving in time and space was interwoven with 

past experiences and tacit body knowledge, and became the participants’ personal 

‘histories’ revealed. The choreographic work, Memoryscapes, allowed multiple 

identities, lived experiences and embodied memories to emerge in space and time. 

The participants’ choreographic solos explored a variety of embodied memories of 

selves, cultures, places, family, home, childhood, identity markers, loss, longing and 

embodied, subjective thoughts. These embodied memories were relevant and 

meaningful to the participants in the choreographic process and made up their worlds, 

their decolonial storyings (see Section 7.7.2).   

9.1.10 Musings on decolonial storying as method   

In my research, as explained in Chapter 3, decolonial storying is the method that was 

mobilised, as an option and a “resistant tactic” (Sugiharto, 2020:1) in choreographic 

composition. Multiple and diverse stories emerged when using embodied, 

autobiographical memories and individuals’ lived experiences as the source for 

movement creation in choreographic composition. Decolonial storying is not the only 

method in this research and to link Chapters 2 and 3 strategies for decolonisation and 
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delinking towards border thinking, were considered in Chapter 3. This provided a net 

of strategies towards my broader teaching and learning strategy (see Section 3.2).  

The choreographic process explored Laenui’s (2000:152) five phases in the process 

of decolonisation to frame the decolonial strategies. Participants engaged in various 

strategies and phases, such as rediscovery and recovery, communication, dialogue, 

reflection, counter/storytelling, healing, reclaiming (Zavala, 2016:3), problem-posing, 

conscientisation, and praxis (Freire, 2005:87), resonating with key nodes of decolonial 

education identified in Section 2.5.2. In the choreographic process, decolonial 

strategies acted as catalysts for transformation, as a form of border thinking and de-

linking, towards rupturing and re-inventing educational practices through accessing 

embodied memories (Wane & Todd, 2018:4).  

Embodied memories constructed the landscape of the bodyminded being (the 

participants), with their stories, lived experiences, multiple identities, senses, and 

perceptions weaving together to create a meshwork in the choreographic process, as 

evident in Chapter 7. This interlaced tapestry with fluid and dynamic connectivities 

resonates with decoloniality as a fluid, ever-emerging praxis and on-going process.  

The multimodal bodyminded being is ever-evolving, sensing and perceiving in a 

continuous process of becoming.   

9.1.11 Musings on the bodyminded being  

I conceptualised the bodyminded being in Chapter 4, to create one of the foundations 

of the teaching and learning strategy in choreographic composition. I conceptualised 

individuals as navigating the world through the sensorimotor system. Participants’ 

meaning-making processes suggested that as bodyminded beings, they are 

constantly in the process of becoming and emerging, constantly in motion (Totton, 

2010:21). In this research in Section 4.4, I validated the bodyminded being (the 

participants), as the loci of enunciation; where embodied memories emerged as one 

of the conceptual nodes for a decolonial choreographic practice. Through decolonial 

storying the participants danced their subjectivity, multiple identities, perceptions, 

embodied memories, subjective lived experiences and bodyminded beings. 

Participants composed and danced their interpretations of their inner and outer worlds 

through their bodyminded beings, revealed in Chapter 7. I therefore suggest that 
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knowledge, thinking, being-doing is an ever-evolving interconnected relationship 

in/through/with the bodyminded being, which provides the foundation for memory.  

9.1.12 Musings on memory  

I provided a detailed discussion on memory, in Chapter 5, to create one of the 

foundations of the teaching and learning strategy. I argued that memory is subjective, 

constructed, subject-centred, and a multimodal process. I discussed the theories on 

memory and how a conceptual shift has occurred from memory as a fixed entity, 

towards various components and processes (see Section 5.1). I explored what 

memory is and the stages in memory creation in a multimodal bodyminded being. I 

critically engaged with various kinds of memory, specifically body memory, habitual 

body memory and habitual patterning that are part of individuals’ multiple identities 

and thus influence participants’ remembering (see Sections 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6). The 

process of remembering in the choreographic process revealed that participants were 

constantly transforming their recollections as they produced them; in a sense a 

creative process that speaks to their becoming, as revealed in Chapter 7. 

Remembering emerged in the choreographic process as an imaginative 

reconstruction of all the participants’ past experiences, as evident in Chapter 7. 

Embodied memories emerged as the totality of the participants’ senses, experiences, 

perceptions, socio-cultural contexts, cultural contexts, body memories, mental models, 

habitual patternings, and bodyminded beings in revealing their past into the present in 

the choreographic process, evident in Chapters 7 and 8.  

9.1.13 Musings on the preparation of the choreographic process 

I mapped the preparation towards the choreographic process, in Chapter 6, from 

recalling to (re)moving. The preparation or the meandering path towards the 

choreographic process revealed the strategies for decolonisation, as unpacked in 

Chapter 3. These decolonial strategies in the choreographic process facilitated my 

decolonial pedagogy which revealed strands that interweave, creating the conceptual 

nodes of this research: embodied memory as a conceptual node; decoloniality as a 

conceptual node; storying as a conceptual node; and identity construction as a 

conceptual node (see Section 6.1). These nodes cluster together to present my 
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particular methodology, as well as the method of decolonial storying. These 

conceptual nodes provided the methods of my decolonial choreographic practice.  

The methods in the choreographic process allowed for a decolonial choreographic 

practice. The conceptual nodes moved my research towards a decolonial 

choreographic compositional methodology (see Section 6.1.2). I provided the 

framework of how to re-imagine, re-think, and re-model, the choreographic 

compositional curriculum towards a decolonial choreographic process, that engaged 

multiplicity, diversity, and reflexivity – a decolonial pedagogy.  

9.1.14 Musings on a decolonial pedagogy  

De-linking, border thinking, and unlearning, towards decolonising higher education 

curricula remains crucial in South Africa as a way of decentring the seemingly still 

dominant Western, Eurocentric epistemic landscape of academia (le Grange et al., 

2020:26). In this study, I argued that my decolonial pedagogy should be based in 

epistemic disobedience, and border thinking as it pertains to curriculum, towards 

border thinking which creates the necessary delinking from modernity/coloniality (see 

Section 2.3). A decolonial pedagogy needed decolonial strategies that might reveal 

and subvert the locus of enunciation as it pertains to the curriculum (Mbembe, 2016:6). 

This research process allowed me to re-create, re-think and re-imagine ways of 

learning, knowing, creating and being-doing in the world through choreographic, 

compositional trans-ontology.  

9.1.15 Musings on reflections  

Participants reflected on the choreographic process and choreographic work, 

Memoryscapes. In Chapter 7, I created a reflexive table of each process that drew 

together my reflections on the processes and the reflexive responses from the 

participants. I provided a mosaic, meshwork of writings, paintings, and images that 

revealed reflections on/in and through the choreographic process. The choreographic 

process provided the invitation for the participants to narrate their past or personal 

histories into the present, a recalling to (re)moving. 
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In Chapter 8, I explored, from my perspective as a subjective observer, the narrative 

that emerged from the production, Memoryscapes. It was necessary to provide the 

narrative as it unfolded in Memoryscapes, as it mapped the stories into being as they 

unfolded in the performance (see Section 8.1). This chapter allowed the reader to have 

their own “felt sense” (Cornell & McGavin, 2021:30) and their “thinking bodily 

experience” (Bannerman, 2010:474), as I wove a tapestry and meshwork of the 

participants and my affective reflections in, on, for and after the performances.  

9.1.16 Musings on the research in retrospect 

My own decolonial storying in and through this research is shaping and shifting as I 

write it into being. In my view, all the participants in the choreographic process and 

Memoryscapes were ‘remembered’, ‘written’, ‘re-written’, and moved into being. Their 

stories and lived experiences were re-created in a narrative space-time continuum. 

Their narratives and threads of their embodied memories were woven into an intricate 

tapestry. A meshwork of creating, moving, rethinking, and reinventing as they moved 

their remembrance through/in/on and with their bodies. 

The process of remembering is not passive but an active exploration in space and 

time. Individuals actively created the meanings of their past and brought these into the 

present: through ‘moving’ their storied worlds, they engaged in acts of epistemic 

disobedience, border thinking, de-linking, translating, rupturing, inventing, and re-

creating.  

9.1.17 Musings towards (non)conclusions  

This research was a decolonial storying of embodied memories in facilitating 

movement creation in choreographic composition. The main aim and investigative 

question were: how can autobiographical, embodied memories that are voluntarily 

accessed, provide a means to develop decolonial teaching and learning strategies for 

movement creation in choreographic composition. 

An exploration of the sub-aims of the research allows the main aim and investigative 

question to move towards a (non)conclusion, a series of findings.  
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9.2 Sub-aims 

9.2.1 Sub-aim 1: To provide a theoretical underpinning and framework that 

engages with decolonisation and decoloniality  

As offered earlier, decoloniality is an active process and praxis against coloniality and 

the colonial matrix of power for the potential of an “otherwise” (Mignolo & Walsh, 

2018a:17). De-linking from Western ways of thinking means to re-invent, re-create and 

re-think educational practices and ways and modes of learning (Tlostanova & Mignolo, 

2012:7). In this research, my border thinking and de-linking was facilitated through a 

decolonial pedagogy or the way I approached the choreographic process. 

This decolonial pedagogy acknowledged participants’ subjective lived experiences, 

memories, feelings, perceptions, and histories, and became a pedagogy that ruptured 

the colonial hegemonic hold in learning (Wane & Todd, 2018:4–5). The decolonial 

strategies in the choreographic practice assisted with epistemic disobedience towards 

delinking and border thinking, thus revealing and subverting the locus of enunciation. 

Exposing the locus of enunciation reformulated and reconfigured colonial structures, 

fracturing and creating ruptures in the epistemic system of choreographic composition, 

creating decolonial resistance, resurgence and renewal (Wane & Todd, 2018:2). In 

the process of decoloniality in the choreographic context, epistemic rupture, border 

thinking and de-linking emerged as broad strategies towards my decolonial pedagogy 

and a trans-ontology. 

9.2.2 Sub-aim 2: To identify specific strategies for decolonisation 

The research revealed strategies for decolonisation (see Section 3.2) as a form of 

epistemological disobedience towards delinking and border thinking. Strategies for 

decolonisation included Smith’s (1999:142) unravelling and reconstruction, ethics, 

languages, history and critique; conviviality as the idea of living together with 

difference (Hemer et al., 2020:2); Zavala’s (2016:2) counter/storytelling, healing and 

reclaiming; Chawla’s  (2018:116) strategy of all identities as fluid and hybrid; 

Archibald’s (2008:5) indigenous storywork; and Gallien’s (2020:43) strategy of 

redefining knowledge from an embodied perspective. 
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The collection of decolonial strategies comprised my decolonial pedagogy. My 

pedagogy also surfaced strands that interweave, creating conceptual nodes (see 

Section 6.1.2). Decolonial strands of a decolonial pedagogy are mutual recognition; 

the idea of a co-student: a dialogical education; multiplicity; conscientisation; 

collaborative, inclusive, and interactive processes; metacognition; agency; and a 

praxis (action/reflection) towards reflexivity.  

These strands that interweave facilitate the conceptual nodes of this research: 

embodied memory as a conceptual node; decoloniality as a conceptual node; storying 

as a conceptual node, and identity as a construction as a conceptual node. Together, 

these conceptual nodes make up decolonial storying as a method. These conceptual 

nodes interweave and reveal the methods in the choreographic process towards a 

decolonial choreographic methodology. They create possibilities for developing a 

decolonial choreographic methodology, as options to finding alternative ways of 

engaging in/with the world – (trans)ontologically, epistemologically, culturally and 

philosophically. 

The conceptual nodes acknowledge that embodiment in the world reveals the 

subjective lived experience which generates embodied memories. These are used as 

a source for movement creation through decolonial storying in the choreographic 

process. Embodied memories reveal multiple identities as a construction, through 

narrative and expressed in the choreographic process. 

9.2.3 Sub-aim 3: To provide a delineation of decolonial storying as method 

Decolonial storying is a practice of decoloniality, where it becomes the specific method 

in the choreographic process through which personal interpretation and socio-cultural-

embodied experience in the world are articulated (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018a:1). This 

subjective interpretation of the world placed importance on the participants’ various 

perspectives and provided new knowledge production, thus challenging the coloniality 

of knowledge. Subjectivity and intersubjectivity was valued in the choreographic 

process, rather than supposed objectivity, which challenges the colonial order, as 

discussed in Chapter 2, through decolonial storying.   
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Decolonial storying positioned participants at the centre of the choreographic process, 

challenging the colonial order; articulating their worlds; understanding their knowledge 

systems; naming their experiences; and identifying themselves in relation to being in 

the world (Archibald et al., 2019:14).  

In summary, decolonial storying emerged as an alternative method or a decolonial 

option because it is where it disrupted dominant notions and redefined scholarship as 

a process that begins and emerges from the self or selves (Sium & Ritskes, 2013:iv). 

Through decolonial storying as a method, a dynamic process of autobiographical 

subjectivity, memory, experience, identities, space, embodiment and agency unfolded 

in the choreographic process. Participants became authors of individual actions, 

dance vocabulary, compositional choices and consequences (giving them agency); a 

recognition of their embodiment in the world facilitated through the bodyminded being 

as the vehicle of actions (Caspar et al., 2015:226). Decolonial storying as a method 

could possibly aid in the transformation of methodological and pedagogical practices.  

9.2.4 Sub-aim 4: To do a review of scholarship on the bodyminded being as 

the basis for memory   

In this research I conceptualised individuals as bodyminded beings in the 

environment, navigating the world through their sensorimotor systems. Through 

sensorimotor processes, individuals make meaning and understand the world 

(Johnson, 2007:xii). The meaning-making process suggests that as bodyminded 

beings, individuals are constantly in the process of becoming and emerging, 

constantly shifting (Totton, 2010:21). Bodyminded beings sense, perceive, and 

experience an ongoing, interconnected relationship with, through and within the self, 

in a continuous evolving being-in-the-world. 

The stories that emerged in the choreographic process, through/on/with and in the 

bodyminded being positioned participants’ understanding of themselves, their 

perception, their lived experience, their memories, their histories and thus their 

multiple, hybrid identities. This positioned choreographic composition pedagogy 

towards a decolonial option, where the choreographic process through decolonial 

storying accesses autobiographical, embodied memories. Looking at the materiality of 

the participants’ existence allowed for new and innovative methods in the 
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choreographic context. This was the aim of the research, to create teaching and 

learning strategies that could facilitate a decolonial choreographic practice within 

higher education, through positioning the participants’ bodyminded beings’ subjective 

lived experience as the foundation for creation.  

9.2.5 Sub-aim 5: To do a review of scholarship on memory, specifically 

voluntary autobiographical and embodied memory  

In this research, participants accessed autobiographical, embodied memory as source 

for their choreographic composition. Their choices, in terms of how they constructed 

the choreography or what they chose to explore, revealed how they perceived the 

memory, through their embodiment in the world. Various perceptions emerged in the 

choreographic process, of how participants understood their past experiences and 

how that related to who or whom of their many selves they are today. More specifically, 

it revealed how they have constructed the autobiographical memory, in relation to 

themselves, as a personal recollection and embodied perception of an experience 

(Radvansky, 2017:309; Shaw, 2016:xi). 

In recalling these embodied memories, participants became ‘explorers’ reconfiguring 

their memories through a reflection and discussion of experiences that held meaning 

for them. The process of re-reflecting, as shown in their journals, paintings, drawings 

and movement solos, offered them a different entry point to viewing and engaging in 

embodied memory. Thus, it provided another perspective, a re-looking towards 

understanding their embodied memories, and how they related to their being-in-the-

world, a shape shifting of identities-in-becoming. 

9.2.6 Sub-aim 6: To determine how individual lived experiences have 

constructed a sense of ‘self’, ‘selves’ or life narrative for the participants 

Identity emerged in this research as an interplay between subjectivity, objectivity, and 

intersubjectivity depending on the choreographic process and how participants 

defined their sense of selves through their reflections and reflexive exchanges with 

other participants. Participants considered their sense of identity through subjective 

thoughts, assumptions, and beliefs about ‘who’ they believed they were becoming and 
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their relationships with others, their “co-authored” selves (McLean, 2016:5). In the 

choreographic process, participants defined themselves in relation to important people 

in their lives or their specific socio-cultural context.  

The participants’ relationships with one another in the choreographic process 

resonated with Csordas’s (1994:138) somatic modes of attention. Culturally 

elaborated ways or culturally constructed ways emerged in the choreographic process 

of how each participant understood various situations or contexts that they recalled 

from their autobiographical memory. Participants through their bodies, and in relation 

to other bodies in the choreographic process, attended to the embodied presences of 

others. An intersubjectivity emerged in the choreographic process where there was a 

sharing of experiences, memories, feelings, perceptions, thoughts and musings 

amongst participants. Thus, identity emerged through a social constructivist view as a 

fluid, subjective, intersubjective process that is constructed through interaction, 

engagement with others, and is co-produced (Dei, 2018:117; Zeleza, 2006:14). 

In the choreographic process identity emerged as socially and culturally produced, as 

seen in reflections in Chapters 7 and 8. Identity was linked for participants, to the 

communal and socio-cultural context, as part of a collective personal identity or 

narrative identity (Ndubisi, 2013:224). Ybema’s (2020:55-60) concepts of identity 

emerged in participants’ reflections, where their identities were viewed as positioning, 

as performance, as (co)production, and as process. These emerged as participants 

saw themselves as intertwined with others in their lifeworlds (Maqoma, 2020:2). In the 

choreographic process, participants went through a subjective process of sense-

making, reconstructing, and a recovery process, where a decolonial perspective was 

navigated. Identity emerged in the choreographic context as subjective, 

intersubjective, multiple, fluid, shifting, and hybrid; an ongoing process, socially and 

culturally produced through participants’ narratives, stories, and autobiographical 

embodied memories towards trans-ontology.   
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9.2.7 Sub-aim 7: To facilitate a choreographic process where participants’ 

autobiographical, embodied memories are used in the creation of a five-

minute solo choreographic work 

The participants’ embodied memories were moved into being. Simultaneously, 

participants were ‘moved’ by their feelings, sensations and embodied memories in a 

continuous motion in time and space, existing in a fleeting moment. In that fleeting 

moment, a space was created for them to experience a congruence of their social 

cartography of selves with others (Goodson, 1995:4) as their life worlds aligned.  

The participants’ moving narrative emerged and was danced with/in/through their 

bodyminded being in Memoryscapes. The moving narrative, for me, not only emerged 

but perhaps also transfigured or metamorphosed in time and space. The embodied 

memories surfaced and through surfacing their memories, a space was created that 

allowed new perspectives on identity/s and being-in-the-world. Participants’ 

subjective, lived experiences were re-embodied and placed relationally with others, in 

the performance. This arguably allowed participants to re-examine themselves, 

‘seeing’ themselves and their stories and memories from another point of view. 

Multiple points of view of embodied relationality, allow for critical reflection of selves, 

memories and stories, as well as making connections. This allowed for personal 

emergence revealed through their reflective statements and in a decolonial frame, 

shifting the locus of enunciation to loci of enunciation and towards a third space of 

enunciation. 

During the choreographic process, the locus of enunciation was shifted towards a loci 

of enunciation, facilitating a third space of enunciation through multiplicity, an in-

between space, an interstice, an innermost and fluid space. In the choreographic 

process, cultures collided and interwove with one another, as the participants’ moving 

stories were testament to their socio-cultural contexts (Pratt, 2008:7). This ambivalent 

space, or the third space of enunciation, allowed for an articulation of multiple and 

diverse narratives, stories, and embodied memories in the choreographic process 

(Sattar et al., 2020:307).  

Throughout the choreographic process I positioned participants as the loci of 

enunciation as part of or ‘in', interwoven in the curriculum as valid knowledge, which 
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facilitated decolonial processes and allowed them to understand themselves within 

their own socio-cultural context. Facilitating my choreographic pedagogy where 

participants ‘are’ the curricula, worked to shift Eurocentric, Western ways of knowing, 

and being-doing. The learning environment in my choreographic process was a safe 

space where I provided an opportunity for participants to open their mental models 

and lenses in their process of becoming. This did not mean that the participants were 

left in their comfort zones, but rather, that a space was created where they felt they 

could shift their understandings and knowings, sensings and doings.  

Positioning the participants as loci of enunciation through embodied and indigenous 

knowledge in the higher education context, allowed them to reflect on the teaching 

and learning process. Thereby, they could find their sense of agency in the production 

of knowledge, through opening their individual mental models and lenses in their 

processes of becoming (Munro, 2018:7). The participants’ processes of becoming 

were facilitated through holistic, inclusive, communicative, critical thinking and 

embodied learning, within the choreographic context. A choreographic context was 

open to multidisciplinary practices where collaboration and dialogue were 

characteristic moves towards a decolonial pedagogy and student-centred approach. 

The choreographic process created a space where “times past meet the immediacy 

of time present within and on the surface of the body” (Bannerman, 2010:479); a co-

existence of time and space through/in/on the bodyminded being, a temporality of 

becoming(s).  

The participants became producers and creators of knowledge and had agency in their 

learning (Bacquet, 2021:20). From the participants’ reflections and discussions, they 

became producers of knowledge of their lived experience or being-in-the-world. 

Participants were affirmed and they felt of value within the choreographic context, 

towards reaching their full potential; a humanisation of the educational experience.  

9.2.8 Sub-aim 8: The participants perform their choreography, journal and 

critically reflect on their experiences of the process; whether it has 
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influenced their perceptions of their individual stories and multiple 

identities 

Reflections by participants, as seen in Chapters 7 and 8, revealed their multimodal 

“thinking bodily practices” (Bannerman, 2010:474) and their “felt sense” (Cornell & 

McGavin 2021:30) on/in/ and through the choreographic process and performance of 

Memoryscapes. These reflections are how they felt about the process and 

performance.  

The participants’ affective reflections provided “entanglements of 

spacetimematterings” (Mandalaki et al., 2022:247),  musings on how the experience 

was meaningful to them. Their reflections evoked for me, a visually artistic, embedded 

meshwork and topography of each participant’s musings; a visual landscape and map 

of their reflections in spacetime. A visual cartography of each participant’s reflections 

was created in Chapter 8, highlighting the main concept of their affective reflections. 

This cartography was a gift to each participant as a sharing, ongoing process of 

exchange that speaks to decoloniality.  

9.2.9 Sub-aim 9: To create a full-length choreographic work using the 

individual choreographies as a creative impetus to choreograph a piece 

with participants in which they creatively engage with their own stories 

I emerged as collaborator with the participants in the choreographic process where we 

engaged both bodily and cognitively, which enabled individuality, imagination, agency 

and a sense of ownership in collaboration (Butterworth & Wildschut, 2009:380). 

Participants engaging bodily and cognitively resonates with embodiment and validates 

the bodyminded being as the loci of enunciation in the process of becoming (see 

Section 4.4) an ontology of becoming(s) towards an emerging trans-ontology.  

A sense of ownership in collaboration resonates with the decolonial strategy of 

everyone’s right to ‘be’ that is acknowledged in the choreographic collaborative 

context. This resonates with Freire’s (2005:87) notion of praxis (action/reflection) and 

a “rethinking of thinking” (Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2017:61), as part of the decolonial 

pedagogy (see Section 2.5.2). The focus in the choreographic process was on the 

making of the work and the working process, the dance making. 
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There was a need in the choreographic process to allow continuous reflection where 

participants constructed awareness of their thoughts, perceptions and selves (Pakes, 

2009:2). The process generated an exploration of who participants were becoming, 

their hybrid, multiple identities, their socio-cultural context, their own frame of 

reference, and how they navigate the world through focusing on their selves and 

embodied memories in the choreographic context. This allowed for reflexivity, 

positionality and agency within the choreographic context and could be facilitated 

within the South African choreographic context, where learners are the facilitators of 

their own learning, with agency. In acknowledging positionality and multiple identities, 

participants shared ownership and became “subjects of their own destiny”, a step 

towards the process of decoloniality (Mudimbe, 1985:216).  

An exploration of the sub-aims of the research above allowed the main aim and 

investigative question to move towards a series of findings. I now move to 

(non)conclusions on choreographic composition. 

9.3 Non-conclusions on choreographic composition  

Approaching choreographic composition in this process was through a series of 

exchanges, flexible artistic roles, and shared ownership between choreographer and 

participants, thus challenging the coloniality of knowledge and power. This process of 

exchange allowed reflexivity in the choreographic compositional context, which in my 

view, allowed for further development of the participants as choreographic artists 

through examining the memories or stories they told in their choreographic 

compositional solos.  

Choreographic composition in this process emerged as a meshwork (see Section 

1.2.1). This meshwork did not occur as the result of one participant but rather, as a 

process where collectively and dialogically multiple perspectives and voices co-

existed: a collective inter-being. A meshwork of multiple lines of becoming resulted, 

where the participants interacted through the choreographic process and through 

various processes. My role as choreographer was as a collaborator who wrote with 

the bodyminded beings’ memories in the South African context, and explored 

autobiographical memories that formed multiple identities (Loots, 2010:117). 

Choreographic composition emerged as a shared, dialogical, collaborative, devising 
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process, where everyone involved contributed to the choreographic work. A decolonial 

storyings of being, where “bodily inscriptions were carved into space” emerged 

(Bannerman, 2010:474).  

Decolonial storying of embodied memories in facilitating movement creation in 

choreographic composition, emerges as process-based within this research, and 

inevitably, as this process is ever ongoing, some limitations emerge within the 

research.  

9.4 Limitations of the research 

The three strands of transparency, criticality and reflexivity that ensure good quality 

research, with specific application to embodied inquiry (Leigh & Brown, 2021:73) (see 

musing 9.6), require a delineation of the limitations of the research.   

• Decolonisation within a higher educational context should not only look at 

curricula and teaching but also needs to include various aspects, such as 

addressing structures, faculty, fees, funding, localised politics and institutional 

concerns (Kadhila & Nyambe, 2022:38). These various aspects show how the 

decolonisation process is a totality of various interlocking structures and role-

players. This research focused on specific teaching and learning strategies 

(curriculum) for decolonisation in choreographic composition and did not 

consider the abovementioned factors as part of the decolonial frame, as it fell 

outside the scope of the research and is outside of an individual’s capability. 

• Decolonial discourse is continuously shifting and changing, as mentioned 

previously; this creates a tension in terms of the design of decolonial teaching 

and learning strategies, and how they can remain relevant in an ever-evolving 

discourse. A limitation to the research could be to specify strategies within a 

discourse that continues to shift. As I teach in a university context, I am bound 

by the curricula demands and the specific outcomes of each course. These 

outcomes suggest the content of the course, as well as specific marking criteria. 

This is the continuous tension where universities are revealed as colonial 

structures. I suggest that this study could serve as an impetus for more 

decolonial shiftings in my department.  
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• The students’ loci of enunciation are steeped in ideology, and perhaps is still 

guided by the locus of enunciation and thus does not emerge as ‘neutral’ or 

‘authentic’. Their ideology is influenced, habituated and socialised by Western 

ways of knowing, being and doing; an ideology contaminated by colonial 

hegemonic knowledge. The question thus remains as to whether shaping of 

identity/s and memories, outside of ideology, is possible. 

• The students’ dance training is largely influenced by what they have learnt in 

the university where I teach. This meant that their choices in terms of 

movement, vocabulary and style is impacted by the training they have received. 

The choreographic process and movement material they generated was not as 

open as it could have been, as their training affected their movement choices. 

The individuals in the research were all trained at the same university and there 

is a similarity in terms of what movement choices and styles of moving are 

encouraged, due to their training.  

• The research specifically looked at decolonial strategies in terms of movement 

creation in the choreographic process and not at a decolonial aesthetic. A 

decolonial aesthetic in terms of the look and feel of the choreographic work, 

could have been navigated. Movement creation is a specific focus within 

choreographic composition and a broader choreographic focus could have 

been navigated within the research.  

• In terms of Laenui’s (2000:152) phases of decolonisation, I navigated four of 

the five phases. I did not navigate the phase of mourning in the choreographic 

process, as I felt this might pose a risk within the eight days. It was my 

responsibility to ensure the participants were safe and a phase of mourning 

could have allowed participants to delve into a space that would require 

extensive time to navigate through. The phase of mourning could be explored 

in a future choreographic process.   

• In terms of the music used in Memoryscapes, I could have allowed the 

participants to work individually with the composer to create their specific 

compositions for their autobiographical solos. A live band could have been used 

in the choreographic process to create, make and perform each individual’s 

sound score. This was not viable due to time and financial constraints.  
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• A limitation in the research is the term ‘choreography’ is a Western based term 

and is the preferred term that is used at the university where I teach.  

The limitations of this research mentioned above, provide ample opportunities for 

future research. 

9.5 Future research  

Building on the findings in this research, I as an embodied researcher, navigate further 

pathways towards future research. 

• In this research, I articulated my specific idea of decoloniality and developed 

strategies and methods accordingly. Future research could focus on interrogating 

other stances on decoloniality, to explore what teaching and learning strategies 

could develop from those stances.  

• Further research can be explored around ways of decolonising the term 

‘choreography’ as a way forward to engaging in new pathways of practice.  

• Western, European modernity, as mentioned in Chapter 2, is not the only mode of 

modernity, and scholarship now recognises a plurality of modernities, rather than 

a single model. Such a discussion fell outside the scope of this thesis but a further 

literature review on the pluralities of modernities, and Southern modernities, could 

be conducted for future research, as well as how this might impact on coloniality in 

relation to decoloniality. 

• Further research can be explored on the question on the function of a university 

within a South African context, as this links to the decolonisation of academia. I 

discussed this briefly in Chapter 2, but a more in-depth review could be undertaken.  

• In Chapter 4, I explored the multimodal bodyminded being navigating the world 

through the sensorimotor systems. The chapter provided a brief exploration of the 

brain as intertwined with/in/through the bodyminded being. The brain is a 

complicated organ with a multitude of research that is ongoing in the field of 

neuroscience; thus, further research into the brain and its dynamic relationship to 

the bodyminded being in dance could be explored.  

• Embodied cognition is an ever-evolving field of scholarly research and new 

developments are continuously surfacing. An area of further research could be 

related to embodied cognition within choreographic processes and choreographic 
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products. Embodied cognition provides various options for further research, such 

as its role and importance in education (Shapiro & Stolz, 2019:19) and towards 

creating teaching and learning strategies.  

• Chapter 8 emerges as an autoethnographic, reflective affect-scape to the 

choreographic process and journey of Memoryscape.  In this chapter, I created a 

written poem to each participant of my affective reflection on their embodied 

memories. These affective reflections, feelings, sensations and responses to each 

participant’s solo could allow source material and an impetus for a new work. This 

new work could encourage future research into how affective reflections can be 

used as source material in choreographic composition.    

• The participants in the choreographic process were drawing from their own 

preferences in movement language and yet, one could observe their prior training. 

Further research can be conducted on how to shift these hegemonic dance styles 

but without positioning another dance style in the centre.  

• As mentioned in one of the limitations is the idea of students’ dance training being 

influenced by what they have learnt at the university where I teach. This provides 

a further avenue of research as a process can be explored that identifies their 

choices in terms of movement vocabulary and style and where the similarities lie. 

In identifying the similarities, a process could be explored on how to shift these 

similarities towards a new movement language.  

• The research specifically looked at decolonial strategies in terms of movement 

creation in the choreographic process and not at a decolonial aesthetic. A future 

choreographic work could work specifically towards a decolonial aesthetic as the 

focus of the study. The research can explore what a decolonial aesthetic entails 

and what type of process would facilitate it in choreographic composition. 

• Further research can be explored on the translatability or transferability of this 

specific choreographic project in broader curriculum intervention. 

9.6 Momentarily stable musings and propositions  

This research allowed me to consider what decoloniality means, specifically in my 

teaching practice. It facilitated a rumination on specific processes towards epistemic 

disobedience and border thinking within the choreographic curriculum. It caused me 
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to reflect on the importance of the location from which thinking, speaking, and writing 

emerges in the process of knowledge production.  

The research allowed me to rethink my thinking on my positionality in a South African 

higher educational context. It allowed me new ways of seeing, being and doing as a 

lecturer in the dance programme where I work. These new ways of seeing, being and 

doing allowed me to reflect and consider what is relevant in choreographic 

composition, and how could I create new methodologies that allow students to emerge 

more fully with whom they believe they are becoming.  

A rethinking of thinking has allowed me to consider how I teach, rather than what I 

teach. This has made me embrace a pedagogy of unknowing (Zembylas, 2005:150), 

where I can work towards fostering spaces of learning through unknowing and 

unlearning (Mandalaki et al., 2022:258).  

My research process fostered in me a sense of kinetic empathy with the participants 

as they invited me into spaces that belonged to their subjective lived experiences. I 

was honoured and humbled to watch and be a part of their decolonial storying. The 

research ruptured my sense of stability in teaching and learning and confronted my 

need to create innovative teaching and learning strategies in choreographic 

composition; new ways of inscribing in space and time. Exploring my own 

choreographic methodologies inspires me to search for spaces where co-producing 

knowledge through mutual embodied becoming, emerges.  

My becoming 

changes of direction for me and you  

rupturing fragments of my whole  

body’s speaking in harmonic verse 

present pasts gliding into being  

contours of my journey carve my being 

relinquishing into cords of myself 

shadows of memories that define me  
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multiple, rotating musings reveal my path 

creating a space for new beginnings  

fissures of my perceptions  

levitating in liminality  

 I move 
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